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For Ali and Jin Pin 

They say: to write well, you should write about  

what you know. 

What did I know at sixteen, when I started writing this? 

Thus some good friends unwittingly lent their faces  

to some characters in my head. 

The friends and characters have trodden different paths since 

then; but those faces have stayed the same. 
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Main Characters from Shadowless 

Renia, adopted Ty’r Athre 

An orphan, brought up in Mhrydain but has an unknown 

Ilmaenese father. Since the age of six she has been able to far-

see and future-see – a skill that is more of a curse than a 

blessing in a world that believes in and condemns witchcraft. 

A vision linking her brother Vel to Kerin, a man washed 

ashore near their home, drives her to help Kerin rescue his 

brother Jastur from captivity. This is despite knowing that the 

vision is leading her to a moment of both great joy and terrible 

loss. It doesn’t help that she is hopelessly, unrequitedly, in 

love with Kerin − not that he has realized. 

Kerin Hedsarol 

Younger brother of Jastur, the recently rescued Crown of 

Ilmaen. Possessed of angelic beauty and the Devil’s own luck. 

He’s escaped death at Lemno’s hands twice, and knows he 

will try again. 

Nothing matters more to him than Ilmaen – except 

Jastur, Ilmaen’s true Crown and the only man Kerin believes 

can hold the country together. He thinks of Renia like a sister 

but relies, albeit unwillingly, on her visionary abilities. He 

knows she will be seized as a witch if her remarkable skills are 

exposed. But Jastur’s restoration may depend on her; and the 

future of Ilmaen depends on that. 

Velohim, adopted Ty’r Athre 

Renia’s elder brother. Bored of life on his adopted father’s 

farm, he wanted adventure; after saving Kerin from drowning, 

he’s now got more than enough. He has pinned his hopes for a 

better life in Ilmaen on Kerin and Jastur – unwisely perhaps, 

given Renia’s vision. 



 

 

He’s taken a shine to Jesral and she to him; but with 

testing times both behind and ahead it’s going to be a 

complicated relationship at best… 

Jesral Ty’r Plethu 

Jesral is from Mhrydain; a red-haired force of nature who can 

talk her way into or out of almost anything. Having joined the 

three travellers on their journey in order to escape her past, she 

has engineered the support of her former lover Cedas and his 

travelling show to help rescue Jastur. 

She’s come to terms with the fact that Renia can far-

see, but only knows about Renia’s ability to future-see after 

eavesdropping on her friends. She tries not to think about what 

they say is coming. 

Jastur Hed Sarol 

The separate ‘Hed’ in his name shows he is heir to the 

previous Crown, Sarol, but his position has been usurped by 

Sarol’s brother Maregh. He has been imprisoned in Karn by 

Lemno Tekai, though for what reason is unclear. Lemno 

returns to kill Jastur, only to find his brother Kerin there too; 

but just as Lemno almost achieves his ambition, the end of the 

Hedsarollen dynasty, he is foiled. 

Like Kerin, Jastur has dedicated himself to his nation. 

Whether his actions and decisions seem selfish or selfless, his 

objective is always to act for the greater good. He appears 

aloof and unruffled in almost every situation; but there are 

occasional hints at the man beyond the façade. 

Cedas Hed Ei Kukaan 

Cedas’ surname hints at his past and his personality − it 

translates as Heir to No One. Ex-mercenary, former lover of 

Jesral, he is now leader of the Company, a troupe of travelling 

players. You never quite know where you are with him; he 

may take control, or fade into the background. Though fond of 



money, security is actually his priority – ready cash just 

provides a safe bolthole, anonymity, a diversion. Unlike 

Jastur, all his actions have self-interest at the core. Any risks 

he takes are deliberate and calculated to bring significant 

benefit to himself. It has been suggested he got caught in bed 

with Nina deliberately, to drive Jesral away and secure the 

Company leadership when Atune fell ill. 

Lemno Tekai 
All Ilmaenese citizens use an honorific in their surnames – 

Hed (for men) or Lak (for women) – to indicate their 

parentage and dynasty. All but one. 

Lemno lost that right during the rule of Jastur and 

Kerin’s grandfather Olmegh, due to his father’s treason. It cost 

Lemno’s father his life: Lemno himself was deprived of both 

his father’s province and the use of his father’s name. Lemno 

is now bent on revenge against Olmegh’s descendants, and 

anyone who gets in his way. His attempts so far have failed, 

but that only means he will redouble his efforts; and Renia has 

discovered that he has powers even greater than hers. They are 

powers that Lemno can and will use to hunt them down; and 

Kerin is unaware of them. 

 

  



 

 

Lesser characters from Shadowless 

Atune 
Former leader of the Company, now retired due to several 

strokes. Some years before, she had taken Jesral on at Cedas’ 

request and trained her up for show life, before the love affair 

between those two soured and Jesral returned to Mhrydain. 

She has a secret known only to a few – including Renia. 

Bighur 
Apprentice to the tinker, Naylan. He’s a fourteen-year-old 

slave-boy who was left to drown in a bog and rescued by 

Naylan. 

Eddir 
A fifteen-year-old Company urchin and protégé of Cedas. 

Distantly related to Atune (though no-one is quite clear how). 

Harrat 
Captain of the Dawn Wind, the ship that brought Kerin and his 

companions from Mhrydain. He found Renia and Jesral 

lodgings in the port after Kerin and Vel were lost overboard, 

but the two girls left without warning to catch up with the 

Company. 

Maregh 
Jastur and Kerin’s greedy and shiftless uncle, who has been 

persuaded by Lemno to usurp his nephew’s title. He is well 

aware of how Lemno has made him Crown. He may not 

realize his late predecessor is not as late as he thinks. 

Melor 
A sheep farmer in Mhrydain. Adoptive father of Vel and 

Renia. 



Naylan 
The tinker who took Kerin and Vel in after they were 

shipwrecked, then ended up taking them all the way to Karn. 

As a locksmith, his skills have been instrumental in securing 

Jastur’s escape from Karn. 

Nina 
Once Jesral’s best friend in the Company, until she slept with 

Cedas. Devoted to Atune like the rest of the Company, she 

splits her time between looking after the old woman, keeping 

Cedas in a good mood, and performing in the show. 



 

 

THERE’S A MOMENT COMING, 

A MOMENT BOTH FEARED AND 
CRAVED. 

DO YOU RUN FROM IT, OR TO IT? 
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Chapter 1 – Consequences 

Jesral Ty’r Plethu stopped and looked up, the tray of flatbreads 

in her hands momentarily disregarded, worry in her amber 

eyes, as dusk seeped across the sky from the eastern horizon. 

It was heading slowly towards the city of Karn, still just 

visible to the west. Sleep would not come easy tonight, not 

this close to Karn. The sight of city made her heart, brave 

though it was, race again at the thought of the narrow escape 

they had just had there. 

Twilight was slowly enveloping all the Company’s 

wagons, whose occupants were blissfully unaware of the 

incident that had so disquieted Jesral. In fact, the folk of the 

travelling show were anticipating some entertainment that, for 

once, didn’t involve their own hard work. They hung around 

nonchalantly, trying to look as if the smell of supper cooking 

had attracted them, but all eyes were on a single wagon on the 

other side of the camp. 

It was a tinker’s wagon they watched, not part of the 

Company like the rest of them. It had been tagging along with 

them for over a week, but only now did the Company 

members, naturally inclined to keep their heads down and their 

noses out of other people’s business, show an interest in it. 

Jesral sighed. Such a risky plan, drawing everyone’s attention 

to that wagon; but Cedas had been adamant about this. If the 

Karn guards should come and question the Company, he 

wanted them looking elsewhere, as soon as possible. If there 

was one thing he and Kerin were agreed on, it was that there 

would be consequences to what had just happened in Karn. 

Right now, Kerin had other worries. He might seem 

indestructible: he had survived drowning twice in the last three 

months, and had just masterminded breaking his brother Jastur 

out of Karn’s dungeons despite the intervention of Lemno 

Tekai, the most feared man in Ilmaen. On the rare occasions 
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luck wasn’t with him, Kerin’s obsession with saving his 

brother had driven him to survive. But Jastur didn’t have the 

same lucky streak, it seemed. Cedas had told her of the state 

Kerin’s brother had been in when they’d got him out of his 

prison cell. That probably explained why, even though this 

plan would draw attention he’d rather not have, Kerin’s 

response to any objection had been: ‘Damn all that! My only 

concern is how Jastur fares.’ 

Kerin had always made it clear that his first priority 

was his duty to Ilmaen, particularly the protection of its 

Crown, Jastur, but now his single-mindedness worried Jesral 

almost as much as the hornet’s nest they had stirred up in 

Karn. Till now it hadn’t stopped him watching out for the rest 

of them where he could. He’d searched for Vel after the two of 

them had nearly drowned; and he’d got Renia out of the 

Company, where her astonishing abilities put her in danger of 

being condemned as a witch. But now… Pray God he never 

had to choose between them and Jastur. Necessity can make 

you sell your most precious things cheaply. 

Eddir gave the huge stewpot one last stir and looked 

on with satisfaction. The youth was one of the few in the 

Company that knew who was hidden in the tinker’s wagon, 

and took huge delight in knowing. Cedas might have proposed 

the plan that was currently unfurling, but the main work in 

setting it up had been Eddir’s. Cedas’ young protégé was 

proving as devious and twisted as his master would have 

hoped. His subtle innuendos were responsible for all the 

interest shown in the tinker’s wagon, and his efforts were 

about to be rewarded. With his own eyes fixed on the wagon 

door, he picked up the stewpot lid and walloped it 

enthusiastically with the ladle: ‘Dinner’s ready!’ 

Jesral thumped the tray of flatbread down next to his 

stack of plates and huffed in disgust. 

‘You and Cedas, you’re as bad as each other,’ she 

declared. ‘Don’t take that as a compliment.’ 
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He smiled nonetheless and returned to watching. His 

patience was soon rewarded. 

When the mousey-haired girl stepped awkwardly 

from the wagon it took her a few paces to notice the looks she 

was getting. Jesral felt for Renia, though they were polar 

opposites in temperament; Renia was as shy as Jesral was 

outgoing. She added this latest ordeal of Renia’s to the tally of 

things Cedas would pay for, once she had the chance to make 

a reckoning. 

Renia hesitated, unnerved by the unwelcome 

attention, but then focussed stolidly on the ground ahead of 

her and crossed the camp. 

Eddir greeted her with a grin that nearly split his face. 

She smiled back nervously and picked up three plates from the 

pile. 

‘You two’ve worked up an appetite then?’ he asked, 

his grin growing wider still if that were possible. A look of 

confusion, then panic, crossed the girl’s face. She hurriedly 

put one plate back and held the other two out for helpings of 

stew. Jesral set a flatbread on top of each, managing to smile 

at her whilst at the same time giving Eddir a glare. 

‘Just ignore him, Ren. Everything’s fine.’  

The other girl nodded, head still cast down, and 

walked back as quickly as she could. She couldn’t get inside 

the wagon fast enough, away from the buzz of conversation 

she had unwittingly started. 

Jesral rounded on Eddir. 

‘I hope you’re pleased with yourself. She’ll be 

mortified when she works out the rumour you and Cedas have 

spread round the Company.’ 

‘Better that than the truth getting out, don’t you 

think?’ 
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 ‘Keep your voice down!’ warned Jesral. She said no 

more; others were coming for their food now and might 

overhear. 

‘Of course,’ he whispered back. ‘Don’t worry. It’s a 

good plan, this rumour, trust me.’ 

‘Trust you? You’d sell your grandmother if you 

thought she’d bring a profit,’ Jesral hissed back. 

He just carried on grinning. 

oOo 

Renia’s panic subsided as she walked back to the wagon. 

Eddir had seen her dreadful mistake in taking three plates, but 

had given her the chance to cover it up before anyone else 

noticed. He and the others had seen Kerin going into the 

wagon that everyone thought she alone occupied, so two plates 

would not be remarked on today. And two plates between 

three would be an improvement on one plate between two, 

which was all she and the wagon’s secret occupant had shared 

before this. 

With her hands full, she had to knock on the wagon 

door with a plate rim. Kerin opened it just enough for her to 

slip in, and closed it quickly behind her. 

He had been in to talk to his brother twice already. 

Barely four hours had passed since Jastur’s rescue – a nerve-

shredding affair, given it was the Crown of all Ilmaen they’d 

sought to free – and it had so nearly been a disaster. The 

weeks Jastur had spent imprisoned − declared dead and 

spirited away by Lemno so that Jastur’s uncle could seize 

power − had left him frail from hunger and suffering from 

gaol cough. Kerin had already planned to hide Jastur in the 

tinker’s wagon, unbeknownst to most of the Company. Now, 

given how ill he was, Kerin immediately put him under 

Renia’s care – not that she hadn’t assumed that role 

instinctively. Jastur’s health was her priority now, one thing at 

least she could take off Kerin’s shoulders: but ensuring 

Jastur’s safety remained Kerin’s burden. His first visits had 
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been brief, checking his brother’s condition before returning to 

watchfulness outside, but if he was going to keep Jastur safe 

they needed to plan their next move. 

For the last quarter of an hour, though, Kerin had 

been quizzing Jastur on what had happened rather than what 

was to come. It was clear to Renia that Kerin found his brother 

much changed since they were last together, sailing home to 

Ilmaen so Jastur could take his place as the country’s Crown, 

with Kerin as the newly appointed LandMaster of Lestar. 

That appointment had made him Jastur’s Champion, 

a job he was more than qualified for. Renia had seen Kerin’s 

delight and pride in securing such a role, but knew what 

buoyed him most was his hope for Ilmaen’s future under the 

dynamic, talented brother he so looked up to. She’d seen him 

devastated, just weeks ago when he had thought his brother 

dead; now she saw dismay, recognizing that though he was 

now safe, his brother was more fragile than he had thought. 

‘So?’ asked Kerin, sitting once more and prompting 

his brother to finish what he had been saying. Jastur, propped 

up on pillows, shrugged, reluctant to discuss it further. 

‘Were you tortured?’ Kerin persisted. 

‘Not directly, no. Not straightforward physical 

torture. That would be too crude for Lemno.’ He looked up at 

Renia's wide-eyed expression and took refuge in courtesy. 

‘But we forget our manners. You sent the lady for food, and 

now we ignore her.’ 

‘Ren, I'm sorry.’ Kerin jumped up again, found 

spoons in a drawer and took one dish – and watched her put 

the remaining one in Jastur’s hand. 

‘Oh... Shall we share this meal?’ Kerin suggested. 

Jastur laughed lightly, sounding not unlike his 

brother. It was the only physical feature they had in common, 

but for their unusual grey-and-brown eyes. It must be a 

Hedsarollen family trait they shared. 
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‘Rest easy, brother, the lady and I share. I eat lightly; 

leave her a little of yours and it will suffice.’ 

Renia explained, ‘He’s got to get used to eating 

properly again, after Karn. Don’t worry, I’ll make sure he eats 

little and often.’ For emphasis she dug some rukiinen biscuits 

out of her pocket and put them on the shelf for later. 

‘You said they were bringing you food in Karn. You 

should have eaten it, even if it was only slops,’ Kerin 

admonished him. 

‘They brought me food. That didn’t mean it was wise 

for me to eat it.’ Jastur glanced briefly at Renia, and added: 

‘I’ll tell you more later.’ 

Kerin had his mouth full so he waved his spoon to 

hold his brother’s attention till he was done chewing. 

‘Anything worth telling me, you can say in front of 

Ren. I would trust her with any confidence.’ 

Jastur had eaten as much as he could manage. He 

offered the dish to Renia, and she took it up self-consciously 

and started on her share. 

‘It seems to me she might not want to hear it though,’ 

Jastur told his brother. After watching her a while longer he 

added: ‘I see something else is worrying you.’ Oh, yes, he saw 

pretty much everything, she thought uncomfortably. 

‘It’s just… It’s probably nothing. Only it felt like all 

the Company were watching me when I went out, and I 

stupidly picked up three plates. I think it’s all right though. 

Eddir noticed but he just… said… Oh!’ She flushed redder 

than a storm at sunset. 

‘Oh, damn.’ Kerin dropped his spoon in the bowl and 

pinched the bridge of his nose. ‘No. It’s fine, Jastur, the 

Company don’t know about you,’ he assured his brother. ‘I’m 

afraid my visits here have started a rumour that is natural 

enough, and where it didn’t start on its own, Cedas and Eddir 

have helped it along. The Company think that Ren and I are 
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not so much friends as… friends. Sorry, Ren,’ he added, 

screwing his face into an apology. 

‘Ignore them,’ Jastur advised her. ‘This will be over 

by tomorrow.’ 

A worried frown had settled over Kerin’s handsome 

face. 

‘I know you, Jastur,’ he said with a sigh. ‘When 

you’ve set your mind to something, it’s set. We have to move 

soon, I agree, but I think it’s too soon; you need at least a few 

more days’ rest. Tell me your reasons, since I doubt I’ll 

change your mind.’ 

‘The same reasons that have brought you in here to 

see if I am improved, and doubtless have you watching the 

road ahead and behind, and scanning the hills in all directions. 

Lemno will be on the hunt for us the moment he is able. Those 

involved in my rescue must scatter quickly or…’ He broke off, 

remembering Renia's presence. ‘Have the others said what 

plans they have made?’ 

‘This lunatic and her brother Vel plan to travel with 

us. They were brought up in Mhrydain, but their father was 

Ilmaenese; I’ve been training Vel as a swordsman so he can 

help us, and Renia carries the Lestar Eagle so there’s no 

danger of it being found on me.’ She fished out the leather 

pouch that hung round her neck to show Jastur the heavy gold 

brooch, the LandMaster of Lestar’s badge of office. ‘Jesral, 

Renia’s red-haired friend, she knows Ilmaen well and is 

coming too. Lemno won’t expect there to be women with us. 

Meanwhile the Company plans to cross the border into Vanha 

Saksa tomorrow and stay out of Ilmaen for a while. If we 

succeed, their leader Cedas will come to Lestar in October to 

collect payment for his service - we owe him dearly for his 

aid. We owe the whole Company, in fact, though few of them 

know it. Then there’s the tinker, Naylan, who helped with 

your escape, he’s loaned us this wagon to hide you in. He and 

his apprentice boy will cross the border to the north, once we 

give the wagon back to them. I’ve told him to come to Lestar 
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later in the year too. He asked for nothing more than a few 

days’ honest labour from me and Vel in exchange for all the 

aid he’s given us. He deserves no less a reward than the 

Company does.’ 

‘That is so.’ Jastur looked at Renia again. ‘What you 

and your brother have done, saving Kerin when Lemno sought 

to drown him − that is already a service beyond payment. If 

you and this other lady are now prepared to continue this 

journey with us, it will help to allay suspicion.’ But his tone 

was tinged with doubt. Did he distrust them? Probably not. 

From his expression, it was more likely he was concerned for 

their safety. 

‘Given that we’re all in trouble if you two are 

captured, you’d best have us along then,’ she said decisively. 

Jastur put his hand before his cracked lips. Was that a smile he 

was trying to hide? 

‘Kerin told me you were shy.’ She did feel shy then, 

and looked away. She had held Jastur’s stare without realizing 

it, because his eyes were so like Kerin's. 

‘Tell me exactly what you have been through these 

last few months. I need to judge your readiness for the journey 

ahead,’ Kerin broke in. 

‘The tale is not pretty. It could distress the lady, make 

her change her mind and leave us to our fate.’ 

‘Tell away. It’d be easier to make the city of Lestar 

fly than to put Renia off. I have already told her what kind of 

man Lemno is. She knows what to expect of him.’ 

But you don’t, thought Renia. Not entirely. 

As he had predicted, Jastur's tale wasn’t pleasant to 

hear, for her or for Kerin. Jastur started carefully, being 

guarded despite what Kerin had said, but soon it was as if he 

had forgotten she was there and spoke only to his brother. 

He spoke of Kerin’s disappearance at sea. Lemno 

Tekai had brought Jastur the news of Kerin's tragic ‘loss’ 
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overboard. Though filled with sorrow, Jastur could barely 

disguise his suspicion of the messenger. Lemno had known it, 

but had not cared. Instead he’d watched intently, picking the 

right moment to give Jastur the news that his uncle Maregh 

would be taking the throne, now that Kerin had drowned and 

Jastur was dead of a fever. It was only as Jastur tried to stand 

and call his guards, and found his body and voice suddenly 

paralysed, that Lemno described the effects of the drug laced 

into his breakfast. It would do him no lasting harm, but it 

would convince any doctor who inspected him that he was 

looking at a fever corpse. 

‘After that, I remember nothing until I awoke to find 

myself in that squalid cell. But waking at all was an 

amazement to me, given Lemno's part in it, and there are 

worse places than the cell where you found me.’ A grave-

faced Kerin clearly knew the places his brother meant. ‘In that 

pitch blackness I feared myself abandoned to die, until the 

guards came with food. Their accents betrayed that I was in 

Karn, though that was no real surprise given that the usurper 

Maregh is LandMaster of the province. Why Lemno kept me 

alive remains a mystery, but he had a purpose, you can be 

sure. He came close to destroying my pride, my courage, my 

very will to live, I confess, if such was his aim. Many a time I 

would have preferred to be dragged from that cell and dropped 

into an oubliette with no hope of escape, rather than have any 

man look on me as I was.’ Jastur coughed weakly, waved 

aside their concern and carried on. 

‘You see, I began to suffer from fearful 

hallucinations, far beyond those to be expected in a prisoner 

kept in darkness and solitary confinement. I lost hours at a 

time to these delusions and thrashed against the walls of the 

cell in my frenzy. When sanity returned I would lie there 

aching from the bruises and cuts I had inflicted upon myself. 

My guards thought me a madman, and a dangerous one, so 

they would not fetch a physician nor come close to tend me 

themselves. I had to use the bread and some of the water in my 

rations to clean the wounds before they festered. The frenzy 
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left me too exhausted and sick to eat even the slops I was left 

with. That was how I came to realize that something in the 

slops was bringing on the hallucinations. I took to eating only 

the bread and water and became lucid again. Gradually I 

started trying to win over the guards. They had no inkling of 

my true identity, of that much I am certain. They called me 

“the mad pretender” and spoke of me to each other as though 

they believed this. 

‘And then Lemno returned, and soon I knew that the 

trick with the food was his doing. No guile on my part could 

hide that his bid had failed. Luck was no longer with me. 

Whatever the substance was, it now turned up in everything. 

Other hands in Karn did that for Lemno, I think, for the guards 

knew nothing of it. They believed my claims that I was being 

poisoned to be nothing more than a madman’s ramblings. 

‘And so I grew weaker, trying to abstain for as long 

as I could before eating and enduring anew the torment the 

drug brought. I could see no end for myself but to be driven 

truly mad or else die of starvation. 

‘From Lemno’s return to finish me off in person, I 

must assume that I proved too hard to wear down. Whatever it 

was he so badly wanted, he did not get.’ Jastur lapsed into a 

coughing fit at the end of his narrative and Renia saw Kerin 

mentally curse himself for tiring the sick man. She settled 

Jastur more comfortably and Kerin bade his brother 

goodnight. He took up his cloak and the empty dishes, 

beckoned her, and they left the wagon together. 

A catcall and a few dirty laughs greeted them. ‘Play 

along,’ Kerin advised, setting the bowls down on the wagon’s 

top step and offering Renia his hand. ‘Walk with me.’ She 

took the steps carefully, favouring the ankle she had injured 

barely a week ago. A quick glance at the band of entertainers 

showed that they were now more interested in eating than in 

taunting the pair of them. Another glance up at the sky 

confirmed that night was nearly upon them; the rutted road 

beyond their camp had grown gloomy. Renia hoped Kerin 
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wasn’t planning to go too far. At least he didn’t walk fast, 

matching his pace to hers. 

They followed the road for a couple of minutes. She 

had thought at first that he wanted to talk, but it seemed he just 

wanted company while he walked. He had that frown on his 

face again, clearly brooding about something. 

A bee wove across their path, in search of flowers 

that had not closed for the night. It came and gave them a 

cursory inspection, and buzzed away again. Kerin stopped in 

his tracks and turned to face her. 

‘I have never seen Jastur look so ill, so frail. He was 

always so… steady, so strong. I thought he was unstoppable. 

Tell me, should I overrule him? Is he fit to ride a horse for 

hours on end, for days or possibly weeks? I don’t know what 

to do. We’ll be safe for a day more, perhaps two. Until they 

break through all the locks in the prison levels and find Lemno 

where we left him, they won’t know what’s happened. But 

once they do, Jastur is right: they will be on the hunt. We’ve 

got to use our time well. Only, once we leave the wagon we 

dare not take to the roads openly; we must use lesser-known 

tracks and paths with as much cover as we can find. That 

means it will take us at least three weeks to reach Lestar, and 

more to the southern provinces where I know we have support. 

The alternative is to seek a safe place where we can all lie up. 

But it must be nowhere near here: so we’ll need to cover some 

distance, and quickly. I have to understand the cost to his 

health if I follow his wishes and push us all hard.’ 

Renia stared at Kerin. She was astonished enough 

that he should even consider asking for her advice, yet what 

she saw on his face was utter faith in her judgment. Whatever 

she said, he would do. She was half delighted, half scared to 

death by the responsibility. The thought of losing Jastur still 

terrified Kerin, as it had always done, as much because it 

meant the loss of his Crown as the loss of his brother. He was 

convinced he could never match up to Jastur as Crown, should 

it pass to him. 
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In her vision – foreseeing a future where Kerin and 

Jastur and her brother Vel were linked together, the gallows 

was looming for all of them, and she had to watch − Jastur had 

been a shadowy figure, known to her only through Kerin’s 

words. She could so easily have turned her back on him then: 

only she knew that the moment she had foreseen would come 

to pass, whatever she did to prevent it. Then, instead of seeing 

the future, she had far-seen; transported to join Jastur in his 

cell, and despite his desperation at being imprisoned and 

drugged, she had sensed the qualities that made Kerin believe 

his brother would be Ilmaen’s saviour. It had given her enough 

conviction to stop her courage wavering over and again these 

last few weeks. Now she had met him it all made sense, and 

she no longer had any doubts, even though she still had no real 

evidence on which to base such faith. But she was still afraid, 

nothing could stop that. And he was so ill. Heavens, what 

advice should she give? 

She started to walk again. It seemed to help the 

thinking process, although it was becoming more painful; her 

ankle was still a long way from healing. Kerin walked 

shoulder to shoulder with her, not pressing her to answer. The 

road was badly rutted where they walked now. She stopped. 

‘What Jastur needs is rest and quiet. With these ruts 

under the wheels, he's no more getting that in the wagon than 

he would on horseback. You may as well toss him in a sack all 

day as call that rest. But he is already stronger than when you 

got him out of Karn. He rallies fast.’ 

She was certain that a large part of Jastur’s recovery 

stemmed purely from seeing that Kerin still lived, though she 

doubted he would ever acknowledge that. ‘I'd go with his 

judgment,’ Renia decided. ‘Let him take to horse and get him 

to safety and rest quicker, before the Company travels any 

further east and we lengthen the journey for him.’ 

Kerin turned to her and the half-smile that brightened 

his face was a gift beyond price to her. 

‘Then we will take a southerly route as soon as 
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possible, on your advice and his, while Naylan and the 

Company go their own way.’ 

‘He has some horrible wounds that won’t be healed 

any time soon, but I think the right thing to do is to keep 

moving at whatever pace he can manage.’ 

Kerin’s smile faded. ‘If we take this way, we must 

move fast. I humiliated Lemno back there,’ he told her, a trace 

of regret in his voice. ‘And he is a man who can nurse a 

grudge. We must cover our tracks meticulously too. Give me a 

month with no evidence that Lemno has our trail, and I will 

begin to relax. Not before.’ It was not the evening cold that 

made her shiver then, but she had no coat on so he took it for 

such. 

‘It is turning chilly, and I have made you walk too far 

on that bad leg. May I?’ Kerin put his cloaked arm around her 

shoulder. She paused and shivered again. 

‘I see I may not,’ he said tersely. Withdrawing his 

arm, he undid his cloak and passed it to her. 

‘No,’ protested Renia. 

‘Take it,’ he insisted. There was sadness, not 

resentment, in his eyes, so she did. 

‘Thank you,’ she stammered. He nodded and walked 

quickly away and she watched him go. 

Renia knew she was going to have to tell him what 

she had learned about Lemno. 

She didn’t want to. Friendship and trust were the only 

things a man in Kerin’s position could offer her, whatever else 

she may want. Miraculously she had them both from him, 

despite the things she could do – things the rest of the world 

regarded as witchcraft. But would he feel the same if he 

learned that his enemy Lemno had the same abilities? 

Not if he learned… when, she reminded herself, 

which only compounded her misery. 
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oOo 

Kerin joined Renia’s brother Vel, who was sitting by the 

embers of a fire with the tinker Naylan and his young 

apprentice Bighur. Naylan looked up, surprisingly nervous for 

such a big man. 

‘All’s well?’ he asked, and added apologetically: ‘I’ll 

need to pop in and get our blankets out soon.’ Kerin nodded 

assent. Naylan and Bighur both knew Jastur was in the wagon, 

having played a part in his rescue. Naylan might have 

surrendered the roof over their heads to hide Jastur, but the 

wagon still held his tools and all his stock. He still wanted to 

keep an eye on his livelihood. 

Bighur offered Kerin tea, while Vel built up the fire 

against the cool of evening. They sat around the flames 

wordlessly until the tea was finished, when Bighur and Naylan 

took everything off to the streamside to wash up. 

Kerin’s expression must have looked troubled for Vel 

straightened himself up and asked, ‘Is Jastur worse?’ 

‘No… He’s as good as can be expected. We are to 

take to the road and start south tomorrow. He declares himself 

well enough, and Ren says it will do him no more harm than 

being bumped about in the wagon. I must go and let Jez know. 

After the last time I made plans and didn’t tell her, I think it 

best.’ 

‘The row that caused isn’t still bothering you, 

surely?’ 

‘No. I’m resigned to the fact that pretty much 

everything I do upsets Jez.’ Kerin dragged his fingers through 

his hair, which had grown unruly but not yet long enough to 

tie back; wayward strands regularly fell into his face. ‘It’s 

your sister who bothers me. It seems I trouble her still, and I 

had thought we were past that.’ 

‘The Company certainly think you two are a long 

way past that! I know, I know, a necessary stratagem, but 
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don’t expect her or me to like her reputation being dragged 

through the mud.’ 

‘No, and I’m sorry about that, but I don’t think that’s 

it. I think it’s the vision troubling her still. She doesn’t want to 

be here with us, any more than she did at the start. She’s 

enduring all of this because of that vision she had. I can’t turn 

her from it. I can’t save her from it. In truth, you’re all 

remarkable for the bravery with which you walk this path 

she’s foreseen, but Renia most of all. And if anyone learns 

what she can do… well, you know how that would most likely 

end. It saddens me that with all she’s prepared to risk, I can do 

nothing to make this any easier for her.’ 

‘You’ve been a friend to her,’ Vel pointed out, ‘and 

to be honest, given what you know about her, that’s more than 

she ever hoped for. You’ve heard how most people who’ve 

learned her secret shun her or try to harm her. I’m not sure 

there is any way to make things easier for her, but by being her 

friend, you’re already doing what you can.’ 

oOo 

Jastur’s muffled coughing nearby pulled Renia out of sleep. 

That cough concerned her. It would be a terrible irony to have 

freed him from captivity only to have him expire from lung 

fever. She opened her eyes, pointlessly; it was far too dark in 

the wagon for her to see anything. Dawn was still a long way 

off. She sighed soundlessly and resisted the urge to move until 

Jastur’s coughing started again, and she could turn from her 

back to her side without his noticing. It troubled him, to think 

he was keeping her awake. 

There was no need for him to reproach himself; she 

had been awake most of the night anyway. Having a proper 

bed to sleep in made her feel guilty when the others, their 

bodies still aching from that climb into the fortress of Karn, 

made shift outside on the hard ground. Anything she could do 

for Jastur did at least make her feel she was earning her bed. 

Lying beside him made her uncomfortable, though. It 
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wasn’t the same as it had been when Kerin was ill. There was 

some distance, some aloofness, within Jastur that wasn’t there 

with Kerin – unless he hid it better. Whatever it was, Jastur 

somehow made her more aware of her station in life than 

Kerin ever had. That thought also made her feel guilty, 

because Jastur didn’t actually do or say anything to suggest 

that he thought her beneath him. She could be wronging him. 

True, he had a different style of speech, and used words she 

had not come across before. But at the same time, he had 

dismissed the need for titles when Vel tried to observe the 

customs. Somehow, though, Jastur behaved… differently. 

True dawn was coming now. Renia could see a 

greyness about the wagon's interior instead of deepest black. 

She reached up and unlatched the shutters above her, letting in 

enough of the feeble light to be able to distinguish her 

surroundings. Jastur coughed again. 

‘Did I waken you?’ he asked.  

Her sigh was slight enough to hide. 

‘No. I want to be up early. There's much to do today.’ 

oOo 

The Company hadn’t even finished breakfast before Jesral had 

moved all her stuff. Renia paid a last visit to old Atune’s 

wagon to help Jesral pack, and Atune, like the leader of the 

Company she had once been, had issued orders as they worked 

around her, pointing out as best she could with her stroke-

affected arm things of hers they could make good use of and 

should take, because there was no way an aalio like Naylan 

would have such useful items himself. They refused, firmly 

but affectionately, pointing out they could barely fit in what 

Jesral already had. Then for the last time Renia helped Atune 

wash, dress and brush her hair. When she was done, the old 

lady clasped Renia’s hand in both of hers for long moments, a 

look of great affection in her eyes. 

‘Always remember this,’ Atune said. Renia nodded. 

It made Jesral a little jealous, how close they had grown on so 
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short an acquaintance, but as Jesral well knew from her 

previous travels with the old woman, it would be hard not to 

love Atune. Then they helped the old lady out to sit on the 

footboard of her wagon so that everyone leaving with Naylan 

could say their goodbyes. Jesral was first, because she knew 

the parting hug she wanted to give and get would take time 

and tears. 

Cedas came across with Nina, who was going to 

drive Atune’s wagon. Nina and Jesral had been good friends 

once, and working with her again this last week had reminded 

Jesral of the old times. Besides, she was now more than happy 

to blame Cedas for the seduction that ended that friendship. So 

her old friend got caught up in the goodbyes too and before 

long was crying almost as much as Jesral. 

Cedas, waiting impatiently for the emotional 

outpourings to finish, gave most of them a fairly cursory 

goodbye. Jesral noticed that Kerin received a little more 

respect and a handshake, but was unnerved by the soft-voiced 

comment that no one but Kerin was meant to hear. 

‘We should have killed him.’ 

Cedas’ tone might have been one of regret, but it felt 

more like a warning. 

oOo 

Naylan’s wagon departed; the Company were to kick their 

heels at the campsite for the rest of the morning, so no-one 

ahead would connect the two groups of travellers. Cedas had 

told them of a small settlement coming up at a north-south 

crossroads − the last village before the nearest Vanha Saksa 

border, directly to the east. Naylan’s wagon would reach it 

mid-morning, and halt there just long enough to stock up on 

supplies before continuing north. On that road, the tinker’s 

wagon would cross into Vanha Saksa in a day’s time: there 

was trade enough there for them till things settled down in 

Ilmaen once more. In his wagon would travel, albeit briefly, 

his surfeit of passengers; Jastur, Kerin, Vel, Jesral and Renia. 
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Hopefully the two extra horses given by Cedas would not look 

out of place for a trader with a heavy wagon to pull. When the 

Company set off a few hours later, they would pass straight 

through the settlement and be well across the border before 

they stopped for the night. That same evening, the Crown’s 

party would leave Naylan’s wagon and double back south, 

skirt round the village after dusk and leave the roads entirely 

soon after, taking to the hills. 

Jastur was allotted one of the horses while Renia, 

with her bad ankle, was to have the other. The rest would have 

to go on foot. Cedas could or would spare no more. Kerin and 

Vel had earned a little money whilst tinkering for Naylan, but 

it was a paltry sum. If they were lucky it would buy food for 

the five of them and the horses for two days, at most. Kerin 

insisted it be kept back for a true emergency. It would mean 

living off the land or stealing, but Kerin considered that better 

than giving Lemno a trail of indisputable sightings in towns 

and villages. What they could not get, they would have to do 

without. Kerin explained his plan as the five of them sat 

cramped in the wagon, bumping northwards. Jesral’s and Vel's 

faces fell, while on Renia’s he read resignation. Jastur’s 

expression was unreadable, as usual. 

They made up their packs, stowing as much as they 

could behind the two riders to lighten the load for the walkers, 

and on a deserted stretch of road they said their goodbyes to 

Naylan and Bighur. Naylan nearly crushed them all with a 

bear hug, men and women; young Bighur was for once very 

formal, handshakes for the men and kissed hands for the 

women. The only exception was Jastur, before whom both 

tinkers kneeled to make a gesture Renia had not seen before: a 

touch of the right hand to head, chest, then a sweeping motion 

to the side. Jastur would not let them stay kneeling any longer 

than it took to acknowledge the gesture. Then he mounted his 

horse unaided, though it cost him dear. Renia let Vel help her 

up, and they set out back the way they had come. 

She found herself constantly scanning the land before 

and behind them. She fretted for the others too and the routes 
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they had taken. But for themselves, her fears proved 

groundless. That night and subsequent ones they travelled 

undisturbed south and west, when and where the hills allowed 

passage. Where they couldn’t avoid taking the roads they 

journeyed mostly in twilight, risking travel by lamplight in the 

dark only where they were confident they would not come 

upon charcoal makers or pig herders in the woods and forests. 

Often the terrain or dense forest forced them to stay on the 

road but fortunately Kerin had chosen a route with few 

settlements. The forest at least provided cover while they slept 

during the day. 

They kept a watch day and night. Jesral and Renia 

stood their turn to give Kerin and Vel some chance of rest; 

Jastur stood none. It was all he could do to stay in the saddle 

the first few days. His cough seemed to be more racking than 

ever, and his wounds were slow to mend. At every stop with a 

stream or pool Renia hunted for comfrey to make fresh 

dressings to speed their healing, or at least stop them getting 

any worse. If she saw coltsfoot growing on any sandy 

roadside, she cut a few leaves for Jastur to chew against the 

cough. 

For a week it was mild and dry and at the end of it 

Jastur seemed to be improving. They did not cover much 

distance, but they had not expected to. Then in the second 

week the weather changed, and a steady drizzle set in. 

There were four days of what seemed to be 

continuous rain. Not good hard rain that you could feel and 

expect to be over soon, but a creeping insidious rain, so fine 

that you couldn’t really guard against it. It wasn’t long before 

everything they owned was clammy. The advantage in being 

on horseback was uncomfortably plain to Renia as the road 

degenerated into clinging mud. Again she protested that one of 

the others could ride while she walked for a while; again the 

others refused, for her privilege was conditional on her staying 

close to Jastur in case the worst happened, ready to take flight 

with him and the Eagle while the rest of them covered their 

escape. Kerin’s badge of office was the only evidence they 
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had to prove who they were, until they reached people who 

knew the Hedsarollen personally. Even Jesral shut her friend’s 

protests down with a not-to-be-gainsaid glare. Renia 

reluctantly gave up. 

It continued to be an uneasy companionship, hers and 

Jastur's. They had little in common, and the travelling 

exhausted him. He seemed also to regret the openness with 

which he had spoken in the wagon, and though immaculately 

polite he was reserved even when Kerin spoke to him now. 

Renia was in awe of him and his impassive, controlled 

demeanor. Unlike his brother, Jastur couldn’t seem to lose the 

manner and bearing of a great lord, even at his frailest. At 

times it was hard to see the kinship between them at all; 

Jastur’s face was gaunt beneath its beard but his features 

seemed harder and squarer than Kerin's. A very different face 

and a very different person except, jarringly, for those eyes. 

The rain started to let up after four days. Gradually 

they began to make better time, but travelling in the dark and 

off the roads they lost track of where they were. 

At dawn after one such night’s travel, Kerin led 

Jastur's horse into a stand of trees well inside a wood. It was a 

place dry and isolated enough to serve as their camp, though 

‘dry enough’ equated to no damper than they already were. 

Jastur hung over the pommel of his saddle and coughed badly 

before Kerin helped him down. He only had to call Renia's 

name and she was there with the driest of the blankets from 

the packs. 

Jastur looked up, those brown-centred eyes that rayed 

out to grey holding an apology. The look ran counter to his 

earlier reserve; she found his ambivalence confusing. 

‘I am sorry to be so much trouble.’ Although Kerin 

was nearby, offloading his pack and searching through 

Jastur’s, the words were meant for Renia alone. 

‘It can't be helped, and you're giving me no trouble, 

only worry over that cough,’ she told him. 
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He waved away her concern. ‘It sounds worse than it 

is,’ he patently lied. Kerin was next to her again with another 

blanket, which he pushed into her arms. 

‘Ignore anything he says and get this on him too,’ he 

ordered brusquely, with a dark look at her and another at 

Jastur before tramping back to help the others. 

‘You should not mind his coldness.’ Jastur had 

caught her watching Kerin go. 

‘Oh, I wouldn't call him cold at all.’ She was startled 

into the admission before she realized what she was saying. 

‘How would you describe him, then?’ He would have 

to ask; and now Renia had dropped herself into a conversation 

she did not wish to have. 

‘Well… I don't know. He's too intense underneath to 

call cold, and it’s there in everything that matters to him; how 

he worried about you before we found you, and how he hates 

Lemno. Cold is neutral, or not caring, and that’s not Kerin.’ 

She looked round and saw Jastur watching her with 

the nearest she had yet seen to a frown on his face. ‘I’m sorry. 

I’m being presumptuous...’ Her apology petered out. She 

shook the extra blanket and put it round Jastur, avoiding 

meeting his eyes. 

‘There is no need to apologize,’ he told her after a 

moment. ‘I can see that you have the true measure of my 

brother, by what you say. There, I am warm now and my pack 

is close at hand. I shall do well enough for the time being.’ 

Renia took the return of his reserved manner for dismissal and 

went to see to her own stuff. Her path took her past Jesral and 

Vel, sitting close together nearby. 

The two of them had no option but closeness, if they 

were both to fit on the narrow strip of oilcloth they shared. 

They had just six of these strips altogether, and had been 

huddling close to sleep with three for groundsheets and three 

strung above in an attempt to keep off the rain. It had not been 
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very effective. They were out of dry clothes, let alone clean 

ones, short on sleep and food, and shorter still on temper 

where the walkers were concerned. Jesral made a conscious 

effort to ignore the pain of raw blisters on her feet and keep 

any complaints to herself – and to ignore the way Vel was 

staring at her as she ate her meagre share of the rations. She 

ached inside, she was so hungry, but Vel's rations sat 

unregarded in the hand he had draped across his knees as he 

watched her. 

The ache was still there when she had finished, and 

so was Vel's stare. Enough was enough. 

‘Is something wrong? Have I grown an extra head or 

turned green, perhaps?’ 

Vel looked bewildered by this rush of asperity. 

‘No. No! Sorry. It's your eyes…’ 

‘What's wrong with them?’ 

‘Nothing. Not a thing. I've been meaning to say for a 

long time that I’ve never seen eyes that colour before. They're 

beautiful.’ 

‘You really think so?’ No one had ever said this to 

Jesral before. They were such a reflection of her hair, flecked 

with amber and coppery brown, and her hair was such a joke 

to everyone that she had thought her eyes similarly 

unacceptable. The foolhardy would tell her they were the same 

colour as her hair, as if red eyes could be an attractive feature 

in anyone's judgment. She had always longed for blue eyes. 

Even the soft grey-green Vel had been blessed with would 

have done. Hankering after the impossible, of course; but now 

here was someone who thought they were beautiful just as 

they were. 

‘Really?’ 

‘Really.’ Vel set his head on one side, a winning 

look, and she gazed back at him. He sighed and added, ‘I can't 

get over them. The way they exactly match your hair.’ 
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‘Velohim,’ she asked as civilly as she could manage, 

‘what colour is my hair?’ 

‘...It's red.’ 

‘And what colour are my eyes?’ 

He almost said it. She stood. 

‘Not red,’ she pointed out tersely, and stalked away. 

oOo 

Kerin couldn’t avoid making the fire smoke with only damp 

kindling to hand. He had little hope of getting much heat out 

of it on such a short stop, but the sight of it glowing red at 

least provided a subconscious comfort. Happy that the smoke 

would look like a charcoal mound being fired to anyone 

watching from the hills, he returned to where Jastur sat 

propped against a tree, one arm resting on his pack. 

Kerin got his rations out. Renia and Jesral were over 

by the horses, unpacking to make up the rest of the camp. Vel 

was a little distance away, looking wet and miserable. 

Kerin sat. Jastur's pack, containing his share of the 

food, was unopened. 

‘You have not eaten yet,’ Kerin pointed out. 

‘I am not hungry,’ was Jastur's reply. 

‘Saving it for later will do you no good if you are 

dead by then. I had other plans than that when I got you out of 

Karn.’ He regretted his tone as soon as the words were spoken. 

‘I’m sorry. That was not very fraternal, was it?’ 

‘I think that was your feet talking. I doubt that they 

feel very fraternal at the moment.’ Jastur acknowledged the 

apology with brittle politeness, and took the food from his 

pack. He forced it down in silence. When Kerin had finished 

his share and stood to move off, his brother put out a hand to 

stop him. Kerin turned, expecting to hear a request from him. 

‘It was an act of madness, you know.’ 
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That surprised Kerin. Jastur had never before adopted 

such a note of criticism with him, even when Kerin had 

deserved it many a time. 

‘What – Karn? Madness? To give Ilmaen back its 

Crown Designate?’ 

‘You remained as heir. But you nearly threw that last 

chance away, by coming to Karn. And then coming into the 

fortress yourself! How can I term that other than madness? 

You know the protocol. “If the Crown Designate is in hostile 

hands, the next heir must assume his responsibilities.” Coming 

after me was an unconscionable thing to do.’ 

‘I deemed it necessary, for Ilmaen. I came in because 

the others did not know Karn, and I did.’ 

‘You had taught them: I saw that on the way out. 

They knew full well where to go. You could have trusted them 

to find me; you trust them well enough in other ways.’ 

‘And what is that supposed to mean?’ 

‘The girl, Renia… she knows you, the real you, near 

as well as I do. So, I must assume, do these others. When did 

you last let your guard down to anyone outside our family?’ 

‘So you fear my loyalties are divided?’ Kerin asked, 

more calmly. 

‘To be frank, yes, I do. You did not enter Karn 

because you could not trust these people on their own; you did 

it because you cared too much. Partly for me, yes, but also for 

them. You cannot afford to feel such care, for any of us. 

Ilmaen cannot afford it… and that is where your principal 

loyalty should have lain, not with me nor these others. Think: 

what you have done might be the ruin of this country yet. 

Lemno believed someone was coming to rescue me – but he 

was not expecting you. I saw his expression in Karn… you 

have never before thrown him such a gift as the sight of you 

there. You and your companions could have passed south 

unknown otherwise and made it to loyal support, to the 
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Hedhiugenen. Now all of us go in dread of hue and cry. 

‘And even should we survive this, you must see that 

many of those at Court will try to use your rescue of me 

against you. They will question your suitability to be my 

Champion, hoping to become LandMaster of Lestar 

themselves, though none of them could fulfil the role as well 

as you. The only justification for what you have done would 

be if I had named myself Crown to you in private, before we 

returned. I cannot risk your loss as Champion, for Ilmaen’s 

sake; and so you force a lie upon us. So, if any should ask, I 

made this decision as we returned from Federin.’ 

‘Jastur, don’t!’ Kerin pleaded, seeing now where this 

was leading, but his brother would not be opposed. 

‘I name myself Crown, and accept all that it entails.’ 

Jastur paused for a moment, to let the significance of his 

declaration sink in, then addressed his brother once more. 

‘You know what this means, Kerin. Your job is now 

ten times harder; you will have to share the burden with these 

others if you are to keep me safe, whether you want to or not. 

Think hard in future before you follow your heart; and do not 

think it cowardice or vanity to put your personal safety 

foremost, if fortune frees you from your obligations to me.’ 

Jastur turned away then and closed his eyes, marking 

an end to the conversation. Kerin had no reply to give anyway, 

humbled by the rebuke and devastated by this irretrievable 

change to his brother’s status. Now he had named, if Jastur 

were attacked he could not, would not defend himself, should 

his assailant be a citizen of Ilmaen. 

Kerin gave Jastur the obeisance due to the Crown – 

Head and Heart and All he was – and returned disconsolately 

to the others. 
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Chapter 2 – Refuge 

A few mornings later there was no avoiding the fact that they 

were thoroughly lost. They were out of the hills and into a 

river valley that Kerin and Jastur had at first thought was the 

Saon, though now they were not so sure. There was every 

possibility that they had come further west than they had 

thought. 

The misty drizzle had set in once more, and though it 

had left off for a few hours they were all once again wet, dirty 

and heart-weary. They stood hidden among trees on the edge 

of a wood that lined a ridge, looking down on a sprawling, 

shabby farmstead and debating whether or not to seek 

directions there. The debate was swiftly concluded and Jesral 

trudged with Vel across the meadow and down the muddy 

track to the farmhouse. 

Kerin watched them go, still in two minds despite 

agreeing to their departure. He feared the consequences of 

revealing their presence but was also desperate for news of the 

outside world, however little of that a place like this could 

offer. Privately he hoped they were within a few days’ travel 

of Lestar, even though Jastur was averse to entering the city 

yet; Kerin burned to be doing something constructive about 

retrieving the Crown, and Lestar or south of it, where allies 

might be contacted, was the place for that. Yet all Jastur would 

say was that the time was not yet right to enter Lestar. Nothing 

more; a strange reticence, when normally he shared his 

reasoning with his brother. Kerin suspected Jastur was angry 

with him still for forcing the naming; yet Jastur’s ire was 

nothing compared to the anger and despair Kerin had felt with 

himself for not recognizing the dilemma he had caused his 

brother. Kerin did not know if this decision was wisdom on 

Jastur's part, or if he was buying time due to his illness. When 

he had started this journey, Kerin had longed to pass 
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responsibility back to Jastur. Now, ironically, giving it up 

weighed on him more than shouldering it all. It pained him 

too, because never before had he thought to doubt Jastur's 

wisdom. He did so now, and right when Jastur had him 

questioning his own judgment. His two most reliable instincts, 

his trust in his brother and his urge to act decisively, wavered 

and warred within Kerin. 

Jesral and Vel were at the farm now, and he turned 

his attention back to them. He tightened the sword strap on his 

shoulder, ensuring the blade he wore mercenary-fashion, high 

on his back, was close to his left ear so that the hilt was easily 

to hand. If his two companions did meet any trouble at the 

farm the weapon would hardly help them when they were so 

far away, but it served as reassurance to him. As if echoing his 

thoughts, the sun glanced off the hilt of Vel's sword down in 

the farmyard just before he disappeared behind the barn. 

oOo 

Jesral and Vel were troubled too, mostly by thoughts of the 

reception they were likely to receive. They must look like 

vagrants in clothes that, where they weren't hemmed with 

mud, were ragged and a uniform dun colour after days of 

travelling. Vel’s greasy wet hair was plastered to a face hidden 

under a two-week beard. Their boots too were worn thin from 

all the walking. Both of them were alert and ready to run as 

best they could if the farmer should decide to set his dogs on 

them; both half expected events to turn out that way. 

They stopped within a few yards of the back door. It 

lay open, but there was no sign of anyone. They called; no 

reply came. 

Jesral ventured to the doorway and peered in. A small 

fire was burning in the grate of an enormous range, the door 

propped open to dry some clothes that hung before it – all 

men's, she noticed. Two rough wooden dishes were stacked on 

a sideboard, waiting to be cleaned. A book lay open on the 

table, an unexpected luxury in such poor surroundings. 
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She called again, and again received no answer. Her 

stomach suggested to her she should sneak in to steal any food 

they could find, but the poverty of this household suggested it 

would be unfair and unfruitful to try. And then Vel came up 

and peered over her shoulder. If it had been Kerin with her she 

might have suggested it, for he had proven himself pragmatic 

about these things during the last two weeks. She didn’t want 

Vel to look down on her for proposing theft though. 

‘Well, what now?’ she asked. ‘Do you think we 

should go in?’ 

‘Please do. Take anything ye like. But be prepared to 

try to get it past me as ye leave.’ 

The voice belonged to a youth with curly chestnut 

hair and angry blue eyes. He had come up behind them with 

exceptional stealth, for he was on crutches. He had not let this 

stop him from arming himself, either; he bore a hefty piece of 

wood to serve as a cudgel. 

Jesral moved away from his door, holding up her 

hands to show they were empty. Vel followed suit. 

‘We don't want to take anything, we’re just passing 

through,’ she assured the boy earnestly. ‘We wanted 

directions.’ 

‘Where to?’ was the boy's abrupt response. 

‘Well,’ she ventured, ‘where exactly are we?’ 

The boy looked her up and down, and Vel too. 

‘Ye’ve foreign accents. Ye look like mendicants. 

Ye're very keen to get somewhere, but hedgy about saying 

where, exactly. Yes, of course ye're just passing through.’ 

But all the time he spoke he looked from one to the 

other. Vel interested him most. Finally he turned and scanned 

the horizon. 

‘I don't know where the rest of ye are,’ he said, ‘but 

ye should keep off the roads. The militia have painted ye as 
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highly dangerous; yon're very keen to get their hands on ye.’ 

‘But there's just the two of us,’ Vel lied ineffectually. 

The boy sighed in irritation and turned to go. 

‘Have it y’own way. But if ye want directions and are 

prepared to ask for them honestly, I'll be out beyond the barn.’ 

‘Just a minute,’ Jesral called as he limped away. He 

did not seem to have one to spare and kept going. ‘If we're that 

dangerous you're unwise to turn your back on us,’ she said 

darkly. That stopped him, and he turned awkwardly on his 

crutches. 

‘Even if ye did what yon claim, ye're damn’ all threat 

to me. Ye certainly aren't frightening me, if that's y’aim. Ye 

haven't yet experienced the local militia, I can see.’ He 

indicated the crutches, his expression bleak. ‘I'm an example 

of yon’s handiwork, and that’s when yon aren't that stirred up. 

If ye're for taking advice, I'd keep moving. If ye're for taking 

our property, not much I can do to stop ye, like this. But if 

ye're for a snatch of food and a bit of rest, ye're as safe here as 

anywhere. Next farm's a mile up the track; no one's going to 

know ye're here. I'll be done wi’ m’chores in fifteen minutes. 

If ye're not stealing the kettle, be so good as to fill it up and 

put it on the range.’ 

oOo 

When he returned they were all sitting or standing in his 

kitchen, watchful and patient. The young man looked a little 

startled to see so many, even though he must have been 

warned by the sight of the two muddy horses tied up outside. 

He had abandoned the cudgel by now. 

‘I didn't think ye'd come.’ He seemed lost for words 

apart from that, nerves and wariness at the sight of them all 

making him brusque. 

‘Does that mean we can't have any tea?’ Renia 

blurted out. The others all laughed; that broke the tension. A 

cheerier smile lit the youth's face, a smile that looked like it 
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would be his normal expression. 

‘Of course ye can. If one of ye's put the kettle on, that 

is.’ 

He manoeuvred himself over to the range, and Kerin 

took the chance the turned back gave him to nod and smile at 

Vel. The anxious expression left his face: it had been Vel who 

had dashed back up the hill to fetch the others down, having 

realized that this was the kind of bolt-hole they needed for 

Jastur. For all of them, come to that. Vel had not been certain 

of his judgment, but Kerin had gambled on it, some instinct 

telling him that it was right. There was suspicion and a little 

fear in the boy's face, but that was all right. Any lack of them 

would have concerned Kerin more. 

The boy made and served tea with cow's milk, as 

Kerin was used to. It was the first time he had tasted that since 

leaving Federin; the Company and Naylan, being itinerant, had 

habitually drunk their tea without milk. It was a novelty for 

Renia and Vel as well. They did not make faces, they were too 

polite, but he could tell from the careful way they sipped at it. 

The boy carried a final cup to the table for himself 

and sat down with difficulty to drink it. He did not look 

comfortable, but it was hard to tell if that was due to his injury 

or the company he shared. Still, when he had had a few sips in 

the long silence that hung between them, he put his cup down 

and levered himself round to look at them better. 

M’name’s Penor. There’s just me and m’Hedda – 

m’father, that is, here on the farm. Yon’s Penor too; most folk 

call ’im Penor-Hed to distinguish between us.’ The boy’s 

careful look went round them again, and he tipped his chin at 

Jastur. ‘I guess ye’d be the Crown, then?’ Jastur 

acknowledged the fact. ‘Ye’re welcome in this house, m’lord. 

Ye’ll be as safe here as anywhere; it’s hardly a beaten track, 

just one farm up the road. Yon’s a good man, name’s Linnell, 

but best ye keep out of sight of his folk.’ 

He grimaced suddenly, shifted on his seat and the 
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grimace faded. Jastur spoke then. 

‘You have our gratitude for your hospitality. We 

know what you risk, as clearly you do too. If it helps lessen 

the danger, the rest of us can keep our names from you.’ 

Penor gave them all a worried frown, then softened it 

away. ‘Begging ye leave, m’lord, but there’s safety, and 

there’s politeness. When ye’re ready to trust us wi’ them, I’d 

appreciate names. It won’t suit, having to sing out, “Hey, ye 

there” when I want one of ye.’ 

‘If my leave is needed, then you have it,’ Jastur 

replied, and looked at Kerin, who drew a breath and stood 

taller. 

‘Kerin Hedsarol, LandMaster of Lestar.’ 

‘M’lord.’ Penor nodded respectfully.  

Vel rose and bowed. 

‘Velohim, adopted Ty’r Athre, from Mhrydain. No 

need to call me my lord,’ he added, almost apologetically. 

‘Y’servant all the same, sir,’ Penor told him. He 

turned to the women as Renia rose and Jesral curtseyed. 

‘Jesral Ty’r Plethu. Jez for short.’ 

‘And Renia, adopted Ty’r Athre. Ren, for short.’ She 

gave her curtsey. He smiled at both of them, the sunny smile 

of earlier. 

‘Jez? I like it, it suits ye, all full of pep. Ren I’m not 

so sure about. It’s a bit abrupt for someone so pretty.’ She 

blinked a little, unused to flattery. ‘D’ye mind if I call ye Nia?’ 

‘I don’t mind at all,’ she said, colouring up like 

someone who minded very much. 

Questions passed between them freely enough; where 

they were now, who had been asking about them and when, 

what the current rumours were, why they were three men and 

two women when the authorities had spoken of five men. This 
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would have gone on, but for a man's voice outside calling 

Penor. 

They were all up on their feet before the boy, who 

made an awkward job of rising. 

‘It's all right,’ he assured them earnestly, ‘yon's 

m’father. Please, wait here, ye'll be all right.’ 

He hobbled out on his crutches. Kerin gave him 

enough time to be out of hearing before he tapped Vel’s arm. 

‘To the door,’ he whispered. ‘Don't let them see you, 

but try to catch their conversation. Ladies, stay with Jastur. I'll 

check the way out at the front. Vel, if you're not happy about 

what goes on out there cry out, and everyone come after me.’ 

‘The horses are at the back,’ Jastur reminded him. 

‘Damn! Jez, you check for the front way out, and 

then come back. If there's trouble, Vel and I will meet it and 

get the horses. You, Jastur and Ren go out by the front and 

head for that ridge again.’ 

Jesral did as she was bidden, while Vel was already at 

his post. Jastur sat down again, looking extremely calm, and 

stared meaningfully at his brother. Kerin dropped his 

shoulders as if anger had come and been mastered. He set a 

hand on Renia’s arm so she sat back down. Then he went to a 

stool nearer the door and seated himself, outwardly as tranquil 

as his brother but ready to move in an instant. 

oOo 

In the yard father met son. The older man ran an eye over the 

jaded horses then studied the boy's expression. 

‘What is it? Whose hosses are yon?’ 

‘Ye remember the soldiers were asking about some 

people in town?’ 

‘Yes. And?’ 

‘Yon're here, Hedda. Yon people. In our kitchen. I 
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invited them in.’ 

‘Good grief, boy, are ye mad? Aren't broken limbs 

enough for ye? Do ye want to swing on a gibbet as well?’ 

‘Hedda, yon're tired and hungry. Yon mean no harm, 

and no one will know yon've been here. Why not help? Better 

than ye helping yon as are taxing ye to ruin.’ 

‘No more of that, boy, or ye'll feel the flat of m’hand. 

Yon folk are not staying here. Not under m’roof. I'll not have 

truck wi’ them.’ 

‘Hedda, ye're talking of the Crown!’ 

‘Says who?’ 

‘Says I; come and see for yeself.’ The earnest blue 

eyes pleaded. ‘Hedda, I'm sure it's them. Yon're armed, but 

have not lifted a finger against me, and I'm sure yon'd go 

quietly if you asked. But don't, Hedda.’ 

His father was less belligerent, but no more 

convinced. He shook his head. 

‘The Tekai's behind this search. Whether yon're the 

Hedsarollen or not makes no difference; I'll not have yon here 

a moment longer than necessary. Yon get some food, then yon 

are gone.’ 

‘Whatever ye say. Just come in and see yon. If ye're 

going to throw yon out, ye have to see yon to do so, don't ye?’ 

So he did. They were all standing when he came in; 

bows and curtseys greeted him, all spontaneous politeness. He 

was so unsettled by this and the unexpected sight of the two 

young women that his intended eviction plan went awry. It 

started as a brusque apology that he could offer them no more 

than a hurried meal, but by the time they had finished eating, it 

became a grudging acknowledgement that perhaps one night's 

rest in the sheds would do no harm. Then it was he who found 

some sacks to stuff with straw to serve as mattresses; he 

opened up some presses for unused clothes they could borrow 
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while theirs were washed, gave them buckets and brushes to 

curry the horses and finally produced a tin bath and set it in 

the scullery for them to wash. He might have gone further, if 

Penor had not reminded him of the demands of the farm. The 

two of them left the group to get cleaned up. 

They lit a fire under the scullery copper and filled it 

to the brim. It took time to heat enough water to fill the bath; 

time they spent cleaning up the horses, stowing their gear in 

the sheds and drawing straws for the order of bathing, which 

Jesral won. Despite two weeks of grime the water was not too 

grey when she emerged, and Renia sank gratefully in. It was 

still very hot; no wonder Jesral had done so much squealing 

and screeching as she went in, and that she came out so pink. 

Wrapped now in one threadbare drying sheet and towelling 

her hair with another, Jesral kept Renia company as she settled 

lower in the water to soak the aches out. 

Jesral was uncomfortable, but the temperature of the 

bath had nothing to do with that. It was the overfull feeling 

eating properly for the first time in weeks had given her. 

Penor-Hed had brought a ham out to serve them as breakfast, 

seeing that they were hungry. They were not starting a new 

one, but that ham had probably lasted this household for a 

week and would have gone another week again, if they had not 

descended upon it. 

She had only managed two slices, it was true, and 

that little had felt wonderful at first after the outright pain of 

hunger, but her stomach had shrunk so much that now she felt 

bloated. The others had been the same, and Jastur had barely 

touched his. But their appetites would recover, and there were 

five of them... 

Jesral left off rubbing her hair, sombre-faced. ‘I 

think,’ she suggested to Renia, ‘that these people are in no 

situation to keep the five of us. They have little enough for 

themselves.’ 

‘You're right,’ Renia agreed. ‘But what can we do?’ 
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‘Not much,’ Jesral had to acknowledge. ‘We're in no 

condition to go on. Jastur in particular. This travelling will kill 

him if he doesn’t get some rest. It’s just… well, I suppose we 

were as down-at-heel as this place in the Three Villages. But 

we didn't live in fear. That's what bothers me about this place: 

the fear. You must have seen the look on Penor-Hed's face, the 

hostility under that politeness. He doesn't want us here; all this 

is a huge concession that I think was only granted because you 

and I are here, and he imagines we're a couple of sweet 

innocents abroad. Still, it's not our decision to make, is it?’ 

She called out through the scullery door: ‘How long 

are we planning to stay here?’ 

‘Depends how much longer you two are going to be 

in there,’ Vel quipped. 

‘Seriously, how long will we stay?’ 

Out in the kitchen there was a slight delay in 

responding. That would be Kerin waiting for Jastur to answer. 

It looked as though he was going to defer to his brother on 

every decision now. She drifted to the scullery door, looked 

out as far as modesty would allow. 

‘As long as we can. The time is not yet right to 

attempt Lestar,’ was Jastur's response. 

She could see Kerin’s unhappiness with that. He 

didn’t necessarily agree with every decision of his brother’s, 

then. ‘I am a little concerned that Lemno may be on our heels,’ 

he ventured. 

Jastur shook his head as he moved to try and find a 

more comfortable position. That looked like a fever ache 

nagging at him, after being subjected to so much wet and cold, 

but he wouldn’t complain. He never had so far. 

‘Remember that Penor had heard about us, so they 

have got ahead of us. Penor says we are in Ro-an Province, not 

far from Ro-an itself; we are farther west than we thought, 

since the river is the Laer, but not as far south. That makes it 
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about a week’s travel to Lestar, which is where Lemno expects 

us to go, or thinks we are already are.’ 

‘But will he not retrace his path once he realizes his 

mistake?’ Kerin questioned. 

‘Yes, once he is sure we have not travelled farther 

south; and even then, I do not think he will look this far back. I 

may be ill, but do not imagine I could not push myself further 

if I wished to. Lemno knows that; and he thinks we are 

impatient to be in power again.’ If that was meant as a 

reproach, Kerin took it silently. ‘So he will believe we have 

gone straight for Lestar or else pushed on south, to sue for the 

support of the Hedhiugenen. He would make for a place of 

strength rather than lie low; he will expect the same of us.’ 

‘And if he sees through that?’ 

‘He will still think nearer Lestar. Once he’s tried 

elsewhere, where else would it be logical to look? Would we 

not be bold enough to hide under his very nose? 

‘Of course! If there is still a garrison at Aravey 

watching over Mylos, and if that garrison is still under Moyen, 

that is where he will look for us.’ 

Kerin looked up from his assessment in time to catch 

Vel's bemused expression, and explained his thinking. 

‘Do you recall my telling you that many years ago 

there was treason in Lemno’s family? Not of his making, he 

was just a boy, but it meant he was disentailed from inheriting 

the province and becoming its LandMaster. In fact Olmegh, 

the Crown at that time, broke the province up, splitting the 

hundreds between Gard, Sanci and Lestar. There was an 

estate, Mylos, which Lemno regarded as his ancestral home. 

The Crown kept that, and Lemno was permanently exiled from 

it. Mylos is now in the hundred of Aravey, in Lestar Province. 

Jastur and I lived at Fort Aravey for several years while we 

were tutored by its Provost, Moyen. So, not only is the 

hundred likely to be loyal to me as LandMaster, Aravey lies in 

the area Lemno is exiled from. Even if he is trying to reverse 
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the disentailment, Maregh's too grasping to have given Mylos 

up yet. Lemno will think we would feel safe there, so that’s 

where he will search hardest. By the time he thinks to look 

back this far, our trail will be cold.’ 

Jesral turned away from the scullery door as he 

continued speaking, dry now and having heard enough. She 

slipped into an oversized blue cambric dress. It had belonged 

to Penor's elder sister, married now with children and living in 

Lestar so she was unlikely to miss it. Clearly Penor’s sister 

was taller than Jesral but luckily it was a working woman’s 

dress. Having been calf-length on its original owner, it was 

floor-length on Jesral. She took the damp towel back to Renia, 

who still lay in the steaming water with a blissful expression 

on her face, one arm draped over the side of the bath. The 

pouch with the Eagle in it lay beside the bath, within reach of 

that hand; about the furthest Renia was likely to let it go, 

Jesral judged. This was the first time she had even seen her 

friend take it off. She tapped Renia’s arm and showed her 

where the towel was before gliding out of the scullery, 

scrubbed clean and glowing. 

Kerin was finishing his summary. She sat down on 

the same bench as Vel, leaving a little distance between her 

and his mud-splashed self, and finished off the loose plait she 

was braiding her hair into. She leaned forward thoughtfully. 

‘You assume that we can lie low in one place. But 

what if we can't? Penor-Hed is not happy about us being here. 

You can't force people to help us, you know. You've been 

lucky so far, what with Vel and Ren, then me, even with 

Naylan, Cedas and the Company. I don't think these people are 

unsympathetic, but they are scared. If they get too scared they 

may think it better to give us over to the authorities now rather 

than be accused of harbouring us if we're found later. And if 

you want a simpler reason still, look at this place. It's 

rundown, neglected. They're struggling to survive. Are they in 

a position to feed five extra mouths for any length of time?’ 

Jastur shifted again, but it was a small gesture this 
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time, bringing him round to face her. He’d hardly said a word 

to her direct so far. She found herself pulling nervously at her 

braid and caught at the few tendrils of red-gold hair that 

escaped it to fall into her eyes. 

‘Food is not an issue. I spoke to Penor while the rest 

of you were looking after the horses. Yes, they are struggling 

but some of the appearance of privation is for the taxman's 

benefit, as there have been rumours of a second tax on the 

season. They have several litters of piglets thriving in a wood 

near the river, and a hidden grain store under the house. Not a 

great deal, but enough to keep us all. What else do we need 

but a roof over our heads? What can we offer them in return 

but the one thing they most need – our labour, on this farm and 

its isolated fields? You are right that we cannot make anyone 

help us against their will, but that does not mean to say we 

cannot act to bend their will. This farm does not decay through 

neglect, but through lack of people to maintain it. Penor 

clearly endures great physical pain in order to do as much as 

he can, while his father works hard only to see his land fall 

further into disrepair. If we can help there, we may end other 

worries too.’ 

‘You're not fit to work the land in your present state,’ 

Jesral pointed out firmly. She had done harvest labour in 

Mhrydain, and so doubtless had Renia and Vel; most country 

folk did, whatever their regular occupation. She wasn’t keen to 

see Jastur try; it was hard, back-breaking work. 

‘I shall be well soon enough. Tasting freedom once 

more has strengthened me already. A little more time is all I 

need now. Bear with me and let us try these people's kindness, 

for a while at least. Kerin?’ 

‘You rarely make a wrong judgment where people 

are concerned,’ he conceded. ‘I think we should stay – just for 

a while.’ 

Renia emerged shortly after, in a red madder-dyed 

dress that was a reasonable fit, and Vel headed off for his bath. 

Kerin followed him, and then they drew a fresh bath for Jastur; 
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there was hot water enough now, and dirt still ingrained on 

Jastur after his months in Karn to justify it. Renia heard a 

muffled exclamation from Kerin, behind the closed scullery 

door; she had done what she could for Jastur’s wounds as they 

travelled, but he’d made her keep silent about their full extent. 

This would be the first time Kerin had seen them properly. 

At last everyone was done and dressed, and all the 

men shaved and Vel’s hair tied back. Kerin went to keep a 

watch on the road from the front parlour. Their filthy clothes 

had been washed and set in front of the range to dry by the 

time a tap was heard at the back door. ‘’Tis Penor,’ the youth’s 

voice called. Vel opened the door and Penor came in, only to 

take a step back again. 

‘Nay, I’m in the wrong house,’ he said, staring in 

wonder at all of them. They looked far more respectable now, 

and Jastur, clean and shaved, looked gravely imposing even in 

borrowed workclothes. ‘I were right about ye, ’tis plain 

enough now.’ 

Jesral stood to greet him. ‘Won’t you sit? We took 

the liberty of looking in your pantry. We thought something 

with the bacon and potatoes and onions for tonight’s dinner, if 

that’s all right?’ 

‘If someone else wants to be cook tonight, ’tis all 

right wi’ me,’ he replied. He limped his way over to a chair at 

the table, wrestled both crutches under one arm to sit 

awkwardly. Renia was sitting opposite him, looking concerned 

by the grimace on his face. He grinned as best he could, and 

rested his crutches against the table. ‘Don’t worry, I’ll live.’ 

‘How did it happen?’ she asked. 

‘Stupid really,’ he said disparagingly. ‘The militia 

were trying to ride down some miscreant in town, yon thought 

it worth wrecking the whole market for. I got caught under a 

stall, did something to m’hip, don’t know what. Suppose I 

should be glad I wern’t the man yon were chasing… some 

tuppenny-ha'penny pickpocket, I dare say. Yon forgot the 
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wrecked stalls belonged to the townsfolk yon were supposed 

to protect.’ He settled himself again, but didn’t seem to feel 

much benefit from doing so. ‘The hip don’t seem to sit right in 

the joint, if ye get m’meaning. It’s like something’s grating in 

there.’ 

‘Sounds like a dislocation,’ Vel joined in the 

conversation. ‘The blacksmith in my village did some 

physicking too, and I used to go along with him if he needed 

another strong arm. He had this way of yanking on someone’s 

leg while I yanked their top half in the other direction. That 

popped it back in again.’ 

‘Aye, well, there’s no yanking needed here, thank 

ye,’ Penor hastily replied, and Vel took the hint and wandered 

off to help Jesral in the pantry. The young man’s blue eyes 

fixed on Renia, and she smiled an apology for her brother’s 

over-detailed account. Penor smiled back at her and made her 

blush again by adding quietly, ‘The sight of a pretty face about 

the place’ll be physic enough for me.’ 
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Chapter 3 – Under Scrutiny 

The bucket dipped into the water easily, came up with more 

difficulty, and dripped silver fire as the late-afternoon sun 

shone off it. Renia set it down, swung the yoke round and 

lowered the other bucket, filling it to match. She settled the 

yoke across her shoulders and straightened up, making the 

weight comfortable against her neck so that she shouldn’t spill 

any water on the way back. She was feeling hungry now but 

there’d be no supper made, let alone eaten, until they had this 

water to cook with and to clean up the kitchen. 

They had finished the rush-dipping today, which 

meant there was time for Penor-Hed to catch the market before 

it was swamped and rushlight prices fell too low. That was 

what he had feared a few days ago; that was when Vel had 

observed that they were all free to do the work, and Penor-Hed 

had the materials all ready. It had been their second night on 

the farm, and a risky suggestion to make. They had offered on 

the first night to help out in the fields, and Penor-Hed had 

nearly turned them out there and then, at the thought of 

someone seeing them tramping his land. Obliged to stay in the 

farm or sheds, nevertheless they had done what few things 

they could, and though Penor-Hed was not loud in his praises, 

he showed his gratitude in other ways. So they were still here, 

and since the previous night had even moved their stuff into 

the farmhouse. The two horses had been given the run of some 

isolated pastures where they wouldn’t be seen by anyone using 

the lane. They were still too spent to be of much use; but at 

lunchtime today there had been talk of using them around the 

farm when they recovered, and of letting Vel up on the roof to 

fix some tiles. Arrangements were becoming long-term; Jastur 

had been right. Were it not for her bad ankle and the water she 

was carrying, Renia could have skipped back up to the 

farmhouse tonight in sheer relief. 
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She lifted her head sharply when she heard riders on 

the road. 

It took her a moment to judge, unable to see them, 

how many it might be; then she decided it was too many, 

riding too hard for any friendly intent. 

She turned back to the house. Sun and Moon, but it 

seemed a long way away suddenly! She looked at the buckets, 

a moment of stupid indecision thinking of the wasted effort of 

drawing the water, before she threw off the yoke and hurried 

back. 

And it was run-limp, run-limp, as she hobbled her 

way as best she could; the expanse of ground between her and 

the house seemed to lengthen, as did the chances that the 

riders would see her, but she had to warn the others. 

She reached the wall of the house, slammed herself 

against it and dropped into a crouch under a straggling bush, 

trying to ignore her nagging ankle and the stitch in her side. A 

glance at the lane confirmed that the horsemen were leaving 

the hedged part of the road and now had a clear view of the 

farmhouse. 

Damn! She was stuck here against this wall now, 

unable to break for the front or yard door without being seen 

by the riders. Please let them have heard inside, have marked 

the sound of riders coming; these dozen men looked very 

much like soldiers to her. Perhaps the local militia, that Penor 

had talked about. All of them wore dark blue cloaks. At their 

head rode a tall, hard-faced man whose eyes roved everywhere 

ahead of him as he came. His cloak was turned back off his 

hip, and a gun hung there – a Crown soldier, that man at least, 

and expecting trouble. She turned cold with terror and 

cowered further into the bush. 

How? How could they have known to come here? 

And all three men together – they should have split. Oh my 

Stars, the vision! All three of them hauled away and strung up, 

this very day! Twelve men were too many for them to fight or 
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flee from. Everyone else in the house would be taken away 

too; everyone but Renia, hiding in the bushes outside, too 

frightened to do anything. She shut her eyes and struggled 

with that blind dread, fought to reason with it, but she could do 

no more than make herself hope the riders might yet go past. 

They might do; there was the other farm down the road. If 

they were to go on, go past–– 

She caught herself just in time, about to broadcast the 

directive. If Lemno employed men like himself, it would bring 

that captain in here and to her like a hound to a hare. 

It made no difference. He came anyway. All of them 

came, to the last man, through the gate and round the side of 

the house, past the bush she hid behind, and into the yard. 

There she saw a glimmer of hope at last. All of them were here 

in the yard. The others inside must have kept a watch and 

would have noticed their arrival; they might now make it out 

through the front door, if they were given the time. 

She gritted her teeth, started the nursery-rhyme 

reciting in her head that would stop her real thoughts from 

being broadcast, and did what was either the bravest or most 

foolish thing she had ever done. She stood up. 

One of the last soldiers saw her. 

‘Mercy! Where did you spring from? Got someone 

from the house here, sir.’ He turned his horse in such a way 

that Renia was forced away from the bush and into the middle 

of the yard. She kept her eye on the soldier's horse, but saw the 

captain dismounting on the edge of her vision. She dared not 

look him in the face, just prayed that he would take it for 

shyness. The nursery rhymes had gone clean out of her head. 

He looked at her briefly and turned back to study the 

farm as he peeled off his gloves, uninterested by the mousy 

girl before him. 

‘Two of you, round the front. You two, search the 

outbuildings.’ His crisp instructions were followed instantly, 

and hope died in Renia. All in vain; the others would not have 
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had time to get away. 

And her mind almost went numb with terror as the 

captain came up to her. 

‘Girl, how many in this household?’ 

She focussed on a patch of gravel in the yard, her 

eyes fixed on it. She dared not meet his gaze. Oh, Heaven, 

what to say? Just Penor and Penor-Hed? Or try to account for 

them all? Think, think! Avoid answering him properly? She 

tried to copy Penor's burr as she spoke, and her shaking voice 

all but broke it up. 

‘Can find a bed for ye, sir, if need be, an' water an' 

mash for ye hosses. Or a bite o' food for ye and ye men?’ The 

accent sounded terrible, far too overdone. And his response 

sounded irritated. 

‘We have no need of hospitality, girl, only answers. 

You and you, in with me! Bring the girl. The rest of you, wait 

here.’ 

She let them pull her to the door, as near to a faint as 

she had ever been. It was unpleasantly like the feeling of a fit 

coming on. She tripped over the step as she entered, caught 

herself, and looked up expecting to find startled faces or 

drawn weapons. She met neither of these. Penor-Hed was in 

the act of lifting the last box of rushlights from the table, while 

Penor stood beside the stack they had already boxed, leaning 

on one crutch. The others were nowhere to be seen. 

One of the soldiers pushed her back up as she leaned 

on him without realizing it, the room darkening in front of her 

eyes. 

‘Nia!’ 

That was Penor's voice. She shook her head to clear 

it, and the world turned back to light: he was starting towards 

her, and the guard was looking menacing. 

‘I'm all right!’ she assured him hurriedly to halt him, 
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although she was not. She leaned against the sideboard, 

watching the captain while acutely aware of the way Penor 

was chewing his lip, his normally sunny face anxious. 

‘We are trying to trace a group of dangerous 

renegades we believe to be in the area,’ said the captain. ‘Have 

you seen any strangers hereabouts?’ 

‘Come here, girl, and sit ye down,’ Penor-Hed 

ordered her, momentarily ignoring the captain's question. She 

ducked away from the two guards nervously, not sure whether 

to worry more about them or Penor-Hed's angry expression, 

and perched on the chair. It only dawned on her then what he 

was doing; trying to make it look like she was part of the 

family. She was thankful for it, and for the relief sitting down 

gave from the sick, dizzy feeling. 

‘I’ve seen no one go past on this road as'd give me 

reason to wonder, sir, not this last week or two. Be little place 

to go down this lane, ye do see; only takes a body to one more 

farm then the road ends and ye’re out in the wilds again.’ 

The captain pointed out, ‘It’s that very reason that 

makes us look this way. They will want as few eyes as 

possible to mark their course. Indeed, they may be inclined to 

deal harshly with anyone unfortunate enough to set eyes on 

them, to ensure they pass unreported. They’ll look to be 

respectable men, and may even be travelling with some young 

women, but appearances are deceiving. If you care for your 

girl's chastity and the roof over your head, you’d best pay 

more attention to what goes on outside your front door.’ 

‘Why, what've yon folk done?’ Penor-Hed 

encouraged the captain's false assumption that Renia was his 

daughter, and his question seemed reasonable, but something 

in his tone made her fear betrayal. That and the knowledge, 

however Lemno had got it, that she and Jesral were with the 

men. Oh, no, she thought when she saw Penor stiffen; he’s 

seen the doubt in his father too! Desperate thoughts of turning 

herself in and trying to force a lie on Penor-Hed sprang to 

mind. Should she say the others were long gone and had left 
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her behind because of her ankle, pray Penor-Hed would take 

her sacrifice as an indication that the others were worth 

saving? No. That would make it plain that he had lied, and 

bring this captain's wrath down on him and Penor regardless. 

There must be something she could do… still nothing would 

come to mind. Think, think! 

‘They are traitors,’ the captain informed Penor-Hed, 

‘who have freed an enemy of the Crown from prison, and two 

among them now pretend to be the Hedsarollen, the late 

Crown heirs, in order to discredit the true and just ruler, 

Crown Maregh.’ 

The silence that followed this was deafening. Renia 

despaired and mentally filled it with a picture of Penor-Hed 

rising and turning to her, his pointing finger denouncing her. 

What actually broke the silence was the tap of 

Penor’s crutch as he crossed to the range. Once there he took 

up the poker and riddled out the clinker from the grate as if his 

life depended on it. The noise didn’t hide his scornful words: 

‘True and just ruler? Yon couldn't rule a straight line, let alone 

Ilmaen.’ 

It only took the nearest guard two strides to reach 

Penor and haul him up by the collar. Penor was short and the 

guard tall; Penor dangled uncomfortably in his grip. 

‘What did you say?’ menaced the guard. Penor 

grabbed hold of the guard's hand and pulled himself loose 

about the throat so he could speak. 

‘I said Maregh couldn’t…’ he repeated unwisely. The 

guard threw him across the room, and Renia gave a scream of 

horror as the boy flew fully two yards before he hit the stack 

of boxes and then the wall behind them, hip first. The stack 

collapsed beneath him. He cried out in pain and tried to get up 

from the debris, but could do no more than roll off it and lie 

where he fell. 

Penor-Hed and Renia were both on their feet, but 

Penor-Hed’s grip on her shoulder stopped her from running to 
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the boy. As the guard started towards Penor again the captain 

raised a hand. 

‘Enough. The boy understands his error now. Let him 

be.’ 

Renia opened her mouth to protest but Penor-Hed 

tightened his grip, warning her to keep quiet. He turned back 

to the captain. 

‘Sorry for m’boy's attitude. There’s been no one to 

cause concern around these parts these last few days. If the 

people ye want have been this way, yon haven't passed 

m’farm. Now, ye men be scaring m’girl. I'll thank ye to move 

on.’ His eyes were downcast, but there was little conciliation 

in his tone. The bullying guard passed him as he returned to 

his position; he was not as tall or broad as Penor-Hed, Renia 

noted. She had not realized how big a man Penor-Hed was 

before this. 

The captain raised his eyebrows as though he was 

considering whether that answer amounted to provocation; 

they lowered again. A half-smile crossed his face as he turned 

away. 

‘I would recommend vigilance here,’ he commented 

ambiguously. His men did at least pull the door to behind 

them. 

Renia crossed to where Penor lay awkwardly on the 

floor. Penor-Hed strode to the window to watch the soldiers 

regroup. ‘Damn, Providence is good to the virtuous! Yon've 

been right through m’ sheds. Yon would've found y’stuff if I 

hadn't let ye inside.’ He glanced over. ‘How’s m’ boy?’ 

Renia pulled Penor up into her lap and brushed the 

chestnut curls off his unconscious face, then looked him over. 

There was something wrong with the way his leg lined up with 

his right hip, more obvious than before, and his knee and foot 

shouldn’t be at that angle. 

‘He's done something worse to his leg,’ she stated 
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simply. Penor-Hed cursed with unexpected violence and 

stomped across the room to lift a rug and then a hatch below it. 

Voices rose softly but urgently from it. So that was where the 

others were! 

‘Yon're not gone yet. Ye must stay there a little 

longer. Yes, Renia's all right. Quiet now.’ He dropped the 

hatch on their questions and replaced the rug with exaggerated 

caution. Meeting Renia's questioning look, he explained his 

action. 

‘This damned rug is why Penor goaded them. I didn't 

have time to lie it flat, ye do see. He feared yon might spot it, 

and find the hidey. So he got yon looking at his antics over by 

the range, other side of the room.’ 

‘You weren't going to hand us over to them then?’ 

She could not believe soldiers had come and gone, and they 

were still free. 

‘The thought crossed m’mind, girl, I won’t deny, 

though I’d be damnin’ m’own soul. And now – the fact that 

the Tekai wants ye be good enough reason for me to spite 

him.’ He had come to look at his son's injuries. ‘Go watch at 

the window, tell me when yon curs are gone from m’yard.’ 

She laid Penor carefully down again and did as he 

said, watching as the men mounted up and left the yard, 

heading on towards Linnell’s farm. The hoofbeats could be 

felt through the tiled floor. Was it pure chance that they’d 

checked this route or had they left some clue on the way? 

‘They've gone towards the other farm. Should I go 

out front and see if they are quite gone?’ she asked Penor-Hed. 

‘No. Ye do stay in here. Yon'll be back again in time; 

no way out past Linnell’s, ’tis wild land after that. The others 

will have to stay down till the militia pass by again.’ 

‘You lied for us,’ she observed in a moment of relief. 

He looked up sharply. 

‘I did no such thing. I said no one’d passed by here. 
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Ye've not passed m’ farm as yet, have ye? Ye're still here.’ 

‘But you won’t want us here after this.’ 

Another sharp look came her way. 

‘I didn’t want you here, girl, and I were bloody right 

too,’ he pointed out tersely, with a gesture that took in his son 

and the wrecked goods. The angry expression subsided. ‘But 

what’s done is done. Sit ye down. We can do nothing until yon 

have gone by again.’ 

She came back to Penor, to be a pillow for the 

unconscious boy again. He awoke soon after, in intense pain; 

Penor-Hed dosed him with grain spirit. It was all they had. It 

seemed to be hours before the soldiers returned, although it 

was probably no more than one. Penor-Hed watched the road 

and only let the others up ten minutes after the horsemen had 

passed, setting Jesral to watch in his place and warning them 

to be ready to go back down again. He issued them with a 

broom and curt orders when they started covering the floor 

with grain dust from the hidey; they also started to salvage 

what they could of his stock of rushlights. 

By this time there was enough grain spirit in Penor to 

enable Vel to examine his injuries. He confirmed that the hip 

had been dislocated; it looked to be an aggravation of the 

previous injury that had put the boy on crutches. Penor's 

dislocation was one Vel had never seen in so young a person 

before; the blacksmith-physician in his home village had told 

him it was mostly elderly people who sustained this kind of 

injury, usually in a fall. He explained to Penor-Hed what had 

to be done to set it back, but Renia knew he had never done so 

himself. He would not say so to Penor-Hed. If the man could 

have done, he would have called a physician to see to Penor 

already, and they’d never persuade him to get a physician out 

here now, with all of them around. If Penor was to be tended 

to, it would have to be Vel who did it. 

He enlisted the help of Renia, Penor-Hed and the 

doorframe. A few brief words were enough for Vel to explain 
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what he wanted of his helpers. They manoeuvred Penor as 

gently as possible so he lay in the doorway, half in the scullery 

and half in the kitchen. Penor-Hed sat at Penor’s back, his 

elbows under his son’s arms and his feet braced against either 

side of the doorframe, while Vel took up a similar stance on 

the other side of the door, Penor’s bad leg resting across his 

lap. Renia’s job was to sit on Penor-Hed’s side of the door and 

hold his hand, distracting him and hopefully moderating his 

reaction when they got started. Short of tying his good leg 

down somehow, there was little else other than a woman’s 

presence that would stop the patient kicking the hell out of Vel 

once he got to work. More grain spirit, a false count – to two, 

not four as Penor expected – meant he was as relaxed as he 

could be before Vel hauled bone against bone. It did not take 

long to pop back into place, though Penor made a lot of noise 

till it did and passed out again when the job was done. They 

laid him down once more and Vel took the chance to work the 

leg, checking it was seated properly. His relief was plain when 

it bent and resisted in the ways he would have expected. He 

was going to take the boy up, but Penor-Hed's hand came 

down lightly on his shoulder. 

‘That were good work. I thank ye both.’ He helped 

Renia up before lifting his son effortlessly in his arms. ‘I'll get 

the lad in bed. Ye do get supper on and in ye, and a drop of 

spirit for yon as need it after today. Ye two could probably do 

wi’ some; I certainly could.’ 

oOo 

There followed two nervous weeks, with one of them 

constantly on watch, but there were no further visits from the 

militia. It seemed that Jastur's reckoning had been right, and 

the real hunt centered on Lestar. The militia’s visit looked to 

be mere chance, a random patrol. They thanked their lucky 

stars but maintained the watch, and kept everything that might 

give them away in the hidey unless it was needed. The fact 

that women too were sought now was cause for concern, not 

least because the most likely source they could have dragged 

that from would be a friend of theirs. But that, they could do 
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nothing about. 

Having weathered what he’d most feared, Penor-Hed 

dropped all opposition. Since they were staying, and since 

working women in Ilmaen generally wore their hair short, 

Renia had Penor-Hed cut hers. It was a sacrifice that served 

her well. Cut short, her hair transformed itself into a mass of 

tousled curls that suited her better and made her look more 

like she was kin to Penor, with his shock of curly hair. Jesral 

could not bear to make such a sacrifice, but kept a scarf 

around her hair or wore it up under a hat all the time. With 

these precautions taken, all the tension generated by the 

soldiers’ visit soon faded. 

True summer rolled in upon them during these two 

weeks, and thereafter Penor and Jastur recovered steadily. 

None of them could believe the change in Jastur. It 

was as if being free from the weight of prison and pursuit was 

a cure in itself. The racking cough turned into a heavy cold 

and then vanished; the gaunt look went the same way, leaving 

a sombre, square-jawed but handsome man with looks that 

outdid Kerin's. The brothers and Vel drilled together each 

morning to build Jastur’s strength and, before long, he was fit 

enough to work around the farm. The most immediate jobs 

called for heavy labour, jobs Penor-Hed had put off doing on 

his own. With three extra able-bodied men, these formerly 

insurmountable tasks were easily done. 

Penor saw Jastur’s quick recovery and increasing 

contribution as a challenge to get better himself. He was so 

keen that he became, in Jesral’s words, ‘a downright bloody 

nuisance’. As she and Renia spent most time in the farmhouse, 

they constantly had Penor under their feet. He was walking 

again in less than a week, stubbornly refusing to use the 

crutches now and seeking out jobs to do around the farmyard. 

They were endlessly tending his scraped and bloody hands, 

repairing his ripped clothes and clearing up after him when he 

tried to take on another job he was not yet up to. 

His injury was as fixed as it could be, but it looked as 
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though there would always be pain in the joint. Penor worked 

it and worked it, keeping it moving as this seemed to help, but 

mornings were an agonising struggle. The pain was 

occasionally too much even for his genial nature, and he 

would snap or blow up for no apparent reason. Jesral would 

give him back word for word, while Renia simply ignored his 

rages. In either case he would return when the pain had settled, 

sheepishly apologetic, and crack some joke or pay some 

compliment that had them laughing and friends again. 

Since he had christened Renia with a new pet name, 

they decided that he should have one too, and began to call 

him Peo. Renia chose it; Jesral encouraged its use because, she 

said, it carried well when she needed to shout at him. 

oOo 

Kerin’s was now the lone voice for moving on. Reluctantly he 

accepted the majority decision and from that point, their help 

about the farmhouse and the immediate outbuildings spread 

gradually and cautiously, until they were working the fields by 

the river quite openly. There was little river traffic, and they 

all had stories ready for curious neighbours. Vel and Renia 

were distant cousins, Jesral a family friend of theirs; the 

Hedsarollen were itinerant workers. Their tale was tested first 

by Penor-Hed's nearest neighbour, Linnell. A gregarious man 

with a large family, he still had time for neighbourly concern 

and paid the farm a visit one morning. He was delighted to see 

both the improvement in Penor, now back at work, and that 

Penor-Hed had found family and affordable labour to help 

him. Penor-Hed, knowing that he could not keep their 

presence from Linnell now, brazened it out, and walked the 

fields with Linnell down to where they were working that day. 

Penor was greeted joyfully; Linnell had been the one 

who had brought him home from town the day he was first 

injured, and after so many months Linnell had almost given up 

hope of seeing him off crutches. Kerin kept his hat pulled 

down as he was introduced by his false name, and Jastur was 

far enough away to carry on working with his back turned 
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without causing suspicion or offence. Renia and Jesral were 

nearby and Penor-Hed introduced them too. Kerin saw him 

hold his breath when Linnell questioned Renia on her 

background; it seemed Linnell knew the area they were 

claiming to come from, in the north-west of Ilmaen. However 

Kerin had made sure to brief them well, and they had chosen 

the north-west because its dialect was close to their heavily 

accented Ilmaenese. Renia lied with a level of confidence that 

impressed even Kerin, and Linnell suspected nothing. He 

carried on his conversation with Penor-Hed as they walked 

down the field. 

Linnell was a sharp-faced man, skin tanned and tight 

across his bones but already it was turning into a network of 

deep wrinkles; he was in his late thirties, and had spent most 

of those years out in the elements. He was a few years younger 

than Penor-Hed, whose face had already developed a leathery 

character. Kerin was just near enough to overhear snatches of 

their speech as he worked. 

‘… lucky,’ Linnell was telling Penor-Hed, ‘to find 

itinerants ye can afford… good to have family rally round… 

due some good fortune... boy looks well…’ 

He paused briefly, glancing down the field. Kerin 

followed his gaze, to where Penor and Renia were working. 

Renia had stopped to examine her hand; it seemed she had a 

splinter in it. Penor had noticed and came over, beckoning her 

to show him. He took her hand, set his mouth to it and teased 

the splinter out. She inspected his work and smiled her thanks; 

he smiled back, plainly pleased to have pleased her, and they 

returned to work. Linnell turned back to Penor-Hed. 

‘Looking to see y’boy settled yet?’ 

‘When yon's ready, be it sooner or later…’ 

They were on their way back towards Kerin. He kept 

his head down and tried to look focused on his hoeing as he 

listened. 

‘You'll pass the farm lease to Penor? Nothing for 
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y’girl?’ 

‘No. Orlane's settled well enough in Lestar. Her 

man's a buffoon, but yon's a buffoon wi’ a good business, and 

money. Orlane'll not want.’ 

‘Yon looks a good strong lass, this cousin. What 

Penor's going to need, if his leg doesn't repair in full.’ 

Kerin looked up. They were level with him now, and 

Penor-Hed cast Linnell a grim look there, and bit something 

back. Whether it would have been a curse at the militia for 

causing the damage or a warning for Linnell to mind his own 

business was debatable, but he said nothing more in Kerin’s 

hearing. The two farmers carried on back up the field and 

disappeared over the ridge towards the farm. 

oOo 

Vel called them in to sample his cooking skills a little later. 

They laid the hoes down and started the walk up the hill. 

Renia and Penor were ahead of Kerin and Jesral, limping 

along together in almost comic unison; with his right leg and 

her left, it looked like a three-legged race, untied. Jesral 

laughed, but Kerin didn’t seem to see the comedy in it. She 

shrugged and pulled off her hat to tug her fingers through her 

damp hair before twisting it up and under the hat again – a 

precaution in case Linnell was still at the farmhouse. Her red 

hair could give them away better than many other markers, 

and she didn’t want Kerin reminding her of it. 

He looked moody, but then he had for some time. 

She’d thought he would be happier with his brother safe and 

getting stronger day by day. Anyhow, he wore an expression 

that said any conversation started with him would be answered 

in monosyllables, so she didn’t try. 

But he did. 

‘At some stage we will have to move on,’ he 

observed suddenly. ‘Make the most of this time, get whatever 

you can out of it. Enjoy each other’s company…’ 
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‘What, like those two, do you mean?’ He gave a sort 

of shrug. She gave him one back. ‘I’m not sure there’s much 

point. Why start something when it’s only going to be 

interrupted? We’ll be off soon enough, like you say.’ 

‘So you would not follow your heart, then?’ She 

slowed. This wasn’t like him. Was it hypothetical – or was he 

digging on Vel’s behalf? If he was… 

‘I have followed my heart, in the past; on balance 

what I got out of it wasn’t worth the pain. So I’m a little wary 

of doing it again.’ 

‘Perhaps it will be different, next time.’ 

‘Perhaps. I need someone to guarantee me it’ll be 

different, then I might think about it.’ She glanced at him for 

any further hints, or a sign he had picked up a message to take 

back to Vel, but he was gazing intently at Penor and Renia 

again. 

‘She’ll still go, you know, when you three do,’ Jesral 

pointed out. 

‘Yes, I know.’ He walked on silently for a while. ‘Do 

you think, when this is all over, she will come back here?’ 

‘Who knows? I’ve got nothing planned beyond next 

week; I doubt that Renia has either. But you, I bet you’ve got 

your whole life planned, beginning to end. I wouldn’t put it 

past you to have your funeral arrangements made already.’ 

Kerin looked askance at her, then suddenly seemed to 

decide it was not such an impertinence after all. ‘I am no 

planner either, Jez. We both know life is too unpredictable. I 

will consider myself lucky if I reach thirty with anything left 

to cremate, the way I am living this life. But there will be 

others.’ 

‘If you say so.’ His reincarnationist beliefs clashed 

with her Christian ones. She felt he valued life too little, 

believing that there would be another and then another. ‘Don’t 

you think you’d better take your own advice though? Worry 
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about moving on when it’s time to do so; for now, just live. 

Otherwise this incarnation’s going to be a pretty miserable 

one.’ 

Jez had to allow that as they walked on, he was 

thinking about her words. 

They didn’t look to be helping him, though. 
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Chapter 4 – The Dance 

The summer sped past as the farm took up almost every 

waking hour. How two men had managed it alone was 

impossible to see; each night they tumbled into an early bed 

exhausted while the swifts were still flying, catching their 

evening meal. They fell asleep to the sound of the birds 

screaming as they flew along the river and over the barn and 

farm, as if outraged by such idleness. But the farm had 

brought them safety, and time to think about what to do next; 

and if anyone had asked, most of them would have admitted 

they’d longed for nothing more. 

One day a week was their own. In their free time Vel 

and Renia gave fresh thought to their origins. The others tried 

their best to help them, but there was so little to go on. She had 

been a toddler when their guardian Melor, back in Mhrydain, 

had fulfilled their mother’s dying wish and adopted them. She 

had been too young to remember any of her life in Ilmaen, so 

it was Vel's recollections that had to be tapped, and the 

memories of a five year old were few. The clearest picture he 

had was of the town he had lived in. It was built up the sides 

of a rocky hill with a great castle overlooking the narrow 

streets below. The only really open place in town was the 

marketplace in the middle, houses and shops surrounding it 

and cobbled roads leading away from it in all directions, 

winding up and down and round the sides of the hill. There 

was a constant wind, rarely cold but always present, on the 

castle walls and through the high parts of town. Vel seemed to 

know the inside of the castle well, and this interested Jastur 

and Kerin. They asked about any rooms he remembered and 

what was in them, and from his descriptions he knew both the 

grand rooms and the servants’ quarters – an unusual 

combination. Their only guess was that he was the child of 

servants, and had followed his parents as they worked. But his 

description of the town and its castle could have been any of 
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dozens of places in Ilmaen, and nothing he remembered 

brought Jastur and Kerin any nearer to identifying it. 

Disappointment made Vel quiet and withdrawn. At 

first he had enjoyed the refuge of the farm, but now he felt the 

urge to search out new places that he might recognize, 

although to his credit he never once pushed the others to move 

on. Renia would watch him fretting; whenever he worked a 

new field, and found himself looking out on another bend of 

the river or into another valley, he would scan the horizon as if 

hoping that he would see something to stir a memory. 

It was a strange experience, to be that little bit nearer 

your lost past, but not quite there. When they were young 

Renia and Vel had shared a private game, imagining who their 

parents might have been. Their favorite version pictured grand 

futures for themselves when they returned to Ilmaen and 

miraculously discovered their father and mother still alive. In 

their fantasy, their parents had been important people who had 

lost their children due to a wicked plot, with a faithful servant 

sacrificing everything, ultimately her life, to spirit them away 

to safety in Mhrydain. 

It was a stupid game; they had given it up long ago. 

Back in Mhrydain, their adopted father Melor had been in no 

doubt that the woman who had begged him to take care of 

them was their mother. It was a slight to her to pretend 

otherwise. And such a wild fantasy would only make the truth, 

if they ever did find it, seem even more mundane. Renia had 

allowed for some awful discoveries in her imagination 

although she hoped for better, so to be honest she could live 

with not knowing. It didn’t seem to be that way for Vel. The 

irony was that they had returned to Ilmaen in the illustrious 

company of their imaginings, and somehow that had made it 

worse for him. 

It had been like a dream at first; a good one, but not 

really believable. Kerin was nobility – she couldn’t think of a 

better way to describe him – who had confided in them, had 

let them into his plans. He really had treated them like his own 
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brother and sister. That had been changing, slowly but 

perceptibly, since they had rescued Jastur. It was not as though 

Kerin scorned their company now, far from it; in his free time, 

he was as dedicated to Vel’s sword training as he had ever 

been. It was more a matter of him being wrapped up in Jastur's 

concerns, stepping back into his own world and having less 

and less time for theirs. Although the Hedsarollen had made 

no attempt to move on yet, they were often deep in discussion 

with each other. When they spoke to Penor and Penor-Hed, it 

was mostly on the state of the country and the latest news and 

rumours, drawing out information for their plans. She had 

briefly seen this calculating, methodical side of Kerin in the 

early days, but now it was constant. Renia could see why 

Jastur had thought to describe his brother as cold. 

On the whole, it was best that she saw this side of 

him. If he paid her no attention, showed her less concern, there 

was a chance she could escape the slavery of this obsession 

with him. It was just his beautiful face and his intensity that 

had led her here, nothing more; nothing he’d intended or 

encouraged. It was as stupid a game she played with herself as 

the childhood one about their past. So she resolved to keep out 

of his way as much as possible and do what she had to do to 

finish the task that lay before them. That way, if her fears were 

proved wrong and it did all work out well, then she might find 

a way out, a way to move on, and find the life that really lay 

ahead for her. 

While she never actually told Vel how she felt about 

Kerin, she did manage to talk about what she might do next – 

and how it might be somewhere other than where he was 

bound. His own path looked set to take him with the 

Hedsarollen, if fortune favoured them, and she knew she 

would be lost if she went too far down that route. That 

troubled him; after so many years, he had become accustomed 

to the idea of looking after her. But she persisted, wearing him 

down, until he focused on the future he’d dreamed of back in 

Mhrydain. 

oOo 
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The summer rolled on, day after perfect day. The weather had 

been exceptionally dry right through spring and the miserable 

drizzle they had trudged in to the farm was the only real rain 

they saw that summer. July passed with no more than light 

showers, over in a few refreshing minutes and dry again as 

quickly. As they headed towards August there was no sign of 

rain at all. The weather gave Penor-Hed reason to be thankful 

for their presence, for there was heavy work to do, renewing 

irrigation channels to protect his crops from drought. Vel 

spotted a problem in the layout of his channels and came up 

with a solution that gave better results, but the hard work 

couldn’t be avoided entirely. 

Nor was Linnell immune to the problems the drought 

brought. He soon found himself in difficulties too. He already 

had two permanent labourers, and had managed to hire another 

three as usual for the summer, but his farm was twice the size 

of Penor-Hed's and much of his land lay further from the river, 

on higher ground where he grew vines for his main crop. He 

had a mill-race, and the water wheel drove a set of pumps that 

took water up to the vineyards, but in the dry weather the river 

level had lowered to the point where the mill-race no longer 

gave enough power to pump water to the highest of these. His 

own family were all young girls under ten, and his wife was a 

willowy, delicate woman. None of them would be much help 

transporting water, nor covering the other demanding jobs if 

he set his workers to saving the vines. Some mechanical 

solution was needed. Vel put his mind to it with Penor, and 

they came up with an extension to the mill wheel that could 

reach the lowered river level. While they designed it and 

enlisted Linnell and his men to build it, the others split their 

time between the work on Penor-Hed’s farm and carting water 

to save Linnell’s vines. They succeeded, and Linnell declared 

himself in their debt, and happy to pay it in any way they 

named. They fervently hoped they would not have to put that 

to the test. 

The friendships, new and old, forged at leisure and in 

adversity, had time to grow as the year continued. Jastur still 
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made no move. 

oOo 

Kerin kept up Vel's training meticulously. Jastur joined them, 

acting as tutor to them both and imparting no end of insight 

born from his experience, yet he never offered to fight. Kerin 

could see it puzzled Vel because, of course, he had no idea 

why. Jastur wouldn’t even lay his hand on a sword. If he 

needed to explain a change in grip or technique, he did it 

through Kerin. Vel said nothing though, since soon after they 

had arrived at the farm Kerin had warned him that he would 

start to see differences in their behaviour, differences that he 

was not permitted to discuss. There were taboos, he clarified, 

against explaining some Crown and Council rituals; but that 

was all he felt able to say. Vel had assured Kerin he would not 

take it personally; but clearly it was frustrating him. 

Under Jastur’s tutoring, Vel obtained a truer picture 

of his abilities and the importance of the drills Kerin had 

enforced on them both. He was also coming to understand 

why single combat was so important on the Continent. He had 

once assumed that every war was fought the way they were in 

Mhrydain and Federin, where on the rare occasion that a 

skirmish happened every able-bodied man turned out. Two 

armies would be pitted against each other, and that meant 

weight of numbers would usually prevail. It seemed the logical 

approach. But now Vel was rethinking all his preconceived 

ideas about warfare. In Ilmaen and many of its neighbouring 

countries, most of the recent conflicts had cost the life of at 

most two men per battle, however large the opposing armies, 

for the political and moral preference was for duels fought 

between two chosen champions, the best each society had to 

offer. 

Kerin had set aside part of one training session to 

expand on the philosophy that had brought this about, and Vel 

listened intently. It stemmed in large part from the 

Catastrophe. That was seen as the ultimate failure of the 

concept that might is right, and once the Continent was 
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resettled and renationed, this philosophy had prevailed. As a 

result, most countries had developed similar principles of 

civilized warfare as was only sensible. These were new 

nations, and the cost of gathering and taking huge armies 

across the vast lands of the Continent was just as likely to ruin 

the winning state as the loser. Better that two warriors’ lives 

were risked in mortal combat, rather than many sacrificed for 

the same result. There was some local variation; the preamble 

to a challenge varied from state to state, some favoured one 

weapon over another, some required their ruler to be the 

combatant while others, like Ilmaen, appointed a champion, 

but the principle remained the same. 

The possibility of this principle failing was 

recognized though. Part of the Hedsarollens’ time in Federin 

had been spent on broadening their knowledge of pitched 

battle strategy, and Kerin imparted some of this to Vel; but 

there was no disguising his preference was for one-to-one 

combat. He was a born duellist. 

In the end, Vel did ask about Jastur, waiting for a 

training session that Kerin’s brother didn’t attend. 

‘I was thinking,’ he told Kerin during a rest break, 

‘now that Jastur's regained his strength, he'll want to train in 

earnest again. But he has no sword. You said mine was a good 

one; I was going to suggest he have it.’ 

Kerin's face set as he searched for the right words. 

‘My brother would not take it,’ was all he could say. His 

wording was careful, but could not convey what he really 

meant. Vel tried to interpret. 

‘What, he can't touch a weapon I've touched? Is it to 

do with me not being of the same rank?’ His open face told 

Kerin he was not offended, merely trying to understand the 

strange traditions that governed Jastur's actions. Kerin could 

not let him struggle on in ignorance. Too much was at stake. 

‘There’s nothing wrong with you or your sword. 

Normally only Council families need to understand the ins and 
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outs of these traditions, but right now there are none of them 

here to do what needs to be done. So I’m going to explain to 

you, but it must go no further, not even to Nia and Jez, unless 

it absolutely has to. I’ll be trusting your judgment on that. 

‘Jastur has named himself Crown. It was his right to 

do so from the moment he became Crown-Designate, on 

Father's death. He has exercised that right.’ 

‘And it makes a difference to what he can do,’ Vel 

inferred. Kerin nodded. 

‘There are restrictions on him now that he did not 

have as Crown-Designate, as well as extra privileges. He can’t 

really gain from the privileges yet; but he may suffer from the 

restrictions. No need to know them all, but one you must 

understand. The Crown has great power, but to guard against 

despotism he personally may not take the life of a citizen of 

Ilmaen. Not even in self-defence, or he will forfeit the Crown. 

Jastur will not take up a weapon. He cannot defend himself.’ 

‘Does Lemno know this?’ Vel asked quietly, piecing 

together the ramifications. 

‘He does.’ 

Lemno had known Jastur had not named himself 

publicly, and so had been doubly surprised to see Kerin at 

Karn. You should have left Jastur to his fate, Lemno had said; 

assuming that Kerin had rescued his brother because Jastur 

had named privately, to Kerin alone. In that situation, Lemno 

would have taken the chance to forget the naming existed. But 

it hadn’t existed, not then. Going to Karn had defied logic as 

well as protocol. There was no escaping that. He could not 

defend it in traditional terms. He only knew he could have 

done nothing else, whatever Ilmaen's safety dictated; but 

because he had done so, it obliged Jastur to name himself, to 

save Kerin's honour. Insane, what these traditions could force 

you into. Saving your brother was a lapse; and if you were the 

one saved, it forced you to make life more difficult still for 

you and your saviour. 
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‘He's made a target of himself, at the worst possible 

time,’ Vel accurately divined. 

‘It is his right, to name himself when he chooses,’ 

Kerin reminded Vel sharply. He would not have criticism of 

Jastur’s actions, and he could not tell Vel that he himself was 

the cause of this one. But he lightened his voice. ‘There are 

safeguards. The Crown has his champion. Normally it would 

be unwise to appoint the man who is next in line to the Crown, 

but Jastur knows I have no ambitions there. Whoever is 

chosen as the Crown’s champion is made LandMaster of 

Lestar, with authority second only to the Crown over the city’s 

garrison, to help keep him safe. Of course, that’s useless out 

here; and Maregh has almost certainly appointed Lemno 

LandMaster, so at this point we cannot know where the 

garrison’s loyalty lies. The Crown should also have the Crown 

Guard to protect him, but once again, Maregh has them in 

Lestar. So here, it is me, you and Providence that will keep 

him alive. We need you now as never before, Vel.’ 

‘You've trained me for a purpose. I knew that all 

along. Just tell me how I'm needed, and when.’ His sword lay 

unsheathed in his lap. He checked the blade absently for burrs 

before looking up again. 

‘From his tutoring of me, I can tell Jastur was well 

able to defend himself. It must be soul-destroying for him, to 

be dependent on us,’ Vel reflected. 

‘He always had the knowledge it would happen 

sooner or later, and the conviction that this is for Ilmaen's best. 

Listen to him and learn, though, for he is a better tutor than I. 

He always paid far more attention to analyzing technique. I 

hope I’ve helped you, but to be honest my skills lie more in 

reacting instinctively and doing the job than in passing the 

knowledge on.’ 

‘You’ve done all right,’ Vel reassured him, then 

pondered further, his gaze unfocussed over his blade. ‘To 

draw and be ready at once. I know I’m still chasing your skill 

at that, but it’s got to be difficult to throw off, once learned,’ 
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After a few more moments, he observed: ‘If anything should 

happen to Jastur, then you are Crown Designate. Once you 

name yourself Crown, you won't ever be able to draw a 

weapon again.’ 

Kerin looked sideways at him. 

‘And it’s one of my greatest incentives for keeping 

him alive, I won’t deny. I could stay Crown-Designate until 

the Crowning ceremony, if I chose; and I would choose so. If 

it does come to that, don’t take it amiss. As you said, my 

present role will be hard for me to throw off. Remember it is 

no slight on you. As LandMaster of Lestar I know it is a skill 

that must be constantly practised but rarely called upon, but in 

truth I see any opportunity to fight as a privilege. Fighting is in 

my blood. There have been times I have wished it were 

otherwise, but if it weren’t I doubt we would be having this 

conversation.’ Kerin rose, planning to take combat position 

again, but changed his mind and instead took up the whetstone 

and set to renewing the edge on his blade, as they normally did 

at the end of every training session. 

‘But then,’ he added sardonically as he did so, 

‘knowing how to fight is the easy part of this skill. The hardest 

part is knowing when not to fight.’ 

oOo 

Jesral and Renia were also bonding closer than ever. The hot 

summer months had evaporated all their fears; Jesral no longer 

thought about Renia's frightening talent and the secrets it had 

made the others keep from her. Renia had near enough 

forgotten herself. The novelty of being with people every day 

and not having to endure furtive whispers and stares had 

gradually worn off; she had started to take acceptance for 

granted and was finally blossoming out of her shyness. Jesral 

deserved most of the credit for that, overcoming private fears 

ingrained by years of superstition and never bringing the past 

to mind, but it was Penor who took most advantage of Renia’s 

new-found confidence. 
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He was a boy full of charm and Renia, for the first 

time in her life, was ready to accept that she might deserve 

someone’s attention. His was a genuine, effortless friendliness 

that he used on everyone in some measure, not just her. 

Linnell’s youngest girls would follow him round the farm 

when they visited, hoping for a new story from him; he would 

tell jokes that made people laugh; even the half-feral cat they 

kept as a mouser would come to his lap, the only person she 

trusted enough to befriend. 

Often when work was done, it was too hot to sleep. 

Kerin and Jastur would retire to the front parlour to keep 

watch and discuss their plans, and Penor would call for a game 

of Stick with herself, Vel and Jesral. Essentially it was Snap 

but with a stick on the table, and the idea was for one player to 

grab the stick and poke another player with it when two 

matching cards came up, to win the hand and put the other 

player out for a round. It inevitably became a game of 

alliances, sacrifices and betrayals. Over the weeks they 

perfected their strategies to the point where one game could 

last all night in friendly fights for the stick, running round the 

kitchen in pursuit or flight, pushing and pulling each other in 

and out of its reach; all in almost continuous peals of laughter. 

And as the summer wore on the change in Renia 

continued – so gradually it could easily have been overlooked 

– as she went from a shy, gawky girl to a graceful, self-assured 

young woman. 

oOo 

Late in the summer Linnell called on them and set them a 

dilemma by inviting them all to a pre-harvest gathering, in 

thanks for their help. They agonized over the invitation for a 

long time. Jastur and Kerin quickly decided they would not go, 

as others would be there from the town and the surrounding 

area, but it would have looked strange for them all to refuse. 

Jesral worried that her distinctive hair would be a problem, but 

then she came up with a solution; she would plait summer 

flowers into it in such profusion that it would be almost 
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impossible to tell the true colour, and she would make a 

matching crown of flowers for Renia so it would not look out 

of place. After some debate and a trial run, they all agreed that 

this would work. Jesral, Renia and Vel would go to the party, 

along with Penor and Penor-Hed. 

On the evening of the gathering, as they made 

themselves ready to go, Penor-Hed came into the kitchen with 

an old violin. With a wistful smile he tuned it up and played a 

few notes. Jesral, finishing off her hair, got up from the mirror 

and came to listen. The others also appeared from around the 

house at the sound. 

‘Ye’ll play tonight then, Hedda?’ Penor asked. Penor-

Hed looked at the violin as if amazed at the sound that came 

from it. He adjusted one string very slightly and played a 

chord again to check it was right, then nodded decisively. 

‘Damn’ fool oath that I made when y’ mother died, not to play 

it again. Don’t know why I’ve left it this long. ’Tis a waste of 

a good instrument not to play it,’ he said, and he ran through 

another theme before tucking the violin nonchalantly under his 

arm and waving them out of the door to the waiting cart. 

There was plenty of food at the party, and thanks to 

music from Penor-Hed and one of Linnell's workers, plenty of 

dancing too. There was also a particularly potent punch that 

they did their best not to drink too much of, just in case, but 

Linnell was an insistent host. Penor taught Renia one or two 

dances before his leg troubled him, then he sat out to tell 

jokes. Renia’s ankle had mended completely by now and she 

was well able to carry on, so the son of one of Linnell's 

acquaintances joined her for a dance or two. They made a 

square with Jesral and Vel, who danced with each other all 

night, although their mismatched heights made some of the 

dances unexpectedly entertaining. At least one reel collapsed 

in laughter along with the archway they were supposed to be 

making. They paused the dancing for a while, to give the 

musicians a rest. 

Renia drifted across the room to retrieve her cup, 
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giddy from the dancing but enjoying the feeling. Linnell 

intercepted her and topped her up despite her protests, along 

with Penor-Hed who came up after her. 

‘A fine punch, Linnell,’ Penor-Hed praised in his 

brusque fashion. ‘Tis fortunate m’hoss knows his way home.’ 

‘Tonight'll be marked down on the calendar, then,’ 

Linnell replied. ‘The night Penor-Hed hit his limit. And yon 

said it couldn't be done.’ 

‘Nay, man, that's not m’limit; that just means I can't 

tell north from south. M’limit’s when I can't tell up from 

down.’ He promptly drained the cup. Linnell turned to Renia. 

‘And ye, m’dear, are ye enjoying yeself?’ 

‘Very much, thank you. I can't remember when I last 

had so much fun.’ 

‘I were thinking the same m’self. I dare say it 

would've been better still for ye ladies if that nice-looking pair 

of farm workers had come.’ He turned to Penor-Hed again: 

‘Followers of Mamet, if I may hazard a guess?’ 

‘Nay, yon’re not Museleen; yon’ll drink a drop. 

Reincarnationists, I think.’ He hesitated, cast a glance at 

Renia’s anxious expression and decided to cut it short. ‘Just 

had a long hard day, that's all.’ 

Renia gave him a grateful look. Penor-Hed steered 

her away from Linnell then before he asked anything really 

awkward, back to where Penor was telling a joke to Linnell's 

wife and some of the guests from town. The boy was rosy-

cheeked and looked in danger of overbalancing with every 

sweeping gesture he made. 

Penor-Hed took Renia’s arm and pulled her close. 

‘Keep an eye on ’im. No more punch… tell ’im from 

me,’ he said, seeming uncertain whether to be angry or 

amused. ‘I’ll get another tune going.’ 

At last there came an hour late in the evening when 
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everyone started to flag, and Linnell was able to turn his 

guests out into the night without anyone demanding another 

drink or another dance too rowdily. They had all piled into the 

back of Penor-Hed’s cart before any of them noticed that they 

had forgotten to elect a driver, but that did not trouble the 

horse. A slap on the rump by one of Linnell's workers and they 

were on their way. 

oOo 

Kerin was on watch when the singing of the returning 

partygoers floated down the lane. It was not very tuneful, but 

none of them seemed to care. Kerin estimated their intake of 

drink from the racket, and judged it best to take a light out. 

Even with the lamp the galaxy could be seen glowing 

overhead, stars spattered in an unruly stripe across the heavens 

as though one of the carousers had flung them there during an 

overenthusiastic toast. The sky itself was so dark a blue it hurt 

the eyes to try and gauge the colour. 

The horse had led itself home, and stood patiently in 

the yard waiting for the cart's occupants to notice they had 

arrived. They hallooed Kerin; not incapably drunk but very 

happy with life. Everyone started to scramble out. Kerin 

helped Jesral down, then Renia; it needed both Kerin and 

Renia to help Penor out. 

‘I take it that you all enjoyed yourselves,’ Kerin 

remarked as he propped Penor up. 

‘I should say,’ Renia told him as she got a shoulder 

under Penor’s other arm. ‘Sore heads tomorrow, no doubt, but 

right now I feel wonderful. We’ve had such a good time! We 

danced, we ate, and I’m afraid we drank a lot more than we 

should have. Don’t worry, we didn’t say much to the other 

guests, to be safe. They seemed very nice people. 

‘But the music was the best thing. Penor-Hed plays 

the fiddle beautifully, doesn’t he?’ She got a groggy look from 

Penor; it took a while until he caught up with the question, 

when he managed a nod. She gave up with him and continued: 
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‘Every tune was so infectious. Once I knew the dances I just 

had to join in. One of the neighbour’s sons danced with me 

when Peo ran out of steam – and I think he still has all his 

toes,’ she joked. 

‘And I were insane wi’ jealousy,’ Penor declared 

despondently, making a half-hearted attempt to break loose 

and push them away. 

‘You didn't even notice! You were telling one of your 

jokes, and you never notice anything then,’ she replied, taking 

him up again. ‘I can manage,’ she told Kerin. ‘But I'd look to 

Vel and check he knows what he’s doing with the horse. He 

drank at least as much as Peo.’ 

From where she was unhitching the cart, Jesral called 

back: ‘’S’all right, I’ll look after Vel – oops! – for what I’m 

worth,’ she added with a mis-step and a giggle. Kerin sighed 

and shook his head. 

‘I wouldn’t want to be any of you in the morning.’ He 

softened his tone: ‘Still, I'm glad you had the chance to go.’ A 

blossom from Renia’s headdress fell onto her shoulder as he 

spoke. He picked it off gently. ‘Your flowers are fading.’ 

‘Almost as fast as me.’ She smiled sleepily. 

‘Goodnight.’ 

He watched them go. Penor was not as incapacitated 

as he made out, that was plain. His limp was no worse than 

normal as they made for the entrance, and the drape of his arm 

over Renia’s shoulder spoke more of possession than any need 

for support. The two of them talked together, low-voiced, and 

stopped at the door. Renia tried to pull Penor in but he was 

resisting, asking for something; she looked exasperated but by 

no means unwilling as she gave him the kiss he wanted, and 

Penor's arm went from her shoulder to her waist as they 

entered the house. 
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Chapter 5 – You Reap What You 
Sow 

With the hot weather, they couldn’t put off the grain harvest 

any longer. By now the appeal of the constant sunshine had 

worn off; they were brown on brown, and sick of the hot days 

followed by sticky nights. Jesral moaned that she would be 

prematurely aged from screwing up her eyes against the sun. 

Its heat beat down on their backs and up into their faces from 

the parched ground as they worked the fields. 

When they started harvesting the lower field, where 

the best and heaviest crop lay, it was another unspeakably hot 

day. Everyone wore the loosest clothing possible and donned 

hats against the sun, or they would have dropped from 

heatstroke in no time. Mercifully, there was a light breeze 

running down the river valley, but even so it was clear they 

would have to stop for at least two hours at noon. 

Penor found himself warmly welcomed when he 

arrived with lunch and some blankets for them to sit on. With 

Jesral’s help he spread the blankets out under a little stand of 

trees, and parcelled out the food to each of them as they 

arrived to collapse in the cool. Beneath the trees they would be 

out of the sun for some time, and still near enough to the river 

to feel the breeze. 

‘A drink’s what I really need. You haven’t got to go 

back for it, have you?’ Vel moaned as he lay flat out, clutching 

a bread roll that, fresh as it was, would never go down till he’d 

drunk something. Penor raised a finger – wait! – and walked to 

the riverbank, where to a cheer from all of them he hauled up 

the net full of bottles that had been cooling in the water. 

By the time Penor had finished handing the bottles 

out, everyone had found themself a place to sit or lie. There 

was a space left on Renia’s blanket, so he took advantage of it. 

She had pulled off her heavy stooking pinafore; she and Jesral 
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were stifling under them, though at least it kept some of the 

sun off. Kerin looked to be less lucky. He was sitting against a 

tree nearby, pulling uncomfortably at his shirt where it stuck 

to his shoulders. The sun was strong enough to go right 

through cloth and burn you on a day like this. Renia had seen 

it too; she wore that little frown of concern she’d get when any 

of them had a problem, even if it was only sunburn. But she 

turned to Penor as he sat down beside her, with a smile of 

grateful thanks for the drink he passed her. 

Penor found himself rambling on, and Renia sat 

listening as he joked about this and that. He had no idea of half 

of what he actually said; he was too busy watching her. Her 

bread and cheese lay in her lap, broken up into little pieces, 

and she picked at them, a morsel and a sip of drink, a morsel 

and a sip. The sunlight, filtered by the leaves as the trees 

shivered in the gentle breeze, dappled her with stars as she 

gazed back at him. 

He’d been careful to take things slowly. He had liked 

how she looked when he’d first met her, which was a good 

start, but she had seemed so shy and she travelled in such high 

company he’d feared he might be aiming too high. But once 

he’d got to understand who she was and why they had all 

sought refuge at the farm, he came to a simple conclusion. It 

was all fated. Renia was perfect for him, and he for her. She 

was brave and sweet and caring; funny and clever; and, when 

she stopped screwing herself up with shyness, she was as 

pretty as a picture. She knew about farm life and how tough it 

was, yet she enjoyed it. She could stand his jokes, she got on 

with his father – and unless Penor was very much mistaken, 

she liked him. 

He was the kind of person who said as he found, and 

he found himself more than just interested, so he saw no 

reason to pretend otherwise. But now he was unsure what to 

do next. He’d pleaded a kiss, jokingly, the night of the dance, 

and got it. He believed he had every reason to feel hopeful. 

But the lengthening of summer hung over him and made him 

hesitate. She’d made it clear – they all had – that when the 
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Hedsarollen moved on, they would go with them. There was 

some connection or commitment that hung, unspoken in his 

presence at least, between them all. He wanted to ask her if 

there was more to be hoped for, if she had feelings for him; 

but he could not help thinking that, even if there were, it 

would be up against this other commitment she had made, and 

if it came to a choice he would lose out. 

He sighed and shrugged off his despondency. If he 

didn’t have the courage to take it further, he could at least 

enjoy the moment. 

‘Hey, Nia, did I tell ye of Weren, the labourer who 

worked for Farmer Barel in the next valley? Not a bad soul, 

but a few playing cards short of a full deck, if ye get 

m’meaning. Well, one day yon’s not at work, so Farmer Barel 

calls at his lodgings, and Weren’s wife lets ‘im in. Weren’s in 

bed, looking right sorry for himself. Yon says, “Sorry, boss, 

I’m a bit peaky today, I’d best stay in bed.” Well, Farmer 

Barel says, “Weren, I need ye at work today, ’tis important.” 

Yon lowers his voice and says to Weren, “I tell ye what: when 

I feel poorly, I get m’wife to make love to me, and I soon feel 

better.” And Weren looks at his wife, who’s not ‘eard any 

o’this, and looks at Farmer Barel and says, “All right, boss, if 

ye say so, I’ll give it a try.” 

‘So Farmer Barel goes off to his fields and sure 

enough, an hour later, Weren turns up, smiling. 

‘“Ye were right on the mark, boss, I feel much better 

now,” Weren tells ’im, “and that bed of yourn’s the comfiest 

I’ve ever been in.”’ 

Renia’s shout of laughter made the others’ heads 

turn; she clapped her hand to her mouth. 

‘You shouldn’t tell jokes like that!’ she admonishedr. 

‘It made ye laugh.’ 

‘All right, it was funny. But be careful where you tell 

it!’ 
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Kerin walked by just then, the hat in his hand almost 

brushing them, on his way down to the river. He stripped his 

shirt off as he went and Penor watched Renia’s eyes follow 

him all the way, till he kneeled and dipped the shirt in the 

water, wrung it out and put it back on again, still wet. She 

hurriedly looked down when he turned around, becoming 

preoccupied with brushing the crumbs off her lap. 

So Penor saw the glare Kerin cast in their direction, 

and she missed it. It was a glare meant for Penor and Penor 

alone. Having delivered it, Kerin crammed his hat back on his 

head and strode off into the stand of trees. 

‘What were that all about?’ Penor murmured to 

himself. 

‘What?’ asked Renia. 

‘Ah, nothing. Never ye mind.’ 

oOo 

They got back to work eventually, and the length of the 

daylight allowed them to work on well into the evening. Only 

half the field was harvested, but it was a huge field, and 

testament to how much help Linnell had given Penor-Hed, 

back in the spring. Tomorrow Linnell was returning the recent 

favour they had done him, bringing himself and his temporary 

labourers for the day. If they did not have the barn full and 

supper on the table for them all by eight o'clock in the 

evening, it would not be for want of trying. 

Penor-Hed had three carts to load up, so everyone 

was working on that with the exception of Kerin and Renia. 

They were at the river’s edge, cleaning and sharpening the 

scythes. Renia cleaned and Kerin sharpened – a job to which 

he gave only half his attention. He was watching the others 

loading up, and Jastur pausing to inspect the blisters on his 

hands. 

‘I know how he feels,’ she said. ‘Let’s hope for an 

early finish tomorrow.’ 
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But Kerin didn’t trouble to give Renia an answer. 

He’d been out of temper for weeks now; trying to hide his 

impatience at this slow life and his unhappiness at Jastur’s 

refusal to move on. Today he had a particularly black look so 

she let it pass. 

By the time they were done, the first two carts were 

on their way to the barn. Only Penor-Hed remained, loading 

up the last stooks into the third cart. They helped him finish 

and stowed the scythes under the footboard, then he took the 

reins while she and Kerin climbed into the back. The stooks 

would offer some degree of protection for their weary limbs 

against the bumping of the cart. 

Kerin clambered to the front and leaned against the 

driver’s backboard, stretched out his legs and tipped his hat to 

shield his eyes from the setting sun. Renia tucked herself up a 

few feet away, kicked off her sandals and dropped her hat 

among the stooks. Her hair was sticky with sweat so she 

tousled it up, leaned back and shut her eyes. The hat hadn’t 

done much of a job keeping the sun off her face; she could feel 

the itch of sunburn on her nose. 

As the wagon juddered over the ruts, a wisp of loose 

hay tickled her face and she flicked it away. In doing so she 

momentarily opened her eyes and saw Kerin watching her. 

She gave him a brief smile before settling back. 

A moment passed, and she opened her eyes again. He 

was still looking at her. 

‘What's the matter?’ 

He looked away now, staring beyond her into the 

blaze of the lowering sun. It seemed to set his frown deeper 

than ever. He pulled the hat back down over his eyes. 

‘Nothing you can help me with.’ 

‘If you’re so sure Jastur’s wrong, you should try 

again. If we all spoke to him together then perhaps…’ 

‘That’s not it. I told you, you can’t help me with this. 
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Just leave it.’ His voice was curt, but more from hopelessness 

than anger. She had not heard that note in it for a long time, 

not since Mhrydain, when he had thought Jastur was dead. 

Like a fragile facade around the shell of a building, that note. 

She sat up. A glance at the backboard showed Penor-

Hed couldn’t see them; he was probably out of hearing too as 

long as they kept their voices down. She should steer clear 

because when Kerin was in this mood who knew where it 

would go? But she couldn’t leave it, not the way he sounded. 

She reached out and warily tipped his hat up. 

‘A problem shared is a problem halved. You never 

know, maybe I can help,’ she said encouragingly. 

‘Nia…’ 

He tore his hat off and flung it down in frustration as 

he loomed over her then sat back on his heels, his eyes 

searching her face. In them she saw the last vestige of a 

desperate internal fight, and readied herself for his temper to 

break. 

‘Nia, I think I am beyond helping,’ he confessed. 

He reached out and turned her face up. Ever so lightly 

he kissed both her eyes, then her nose, before settling his lips 

on her mouth. For a moment it was as though every atom in 

her and around her, every atom in the universe, stopped 

moving. Nothing else existed but his touch. 

His hand slid to the nape of her neck and he took the 

kiss deeper. She struggled to her knees and he rose with her. 

Falteringly, her hands found his arms, his shoulder, his neck. 

She twined her fingers into his hair and pressed her body 

against his, some physical imperative driving her on. He 

pulled her even closer, his hold tightening until they were 

fused together from hip to shoulder as though they would 

never come apart; and the kiss went on, and on. 

Finally he ended it, but not the embrace. That 

tightened even more. His hair brushed against her face as his 
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breath warmed the curve of her neck; that prompted her to 

breathe again herself, an act that dizzied her almost as much as 

the kiss. Then the fusion gradually faded and they were once 

more two separate people, holding each other so tightly it 

seemed they were afraid to let go. 

She pulled away – reluctantly, but she wanted to see 

that look on his face again, to convince herself she wasn’t 

imagining what she’d seen. But he brought her with him as he 

settled back among the stooks, her head on his chest – taking 

in the longed-for smell of him again, and the steady thud of his 

heart! – while his free hand traced delicate patterns on her 

neck. It was hard to believe it was happening, and her doubt 

kept her still and quiet against him, frightened she would 

break the spell; yet another part of her knew this was right. 

This was how it was meant to be. She lay in his hold as the 

cart rattled and jolted its way back until they reached the 

barnyard where Kerin sat them both up. That look was back in 

his eyes again as he trailed his fingers down her cheek, making 

her shiver. 

‘You weren’t expecting that; I’m sorry. It took me by 

surprise too. This needs some time to make sense of, doesn’t 

it? Until then, best if we––’ He set a finger to his lips, then to 

hers; she nodded her understanding. He let his finger slide 

lightly across her lips, as though planning where to set another 

kiss – and then his touch was suddenly gone. The cart had 

shuddered to a halt and as Penor-Hed jumped down from the 

driver’s box, Kerin had gone to unlatch the back. 

She could only sit and stare as he worked, knowing 

that, impossible as it seemed, life was going to go on and in a 

moment she would have to rejoin it. 

It wasn’t the same life any more though. In an instant, 

everything had changed. 

oOo 

That night, Jesral was first into the bed she and Renia shared, 

but she ended up fretting for half an hour, waiting for Renia. 
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She could hear her downstairs, getting things ready for 

tomorrow’s end of harvest supper. Typical; just when she 

needed to talk. 

Then, when Renia finally came up, she spent for ever 

wandering around the room, sorting out clothes for the next 

day and searching for ointment to paint the sunburn on her 

nose. She sat in front of the mirror to do that job, and dawdled 

through it, in no particular hurry. It was not a very good 

mirror, but Jesral could see Renia’s reflection and clearly she 

was miles away. Good, God, girl, she thought, get a move on! 

‘Ren?’ 

‘Hmm?’ 

‘Is it all right with you if I work the field tomorrow 

rather than helping at the house?’ 

Renia had finished at last and looked round. 

‘Why, yes, I can manage on my own here. But I 

thought you would rather do the house?’ 

‘Well, yes, I would, normally...’ 

Renia had put the ointment away and came to bed 

now. Jesral caught her before she put out the rushlight. 

‘Ren...’ 

‘Yes?’ 

‘I think I'm in love.’ 

‘Oh!’ Renia sighed, then smiled. ‘That's wonderful, 

Jez.’ 

‘With your brother.’ 

‘Good! I was wondering when you’d realize,’ she 

teased. Jesral poked her in the ribs. 

‘Cheek! And it's better than good. I think he's 

interested; I really think he likes me.’ 
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‘Glad you’ve caught up with the rest of us, we’d 

worked that out long ago!’ Renia laughed and hugged her. ‘So, 

what’s to tell?’ 

Jesral shrugged: ‘Actually, that’s it. Not much more 

to say. I don’t know where it’s going yet. I just wanted you to 

know.’ 

‘All right.’ Renia gave her another smile, pinched out 

the rushlight, and slid under the sheet where she heaved a deep 

sigh. 

Jesral lay wide-eyed. Wrapped up though she was in 

her own happiness, she could still see that something 

interesting was going on in Renia's life. Oh, Hell. She'd never 

get to sleep now; she'd die of curiosity first. 

‘Peo's leg seems a lot better these days, along with 

his temper. He's quite a sweetheart really, isn't he?’ 

‘Peo? Mmm, yes, he is. He makes me laugh.’ 

Aha! So it wasn’t Penor her friend was thinking 

about. Well, Jesral knew the other likely candidate, since 

Renia hardly dared pass two words to Jastur, and Penor-Hed 

was too old. This was not good news, as far as Jesral could 

see. She had long suspected that Renia had fallen for Kerin, 

and who could blame her? He had the kind of face you could 

sit and look at all day. But she had thought Renia sensible 

enough not to expect anything to come of it. He must have 

said or done something... Jesral ran back over the day. He’d 

been scything, Renia stooking, so he’d always been ahead of 

her in the field; and she’d sat with Penor at lunchtime. 

Suppertime, maybe? No: he hadn’t sat next to Renia then 

either, nor spoken to her. If anything he’d looked moodier than 

ever tonight, and he had been very moody of late. Personally 

she avoided him when he was like this; in the past the only 

thing that got him out of it was venting a bit of temper 

followed by a good talk with Renia. Jesral had half thought 

that was his plan tonight; after all, he’d sat around till the 

others had gone to bed and only she, Renia and Penor-Hed 
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were left. Yet as soon as she, Jesral, had announced she was 

off to bed, Kerin had jumped up and excused himself too. 

Something had gone on today, but what, where or 

when she hadn’t the faintest idea. 

And if he was still simmering like a pot on the boil at 

suppertime, what was Renia letting herself in for? 

oOo 

As Renia drifted blissfully off to sleep, fingers pressed to her 

lips to remind her of his kiss, Kerin was tossing and turning. 

The same memory was torturing him. 

How things had come to this pass, he struggled to 

understand. But looking back, he knew now the exact moment 

they had changed for him: the day the troops had come. In a 

single hour he had found himself overwhelmed by two 

unexpected emotions: the utter panic he’d felt in the hidey, 

when Renia was trapped outside and he could do nothing to 

help her; and the depth of the dislike he’d felt for Penor 

afterwards, seeing him lying in her arms and knowing the 

boy’s heroism had probably saved them all. 

The panic he had found a different excuse for every 

time his troubled thoughts revisited it. First he thought it must 

be guilt; because despite all his good intentions, he had 

abandoned Renia to face the troops alone when it was his task, 

his fight. But it was foolish to feel guilty, he had had no choice 

in the matter. So, he reasoned, it must have been fear then; 

fear that she would speak and give them away, ending 

everything he had fought to achieve these past months. 

No. She would never have spoken; but he had no way 

of knowing if Penor or his father might. And what would 

Lemno do, if he got hold of her, to a chit of a girl foolish 

enough to risk everything just because of that damned vision? 

If she was betrayed, it was inevitable Lemno would capture all 

of them; but that had not been the fear Kerin had felt, down in 

the hidey. Now that he had stopped trying to find another 

explanation for it, he remembered, and understood, his 
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thoughts that day with absolute clarity: Merciful Fate, his 

prayer had been, if I never ask for anything again, let her be 

all right. Do not let her be dragged down with us. And Fate 

listened, and he came up from the hidey filled with relief, only 

to find another man – no, a mere boy! – lying in her lap and 

receiving her care. 

Once again he forced down the cold anger he felt 

against Penor, and acknowledged it was jealousy. It was an 

unfamiliar emotion, more profound and powerful than he had 

ever suspected. He knew it was unfair of him to think: He is 

just playing with her; she can do better than him. But sweet 

Heaven, it was a hard feeling to fight. 

He tried to use his head. 

There had to be some way round the problem, Kerin 

kept telling himself; but if there was, he couldn’t find it. This 

situation was so mad, it was laughable that he could have got 

himself into it. He knew how his good looks worked for him; 

he should have shown Renia the cooler side of his nature from 

the start, been less friendly. That would have been fairer to her; 

but she had reminded him so much of his sister that he never 

thought beyond that sort of relationship. Even when they first 

met and he suspected she was infatuated with him, she had 

seemed only a child, and with all his other concerns he had 

thought little more of it. Then his role in the vision seemed to 

put paid to her infatuation. He should have realized it had done 

the same to her childhood. But he hadn’t noticed that; his mind 

had been elsewhere, and when he’d finally bothered to look 

back she was suddenly a woman and spending all her time with 

Penor, lapping up the attention he gave her. 

Dear Heaven, but she had worked deep into his 

system. So deep he hadn’t realized and had just taken her for 

granted until that moment in the hidey and the awareness – 

though not yet the understanding – of how much he needed to 

have her near. And then, mere minutes later, all the joy went 

from his life when he realized there was a chance she might 

someday soon choose not to be near… 
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She was so relaxed and comfortable in Penor’s 

company. Watching them today had reminded him of another 

time, by another river, when Renia had been sitting at her ease 

with him; the day she’d compared a windswept field of corn to 

the sea, and he’d wished they could stay sitting there just a 

little bit longer. 

Then he had been brought back to today with a jolt. 

Penor had told a joke, and Renia's laughter had cut through his 

thoughts. She had leaned back as she laughed and Kerin had 

seen Penor beside her, grinning broadly. 

That look on his face had been blindingly, insanely 

irritating. The boy gave over endless amounts of time to 

entertaining Renia, and it grated on Kerin to have to 

acknowledge his success. He’d lost count of how many times 

he had heard Renia laugh on this farm. She had barely even 

smiled before they arrived. 

He had had to walk away then, and had stood in the 

woods for a long time thinking, trying to see a solution to his 

problem, but there was none he could bear. The basest option 

had already come to mind; to try taking it further. A slap in the 

face for his presumption ought to kill it. But he had known as 

soon as he thought of it that it was impossible. Renia mattered 

too much to him for that, and she certainly deserved better. 

Besides, the more he thought back, the more he wondered if 

he had been wrong. Perhaps she wasn’t keeping her distance 

because she was afraid of him; perhaps the infatuation hadn’t 

gone but had changed into something more lasting, and what 

he had taken to be fear of him had been her fighting her 

feelings. If so, she had been fighting far longer and more 

successfully than he; but then she had so much more to lose if 

they gave in to it. She had borne with so much for his sake; 

what she required of him now was some self-control. That was 

supposed to be his strong point... 

And then in the back of the wagon she had given him 

that look, the one that said she knew him through and through, 

good side and bad, yet still full of care and concern for him; 
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and in that moment he gave up the fight. 

He had known, in the instant before he kissed her, 

how it would be. It was a moment of ecstatic despair. His last 

fear, and his last hope, lay in it being a disappointment to him, 

but it was not. A simple kiss had told him that in this life – 

maybe beyond, it was so powerful a feeling – she was the one 

thing that could fill the void. 

A simple kiss? No. A selfish kiss. He had known 

damned well that he could never give her anything more, at 

least nothing that she could accept, but he did it anyway. He 

had reached out and touched heaven, knowing it would be this 

one time only and he could never touch it again; and in doing 

so he had condemned Renia to share this misery. 

He had to find a way to tell her, but his mind would 

wander off in search of an answer to the impossible. It was 

eating him alive, this need for her; remembering the kiss only 

made it worse. Now he had no alternative but to make her hate 

him, so as to cause her the least pain, and the thought of doing 

it left him in despair. 

He tossed restlessly again, and evidently Jastur could 

stand it no longer. He threw back his covers and crossed the 

short distance to where Kerin lay. 

‘Are you badly burned?’ he whispered. ‘Tomorrow is 

a heavy day; you need a full night's sleep. Use some salve. 

Kerin...’ 

He turned away. 

‘I'm not burned, damn it. Leave me alone.’ Real 

anger lay close to the surface, and he knew he had drunk far 

too much at suppertime. Kerin rarely drank too much; he knew 

that in him, drink and anger combined could wreak more 

damage than an earthquake. 

Jastur bent close to the bed, his voice low. 

‘Kerin, I am no fool, and neither are you. I cannot 

leave this alone. Whatever it is, you need to tell me.’ 
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‘What I need,’ Kerin muttered, ‘is the bloody 

problem to go away. Hell... you’re right, I need to talk to you. 

But not here. Can we go to the barn?’ 

oOo 

Jastur unshuttered the lantern they had brought with them and 

hung it carefully from a hook in the beam while Kerin 

slumped against a trestle, using both hands to sweep his hair 

out of his eyes. Jastur chose to stand. 

‘Now will you tell me?’ he asked. 

‘Well, let us start with me having to admit that you 

were right and I was wrong. Horribly wrong.’ 

‘Wrong about…?’ 

‘You told me I cared too much.’ 

‘Caring was never the problem,’ Jastur pointed out, 

‘letting it affect your judgment was.’ 

Kerin smiled a twisted smile. ‘Don’t hold Karn 

against me still. I’ve paid for that already.’ The smile faded to 

a frown. ‘The irony is, I did my damnedest not to bring her 

with us, but Fate was on her side. Even if it hadn’t been, she 

wouldn’t have been deterred. And now, now, that I’ve realized 

just how many ways I need her, I’ve ruined everything.’ 

‘You speak of Renia. You are in love with her!’ 

So Jastur had not seen it coming either. It was no 

satisfaction to Kerin to know it; he sat and stared at the floor. 

‘So, this is love. Why would anyone sane want to feel 

this way?’ 

‘Ah. What if I told you I could take this burden from 

you, make you forget her for ever, would you let me?’ Kerin 

looked despairingly up at him. ‘As I thought. Why hide it 

though?’ 

‘I wasn’t trying to hide it, I was trying to work out 

what it was; it’s taken me until now. I thought you might 
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already know. You always seem to know what I think and feel 

before I do.’ 

‘No, with you it is all guesswork. Some I can read 

like a book, but I never know with you… so, what has come 

between you? Your feelings are unrequited?’ 

‘Far from it.’ 

‘Is she in trouble then?’ 

‘No!’ Kerin shook his head. ‘We have not taken it 

that far yet. And we are not going to. I half started something 

today – it will go no further. I still have some principles.’ 

‘Hmm. But if you have started it, and now put an end 

to it so abruptly, you risk losing our companions’ friendship 

and their help. After all, there is no law that says the Crown 

Champion cannot take a mistress. You have had liaisons in the 

past.’ 

Kerin gave him a look that was both guilty and 

reproving, but he saw that Jastur was playing devil’s advocate. 

‘And what did my past liaisons amount to? A couple 

of high-class courtesans, hired for my “education”. And the 

girl in Liffergh, who as good as told me it was just a game to 

her. She was prepared to take the chance of having a lord’s 

bastard. Not Renia. She has had the taunt of bastardy thrown 

at her, and felt it sharply. She would never wish that on her 

own children, so she has fought her feelings − until I caught 

her off guard today. She could no more stop herself than I 

could, even though we both know it has nowhere to go. It’s I 

who must call a halt to this. If I take it any further it will 

destroy her.’ 

‘I think,’ Jastur said guardedly, ‘that this is a 

pointless discussion. You already know the solution.’ 

Kerin had been hoping for his brother to do the 

impossible, to come up with an alternative. He looked away, 

nodding to himself. 
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‘The problem is how to go about it. She’s going to 

hate me; that can’t be avoided. But we’re still dependent on 

their support, and I’ve jeopardized that.’ 

‘I understand, but if you are truly to free Renia from 

what has grown between you, then she must believe it is your 

own decision, not one forced on you by circumstances. You 

and I will have to bear the risk of your doing that. She seems a 

private kind of person?’ 

‘She is, and I asked her not to speak of it yet,’ Kerin 

confirmed. 

‘Then chances are she has kept this to herself. You 

must try to keep it that way. You must convince her there is 

still friendship, but no love on your side. If you can do so, we 

might secure their help until Council is in session in October: 

then you can do the kindest thing and leave when we have 

other support. If you can’t convince her, we must struggle on 

without their help, but that will not be easy.’ 

‘Up and run out on them? Renia’s earned better than 

that. They all have.’ 

‘I know, I know, and if our plan succeeds Renia and 

Vel will get all they deserve, but that depends on us acquiring 

Council support. And you know what an ugly world that is, 

how out of their element they would both be if they were 

caught up in that. We should free them from our business 

before then – surely sparing them from that is part of the 

reward they have earned?’ 

‘I suppose so.’ Kerin sighed. ‘I know so.’ The 

admission weighed heavy on him. ‘One last question that 

needs your complete honesty, then I’m done.’ 

‘Ask it.’ 

‘Can you see any way, any way, she and I...’ There 

was a long silence before the answer came. 

‘Council can and will block your wishes in this. They 

will not allow someone outside the Council dynasties near the 
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Crown, for fear of losing influence. But there is one 

possibility. You renounce claim to the Crown and step down 

as champion. But that could have serious consequences: if I 

am lost, then it leaves Ilmaen with Maregh's rule or civil war 

as its alternatives.’ Jastur turned and unhooked the lamp. ‘I 

will free you from your oath to me, if you ask it. Your choice, 

brother, truly. Assess the odds and decide.’ 

But for all his words, they both knew the outcome. 

There was no choice, not for one raised Hedsarollen. 

No choice at all. 
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Chapter 6 – The Barn 

Penor was impressed by the way Kerin worked the remainder 

of the field, given how long and hard the previous day had 

been. He went at it with a vengeance. Penor-Hed even had to 

reposition Linnell's men so that Kerin was working a wider 

swathe than they, to stop him getting too far ahead. Linnell's 

wife and his two eldest girls helped Jesral and Penor with the 

stooking, while the rest of them loaded the wagons. When the 

field was cleared Penor-Hed clapped Kerin on the back, 

fulsome in his praise; Kerin acknowledged it, polite but 

unsmiling as he had been for days. 

They had the field finished by four, were home and 

had the barn filled by six. Supper was not until eight and 

Renia, in charge of the kitchen, had everything organized for 

that time. There were two hours to kill, and with Linnell's 

household staying for supper, the house was heaving. It was 

noisy in there, and hot; Penor made his excuses, and left. 

He headed for the barn, and climbed the steps to the 

hayloft. The climb hurt him, but he was determined to manage 

it. The last few steps were the worst, his hip screaming at him; 

but he did it, and rolled over in the straw with a mixture of 

relief and triumph. He realized it had only hurt so much 

because he had not done it for so long; already the ache was 

fading. Making it into the hayloft was doubly important to him 

now that the farm was crawling with people; it had been his 

favourite place to think before his accident, and he had missed 

the peace here, the chance to be alone with his thoughts. Now 

that the barn was full it would not be used again until 

threshing got under way. Penor-Hed always kept some time 

free between harvest and threshing to get all the jobs done that 

had been left waiting. No one would come near the hayloft 

now. 
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Penor got comfortable on his back, selected a suitable 

piece of straw to chew for inspiration, and thrust his hands 

behind his head. He had the beginnings of a good joke at the 

back of his mind, and knew he could make it far more 

effective with a little work on timing and presentation. He 

loved the expressions on people's faces as he told a joke, the 

glow they got from its unravelling, the expectation of an 

enjoyable ending. He almost hated to finish a joke, so some of 

them were very long. 

It was some time later when he heard the barn door 

open. The daylight was fading, so he supposed it might be 

someone looking for him to say supper was ready; but there 

were no calls, and no one mounted the wooden steps to the 

loft. But then, neither did whoever it was go away. Penor 

wished they would; it disrupted his concentration. He had no 

intention of going down yet, he had not finished what he was 

working on. He would stay put; and unless the other person 

came into the loft, saw no reason to announce his presence. 

With an effort, he concentrated again. 

Two minutes later his concentration was broken 

completely when the barn door banged again and a voice 

called, ‘Kerin!’ The voice was Renia's; he heard her feet 

scuffing through the straw, and rolled over to the loft hatch. 

He had intended to let the others know he was there, 

but what he saw filled him with cold dismay. 

Renia had her arms around Kerin, her head resting on 

his shoulder and one hand entwined in his hair. It was the 

embrace of a lover, not a friend. But Kerin! She might have 

been embracing a statue. He stared straight ahead, 

expressionless, arms by his sides. 

Gradually Renia was realizing something was wrong, 

and Penor saw her hold on Kerin loosen. It was not until she 
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let go and stepped back in confusion that Kerin looked at her. 

The silence continued. Kerin looked away. 

‘What happened yesterday, you must forget it.’ 

Silence reigned again as she stared at him. He turned 

to leave. 

‘Why?’ She almost barked the question at Kerin and 

it stopped him in his tracks. He did not turn round. 

‘Because it can’t happen. We’re poles apart, you and 

I. There are too many differences.’ 

Behind his back, Renia raised one arm and let it drop 

again in a futile gesture. 

‘You knew that before. So why did you do what you 

did yesterday?’ 

Kerin turned to face her now, and Penor caught him 

changing his expression before he did so. It made him more 

furious than he had ever felt, but he attended carefully to 

Kerin's words. 

‘I told you. My world and your world, they’re very 

different. Up to now, if I wanted a woman, I only had to… 

well, yesterday I wanted you. I took advantage of our 

friendship, and you deserve better than that. I’m sorry. It 

won’t happen again.’ 

As he spoke Renia folded her arms, almost hugging 

herself, and she backed away as if his words were pushing her 

until finally she turned from him. She was standing just below 

the hatch, and Penor could see how very calm she looked. She 

was gazing almost straight at him, but gave no sign of having 

noticed him. 
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‘If that’s all it was, it was a cruel thing to do.’ Now 

Penor saw the sparkle in her eyes, belying her calm voice, and 

he realized she could hardly see through her tears, let alone 

spot him up in the loft. Kerin, he noticed, did not even have 

the decency to look ashamed. 

‘It was never my intention to be cruel. That it was 

thoughtless, I must concede. As I said, it won’t happen again. I 

would like this to remain between the two of us, if possible...’ 

Penor could not tell if the sound Renia made was a 

sob or a laugh. ‘It’s entirely possible,’ she assured him. 

‘Please go away now.’ 

She kept her back to Kerin as the barn door shut, and 

slowly sank to the floor as his footsteps receded. When Kerin 

was far enough away, she shouted at herself angrily, smacking 

her head hard with both hands: ‘Stupid, stupid, stupid!’ 

Then she buried her face in them and wept 

inconsolably. 

Penor lay back and listened for long, endless minutes, 

pain and anger gnawing at his own heart, until the sound of 

her sobs faded and the banging of the barn door signalled her 

departure. 

oOo 

At supper, Renia dismissed her red-rimmed eyes as the start of 

a summer cold when Jesral asked. Penor, seated between 

Linnell and his middle daughter, saw doubt on Jesral's face. 

Did she know? She certainly stared hard at Kerin when she put 

his plate down in front of him. Kerin did not notice; he did not 

even look up as he murmured his thanks. 

Penor-Hed was making his way to his seat when he 

caught Penor's expression. 
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‘Ye all right, lad?’ 

‘Fine.’ 

He felt such a mix of emotions that he gave one-word 

answers to every question he was posed for the rest of the 

evening. He could hardly take his eyes off Kerin and Renia. 

She said little either; at one point she forced out a joke about 

underestimating how much food there was on the groaning 

table, and the importance of getting a share before Vel 

demolished it all. The joke was taken in passing by the others; 

they did not register what it cost her. No one paid much 

attention to her; no one but Jesral seemed to have noticed 

anything was wrong. Renia glanced at Kerin perhaps twice 

during the meal. After the second time, she seemed to be 

biting her lip to stop herself from crying. Jesral's concerned 

touch on her arm startled her, but she explained it away. Then 

she got up – she must have made some excuse to leave – and 

went upstairs. 

‘Where's yon off to?’ Linnell enquired of Jesral. 

‘She's got a headache. Thinks she's caught a summer 

cold.’ 

 ‘Oh. ’Tis a shame, to miss the meal when yon's 

worked so hard on it.’ 

Penor's gaze shot straight back to Kerin; he was 

pouring himself yet another drink. The son of a bitch could not 

care less. Jastur, sitting beside his brother, leaned forward. His 

voice was too low to hear on this side of the table, but Penor 

could lip read what he said. 

‘Are you all right?’ 

‘Yes,’ was Kerin's answer. Of course he was all right. 

What problems did he have? He had gone through the meal 
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with not one glance in Renia's direction. Clearly he had had 

his way with her, unbelievable as it was that Renia would 

consent to such a thing, and now he had thought better of the 

liaison. It was a wonder he had not strung her along for a few 

more weeks, now the damage had been done. Had full value 

while she was still starry-eyed at his handsome face and 

handsome manners, at the honour he did her. 

Damn him! Damn him and his air of integrity, not to 

mention his good looks. He was no better than the ruffians in 

the militia; no better than Lemno. But Kerin had taken in 

Penor, just as he had taken in Renia. Doubtless his true 

personality would come to light in all its selfishness and 

arrogance once they had all slogged themselves to death 

helping the Crown. In the meantime he and Jastur sat here, 

living off what Penor-Hed could ill afford to put on the table, 

biding their time until they were ready to leave. Penor cursed 

the day he had ever persuaded his father to let them stay. 

The threads of Penor's thoughts wound ever tighter 

and gave him no peace. He could not let this pass and keep his 

self-respect; but then, he could not cause a scene here, and let 

everyone know what Kerin had done to an innocent girl. Kerin 

deserved that, but not Renia. He tamed his anger, bided his 

time; and the threads wound on. 

oOo 

Penor got his opportunity much sooner than he had expected. 

When he rose late the next morning he found that Kerin had 

been assigned jobs around the farmyard, just as Penor had. 

Kerin was still sitting at the breakfast table nursing a cup of 

tea when he came down, so by speeding through his meal 

Penor was able to say casually as he finished, ‘Kerin, I've a job 

that needs two of us, in the haybarn. Can I borrow ye?’ 

 ‘Surely,’ Kerin replied, getting up and following him 

out. 
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Once in the barn, Penor directed, ‘Over in this 

corner.’ As Kerin followed him and had a look to see what 

was there, Penor turned and caught him a swinging right hook 

in the mouth. The blow took Kerin by surprise and sent him 

back a pace or two. It was an irritation to Penor not to have 

knocked him down completely; he would have liked to have 

done more damage, but it had at least channelled some of the 

anger he felt. 

‘That's for Nia. And believe ye me, if I've just 

committed treason, that were well worth hanging for.’ 

He spun on his heel and started for the door. 

‘Penor…’ 

Kerin was dabbing at his split lip with the back of his 

hand when Penor wheeled round. He dared to have a 

questioning expression on his face! 

 ‘Ye know what?’ Penor stormed back and told him. 

‘I want to kill ye for what ye've done. I know I'm not strong 

enough or clever enough to do it, but by Heaven, every fibre in 

me wants to. Since I can't, I'll settle for making sure ye know 

every waking hour that someone is aware of what a loathsome, 

parasitic creature ye are, how ye used the people who 

befriended ye. Oh, ye took some seeing through, but now I 

know. Now I know!’ 

Kerin's tone was low and level, dangerously so. 

 ‘What exactly do you think I have done?’ 

 ‘I were here, up in the hayloft, last night!’ 

 ‘That is not what I asked. What do you think I have 

done?’ 
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 ‘Think be damned. I know ye've dishonoured 

Renia!’ 

For a moment he thought the blow he had given the 

other man would be returned, but Kerin mastered himself. 

‘You are mistaken. She is untouched. And you would 

be well advised not to repeat such a slander of the lady, unless 

you wish to begin your next life.’ He started to walk past 

Penor. 

 ‘Why, ye hypocritical––’ 

Penor started for him again, but Kerin was ready this 

time and sidestepped the blow, grabbing the younger man's 

arm and twisting it behind his back. In his anger, he jerked on 

it as he spoke. 

‘You are right: I am stronger and cleverer than you, 

and quicker. And I’m a damned sight more dangerous. I care 

little what you think of me, but I won’t have you think that of 

her, let alone say it. Renia’s done nothing to be ashamed of. 

I’ve not taken her virtue.’ 

‘Ye're hurting m’arm,’ Penor felt compelled by the 

pain to say. Kerin realized what he was doing and freed him. 

They glared at each other for a moment, until Kerin passed a 

hand across his eyes and turned away. 

‘I’m sorry, but what you said…’ 

Penor rubbed his aching arm, watching him warily, 

confused by his rapidly changing moods. 

‘Ye take a slight to her right personal, don’t ye? 

Anyone’d think ye were in love wi’ ’er.’ His voice was coldly 

sarcastic. 
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 ‘Are you so tired of this life, Penor?’ But Kerin had 

hesitated, and behind the angry words, his mask had slipped 

just a little. It was enough for Penor to see through; the 

realization hit him like iced water. 

‘Deny it then,’ he said carefully. Kerin glared at him. 

 ‘I have denied it. Is my word on her honour not good 

enough for you?’ 

 ‘No. I mean, say ye don't love her.’ 

 ‘…I don't love her.’ 

‘Said wi’ great sincerity. I particularly liked the way 

ye managed to meet m’eye.’ Penor sat on a haybale, glaring at 

him. ‘What are ye playing at, man?’ 

Kerin looked for a way to deny it more convincingly 

but failed to find one and, passing his hand through his hair in 

his habitual gesture, abandoned the ruse. 

‘I do love Renia.  But we need not go to war over it. 

There’s no future for us and there never could have been. You 

see, there are two possible outcomes to all this; either we can’t 

restore the Crown but I die trying, or we succeed. If the first 

happens, she's lost me, and if the second – well, I'm lost to her 

still. You know that if anything happens to Jastur, I’m Crown-

Designate. If he survives, I’m still his heir until he has 

children. 

‘Council also plays a part in all this. It’s full of 

complicated political alliances between the ruling families. 

They know Ilmaen needs to keep a balance of power, but 

they’re also obsessed with protecting their own interests. They 

have the power of veto in such matters, and they’ll brook no 

outsiders. Whether as Crown Heir or as LandMaster of 

Ilmaen, I’ll not be allowed to marry Renia while I occupy such 
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an important position. Even if Jastur has heirs, until they’re 

grown, I may be called on to be Regent; the problem remains, 

in Council’s eyes. Once my brother’s children are full grown, 

then I’m a free agent, but I can’t ask Renia to wait fifteen… 

maybe twenty years for me.’ 

Penor listened, but with suspicion on his face. 

 ‘If ye loved her that much, ye'd give it all up,’ he 

reasoned. 

 ‘Do you think I haven’t considered that? I would, if I 

could. But if I do and then I’m needed, I can’t go back. 

Council wouldn’t permit it. But it’s not strong enough to 

weather the end of a Crown dynasty. There’d be civil war in 

Ilmaen. I’d give anything of mine for her, Penor, but I can’t 

give Ilmaen.’ 

Kerin had found a trestle and sank down on it. He 

looked ready to weep and, not knowing if he did it for good or 

ill, Penor twisted the knife: ‘Where I were, last night, I could 

see her face. Ye couldn’t. Nia were careful about that. And 

then after, when ye’d gone…ye broke her heart, man.’ 

‘Better that than her knowing the truth. It’s fairer to 

her; she’ll have a chance to make a life somewhere else, with 

someone else. So if you choose to... look, whatever passes 

between you two from here on, that is your business. But she 

doesn’t need you thinking of her as some wanton who would 

lay down her virtue so easily.’ 

He got up, and this time Penor made no move to stop 

him as he left; it was Kerin who paused and turned back. 

‘You’ve no idea how much I wish we could change 

places. Look after her.’ 
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Chapter 7 – Providence 

‘Your man Maris is back, LandMaster. He says you will want 

to see him straight away?’ The retainer hovered, uncertain 

what Lemno’s reaction to Maris’s presumption would be. 

Lemno looked up from the document he was reading and 

threw it back on the desk, his interest in it gone. 

‘Yes. Send him in.’ 

The retainer glided out silently. Maris strode in, still 

in his riding clothes. A pack hung over his arm. 

‘Sir.’ 

‘Sit down.’ Lemno's hand indicated the gilded silk-

upholstered chair on the far side of the desk, a chair almost as 

splendid as the one he sat in; there were only the finest things 

in the LandMaster of Lestar’s state apartments. Maris 

hesitated. 

‘I came here directly. I still have the dust of the road 

on me, sir,’ he pointed out. 

‘It doesn’t matter. Sit.’ Maris did, and immediately 

bent to unfasten his pack. 

‘You won’t have eaten yet?’ A shake of Maris' head 

confirmed it, and Lemno hailed the retainer. 

‘Have some food sent up, and have the rest of Maris' 

stuff transferred to his quarters.’ 

The man had finished unfastening his pack now, and 

sat with it open on his lap. Lemno poured a glass of spirit and 

pushed it across the table towards him. 

‘Here. But do your speaking before you drink it all.’ 

‘One sip?’ Maris proposed. Lemno granted him that. 

He was grey with dust, so his throat must be thick with it. 
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Maris’ green eyes opened appreciatively as he took the sip. 

Maris was the nearest Lemno came to liking a man. 

Liking did not mean entirely trusting, of course. In Maris 

Lemno saw too much of himself, fifteen years since, to make 

that mistake. But Maris was sharply intelligent, and behind an 

unremarkable face he hid an unseen talent. Someone might 

pass a few words with him, and five minutes later they would 

barely remember what he looked like. A week later they 

would be in a cell; and still they would not realize it was 

something they had let slip to Maris that had got them there. 

Being anonymous and unregarded was, of course, not a skill 

Maris boasted of. In his mid-twenties, already adaptable and 

experienced, he was entering his most useful years. If anyone 

could have found the information Lemno needed, it was him. 

Maris put the glass down and leaned back more 

comfortably in the chair. 

‘From the beginning?’ he asked. 

‘Start from Greatharbour,’ Lemno told him. His main 

aim in sending Maris had been to double-check everything 

Captain Harrat, one of his agents for the northern ports, had 

told him. Harrat’s attempt to sail an unsuspecting Kerin 

quickly back to Ilmaen and into Lemno’s hands had been 

laudable, as was his bold alternative when an unseasonal storm 

blew up. With no chance of reaching their original port of 

arrival, Harrat had made use of the storm to jettison Kerin and 

a companion overboard. However, he had wrongly assumed he 

had finished Kerin off; and it was clear now Harrat had 

underestimated Kerin’s companions too, particularly the 

women. He might have missed more. ‘What leads did Captain 

Harrat's information yield?’ 

‘Almost nothing. They sold three horses at the 

market, but gave a false story to the buyers. I traced them back 

to the inn they stayed at, but they'd been very close-lipped 

there. I spent a week in Greatharbour. Nothing. They just 

materialised in the port out of thin air.’ 
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Lemno turned his own glass round and round by the 

stem, without comment. 

‘So I tried east Mhrydain, like you suggested,’ Maris 

said more brightly. 

Lemno looked up. That had been a total shot in the 

dark, a suggestion for Maris based on the Suomi name, 

Velohim, that Captain Harrat had provided for one of Kerin’s 

companions. Suomi names were sometimes found on 

Mhrydain’s east coast... Of a sudden, the nagging sense of 

familiarity that had eluded him in Karn rolled towards the 

connection that awaited it, and slotted in. He knew of one 

other with links to east Mhrydain. Was she still alive? That 

mind he had encountered in Karn was like hers − but it was 

not hers. 

‘And?’ Lemno asked, careful to let nothing show. 

‘And things began to happen. I found two of the 

names you were looking for in a little place called Wymond. 

In the Charity records. The Recorder from that time was still 

in his post, more fond of a beer and a gossip than keeping a 

close eye on his records. I managed to get the entry.’ Maris 

ruffled through the bag, produced a sheet of paper, handed it 

across to Lemno. A sheet with clean edges either side, from a 

record book with unnumbered pages. Maris had cut it out so 

neatly the Recorder was unlikely to notice its absence for 

years, if ever. 

‘This entry here,’ Maris pointed, but Lemno needed 

no prompting; it leaped out at him. He had not seen that 

spidery oblique hand for fifteen years but he would have 

known it anywhere. 

‘Notice the date,’ Maris went on. ‘Nearly six years 

after Harrat’s estimate for this Velohim's birthdate. The 

Recorder remembered the family because the mother was 

literate, able to fill in the record herself. She said they had 

been living abroad but she'd lost her husband. Looks like she'd 

run out of money, then come home and thrown herself on the 
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Charity. But not for long. See the forwarding name and place 

she gave when she moved on.’ Lemno did so. 

Gruffydd. That was a family name, not a village clan 

name. An old family name; descended from the mountain 

lords in the far west of Mhrydain. She had such connections! 

He had never known. So she had moved on, to the Gruffydd 

estate near Dorster. Now they were coming closer. 

 ‘You went south again?’ 

‘Yes. Noble in name, but not in actions, these 

Gruffydds. They did not want to know her once she had fallen 

on hard times. So, I guessed she would put herself on the 

Charity there, but the Recorder for Dorster changed a couple 

of years ago and the new man was close with his information. 

I had to put myself on the Charity to get to the books. But she 

never registered.’ 

‘How long did it take to find that out?’ Lemno 

thought to ask, appreciating the ordeal that living in thrall to 

the Charity would be. 

 ‘Two weeks, trying to get at the registers 

unwatched,’ Maris replied, and treated himself to another 

mouthful of his drink. 

‘It gave me a reason to be there, anyway, and they put 

me to work in the poorest part of town; that was how I 

managed to find where she’d lodged. The landlady there said 

she had run up the rent, and when the landlady put her foot 

down the woman and her children disappeared, leaving their 

things, but a man had called a few days later and paid off the 

arrears to get the belongings back. She didn't know the man, 

but he told her he had livestock business in the market. So I 

tried there, wangled myself a proper job and got off the 

Charity. Took another two weeks to find a few people who 

had been working the market back then, but I turned up one 

with a pretty tale to tell. A sheep farmer brings his stock into 

town, pens them in for the night; gets up next morning and 

hears a baby crying. Lo and behold, he finds a woman near to 
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death in the pen, and with her, tucked up in the straw for 

warmth, a little blond boy and a younger dark-haired girl. A 

proper pair of cherubs, it seems. 

 ‘He puts her in his room, where she goes the way of 

the angels, but it seems he made her a binding promise first. 

He sells his beasts, gets the woman's stuff out of hock, and 

takes the children with him to bring them up himself, all out of 

the kindness of his heart. I couldn’t follow them any further in 

the time available, but they can’t be too difficult to trace and 

they certainly sound like this brother and sister Harrat spoke 

of. Right age, right colouring... Sir?’ 

Lemno had gradually screwed up the Charity entry 

while Maris spoke. It lay crumpled in his hands. It had to be 

destroyed, but it had taken all his willpower to do this much to 

it. Fifteen years, and the knowledge that she was dead, and 

still he could not destroy something she had touched for a 

matter of moments. That would have to change. 

 ‘Harrat says they know the sea, so they must have 

been living on the coast. I can go back… track them beyond 

Dorster,’ Maris proposed. 

 ‘No point. I know who they are.’ Did Maris? he 

wondered. He might. He might find out, if he chose to; he had 

the wits for that. He would never ask Lemno. But then, he 

would never risk using anything he found against Lemno 

either. So alike, they understood each other entirely, he and 

Maris. It made Maris the most dangerous man he knew, bar 

one; but there again, it also made him the safest. 

Having their names gave Lemno an advantage, 

particularly if they did not realize he had them. So he would 

not make the knowledge public for now. The chosen few, the 

others like Maris in his employ: they alone would have the 

names and search quietly, covertly, waiting for them to make a 

mistake. But now its contents were known, this piece of paper 

must go. 

He pushed the crumpled page towards Maris. 
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‘Destroy this.’ The man nodded and took it. 

Anesiaren. He had known she would plague him till 

she was in her grave. Now she plagued him from beyond it. 

She had changed their names, of course. Thought to hide 

them, to keep them from him by dying in some backwater 

town and leaving them with nice, anonymous names. And she 

had nearly done so, but for his spur-of-the-moment decision to 

be rid of Kerin off the side of a ship in the spring. That was 

why the mind in Karn had felt familiar; that night on the ship 

was where he had felt it before. But subtle, God, so subtle; on 

the ship he had not even registered it as a mind, just a sense of 

unease that had prompted him to his unplanned action that 

night. He had failed to drown Kerin; but look what he had laid 

bare instead. 

He should have known better than to doubt his oldest 

vision, but Anesiaren had vanished so completely and been 

missing so long it had seemed impossible that it could ever be 

fully realized. 

He sat back and relaxed, knowing how it would go 

now. The increasingly precise flashes of insight that would 

come to him, guiding his next moves, until the moment when 

vision and reality met. 

Then, for a short while at least, his craving for 

revenge would be satisfied. 

‘Providence travels in circles, Maris. Great, crooked 

circles that can take years, even a lifetime, to come back 

round. Sometimes it takes you up, sometimes down. If you 

wish to master Providence, all you have to do is know where 

on the circle you are.’ 
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Chapter 8 – Revenue 

Tears fell on the knife as Renia peeled the onions, but she 

hardly noticed them. She took her time, cutting slow and fine. 

She needed something to do, needed it badly.  

Fool! With every careful slice she told herself so – as 

if she had to be reminded. To think he had meant anything by 

it; it was the height of stupidity. 

But she kept trying to relive the moment again, the 

way it had felt to remember it for that one day when she’d 

really believed he loved her. That version would not come 

back to her; only the one tainted by his admission that it had 

been lust she saw in him. Yet even that she kept reliving, 

unable to stop herself. How could anyone be stupid enough to 

survive so many days on those few moments, more hungry for 

the memory than for food and water while knowing there was 

no sustenance in it? How could torture be so compelling? 

It was. It just was. And would continue to be; she still 

wanted him despite everything. 

Plainly she had been wrong about her feelings; it 

couldn’t be love she felt, because right now she wished Kerin 

dead. No malice in it; she truly did not, could not hate him. He 

had at least been honest with her, and he had put a stop to it 

out of a sense of honour; arrogantly certain – and rightly so – 

that she would not walk away. But it would have been better 

to lose him to death. If he were dead that would be an end to 

it, to the vain desire he might change his mind and she might 

once more have his touch, his smell, his closeness. 

She wiped away the tears with the back of her hand 

and swept the onions into the pan. She had to push these 

thoughts away. There were too many other things to do. Vel 

and Jastur had a short afternoon's work sifting the threshing 

floor for the last of the grain. A dusty job on yet another close 
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sticky day; they would want a wash when they got in and she 

hadn’t got the fire lit under the copper yet. 

She dabbed at her tears again when she heard Jesral 

singing in the yard. More tears would make Jesral ask about 

their cause again. Then, when Renia wouldn’t say, her friend 

would start to make guesses and accusations and Renia would 

clam up even more because stupidly – could she find any other 

word for herself today! – she still did not want Jesral to think 

ill of Kerin. 

Jesral came into the kitchen, humming and dragging 

some chairs behind her. ‘I found these in the shed. Perfectly 

serviceable with a little work. I’ll rewicker them after my 

watch.’ She turned to Renia to hold forth on something else, 

and changed her mind. ‘Ren?’ she asked in concern. It was the 

state of her eyes, Renia guessed. She pulled the back of her 

hand across them again and set her mouth determinedly. 

‘Strong, those onions,’ Jesral declared diplomatically 

after a moment. ‘Better wash your face.’ She stacked the 

chairs away and went through to the parlour to take over the 

watch from Jastur. 

oOo 

The hot, sticky afternoon dragged on. The sun came round and 

baked Jesral through the parlour window as she sat on watch, 

so she threw the front door open and sat beside it. There was 

shade where she sat, but little else; the air was still and heavy 

with heat, and the cicadas sawed and chirred their way through 

their song. Clouds were rolling in, at last, on the western 

horizon; the weather had to break soon. Jesral flapped at her 

blouse to get some air moving over her damp skin and tried to 

stay focused on the road up out of the valley. 

She found thoughts of Renia distracting her. When 

everything was going so well in her own life, it was hard to 

see her friend so miserable. Jesral still hadn’t got to the bottom 

of what had happened; she just knew it had all come to a head 

ten days ago. Whatever it was, it had passed, but Renia’s 
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unhappiness hadn’t. Jesral doubted it had been resolved to 

anyone’s satisfaction; Renia wouldn’t talk about it and she 

was sure Kerin and Penor were involved, and they were both 

still wandering round looking like it had hailed on a holiday. 

And no one was prepared to say what it was about, damn it. 

A flash of light drew her eyes, perhaps half a mile 

away down the road. The sun off a rider’s tack. She peered 

hard; caught another flash beside the first. Two riders, going at 

a walking pace. 

‘Ren! Riders on the road.’ 

Renia hurried through from the kitchen, drying her 

hands on a dishcloth. Her eyes were round with apprehension. 

‘Should we go and warn the others?’ 

‘I don’t know. There are only two riders, and they 

aren’t rushing. Wait a minute, they’ve reached the stretch of 

road beyond the hedge where I can see them properly… No 

sign of swords or guns. They look like… oh, God, I’ll tell you 

who they are; they’re Revenue. The rumours were right, 

they’re doing a second tax on the season after all.’ 

‘Then shall I get Penor-Hed?’ Renia asked. 

‘No, I think not. It’ll look odd if he’s here ready and 

waiting for them, they’ll wonder how we knew. If they work 

out we were on the lookout they’ll start to wonder why. Best if 

we keep them occupied in here, cup of tea or something, and 

then go and fetch him. It might keep them from touring round 

the rest of the farm. Let’s get into the kitchen and act surprised 

when they arrive.’ 

Jesral went to greet them when they knocked at the 

open door. The two men were soberly dressed; one of average 

height, one fairly short, clasping a wallet of papers under his 

arm. Their dark clothes had the look of a uniform, though it 

was the badges on their sleeves that were the official marker. 

‘Taxmen,’ Jesral confirmed to Renia as she led them 

through. ‘They're reassessing for a second levy.’ And to the 
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taxmen: ‘You'll be wanting the head of the house. He's 

working. I'll fetch him in.’ 

‘That won't be necessary,’ said the small man in a 

friendly fashion. ‘We only need to have a look round and get 

details of who's here.’ The other man idled across the room, 

fanning himself with one hand, looking at the amount of 

dinner cooking, the pile of clothes waiting to be ironed. 

Meanwhile the shorter man pulled out a chair from under the 

table, settled himself and took the relevant documentation out 

from his wallet. 

‘Will you have a drink while you’re here?’ Jesral 

asked, desperate to distract them. 

‘A glass of beer for us both, thank you. Most kind of 

you to offer.’ Renia went to get it. The man at the table 

perused his papers, stopping only to look up as Renia set the 

glass down in front of him. She smiled nervously; he gave her 

a speculative stare in return followed by a smile of his own 

that Jesral did not like the look of, then he went back to his 

papers. 

‘For a start, you two could do with placing. We have 

a father and son registered as living here, no women.’ 

‘We don't live here, not as such. We're working here 

for a while. She's Penor-Hed’s niece and I'm a friend of hers.’ 

She and Renia looked at each other, both wondering the same 

thing: whether or not to mention the others. Renia broke the 

look because the man was staring at her again. 

‘We've had reports of quite a few extra people here 

recently. They all have to be accounted for. You can go to 

prison for trying to defraud the province of taxes, you know.’ 

‘No one’s doing anything wrong. Everyone here’s 

helping on the farm, same as her and me,’ Jesral said hotly. 

‘There's Ren’s brother, and two seasonal workers…’ 

‘For a family friend, you have a lot to say for 

yourself. I'm sure this Ren has a voice.’ He jerked a chair out 
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from under the table with his foot and set it before his, 

beckoning Renia over with a tight smile. She came and sat on 

it. He kept smiling. 

‘All these extra hands! And we've been assessing for 

two occupants only. That's going to push the tax bill way up, 

isn't it, Carl?’ The other man nodded, off hand. Renia found 

her voice. 

‘But Penor-Hed – my uncle – he really can't afford it. 

He's not paying us, we only get our keep. And we'll be gone 

after the harvest; it's not fair to tax him all year when we won't 

be here.’ 

The man looked sympathetically at her. 

‘It may not seem fair, but it's the law,’ he pointed out. 

‘Of course, we're the ones making the assessment.’ He moved 

his chair closer to Renia's, knee to knee with her now. ‘We 

might be persuaded not to notice the extra hands. This farm 

does have its... distractions.’ His knee nudged against one of 

hers, pushing it away from the other. She gripped her chair 

and moved the other knee over, for modesty’s sake. He pushed 

more forcefully, his look warning against resistance, and when 

she had his message, he slid his other knee between hers. 

Renia sat frozen as he leered at her lap, but for now he 

satisfied himself with imagining what lay beneath her skirt and 

his eyes crawled up the rest of her body. He reached out and 

stroked her jawline with one finger, ran the tip of it along her 

throat. Then Jesral saw her remember what she wore there, 

and jerk away. He grabbed Renia by the shoulder, his hand as 

fierce as his face had suddenly become. 

‘Don't you flinch from me, girl.’ 

Jesral drew her knife slowly and held it tucked 

against her stomach, everything inside gone cold and leaden at 

the bottom of her gut. She had meant the movement to be still 

and small to give her time to move where she could come to 

Renia’s defence, but… 

‘Enssen,’ Carl warned softly. He had drawn too. 
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Enssen turned and took in the two of them; he merely drew his 

own blade and set it against Renia's side, watching Jesral until 

she lowered hers and put it on the table. 

‘Keep an eye on her, Carl.’ The hand on Renia's 

shoulder turned gentle again; he started to slide it under her 

blouse. His expression changed when he encountered the 

leather pouch. 

‘Oh, lookee lookee, what have we here? We aren't 

interested in protecting our virtue, just the family loot.’ He dug 

the knife in a little in warning as Renia moved to take the 

pouch back. He yanked at it so hard then that the leather strap 

broke; he kept the knife to her side and opened the pouch with 

his teeth, emptying it out on the table. Renia shot a look of 

panic at Jesral. 

‘Gold! Gods, Carl, these two’ll give us months in the 

hay to keep quiet about this!’ 

‘Don't you think about anything else? You'll have a 

knife in your spine before you’ve got a leg out of your trousers 

with either of them. Just assess for it, and don't be too long 

about it. Enssen?’ 

The other man was staring at him wide-eyed. 

‘It's the Lestar Eagle,’ he breathed in disbelief. 

‘What?’ Carl gestured Jesral further back from the 

table, came over to take the emblem and moved it into better 

light to inspect it. 

The door from the yard opened suddenly. Vel and 

Jastur came in. 

‘So there’s every chance that––’ Vel looked up, saw 

the drawn weapons, and the Eagle in Carl’s hand. 

‘Gods, it's them!’ the man exclaimed. 

‘Out!’ Vel yelled at Jastur, drawing his farm knife. 

Jastur ignored him, kicked the door shut and picked up the 

chair standing beside it. Jesral snatched up her own knife: at 
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the same time, Renia took advantage of the confusion to dash 

the glass of beer in Enssen's face and jump out of his reach. 

‘Knife, Jastur, knife! A chair's no bloody good!’ 

Jesral screamed, circling round Enssen before he shook the 

beer from his eyes. Renia was off to her right, showing enough 

sense not to get herself in a corner. Vel was squaring up to 

Carl, who had not got a fighter's stance; Vel could handle him 

all right. ‘Jastur!’ Jesral yelled again, when he did not move 

from the door. 

Enssen flipped the knife to his right hand, checked 

his opposition. She, Renia and Jastur were spread around him 

through a hundred-and-fifty-degree arc. Excellent positioning 

– only Jastur was not going to do anything. For a moment, 

Jesral thought he was torn between helping them or Vel, but 

he watched them, barely sparing a glance towards the scuffle 

Vel was in. 

Jesus, he is. He's just going to stand there with that 

bloody chair as a shield and watch! She realized. 

Enssen came to the same conclusion, eyes sliding 

between them, and Jesral saw the decision form on his face to 

go for Renia, the only unarmed person in the room, and grab 

himself a hostage. Jesral’s move to block his route was 

instinctive, a gut reaction that surprised even her, and she 

found him suddenly closing on her instead. As the only real 

piece of opposition, she’d now made herself the one to deal 

with first. She had to skip Renia's way to get clear, but Renia 

was paying attention and moved too. 

‘Stool beside you!’ Jastur warned Jesral. 

That's big of you, she thought resentfully, 

sidestepping it and then kicking it into Enssen's path. He bit 

off a curse as it cracked his shin, and continued to advance. 

He might not be tall but his reach was still longer 

than hers. She had to fend him off with sharp lunges and quick 

retreats, always keeping herself between him and Renia. 

Though she couldn’t take her eyes off him, she knew Renia 
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was looking desperately for something to use as a weapon, 

having left her own knife in their room, but Enssen was 

between her and the knife block. 

‘Wall three paces behind you,’ Jastur advised. 

Damn you, I don't want coaching, I want help! she 

would have liked to yell at him, but there was no time. Enssen 

lunged now, and caught her left shoulder with his weapon. Her 

left arm came up hard, a reflexive gesture; hard enough and on 

the right part of his forearm to numb his grip and jar the blade 

from his hand. But unwisely she looked to see if she was cut, 

and he was on her; kicking his dropped blade to the wall as he 

drove her back towards it, intent on ensuring the others could 

not retrieve it. 

The wrestling match disguised how close the wall 

was until hitting it knocked the breath out of her and made her 

fumble her knife. He grabbed at it as she did. Hell, she could 

not see which way the blade between them faced, sticky and 

twisted as it had become and with Enssen trying to pry her 

hands off it, his breath in her face. It was probably cutting her 

hands to ribbons, but she daren’t let it go. She tried to bring 

the knife up where she could see it, but all she did was get it to 

chest level, conveniently for him. Oh, God: she felt it grate 

against two ribs, felt Enssen apply more pressure, putting his 

bodyweight behind his hands. She could not match his 

strength: the knife was still jammed against one rib, painfully 

so, and as soon as he got it beyond, she was dead. 

She resisted the pressure single-mindedly; could 

spare no time to attend to Renia's desperate plea of, ‘Jastur!’ 

Enssen managed to pull one of Jesral’s hands off the 

knife. She tried desperately to turn it, so the blade when it 

stabbed her would go down, not up. He saw through this and 

threw his full weight against her afresh, with a grunt of 

triumph. Something gave, and the pain shifted. Then Enssen 

was pulling away; perversely she clung to the knife now, to 

the chance that it had missed her heart or lung by a hair's 

breadth. If she could only keep the blade from moving inside 
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her… 

Enssen looked puzzled. Expected her to fall, maybe. 

She did not know why she had not. Then he looked down, put 

a hand to his stomach. High up, near where the breastbone 

ended. She looked down too – and saw the blade, not the hilt, 

facing Enssen. There was blood on it, thin and pale-looking. 

And a sliver of blood on a tiny cut in his shirt. 

The puzzled look stayed as he fell to his knees and 

slowly toppled over. 

Her knees went too. She crumpled at the base of the 

wall with Enssen lying face up in front of her. His wound was 

barely noticeable; he looked as if he had fallen asleep. 

Such a tiny cut. 

A voice sounded in her ear. 

‘You are hurt.’ A hand was on her arm, helping her 

up. The slash on her shoulder just above the hand was welling 

some blood. More than Enssen's wound, anyway. Her helper 

pulled the cut material of her sleeve aside: it was a very slight 

injury. Then Jesral realized the hand was Jastur's, and 

shrugged him off. 

‘S'nothing.’ 

Hands caught her from the other side. Renia's touch 

was reassuring, but her eyes were riveted on Enssen's corpse. 

She managed to drag them away at last. 

‘Are you all right, Jez?’ she asked, in a ghost of a 

voice. 

‘I don't know. Don't think so. Never killed a man 

before.’ Jesral's own voice was no stronger. They leaned 

together in mutual support. 

Jastur took Enssen by the collar and dragged him 

clear of her, over to the door. Then he went to Vel, who had 

Carl out cold but otherwise uninjured. Vel himself did not 

seem to have taken any harm: he had searched out some twine 
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and was binding Carl's wrists. Jastur set about his ankles. 

Jesral freed herself from Renia’s support and 

approached them slowly, feeling unsteady, watching their 

activities. Jastur had his farm knife out – now, he had a knife 

out! – and was trying to cut the twine with its dulled edge. 

She threw her own knife down. The clatter made him 

turn. 

‘Try that,’ she suggested coldly. He looked at the 

bloodied knife, not at her. It seemed he was going to make 

some retort, but he carried on using his own knife. 

‘It was really good to see how we could rely on you.’ 

She wished her voice would not shake: she wanted it to sound 

as venomous as she felt. There was only the briefest pause in 

Jastur's movements this time. It was Vel who rose and 

glowered at her. 

‘He is Crown, remember.’ 

‘Oh, Crown! She exclaimed, with a well-I-never-

now-doesn’t-that-make-all-the-difference expression on her 

face. She regarded Jastur’s back again. 

‘Crown, eh? You know, I could have sworn there was 

some rule against bastards being Crown.’ 

She walked away, out of the yard door without 

another word, before any of them could see how much she 

shook. 
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Chapter 9 – No Wrong without a 
Remedy 

The unconscious taxman was a dead weight. Kerin, called 

back from the fields with the others, helped Jastur set the man 

down in a pile of clean straw in the stable. Nearby the two 

visitors’ horses shied nervously in the stalls where they had 

been put, pulling at their shortened halters, so Kerin went to 

quieten them. He stroked the neck of the most skittish one and, 

to his dismay, saw his hand shaking. It took all his 

concentration to still it. He glanced behind him, but Jastur 

hadn’t seen. He was at the stable door, waiting for Penor-Hed 

and Vel to cross the open ground with the other man's corpse. 

‘What now?’ asked Kerin. Jastur looked him in the 

eye for long seconds. 

‘It is not a thing that I can do.’ 

Kerin looked at the captive, trussed and gagged and 

lying on his side on the straw, and his gut churned. The man 

was awake now, watching and listening to them. His mind 

would soon work to the logical conclusion. Yes. That 

panicked stare; he knew well enough what Jastur intended. 

‘Jastur, could we not––’ 

‘Why talk about it? It has to be done. You should––’ 

The door swung open. Penor-Hed and Vel entered, 

carrying the other man's body wrapped in two sacks. The 

trussed man stared at them, while they avoided returning his 

gaze as they carried the sack into a corner and laid it down, 

more careful with him watching than they might otherwise 

have been. They looked to Jastur when they were done; out of 

their depth, waiting for guidance. 

‘You should go back to the house now,’ he told them. 

There was a chance they would go without 
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understanding what he really meant. Kerin willed them not to 

look at the bound man, not to see his terror-stricken 

expression. They might fight it, especially Vel. Kerin did not 

want that. He was struggling for resolve right now; if Vel 

opposed it, weakened his resolve any further... 

They did both look at the bound man, dumb with 

horror. Penor-Hed turned grim-faced to Jastur. The stare Jastur 

met him with was level and sombre, a wordless vindication of 

what had to be done; it held Penor-Hed to silence. It was he 

who tapped Vel on the shoulder, and when he didn’t move, 

pulled him forcibly round and out of the barn. 

oOo 

Ten minutes later, in the parched weeds behind the barn, Kerin 

rose from retching, the taste of vomit souring his mouth. His 

own fault; he had handled it badly. He had left his farm knife 

in the house, and his sword was in the hidey. If he had had 

either on him he would have run the man through, clean and 

quick; but once in the barn he had known he could not go up 

to the house, get a blade, come back and calmly finish the 

prisoner off. If only Vel had ended it earlier, in the heat of the 

fight. Instead Kerin had had to resort to a length of rope and 

garrotte the man. He had struggled when Kerin approached; he 

was damned if he could do this to someone who struggled. So 

Kerin had searched about, found a rusting shovel in a rubbish 

pile and cracked him senseless first. 

He came round before the end. Or so Kerin believed, 

though he could not see for sure, being behind him. It was the 

bubbling sound his breathing made at the last. Kerin knew he 

should have hit him harder – or just hit him and hit him until 

he was dead. Somehow a rope had seemed cleaner. Kerin put a 

foot between the man’s shoulderblades and strained, unable to 

twist the rope any further, and the sound stopped. Harder still, 

and harder; held it for what seemed an eternity. Then he 

dropped the lot, man and rope. Sick to the stomach but 

controlling it, until he looked at the body. The dead face was 

towards him, blotched with purple, and where the gag had 
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pulled away, an almost black tongue ballooned. 

Kerin had made it out behind the barn before he was 

sick. Now the sweat had turned slick on him, and he shivered 

in spite of the muggy heat. He knew Jastur was waiting round 

the front, and returned to him. 

‘It is done.’ 

‘I am sorry. But it was necessary.’ So Jastur 

understood how it had been. 

‘I've seen and done worse than that in combat, I 

know, but that...’ 

‘It is not like killing in fair fight,’ Jastur 

acknowledged. He looked up, seemingly distracted by the 

groan of thunder not so far away. It faded and a sudden wind 

gusted, and still he stared into the middle distance. Then he 

beckoned Kerin to start back for the farmhouse. As they went 

he said: ‘It will rain shortly, and hard; that will soften the 

ground. You and I will bury them. Then – and I tell you this 

now, so that you will waste no time arguing the point – we 

travel separately. Today has cost two lives; let us try to ensure 

it costs no more. Whether the others come with us or not, if we 

enter Lestar, you and I do it apart. I will not risk both of us 

walking into a trap.’ 

oOo 

Jesral raised her head from her hands and found Penor-Hed 

standing before her, holding out a tumbler of grain spirit. She 

reached for it and took several big gulps though they burned 

her throat. That near enough stopped the shakes in everything 

but her hands. What was left in the tumbler she put down 

carefully on the table, trying to disguise the trembling. Sitting 

opposite her was Penor, his bright blue eyes dazed-looking, 

mirroring her gesture with his own glass. 

She turned to where Vel sat slumped in a chair, long 

legs taking up most of the floor space. Renia sat on the other 

side of the range, hunched up as though trying to make herself 
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disappear. 

‘Vel, what do we do now?’ Jesral asked. 

‘I don't know. Run, I suppose.’ He cast a glance at 

Penor-Hed, aware of what a mess that would leave him in. ‘I 

don't know. Whatever Jastur thinks best.’ 

For some moments, all she could do was stare. 

‘What Jastur thinks best?’ She knew he had heard the 

disbelief in her voice. He blinked. That was his only reaction. 

‘What sort of person,’ Jesral exclaimed, her voice 

thick with contempt, ‘takes up a chair as a shield while 

someone weaker fights his battles? What are they, that they 

can go out there and cold-bloodedly––’ She could not finish 

the sentence. ‘What are we doing with these people? Dear 

God, compared to them––’ 

The gesture towards Renia was barely started before 

Vel was looming over Jesral. He moved so fast it shocked the 

others, but it ensured only he and she knew of its brief 

existence. She shrank back in her chair, scared by what she 

had nearly done, scared by him and what she saw in his face 

after her blunder, and she said nothing. 

The rage in Vel's stare slowly lessened. 

‘How much do you know of Ilmaenese customs?’ he 

demanded of her suddenly. 

‘Enough to get by,’ Jesral told him. Brief and 

accurate; too cowed by his fierce look to be anything else. 

‘What about High Custom, the rules in their world?’ 

‘Just the…’ She attempted the obeisance, not 

knowing what to call it. ‘Nothing else, really.’ His look swept 

the rest of the room then; from Renia huddled into herself to 

Penor-Hed with his fiercely knit brow. 

‘The same all round, I'd guess. Well, it's about time 

everyone here knew a bit more.’ Vel walked back to his chair, 
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but was too agitated to sit. 

‘Jastur’s named himself Crown. In effect he's said, I 

am the only true Crown. That binds us to his orders in some 

ways. It also binds him to us. If you decide to turn on him 

now, he personally cannot raise a weapon against you, Penor-

Hed, nor you, Penor. Not against any citizen of Ilmaen, lest he 

kill them; for then he could no longer be considered their 

protector; he could no longer be Crown. He couldn’t defend 

you, Jez. He couldn’t defend himself.’ 

‘But he took up a chair...’ she contended. Vel thought 

for a moment. 

‘A bluff, I think. If the taxman had gone for him, he 

would have had to throw it down. That, or... or he considered 

risking the Crown after all, and would have defended you at 

the worst.’ 

‘He was starting towards that man when you... at the 

end,’ Renia confirmed softly. 

‘And what alternative is there to killing the other 

one?’ Vel asked. ‘If we go, we can’t leave him prisoner here 

for Penor-Hed to watch and we can’t march him across the 

country with us. They will search for these men; they mustn't 

find them here. Or us.’ He drew a breath. 

‘After all, we chose to come. Kerin never suggested it 

would be anything other than we have found it, and Heaven 

knows, he tried to discourage us.’ He came back to Jesral, 

crouching down beside her so that he was level with her 

shoulder. He was drained of anger. 

‘If you want to go your own way, things are the same 

now as before. We won't stop you; if we can, we'll help,’ he 

said simply. He looked past her shoulder, not at her. ‘There is 

nothing to tie you to us,’ he said dismissively, but he met her 

gaze as he stood up and Jesral knew that was a lie. It took her 

a moment to recover her composure. 

‘Well,’ she said lightly to Renia, ‘I dare say I don't 
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need three guesses to work out what you'll do.’ Going because 

Renia was too would allow Jesral to give in graciously. She 

couldn’t have Vel thinking she went with them on his account. 

‘So, that’s what we’re doing, but what about Penor and Penor-

Hed?’ 

It was the older man who answered her. 

‘We wait for yon to come back.’ A second tumblerful 

of spirit was in one hand as he methodically corked the bottle 

with the other and stowed it away. ‘This is beyond anything 

we can make a decision on. We take our tune from yon now.’ 

The tumbler's contents vanished. He dumped it on the 

sideboard, pulled out a seat from under the table, and sat there 

with his arms folded to wait. 

oOo 

‘Damn it, Jez, could you not have said you did not know how 

to ride? You could have gone with the others then.’ Kerin 

heaved her back up into the saddle where she sat 

uncomfortably, scowling at him. She still hurt from her last 

fall, but with the dried-out scrub to cushion her she had come 

to no real harm, and by now had learned not to protest against 

an immediate return to the saddle. She had resorted to 

histrionics before to avoid it, and still Kerin made her mount 

up again. The man was a slave driver. 

‘I thought I'd be riding double again with Vel. How 

was I to know that these horses would be so flighty round each 

other they’d all need riding? I think I've done pretty well, 

considering. And it's my pain, not yours, so what's your 

damned problem? We've got to wait for Penor-Hed to catch up 

with us, and the others have two days’ more journey on their 

route than we have. If you keep us going at this pace, we'll just 

be kicking our heels at the inn for days.’ 

‘We aren't stopping at the inn,’ Vel reminded her. 

‘We're only leaving a message there if it's safe for them to 

come into the city; we won't know that if we don't have 

enough time to check.’ But her mood was so bad even a 
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common sense reply was an irritation to her. She glared at him 

as well, took up the reins – pointlessly, because the damned 

animal never followed her directions – and kicked the beast 

into motion before Kerin had time to mount up. She could 

picture it though, going on behind her; the way he got onto his 

horse in that one fluid movement, and seemed barely to touch 

its sides before it launched gracefully into a canter. He made 

her feel so clumsy. 

Kerin came level with her, pointedly not looking at 

her, and tapped his horse into a light gallop that hers 

automatically followed; she was certain that he’d done it 

deliberately. Good job her knife was tucked out of harm's way, 

because she was seriously considering whether it might taste 

someone else's blood before they were through with all this. 

At least they'd given her one of Cedas' horses, and 

not one of the taxmen's. Kerin and Vel rode those, leaving 

Penor-Hed with Cedas' other horse. She settled into the ride. 

She had the hang now of just giving up and going with the 

horse on a gallop. Cantering and a simple trot – she hadn't got 

the timing quite right yet, and was getting a bruised rump on 

this uneven ground. If only they had been the ones to go by 

water and road, instead of Jastur, Renia and Penor. But Jastur 

had decided otherwise: besides, she wanted to travel with Vel, 

and still hadn’t worked out her rage at Jastur. It wouldn’t be a 

good idea for her to share the journey with him. Even Penor's 

wit wouldn’t sweeten things enough for that. 

Vel wasn’t happy either. More upset by the killings 

than he liked to admit, maybe. He had been short with her and 

Kerin equally; Jesral had complained that it was all aimed at 

her, but she knew differently. She was sniping at Kerin and he 

at her, and Vel was heartily sick of the pair of them. Well, let 

him be. She was in no mood to care. What was she doing here, 

taking the hard ride up in the hills, working a way round east 

to Lestar, when she no longer felt any loyalty whatsoever 

towards the Hedsarollens’ cause? The only reason she was 

here now was because Vel was, and like an idiot she had 

followed him. 
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I should have broken loose like he told me. I’ll pay 

attention to him next time, she told herself. He always talks 

the most sense of anyone round here. 

Kerin had slowed his horse to a walk. The parched 

hill they were on stretched into the distance, where another 

ochre slope ended in a vivid slash of green. That marked the 

spring where they were to wait for Penor-Hed to catch them 

up, once he had settled terms with Linnell for maintenance of 

the farm while he was away. Kerin's haste was pointless; he 

knew they had this wait. 

They had left so hurriedly. It nagged at her that they 

might have forgotten something, however small, that would 

give the game away. She knew Penor-Hed would say to 

Linnell with never a word of a lie: ‘There's been a death in our 

house.’ Luckily, Linnell would make the assumption that it 

was family in Lestar that he meant. 

Kerin crafted a fire that did not smoke to cook their 

supper on, and they put it out long before twilight ended. 

Camped as they were in a hollow surrounded by small trees, 

someone would have to come right upon them before knowing 

they were there. The trouble was, these were summer pastures 

and they had seen herders’ huts and shaggy, rust-red cattle at a 

distance; in such a dry summer, the spring might attract them 

here. 

Kerin took first watch as twilight began to fade to 

true dark. Jesral went to fill the water bottles at the spring, a 

precaution against the possibility of a hurried departure. Vel 

was sitting thoughtfully on his bedroll when she returned. 

She gave him his bottle and sat beside him for the 

pure comfort of his presence. He smiled, much as he had 

smiled many times at the farm, took her hand and absently 

played with her fingers. He was not too out of temper with her, 

then. When she settled against him he put an arm round her 

and she snuggled in, glad of it despite the sticky warm of the 

night. 
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They could have sat like that for a long time. With 

Kerin out of the hollow on watch it was the most privacy they 

had ever shared, and it seemed foolish not to relish it. But 

something troubled Vel. He was distracted, she could tell from 

his touch. 

‘I don't understand,’ he said at last, ‘why you're so 

mad with Kerin. Jastur, yes. But why Kerin?’ 

‘Do I need a reason? I'm cross with him just for being 

him, at the moment.’ 

‘I had noticed it’d take a saw to cut the atmosphere at 

the farm after we brought the harvest in. I thought it might be 

connected to that… Are you cross with him because of Ren?’ 

he surprised her by saying. 

‘How would it be about Ren?’ she asked cautiously. 

‘I don't know this for sure now – neither of them have 

said anything, and I thought she was getting interested in 

Penor – but the way they've been acting lately, I think she was 

still infatuated with Kerin, and he had to tell her the obvious.’ 

‘And what's the obvious?’ 

‘To forget it. Hell, you can't blame him. It's not his 

fault. He can't help his looks, and she's known since the start – 

well, almost – just who he is. I wouldn't say he's led her on.’ 

‘Wouldn't you?’ 

‘No. And why are you looking at me like that? Jez, 

what's Renia said to you?’ 

‘Nothing. Not a damn thing. That's what bothers me.’ 

‘Well, my sister's not stupid. She must know that his 

station in life is… is...’ 

‘Is even further above her than you are above me?’ 

Jesral pulled away from him. 

‘Don't be silly,’ said Vel, but she resisted his attempt 

to take her hand again. 
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‘No, it's true,’ she retorted. ‘You've seen Three 

Villages, and the Company; you know I've lived with paupers 

and thieves and vagabonds most of my life, scrabbling a living 

by whatever means came to hand. While you… you had a 

solid farm upbringing with a respectable Ty, you were taught 

proper morals and you've stuck to them. And now here you 

are, in this bloody mess, reduced to sitting with your arm 

around a woman like me.’ 

‘Jez, that's foolish talk. You've nothing to be ashamed 

of and I’m not about to judge you. I mean, granted I had a 

good upbringing, but where did I come from before that? My 

mother didn't tell Melor a thing. Wouldn't tell him, is my 

guess, which doesn’t bode well. But so what? Kerin and 

Jastur’s social code isn’t about them being better than us, it’s 

about them being different. If it was about being better, well, 

you had Kerin bested near as soon as you met him, and while I 

don’t suppose he’d say so, he admired you for it. Someone 

who can do that has nothing to be ashamed of.’ Jesral stared 

up at Vel now, surprised by the fervour in his voice. ‘Surely 

you know the difference it’s made, having you here? I doubt 

I’ll ever find anyone like you again so I… I’d rather not lose 

you.’ 

The expression on his face had changed: he hadn't 

planned to reveal so much. Now he was bracing himself for 

her reaction, scared not of a physical blow, but of another kind 

of hurt. 

‘Kiss me, Vel,’ she ordered him. He did, a little 

clumsily but earnestly and on the lips. She touched his face 

and tried to smile, but felt full enough to cry. His face said he 

wanted more, so she returned the kiss in a way that left him in 

no doubt how she felt. His answering embrace nearly crushed 

her. 

‘Do you want to make love?’ she asked awkwardly. 

He heard that awkwardness, frowning a little, trying to read 

her face. 

‘Do you?’ he countered. She had expected a yes, 
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allowed for a no, but never thought of being given an option 

by a man once she'd made the offer. 

‘I don’t think I'm ready. Not yet,’ she decided. 

‘Then this is enough. I can wait,’ said Vel, with never 

a trace of wounded pride or frustration. Instead he spread both 

blankets over them as they lay down and curled round her for 

warmth, his hands in only proper places on her. She hugged 

them and silently prayed to everything she believed in that she 

might spend more nights like this. The feeling was too good to 

give up. 

She woke later, and saw from the night sky that Kerin 

hadn’t called her for the start of her watch. She rolled free 

from the blankets, careful not to wake Vel, to go and take 

over. In her turn she overstayed her watch by two hours, 

which took them to dawn. No point in waking Vel for the sake 

of two hours. 

oOo 

There was little to do for the rest of the day but sit about, chat 

and wait. Vel set snares in the morning, checked them at 

lunchtime and then at four, but only caught one rabbit all day. 

While he took the last daylight watch the other two went 

foraging for green stuff to pad out the evening meal. That 

relieved the boredom a little, but Kerin's impatience was 

irritating Jesral to breaking point. It didn’t help that there was 

so little to distract attention from it. 

Penor-Hed was supposed to be a day behind them, 

but there was no sign of him yet. By the time sunset 

approached Vel caught glimpses of Kerin on the edge of the 

hollow, pacing about and checking the map. 

The sun slid under the horizon. Vel was hungry now 

but no one brought supper or came to take over the watch. He 

went to investigate, and found Jesral and Kerin having a row. 

‘I did not say we were going without him,’ Kerin 

snapped irritably at her as Vel entered the camp. ‘I simply said 
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that we cannot wait here much longer. I am tired of this, Jez. If 

you want to leave, then go. I can do without all this carping. I 

know you are still upset about the business with the taxmen, 

but there was nothing else we could do. It wasn’t our fault 

that––’ 

‘Oh, we’ve got to “ours” and “yours” now, have we? 

I suppose that means it was our fault then, me and Ren.’ 

‘I don’t care how they got hold of the Eagle––’ 

‘Well, you bloody well should do!’ Jesral was 

screaming at him now, she was so angry. ‘That Enssen got his 

hands on it. Renia would hardly give it to him, would she? So 

where did his hands go, to find it?’ She sat down, hard, and 

saw Vel: ‘Damn.’ She had not meant for him to hear that. 

‘Oh my Stars,’ Vel said. ‘Did either of them touch 

you?’ 

‘No. I had my knife and, as you’ll recall, I was 

prepared to use it. Renia didn't have hers. If it hadn't been for 

the Eagle distracting them, and you coming in...’ 

‘I wish I had known that’s what they were up to,’ 

Kerin murmured blackly. ‘I wouldn’t have felt so bad about 

killing the other one.’ 

‘There you go again! “me, me, me"!’ Jesral was on 

her feet and yelling at him again. ‘That's it, isn't it? That's all 

you think about. Ren and I faced rape. Rape, do you 

understand? And what was uppermost in our minds? We 

mustn't let them find out about Jastur and Kerin, not at any 

cost. Or Vel for that matter, since you've stitched him up in 

this with you. I've watched you – you, not Jastur – weaving 

him into your little web all summer. “Kerin thinks this; Kerin 

says that.” You’re his hero, for some godforsaken reason. 

Christ, you could have asked him to kill that taxman for you, 

and he'd probably have done it. Why couldn't you let him be, 

once you got Jastur out?’ 

Kerin looked at Vel over her shoulder. ‘Because I 
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need him.’ 

‘But you don't need me or Ren.’ 

‘You are wrong.’ 

‘And you're a liar.’ 

‘I do not lie!’ Kerin raged at her, his patience 

exhausted. 

‘What do you people call it then,’ she raged back, 

‘being creative with the facts? Last night you lied to me. You 

told me you'd lost track of the time when I came to take the 

watch two hours late. Not you. Your sky lore’s sound; you 

have it down to the minute, better than most folk who sleep 

under open skies all their life. You came back on time, and 

were too embarrassed to wake me because of what you saw. 

Well, let me tell you in graphic detail what went on here last 

night: nothing. I'm not some hwren who'd bed a taxman in 

order to give her – friends? Ha! – a quiet life. Nor is Ren. I 

won't have you thinking we're less than you and your bloody 

brother, you hear me? We're better. We're a damned sight 

better!’ 

She was pushing him in the chest by the end, goading 

him. Kerin grabbed her wrists to wrestle her arms down and 

she fought to keep them free, then suddenly burst into tears. 

When he still wouldn’t let her go she just stood and submitted 

to his hold, tears pouring. 

‘I know you are better,’ he told her, and finally, 

gently, let her go. He stepped away, becoming a silhouette in 

the dusk. Vel came and put his arms round her; still she 

sobbed. 

‘Once we are in Lestar,’ Kerin told them, ‘as soon as 

we can, Jastur and I will break away. That is our plan. We 

have used you, taken advantage of you, I know that; but we 

had to. We have never done it willingly. We shan’t leave you 

in trouble; we’ll show our hand as soon as we can, and all hell 

is likely to break loose then so Lemno and Maregh will have 
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no time to look for you. And we won’t forget you, if we make 

it through.’ 

He looked up, above the scrubby trees that loomed 

against the deepening blue of the sky. Stars were starting to 

emerge. 

‘It is too dark to risk keeping the fire in. Put it out, 

Vel. I will take the watch.’ He strode off. 

Vel left dousing the fire to hold onto Jesral until she 

was over her sobbing. When he was done with the task and 

returned to his bedroll, she was already wrapped up in her own 

blanket, leaving his for him. No sleeping with her in his arms 

tonight, however much she needed it. 

‘He'll do half my shift again, else,’ she explained 

with a snuffle. He didn’t argue. 

oOo 

Two nights later saw them to the far side of the hills, and what 

should be their last night in the open. Penor-Hed had joined 

them: Lestar was half a day's ride now, and with four people to 

share them the watches were less draining. The stormy 

confrontation had cleared the air; their tempers stayed under 

control for the rest of the journey and Kerin and Jesral settled 

into a level of polite respect they had not managed before. 

On that last night in the open, Jesral heard Kerin 

approaching for his watch and shielded her eyes against his 

lamplight. 

‘Shutter your lamp once you've sat down and get 

your night vision,’ she told him. ‘The sky's alive tonight, it's 

beautiful. Look.’ And another meteor streaked briefly; gone 

before he could see it. 

‘Missed that one. But there’ll be more. This shower 

lasts a week or so.’ 

He had his lamp shuttered now, and it felt as though 

the blaze of stars above them must be strong enough to cast 
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shadows. She could just make out his profile as he settled back 

on his elbows and looked up, trying to pick out dimmer and 

dimmer stars. After three minutes he was rewarded with a 

slow, bright meteor, more than a second to its life. Or death, 

depending on your philosophy. 

‘It is strange to think that each one is just dust, 

travelling so fast it burns up on the air like a struck match,’ he 

mused. 

‘My father told me the same thing,’ Jesral replied. A 

few minutes more and another meteor sped across the heavens. 

‘I don’t know why, but I always found that harder to believe 

than the stories that people once went up there, past where the 

meteors burn up, right out to the stars and beyond. If that’s 

true, I wonder what happened to them. Did they all die? Did 

they find other worlds? Or are they travelling still, out there, 

trying to picture us and our lives, back here on Earth?’ 

‘They say there are records that prove it. Even if not, 

it’s a compelling idea. So, are we to debate the nature of the 

universe tonight?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘Good, because I once had a conversation like that 

with Vel and he made me think much too hard. And before 

you ask, yes, it was extremely painful.’ 

Jesral had to smile. Banter between them was a rare 

thing. 

‘My lips were sealed,’ she replied in mock innocence. 

‘Ah, then the thought did cross your mind.’ Kerin sat 

up. ‘Are you going to try for some more sleep tonight?’ 

‘Don’t need it, now the watches are shorter. I'm not 

the least bit sleepy anyway.’ 

‘Worried about tomorrow?’ 

‘Of course. Aren't you?’ 
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‘Right now I just want to get into Lestar and find out 

what is happening.’ 

It was another three minutes before Jesral abandoned 

her inspection of the sky and turned to him abruptly. 

‘God! How can I have been so stupid?’ 

‘I'm sorry?’ Kerin asked. 

‘The reason why you've been so foul-tempered and 

impatient! It's Jastur. If you couldn't be there to protect him, 

you thought Vel would be, but now neither of you is.’ 

‘That was Jastur's choice.’ 

‘Not one you’re happy with.’ 

‘I’ll not question his judgment.’ In the low light 

Kerin couldn’t possibly have seen her raised eyebrow; he must 

have been assuming her response when he said: ‘Think about 

it. They’re looking for Ilmaen’s most wanted man, one who 

can’t defend himself and was rescued by a gang of men. Who 

would look twice at a man travelling alone, let alone realize he 

has a lame boy and a frail girl secretly watching over him? It’s 

a stroke of genius.’ 

Or the first sign of insanity; don’t think I can’t read 

the doubt in you, Jesral thought. She didn’t say that, of course. 

‘They’ll keep him safe. Ren carries her knife all the 

time now.’ 

‘Mmm, Penor too. I do wish my brother had taken 

you though. We know you could and would use one if you had 

to.’ 

‘Well, after the farm, he probably wasn’t sure who 

I’d use it on.’ 

A long silence followed this. 

‘Are you still angry with us?’ Kerin asked eventually. 

‘No. Just with your reasoning, I guess. It seemed 
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there was no question in your minds whether those men should 

die, just who should do it.’ 

‘Is that how it seemed? Nothing so easy, I assure you. 

But in the end it did have to be done, and Jastur could only 

request it. He didn’t willingly set that burden on me. Believe 

me, there are good reasons why we follow tradition, blindly as 

it may seem. Don’t worry, you won’t have to bear with us 

much longer.’ 

‘Oh, no, you don’t. You can’t walk away from Vel 

now. He’s got too much invested in you – and I’m not talking 

about money, or patronage, or anything like that. You owe 

him.’ 

‘As a friend. Yes, I know.’ Another long silence. ‘I 

was trying to make the decision for him, the other night. I 

don’t want to put him in a situation where he has to choose 

between us, Jez. Neither of us would be the winner if we did 

that to him.’ 

She thought about that. 

‘There are two sides to you, Kerin. There's the you I 

can talk to, plain and honest like this, and then the you beyond 

the barrier of your traditions. I don't much like the you beyond 

the barrier. Trouble is, I don't know which is the real you.’ 

‘It all is. This is just the way I am. No one can like 

everything about someone else. After all, I’m not always 

going to explain myself to you, any more than you should 

think you always have to explain yourself to me. Just accept 

that these are aspects of me and what I must do.’ 

‘Must? And duty… That's another word you use a lot. 

Everything's so under control with you. I’ve told you before – 

you take life too seriously. Aren't you happier just keeping 

watch like this, a bit sloppy but basically doing the job, than if 

you patrolled the camp perimeter all night? Oh, damn it. That 

was badly worded. I'm not criticizing you for being 

conscientious, but you should have some sort of life as well. 

Do you understand what I mean?’ 
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‘Yes, I understand. Am I happier like this? Truth be 

told, Jez, I don’t know what makes me happy any more.’ He 

turned his head to follow another streak of light across the sky, 

but it was already gone. 

Kerin said no more, but something in his silence told 

her he knew all too well what was making him unhappy. They 

were getting on for once, so she didn’t press him on it. She 

watched with him until dawn paled the rim of the sky, when 

she crept back to camp to light the fire for breakfast. 
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Chapter 10 – Trust 

‘Their route or our route; either way is dangerous.’ 

Remembering those words of Jastur's didn’t help. As 

miserable as Kerin’s company had made Renia, losing it was 

worse, and worrying over his fate when she knew her own 

needed all her concentration was trying her nerves. She looked 

out under the half-rolled window blind and saw the northern 

gate and walls of Lestar drawing closer and closer, one jolting 

wheel turn after another. 

The stage coach was a slow and far from comfortable 

way to travel, but necessary. Penor could never have managed 

the whole journey on foot. As for Jastur, he didn’t walk, he 

‘processed’; something in the way he carried himself made 

people look at him. Sitting in his corner of the coach with the 

blind pulled down and his collar turned up had to be safer, if 

no less worrying. Still, this was so bold an entry it might just 

work. At least it saved carrying the packs, which were jammed 

with everything they could get into them. The rest they had 

burned at the farm, determined to leave no clues. There was no 

telling if the hunt for the missing taxmen would include taking 

apart the farms they had been due to assess. Renia could only 

hope Penor-Hed had got away all right, the last of them to 

leave: The note Vel had left for them at the inn had given no 

indication. They would know soon enough. 

Jastur was opposite her, the greatcoat borrowed from 

Penor-Hed folded in his lap. Without making it obvious, he 

kept his face mostly turned to the lowered blind. But now he 

made rare, brief eye contact with Renia. His glance was calm, 

infinitely calm and steadying, willing her to be the same, to 

pretend that she didn’t know him, and that she didn’t carry the 

symbol of this city hidden in a bag tied around her neck. 
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His eyes had held that same look at the farm, when he 

and Kerin came back from burying the taxmen, and he knew 

she had seen where they had hidden the bodies. It had served 

then, and it served now, as a reminder to her to think about 

what she did, what she said. So calm he looked, when any 

sane man would be wondering how thorough the checks 

would be at the gate they approached, and whether the couple 

opposite him might do something to give them away. What 

else was he thinking? Worrying about the others? 

Remembering how many soldiers they had seen on the road? 

He must be worried, although to look at his face you wouldn’t 

think so. He bore her scrutiny until some outburst of activity 

outside the wagon drew his attention through a gap in the 

blind. 

Penor rearranged himself against her shoulder but did 

not wake up. He was catching up on too much missed sleep. 

They had decided to travel on two separate staging routes, a 

day’s barge ride and another day’s walk apart, to avoid any 

link to the farm or the others if things went wrong. That long 

walk had put Penor in a lot of pain. She would have liked to 

hear some of his idle wit or feel his reassuring squeeze of her 

hand, but she was not going to wake him up solely for her own 

benefit. 

The gate was nearer now, and the wagon slower. Was 

it the amount of traffic, or was everything being stopped as it 

entered? It took an effort to set her face into an impassive stare 

and fix it on the warm pale stone of the towering walls, on the 

great carved and gilded eagle displayed above the gateway, 

facsimile of the one around her neck. 

‘It's a golden city!’ she had cried in astonishment at 

her first view of it; a tawny-coloured butte rising from the 

valley, the walled city sprawling around its base and climbing 

the slope that gave onto one end of it. And on the butte was 

the fort with more walls, hugging the line of the precipice 

beyond. Above them the sun glittered off metallic structures; 

wind pumps, the plump man in the carriage told her, bringing 

water up from deep wells. Much glass sparkled in the great 
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windows. The city, the butte, the fort, all was a-glow or a-

glitter. The wind rippled up the wide valley the city sat in, 

flowing around it and out to the hills across the sundrenched, 

chequerboard fields as though it could carry the glamour of the 

city along with it. 

Close to, however, it was plain to the nose that the air 

inside the city was anything but glamorous. ‘Ah, yes, a 

beautiful-looking city,’ remarked the plump man as they 

caught a waft. He sat at the window on the other side of Penor, 

a man whose manner and clothes and huge amount of baggage 

on the wagon roof suggested a well-off traveller. He was the 

gregarious one in the wagon, starting most of the 

conversations and adding his opinion to all. The man opposite 

him nodded in agreement, and the plump man turned to Jastur. 

‘And you, sir, have you been to Lestar before?’ 

‘Several times.’ Jastur was not rude but kept his reply 

short. So the man turned to Renia, bypassing Penor who still 

slept resting against her shoulder. 

‘And you, madam?’ 

Madam. She blinked a little at the title. He thought 

she was married to Penor, then. No matter: the two of them 

were supposed to look as though they were together. Jastur's 

idea, that had been, and more use to them than to him if 

trouble turned up. It was the only indication that Jesral's 

goading over his behaviour had struck home. Otherwise, he 

had been as polite yet aloof as always. 

‘My first time here,’ she answered, and nodded at the 

sleeping Penor. ‘He wanted me to see the city. It's very 

exciting.’ The lie slid off her tongue with frightening ease, and 

satisfied the man’s curiosity. She sank back in the seat, using 

Penor as a shield between her and the talkative man as best she 

could. She had a sudden urge to plead with Jastur – who was 

supposedly no more than a nodding acquaintance – to forget it, 

let them get out of the wagon here and now and find 

somewhere else to hide. She stamped on the urge, hard. Then 
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the arch of the gateway was suddenly upon them and they 

were plunged into shadow. 

Out again a moment later, not into sunlight but the 

diminished light of a narrow street. The air about them was 

heavy and rank; they moved slower than ever here but Renia 

could see ahead and knew it was only because of the traffic. 

People milled about in the road, and ahead of them a woman 

had stopped to check the chicken cages tied to her donkey's 

back. The voice of their driver rang out, telling her to move 

over, but there was nowhere to move over to. The shops on 

Renia's side spilled out their contents on trestles and boxes, 

narrowing the way even more. The noise was the strangest 

thing though: a barrage of voices and animal cries and the 

striking of hooves and wheels on stone, all hanging in the air 

as though they had substance of their own that added to the 

congestion in the narrow street. She was used to more open 

towns, like Dorster and Greatharbour. Karn's streets had been 

narrow, but not so busy and noisy. She pulled the window 

cord to roll the blind right up, and stared in surprise. She could 

barely see the sky at all. The buildings seemed to go up and 

up, and to hang further out over the street as they did so. She 

actually had to put her head out of the window and crane to 

see the thin strip of blue and white that was visible overhead. 

No wonder the sounds and smells were trapped down here. 

She settled back in her seat once more, having half 

roused Penor, but he leaned back into her shoulder and never 

opened his eyes. 

‘Journey's nearly over now,’ the plump man told her 

brightly. ‘I thought getting in might take longer than that, what 

with the fuss about pretenders and uprisings on top of 

everyone fleeing this drought in the south.’ 

The man opposite had lifted his blind too when they 

had passed under the gate, to watch the world go by. He 

shrugged at the fat man's words. 

‘Trouble coming in doesn't seem to be their worry. 

The guards are more interested in who and what is going out. 
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Just look at this queue of people waiting to leave. They 

weren’t doing this last week. Perhaps they think any 

troublemakers are already here and don't want them getting 

away.’ 

Renia glanced at Jastur. He met her gaze, his 

expression not changing in the slightest. 

oOo 

The stage terminus was on the edge of the marketplace, high 

in the city. A warm wind whipped and pulled at their clothing 

as they disembarked. The road where they disembarked 

seemed to be the main street, and looked as though it was the 

only one in the city with any width; it ran into the marketplace 

and Renia could see it carry on winding up the hill on the far 

side, towards the gatehouse of the fort on the towering butte 

that overshadowed the city. Lei's Stark, the butte was 

originally called – Penor had told her so – but everyone used 

the corrupted form, Lestar, as the name for both fort and city. 

Penor led them down a smaller street and round the 

slope of the hill until the gatehouse passed from sight and the 

Stark hung over them, the wall of the fort running along it in a 

broad ribbon as far as the eye could see. Then the streets 

narrowed, and narrowed again, and the overhang of the houses 

and shops blocked the view. Yet still the streets were thronged 

with people. Renia was thankful in more ways than one when 

at last Penor turned into a quieter lane, crossed one or two 

junctions, nodded to the watcher at a first-floor bay window 

and turned onto the doorstep of that house to lift the latch. 

The front door opened straight into a low-roofed 

parlour, dark-beamed and light-walled, with a faded but 

serviceable rug and some good quality furniture, a mixture of 

old and new. On one of the newer pieces sat a young woman 

who looked up from her book at their arrival. She was 

breathtaking in her loveliness, with pale green eyes and long 

curly black hair that floated cloud-like against her coffee-

coloured skin. She wore a dress in a shade of yellow that few 

people could get away with, and wore it well. She was 
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expecting them, whoever she was. The smile she gave was as 

breathtaking as her looks. 

‘Hello, Penor. I haven't seen you in a long time. I see 

you've brought yet more friends to stay.’ 

Penor did not smile back. He looked far from pleased 

to see the girl, then remembered the other two and, after a 

moment’s hesitation, ushered them in. He shut the door and 

shucked off his coat, dumping it and his pack on the nearest 

chair. He motioned to the others to do likewise. 

‘I don't know if yon’ll be staying yet. Is 'Lane in?’ 

Her green eyes watched Jastur balance the folded 

greatcoat over the back of a chair. He wore several days’ 

worth of stubble on his face, deliberately, but it did little to 

hide his air of authority. He met her stare without concern. 

‘Merla, I said, is Orlane in?’ Irritation was rarely so 

blatant in Penor's voice, but it served its purpose. She 

transferred her gaze to him, smiling again after a moment. 

Laying her book down and rising from her seat were both 

done in one graceful movement. 

‘She's in the yard. I'll tell her you're here. Your father 

and the others are upstairs: we made up mattresses for you all.’ 

She twisted the cloud of dark hair into a knot to put it 

up as she went, baring a long and elegant neck as golden-

brown as the rest of her skin. 

‘Goodness, she's lovely,’ Renia said when the girl 

was out of earshot. Penor sank onto the settle, rubbing at his 

troublesome hip. 

‘That’s Rumer's sister. And lovely is as lovely does. 

Augh, but this is giving me gyp!’ 

Any more colourful expression to describe his pain 

he cut off, due to the high-speed arrival of two excited 

children from the kitchen. They hurled themselves at Penor 

with whoops of joy; he laughed through the agony that must 
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have caused and wrestled them both onto his lap in turn for 

hugs. In between time the children stole looks at the two 

strangers, more curious than shy since the strangers' attention 

was fixed on the woman who had followed them from the 

kitchen. 

She must be Penor's sister, though she couldn’t have 

been less like him: tall and rangy where Penor was short and 

stocky, with a pleasant if angular face and dark-blonde hair cut 

short and close. It had a bit of curl to it, but nothing like 

Penor’s frizz. 

Jastur had bowed politely when she entered. Renia 

bobbed a curtsey. Orlane's gaze flicked over them, and that 

look increased her resemblance to Penor; it hinted at an 

openness, a sense of humour, to the mind behind. But written 

there too was concern. To her eldest child Orlane said: ‘Sarath, 

run upstairs, tell our guests their friends are here. Then go and 

fetch your Hedda up from the stables. I'll be putting the meal 

out in half an hour, tell him.’ 

Penor’s accent could barely be heard in his sister’s 

voice, suggesting many years’ absence from the farm. The girl 

ran to do as Orlane asked, darting around the new arrivals and 

their packs and up the stairs. 

The others looked pleased to see them except for 

Jesral, who seemed decidedly out of sorts. Penor-Hed went 

straight back on watch – he was the one Penor had waved to at 

the window as they arrived – while the rest of them crowded 

into the low-beamed parlour to compare notes on the journey. 

They were all settled with a hot drink when a man's 

roar and a girl's scream of laughter sounded outside, and the 

door banged open. It was Orlane's daughter Sarath, back with 

her father. He was a tall, long-limbed man with a laughing 

face, blond, tightly curled hair, and eyes of the lightest green 

imaginable. His skin was slightly paler than Merla’s. He 

carried in Sarath under his arm, where she squirmed and 

giggled in his grasp. 
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‘Hey, 'Lane. I've finally found a use for our girl. If 

you run her head against the front door it opens up a treat.’ 

‘You banged it!’ accused Sarath as she rubbed her 

head, but she was still giggling. 

‘Down you go!’ he told her. And she giggled and 

screamed all the more, because he was putting her down head 

first. 

‘Hedda!’ she yelled, and pounded him on the foot 

nearest her. 

‘What, you want to be the other way up? How 

boring.’ 

‘You'll make her too sick to eat her dinner, Rumer,’ 

Orlane scolded. Sarath dashed to Penor and hid behind him as 

her father pretended to lunge towards her before he wedged 

himself on the settle between Penor and Renia with a 

contented sigh and a wide smile for the new arrivals. 

‘Well, good afternoon to you, Penor, and all your 

Tamaniesi. God, 'Lane, I could kill for a cup of tea.’ He 

thumped his boots onto a stool before him and lounged back. 

‘You may well die for one if you're going to ask like 

that… showing me up in front of company,’ Orlane retorted. 

His expression turned comically cowed. 

‘Please. Pleasepleaseplease?’ 

‘One please is enough, Hedda,’ Sarath piped up 

reprovingly. By the way Orlane glared, that was one of her 

motherly phrases that Sarath had picked up. It made Penor 

burst out laughing; trying to cut off the laugh nearly choked 

him. 

‘I could be blamed for Sarath, ‘Lane, but I’d just like 

to point out they're both your relatives,’ Rumer said affably, 

while pounding Penor on the back till he stopped choking. 

‘I'll make that tea,’ she muttered ominously, but 

immediately turned a more pleasant expression towards the 
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others. ‘Another cup for anyone?’ There were plenty of takers. 

‘Merla, be a love and fill the kettle,’ she yelled into the kitchen 

as she gathered cups. 

‘She's not in the kitchen. She went out.’ Jesral's voice 

was unusually quiet, though her folded arms suggested there 

was a lot being held in check behind them. 

Merla returned in time for the meal. She was all 

charm and good nature throughout it but managed to vanish 

again when it needed clearing away. Fortunately there were 

enough willing hands that it didn't matter. Then the newest 

arrivals took their packs upstairs to the very top of the house, 

to the attic room. It was dingy and undecorated, though the 

others had cleaned it up as best they could. All the lumber had 

been piled at one end and seven straw mattresses made up; 

across one end of the room two blankets had been hung over a 

line of string, to give Jesral and Renia some privacy. They had 

the window end, so for now the blankets were pushed back to 

let in what little light there was. The window was tiny and the 

dust had been left on it, because though small it looked out on 

the lane, and someone might be able to see in from the attic of 

the house opposite. 

It was past the children's bedtime when they were 

finished packing away, but still a worn storybook appeared 

and Penor’s niece and nephew pleaded for a tale from him. 

Orlane's little boy had grown accustomed to seeing so many 

strange new faces by now and decided he wanted to sit in 

Renia's lap while he listened to the story. This proved difficult 

because the family cat had already taken up residence. Renia 

ended up with the child tucked onto one hip and the cat 

balanced on the other leg, and it was only with difficulty that 

she could follow the printed words over Penor's shoulder. He 

tried to add his own embellishments to the story, but the two 

children knew it off by heart and would not let him change the 

words at all; it was a great help to Renia’s understanding, for 

as yet she had had little chance to read Ilmaenese. That would 

soon be remedied: there were plenty of books in this house, 

and in the kitchen she could see Kerin and Jastur going 
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through a pile of broadsheets with Rumer for the latest news 

of events. 

Penor snapped the book shut, which made the cat 

jump: she shook herself down huffily and stalked off Renia's 

leg. The two children didn't stir at all. 

‘The last half of that story were a waste of breath,’ 

Penor remarked, shifting the sleeping girl to make himself 

more comfortable before settling back. 

‘Should we put them to bed?’ Renia asked. 

‘Not yet. In a while.’ They sat apart from the others, 

who were still at the table finishing off the wine. Vel was 

despondently watching the Hedsarollen in the kitchen, 

discussing the future without him, while he tried to listen 

politely to Orlane's tale of the escapades of one of the 

neighbours. Then Merla reappeared and sat beside Orlane, 

looking radiant, which helped to distract Vel from his misery. 

At the far end of the table Jesral’s expression turned sullen and 

she pretended to read the book in front of her, but she was 

keeping Vel under close scrutiny. 

‘Now, by that look, whose funeral do ye think Jez’s 

planning?’ Penor wondered under his breath. ‘Vel's, I'd say,’ 

he concluded, ‘which is a bit unfair, because if anyone's 

making trouble I know who it'll be.’ He stared pointedly, so 

pointedly that Renia couldn't turn round to look or it would be 

plain who they were talking about. 

Merla's musical laughter almost demanded her 

attention, so Renia took the chance it gave her. The mass of 

dark hair flowed over the girl’s shoulders like a waterfall as 

she shook with laughter: the darkness of it sucked up all the 

candlelight that fell on it, so her eyes could not help but settle 

on Merla’s radiant, exquisite face. 

‘Yon knows we're watching her. God, but yon loves 

an audience!’ There was contempt, disgust even, in his voice. 

‘Merla'd go clean out of her mind wi’ joy to know who yon 

are, standing in the kitchen. A social climber, our Merla. Yon's 
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supposedly here for a cool-off period after some scandal 

involving a magistrate's son back in Narbon, but I'll lay odds 

yon engineered it to get an extended stay in the city. Rumer 

and 'Lane usually have more sense than to put up wi’ her for 

long. It seems the fish are too small for her now in Narbon.’ 

‘She doesn't know?’ 

‘About the Hedsarollen? No. Rumer and 'Lane felt it 

best. Yon'd like as not say something wi’out thinking, even if 

we warned her how important secrecy is. As far as yon’s 

concerned, Jastur’s called Restien and Kerin’s Fordis. It's 

going to be a nightmare keeping it from her though. Merla's 

already realized that yon are of some importance. That's what 

all the underhand flirting wi’ Vel is about: yon are too aloof, 

so Merla's trying to get information out of him.’ 

‘Shouldn't someone tell Vel?’ Her brother was 

smiling at Merla now in a way that suggested he didn't know 

any of the background to the girl’s stay in Lestar. 

‘Yon knows not to discuss anything. The rest of it's 

his business. Ouch!’ Penor pounded on his bad hip, reacting to 

a twinge of pain, which woke Sarath. ‘Time the little ones 

were in bed. Ye do bring Robin.’ 

Sarath demanded that a soft toy and various other 

essentials be gathered up before they could go. As Renia 

waited for Penor to retrieve them all she glanced back to the 

kitchen again, but this time not simply to torture herself with 

another glimpse of Kerin. Events at the farm had turned things 

on their head for all of them and she desperately wanted to 

know where Vel figured in the Hedsarollens’ plans now. 

Through the gap in the door she could just see Jastur 

leaning across the table and asking Rumer about some detail in 

the handbill he held out. Jastur frowned and tapped a finger 

against his lips as he listened to what Rumer had to say. He 

picked up another; something in the information it contained 

struck him as ironic, from the way one of his eyebrows rose. A 

further sheet, and the unreadable expression slowly took over 
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his face once more. When he’d finished it, he folded the sheet 

in half and set a crease in it with his thumbnail before laying it 

to one side. 

In Renia’s arms, Robin stirred a little. As she looked 

down at him to be sure he wasn’t going to wake, Renia noticed 

a little brooch tied to the strap of his vest – a strange place to 

put it. It was a tiny, stoppered bottle, barely an inch long, with 

an equally delicate ribbon round its neck to tie it to his clothes. 

She twisted the bottle in the weak lamplight – it held three 

bent pins and what looked like crushed glass, but with more 

sparkle. 

As Penor approached, loaded up with Sarath and the 

children’s toys and blankets, he answered her question before 

she asked it. 

‘Yon’s a witch pin. Not seen one afore?’ 

She shook her head warily, and he explained: ‘Iron 

and mirrors repel evil. If an eivarjoa, a shadowless one, tries 

to cast a spell on ’im, yon pins’ll straighten and the ground 

mirror’ll mend itself and cast the spell back at yon as sent it. 

Ye see witch pins a lot in towns and cities, anywhere we 

country folk think we’re more likely to meet an eivarjoa.’ 

‘You don’t believe in it, surely?’  

‘Never seen a straight pin in one yet. Mind ye, never 

met an eivarjoa either, that I know of. Either way, it keeps 

‘Lane happy to know yon are wearing ’em.’ 

He started up the stairs. She trailed after, glad 

Atune’s advice to keep her own counsel had won out over her 

trusting instincts. 

oOo 

As Penor and Renia left the parlour, so did Jesral. She had no 

sooner gone than Merla slid herself into the seat next to Vel. 

Orlane had finished her anecdote and was tidying up, and he 

had gone back to brooding over the group in the kitchen. 

Merla's touch on his arm made him start; the smile she gave 
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him was the kind he could not avoid returning. 

‘Deep thoughts?’ she asked. Vel could barely process 

her words; he was too busy trying to work out whether the 

way her eyes gazed into his or the way her mouth moved was 

the more hypnotic. 

‘None that I can share,’ he managed to say in the end. 

‘Oh, how disappointing!’ she sighed. ‘They looked 

interesting, from your face. They looked to be about them.’ 

She nodded towards the kitchen. 

‘So you're curious about us still…’ 

‘Of course I am! Three handsome and mysterious 

men arrive under the same roof as me: I'd be strange not to be 

curious. You don't have to tell me about yourselves... but it 

does limit conversation.’ 

‘Well then, if we can't talk about that, you could tell 

me about yourself.’ 

‘Me? My life hasn't been very interesting.’ 

‘It's that or the weather. You look a lot more 

interesting than the weather.’ 

‘Well, thank you! Let’s see. I come from Narbon, in 

the south. And my parents and my parents' parents before me. 

Have you ever been there?’ 

‘Not that I recall.’ 

‘Good land, for the south, though it’s suffering in this 

drought. Narbon itself is a busy town, but it's business-busy, 

which can be dull for some. Still, it’s where we grew up, 

Rumer and I. My parents have a little tailor's business, making 

fine clothes for quality folk. I liked it well enough, but that life 

was never for Rumer. He started a stabling business there, then 

moved up country where he met Orlane, and when they 

married they moved to the city. I’m here because – well, let's 

just say, events obliged me to leave Narbon, and I don’t mean 

the drought,’ she said evasively, becoming subdued all of a 
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sudden. 

‘You don't want to talk about it?’ 

‘You may think badly of me. I don't want that.’ Those 

amazing eyes were turned on him again, and her lips were 

parted as if she held her breath, hoping he’d say something to 

reassure her. 

‘Why ever should I think that?’ 

‘There are two points of view on the matter. He was 

married, and he was wealthy; some people feel I led him on.’ 

‘Ah, so it's admirer trouble.’ That he could 

understand. 

‘Yes. With my parents’ business being quite 

successful, I have to attend to many clients. Some of the rich 

and important are used to getting their own way, and one such 

young man took a fancy to me.’ Her expressive eyes were 

averted in a show of distress. When she looked up again, Vel's 

face had set. 

‘I see,’ he said. 

‘When I talk ill of the rich and important, I'm 

excepting the present company,’ she added hurriedly. 

‘I'm neither.’ 

‘No? But your friends are… Oh – taboo to talk about 

it, I forgot. I'll change the subject. I'll tell you a bit about 

Lestar, if that would interest you?’ 

‘It certainly would. I haven’t had a chance to talk to 

the others about it yet, but this place looks familiar to me. I 

think it may be where I grew up when I lived in Ilmaen, years 

ago. I must take a good look round.’ 

And they settled to talking about that, heads together, 

so animatedly that Vel never noticed when the Hedsarollen 

left the kitchen and went to bed. 

oOo 
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An hour later the watch had changed and all the others had 

gone to bed, leaving the kitchen to Orlane, her husband and 

father. The pretence that all was well was over now, at least on 

Orlane’s and Rumer’s part. 

‘Still worried about the farm, Hedda?’ his daughter 

asked Penor-Hed. He continued the careful measuring of water 

from ladle to kettle and set it on the stove. 

‘’Tis not good. Not good at all. But we've known that 

these ten years gone, since before ye mother passed away, 

haven't we? The beasts’ll be cared for; Linnell's taken them 

down to his place, so yon'll be fine but for the fuss of the 

journey. There's little chance Linnell can get all our autumn 

crops in though. We'll just have to be happy wi’ whatever yon 

can save. Cider apples'll last till next month anyway.’ 

‘You talk as though you'll be back there soon,’ she 

remarked sharply: he did not deny that. ‘Hedda, after what 

happened, is that wise?’ 

‘It's that or lose the farm. No, the danger's not so bad 

as we feared. It seems likely the LandMaster'll think the 

revenuers did some extorting and then ran for it. Linnell 

mentioned afore I left that he’d heard other farmers had 

slipped the pair some money to overlook extra planting. Yon's 

promised to send word in a few days and let us know how the 

land lies. Unless there’s a problem, I'll head home soon. The 

Hedsarollen want the rest of us to act as normal as we can. I'll 

not take Penor back wi’ me though, if ye can fit ’im in here 

too. Taken a shine to Nia, yon has, and the lass’s from farming 

stock. Things were going well between them at the farm, but 

hit a sticky patch these last few weeks. I thought to leave yon 

together a while longer and see if it works out. Wi’out the old 

man hanging around, it might fare better.’ 

‘Hedda,’ Rumer said, ‘you don’t have to go back. It’s 

risky if they’re looking for the revenue men. Just tell Linnell 

you’ve decided to pack it in and sell up; there's always a 

partnership for you and a future for Penor in my business 

here.’ 
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Penor-Hed shook his head. 

‘The city's not for me, son. And I’ve put too much 

into the farm to give it up now. If things go well for yon up 

there’ – he indicated upstairs – ‘who knows? I may be buying 

out Linnell next year.’ 

‘Sheltering the Hedsarollen, revenue men being killed 

– how did you ever get caught up in this, Hedda?’ Orlane 

asked him.  

He shrugged. 

‘I’m softer in the head than I should be, 

sometimes. ’Tis done now. I’ll just have to see where it takes 

me.’ 
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Chapter 11 – Fear 

Late next morning, Kerin took advantage of a moment when 

the parlour was free from its normal bustle and destroyed the 

handbills. Some burned quickly, others were slow; different 

qualities of paper reflected the different audiences for the bills, 

much as each sheet's style and content did. Rumer had covered 

all areas of the city, high and low, to gather information for 

them. 

A creaking floorboard warned him of Jastur’s arrival. 

Clean clothes and a shave had added to his natural air of 

authority. He settled into a chair. 

‘Removing all evidence of our stay?’ he asked. ‘I fear 

we shall be here a little longer yet.’ 

‘Better to be rid of it as we go along. Just in case.’ 

Jastur signalled him to carry on, which Kerin did. Flame 

curled around the sheet he held. He turned it carefully to 

ensure that it burned right through. ‘I had thought Lemno 

would have clamped down on the printers, to stop word of this 

dissent getting out. It seems slipshod, given the controls they 

have put in place elsewhere. Have you thought more about 

Rumer's suggestion?’ 

‘Approach Council from the bottom? The idea has its 

attractions. It has its risks too. We know nothing about these 

merchant friends of his or how secure their contacts are. Some 

of those broadsheets suggest there are closer links between 

Lemno and the trading classes than we suspected.’ Kerin took 

a thumbscored bill from the pile and hesitated, knowing its 

contents. 

‘Clearly the Hedhiugenen are no longer one of our 

options,’ Jastur told him. ‘Burn it.’  

Kerin consigned it to the flames, and watched his 
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brother stare at it as it burned. As always Jastur hid his 

feelings well, given the blow that bill had dealt their hopes of 

reaching any of the once mighty Hedhiugenen family. Terarn 

Hed Hiugen and his siblings would have made formidable 

allies, but according to the bill they had suffered a reversal in 

their fortunes. First Terarn had been exiled, and now things 

were worsening. But this latest development, the arrest of their 

heiress Alena Lak Terarn, was a double blow to Jastur. He and 

Alena had been betrothed since childhood, and Kerin knew the 

affection Jastur felt for her. 

‘Whatever it suggests, they won’t harm Alena,’ he 

declared. ‘The Hedhiugenen still have influence; that is why 

their heiress has been targeted. Maregh has given her over to 

Lemno to get them all into Lestar. He wants to tempt us to try 

and make contact with them. You would almost think he 

knows we are here.’ 

‘He does. If we had already made it safely to the 

south, we would have shown our hand by now… he will have 

worked that out. I have been thinking, Kerin, we have 

misjudged him. We thought he simply wanted power, but 

something more complicated drives Lemno. He’s an 

intelligent man, an able leader. He understands statecraft well 

enough to do a better job than he has, even if our wastrel uncle 

currently holds the Crown. But instead Lemno weakens 

Ilmaen by everything he does, and alienates its people. He has 

used power to do this, but if power itself mattered to him, he 

would be using it to strengthen Maregh’s position. Instead he 

undermines it. Take his failure to control what is published, 

for instance. If indeed it is a failure, which I doubt. It feels like 

a deliberate choice to me, to encourage dissent, and like the 

fool he is, Maregh does not realize. It is as though Lemno is 

hell-bent on the ruin of our dynasty. And if Council fails to 

govern, if Ilmaen falls apart in the process, so be it. 

‘I believe Lemno would consider destroying the 

Hedhiugenen and the peace they maintain in the south a small 

price to pay in order to get us where he wants us. Alena’s 

arrest is the first tightening of the screw. If her detention does 
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not have any effect, he will take it further; a trumped-up 

capital charge perhaps – I would not put it past him, Kerin. 

Lemno got her father banished from Council and exiled, and 

he was the shrewdest of the Hedhiugenen. Lemno is capable 

of doing worse than this.’ 

‘That is your heart speaking, not your head. Take a 

step back. Lemno is playing the long game. He is deliberately 

destroying Ilmaen’s stability in order to flush out all his 

enemies before he steps in and picks up the pieces again. He 

managed to banish Terarn because many on the Council were 

glad to see the Hedhiugenens’ hold loosened. Their success 

made them unpopular. Alena will be––’ 

The front door flew open and a voice bellowed for 

Orlane. Jastur had already reacted, heading for the kitchen and 

the option of flight through one of the other houses that 

backed on to the rear yard. Kerin snatched his sword out of the 

cupboard beside the fireplace, but when he turned he saw the 

noisy arrival was Penor, accompanied by Renia. The boy 

almost carried her to a seat at the table where she slumped, 

shivering. Penor dumped a half-empty shopping basket next to 

her. His stare moved from the sword in Kerin’s hand, to Jastur 

returning from the kitchen, to Orlane who appeared from the 

stairwell to gasp at the state Renia was in. 

‘Good God. Are you ill, dear?’ 

‘Yon's been sick. Can ye get her a glass of water? I’m 

in need of something stronger.’ He sat himself down, looking 

little better than Renia, his hand over one of hers until Orlane 

returned with the water and a bottle of spirits. She watched as 

the girl sipped at the water: ‘What's brought this on?’ 

‘We were caught up in a lynch mob, up in the 

marketplace,’ Penor replied. ‘They’d got themselves an 

Eivarjoa.’ 

The lynching of a witch. So Renia, accused of 

witchcraft herself as a child, had just seen what fate could 

await her. 
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‘First lynching I've seen; I'll not care to see another. 

M’curiosity is satisfied.’ 

‘You let her see…’ Kerin cut the criticism off, but not 

quickly enough. 

‘Not deliberately. We got caught up in the crowd. Not 

much we could do to avoid seeing it.’ 

Orlane sat down by him. ‘Three in as many weeks,’ 

she observed. ‘A friend of Rumer's saw the last one and told 

us of it. Even with eivarjoa, there must be a more civilised 

way of dealing with it. But then, the authorities want us to 

blame such creatures for everything.’ 

‘She wasn't eivarjoa.’ 

Renia met Orlane’s questioning look, hollow-eyed 

but determined to protest their assumption. 

‘She passed right by us, as close to me as you are. I 

saw her face. She could have been anyone; she could have 

been... anyone.’ 

‘But there's no telling by looking. They must have 

had good evidence to go that far. It's done now, try not to think 

about it,’ Orlane advised. ‘Do you think you should lie down?’ 

‘Yes. I think so.’ Penor rose to help Renia.  

‘No,’ she told him. Her voice sounded harsh; she 

tempered her manner. ‘I can manage. I just need quiet and 

some rest.’ 

oOo 

Kerin had been due on watch but Jastur took it for him. He had 

angered his brother by making the request, he knew, but with 

Jesral and Vel both out it was plain that he had been right to 

come and check on Renia. She’d gone up a quarter of an hour 

since, but when he entered the attic she was still sitting on the 

floor, half undressed, staring at her reflection in the old foxed 

mirror. He crouched down beside her where she sat, bare-

armed, in her shift. 
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‘I'm glad it's you,’ she said absently, oblivious to her 

state of undress: she seemed hypnotized by her own reflection. 

‘Penor has gone for Vel. Come and lie down, get 

some rest.’ 

She shook her head. 

I can't. My mind won't stop. I wanted to do 

something to help her, but I couldn’t. I couldn’t even speak. 

She stared at me and stared at me as they dragged her past, till 

the crowd came between us. I didn’t see what they did to her 

in the end, but I knew when she was dead. The sound of their 

cheers changed.’ Still Renia stared at herself. ‘She didn't look 

like me. She was rather pretty. But it was there, whatever it is, 

this thing that marks us as different, that makes them think we 

are eivarjoa. Or maybe it's just being afraid all the time that 

shows.’ She looked at his reflection, not him, even though he 

was right beside her. ‘You were scared downstairs, that I'd say 

it: “she could have been me”. Well, she could have.’ 

Kerin could not keep the stricken expression off his 

face; but her eyes, still fixed on his reflection, seemed to suck 

in his concern without it registering. It was as if she was so far 

the other side of fear it could no longer touch her. 

‘I'm so tired of being afraid, I think it's driven me 

mad,’ she said calmly. 

‘You are not mad,’ he told her. ‘You are in shock. 

Come and rest, wrap up warm.’ He persuaded her away from 

the floor and over to her mattress. He tucked her in, put an 

extra sheet over her: she had been cool rather than cold, but 

still she shivered. 

‘My mind won't slow down,’ Renia told him, ‘and it's 

wearing away at me. Inside there's something that's...’ She 

searched for the words, couldn't find them; took the edge of 

the sheet and pulled it taut, really taut, to show him. ‘The 

threads are so thin, it won't take much for them to fray. 

Stupidly, I'd hoped... I thought it would be different here. I 

thought Penor and his family were friends.’ 
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‘They are. They spoke without thinking.’ 

‘They made their thoughts plain enough.’ 

‘It’s not the same. They don’t know about you.’ He 

was silent a moment before adding, ‘They still mustn’t know.’ 

Her look accused him, and justly; he sat back, grim-faced. 

‘These are people driven to find scapegoats because 

they are hungry, scared, angry, powerless. Things will come 

right again when Jastur’s restored.’ Kerin spoke vehemently, 

wanting to believe it, unwilling to conceive that ordinary 

people, his people, could perpetrate such brutality. Some of 

the bills he had burned earlier had told him, to a greater or 

lesser degree, what she had witnessed. A barbarity that ought 

to have been out of date a hundred years ago: savage cruelty 

masquerading as natural justice. 

Renia stared at him silently, then settled herself and 

closed her eyes. Not ten seconds passed before she opened 

them again. A mind turning over too much; a mind fraying. 

And he was the one who’d brought her here, who’d fed her 

false hope. 

‘Perhaps,’ she said, the thought suddenly striking her, 

‘it's like being mad; if you really are eivarjoa, you don't think 

you are.’ 

‘Stop it!’ He hauled her up, scared into anger, his 

fingers digging into her arms until he realized what he was 

doing. ‘Stop it, Nia. You can’t think that way…’ 

He softened his grip, and despite her state was 

suddenly intensely aware of how close they were, and the feel 

of her bare skin under his hands. Her moss-green eyes were 

locked on his, the despair and need in them unfathomably 

deep and compelling. After weeks of unyielding resolution, he 

bent like a sapling in a storm. 

He laid her head on his shoulder, wrapped an arm 

around her. She was shivering still. He couldn’t help but pull 

her closer, and rest his cheek against her hair, just for a few 
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seconds, until a movement caught his eye. 

Vel was standing at the head of the stairs. 

‘Your brother's here.’ Kerin let Renia go, getting 

awkwardly to his feet to leave. At the attic stairs he brushed 

past Vel – or tried to. 

Vel’s grip on his arm was not gentle. 

‘What was that about?’ 

‘It was nothing.’ But when Kerin tried to move past, 

Vel blocked his way. 

‘Vel, it was nothing. Your sister’s distraught: she needs 

you.’ That worked, and Kerin took the chance to hurry away. 

oOo 

They kept to the house for several days, as rumours of more 

troubles, marches and riots in the city grew and then 

dissipated. Having nothing to do left Renia far too much time 

to worry, and since her companions were indoors with her and 

safe, she turned her thoughts to those they had left behind in 

the north, particularly Atune. The old woman’s age and frailty 

made her worry that she would never get the chance to see her 

again, to sit and talk more about the extraordinary skill they 

both shared and learn to understand it better. 

Jesral sought to divert her by turning her worries 

about Atune into reminiscences, and Renia let her. It was hard, 

not to be able to tell her the truth about the old Company 

leader, who had taken Jesral under her wing when she had first 

visited Ilmaen. Renia wanted to share the moment she first 

realized she was not alone in the world, when Atune had told 

that there were others like her. But that was a fact that Atune 

had revealed to very few, herself and Kerin among them − and 

Kerin only because Renia had trusted him with her own secret. 

Atune had not even told Jesral, close as she was to the old 

woman. Renia would not seek out Kerin. It was almost 

impossible to talk alone in such a crowded household, and 

she’d seen the pain the topic caused him in those few minutes 
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he had tried to comfort her on the day of the lynching. 

Eventually they became bolder, bored by inactivity. 

Jesral went to market with Orlane; and Vel, still feeling 

ostracized by the Hedsarollen, persuaded Rumer to let him 

help with smithing work at the stables. After a while even 

Renia forced herself to go out, heading back and forth to the 

stables with messages or to help deliver lunch; but never back 

to the Market Square. The Hedsarollen did not venture out at 

all. 

A letter had come from Linnell, detailing the situation 

on the farm and giving not the slightest hint of any alarm over 

the missing taxmen. Things were not as black as they had 

feared, but now that meant they couldn’t dissuade Penor-Hed 

from returning. Rumer took the wagon ride with him out as far 

as the first marker stone, insisting he had some business at the 

little hamlet there, but no one was fooled. He went for the 

peace of mind of all of them, to see Penor-Hed safely beyond 

Lemno's cordon round the city. 

Even with Penor-Hed gone, the house was too 

crowded. They got in each other's way, and on each other's 

nerves on a daily basis. Penor constantly sought to be at the 

other end of the house from Merla, which was difficult as she 

had a habit of looking in on everything that was happening. 

Jesral and Vel were almost always in the same room, but not 

talking; he had given up trying to get through her sulks and 

find out what was wrong, since she seemed to think that it 

should be obvious to him and therefore wouldn’t say. At any 

other time Penor or Renia would have sorted them out, but 

they had their own cares. Nobody spoke of the disturbances in 

the city, or the lynchings, when either of them was present. 

Merla became, in short bursts, more helpful about the 

house and stables, so it seemed perverse of Jesral to seethe 

when previously it had been Merla's laziness that had angered 

her. It looked like the normal level of huff when she stormed 

out one lunchtime after the other girl had usurped her job of 

taking the midday meal to the men at the stables. Jesral 
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returned within ten minutes and managed to go upstairs 

without slamming any doors, so the household thought 

nothing of it. 

They were all sitting round the table for their own 

meal when she came down again and paused by the bottom of 

the stairs. It was the change of expression on Kerin's face 

when he looked up that made the others turn. 

Jesral's pack hung from one shoulder, and her blazing 

hair was tucked away into the hood of her cloak. She stared 

back at them, as if embarrassed. 

Renia turned right round in her chair. ‘Jez?’ 

‘I've got to go, Ren,’ Jesral said emphatically, then 

faltered when she tried to say more. Somebody's knife caught 

the edge of their plate, a small noise but loud in the silence of 

the room. She let the pack slide off her shoulder, started to try 

and explain again. The rattle of the latch stopped her, and Vel 

ducked in through the street door. He stopped short, seeing her 

and the pack. 

‘Jez…’ he began, alarmed by the sight, and aware of 

the others watching. 

Jesral drew herself up. ‘Master Ty'r Athre,’ she 

responded formally, but if he noticed, he ignored it. 

‘You can't want to leave? Not over that.’ 

‘I don't see that I have any alternative. I'm not such a 

masochist that I'll stay and watch, thank you.’ 

‘It wasn't how it seemed…’ 

‘You should see your face when you say that. You're 

no good at lying, you know – or do you think me that stupid? 

Never mind. Further explanations aren't necessary. We just 

misunderstood each other in the past, that's all. I see that now.’ 

Vel stood squarely across the door and held his hand 

out to her. ‘You can't go. What you saw – it was something 

and nothing. I was caught unawares; it was a spur-of-the-
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moment response because she was pretty and she was near me 

and she wanted it.’ He grimaced and glanced at the others, 

having to make his confession in front of them all, then looked 

back at Jesral. ‘I swear to you that was the only time, I swear 

it, Jez. It won't happen again.’ 

She gave him a smile, hollow in its despair and self-

mockery. ‘That's a line I've heard before. It meant nothing 

with the last man. How many more times would I hear it from 

you, Vel, if I stayed?’ 

He dropped his hand. ‘It was just a kiss. I'm not 

Cedas,’ he replied, pain rather than anger in his voice. Jesral 

lifted her chin and shut the smile down. 

‘No, you’re not,’ she conceded. But she gathered up 

the pack anyway. Three steps took her to Renia's chair: she 

meant to make it a quick hug, but they found themselves 

flinging their arms around each other wordlessly, clinging 

together until Jesral forced herself to let go. ‘You I'm going to 

miss,’ she told Renia, trying to make light of it while sweeping 

up her things once more and crossing to the door. Vel still 

stood in her way, but only for a moment. He followed her with 

his eyes as he stepped aside, leaving her free passage to the 

door. Jesral took advantage of it. 

He stood there long after the door had closed behind 

her, and nobody knew what to say. Renia started to go to him 

but he put out a hand to halt her, and went on standing there. 

Just as the silence became unbearable, he suddenly moved. 

‘I'll be back later,’ he said, and ducked out of the 

door. 

oOo 

He was gone all afternoon. Merla returned and was hauled off 

for interrogation by Orlane. When she was done, the girl 

settled in a corner of the parlour, needlework in her hands and 

innocence on her face, blind to the sidelong glances of the 

others. One of Rumer's stable boys called mid-afternoon, but it 

was only a message for Orlane from her husband to say he 
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would be back early; otherwise they heard nothing. The day 

wore on, Merla retired to her room, the watch changed: Rumer 

returned from work curious to know if any of them could 

explain why Vel had dashed off at lunchtime, then dashed 

back an hour later to borrow some money. His mouth set into 

an unaccustomed thin line when they told him what had 

happened; it stayed thin when Merla reappeared with a book in 

her hand, to resume the act of innocence, while the mystery of 

the borrowed money lay unexplained still. 

It was a great relief to them all when the missing pair 

returned, Vel carrying Jesral's pack. He dropped it in one 

corner of the room, ignoring all the angry, relieved, concerned 

questions to pull his sister out of her chair and steer her, 

protesting, through the kitchen and into the yard with himself 

and Jesral. The kitchen door he firmly shut behind them. 

When he let her turn to face them, Vel burst out: ‘We 

owe you an apology.’ Renia stared blankly at him. 

He added: ‘While walking round town these past few 

weeks I spotted a little church down near the south gate. When 

we’d decided, we went straight there… We’re married, Ren. 

This afternoon, two hours since.’ 

She continued to stare at them. ‘Congratulations,’ she 

said finally, not knowing what else to say. Jesral's face fell. 

‘I know it seems a hasty decision, but it's not. We’ve 

been heading towards this for some time, but with things the 

way they are we’d been putting off the final step. And then we 

lost our way for a while. When we sat down and talked this 

afternoon, it all became clear again. We hoped you would be 

happy for us...’ 

‘I am! Of course I’m happy for you. It's a bit of a 

shock, that's all,’ Renia told her friend in all sincerity, which 

brightened Jesral’s expression. 

‘Come in, come in. We'll tell the others.’ Vel threw 

an arm around each of them and led them both towards the 

kitchen. 
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The responses were restrained until Merla, her 

composure finally cracking, went upstairs. As soon as she was 

gone Kerin launched into a barrage of questions, never 

actually stopping long enough between each for them to give 

any answers. 

‘Did you use your real names?’ Jastur interrupted, 

ever mindful of the practicalities. 

‘Yes,’ Vel told him.  

‘Oh, hell,’ Kerin muttered, turning away in despair. 

‘We both gave false addresses,’ Jesral added, brighter 

for realizing it was not the fact they were married but the 

circumstances which disturbed the others. ‘We picked places 

down at the other end of the city, just random houses we 

passed, and used some passers-by as witnesses. Kerin, how 

could they know our names?’ 

‘They may do. This may tell them we are here.’ He 

spun to face Jastur. ‘We daren’t show our faces in the streets 

at all and no one dare come to us. How will we set anything in 

motion?’ 

‘Peace. I have told you: Lemno knows we are here 

anyway.’ Jastur shrugged the rest off, and gave the couple a 

rare smile. ‘You have my congratulations, and I wish you 

much joy in the years ahead. Olkaa tamaani, olkaa tamaní, 
olkaa kaikkea toisiaan. Be friends, be lovers, be everything to 

each other.’ 

Orlane rose and took their hands. ‘I quite agree. Now, 

I can't offer you anything more splendid than the meal I had 

planned for tonight, but we do have some good wines hidden 

away for special occasions. Come and choose which we shall 

have tonight.’ She swept them both up with her and into the 

kitchen, chattering happily; but she looked back at the 

Hedsarollen while she ushered the newlyweds through the 

doorway, and her expression was solemn and thoughtful. 

oOo 
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Merla was put out in more ways than one by the events of that 

day, since Orlane made her give up her bedroom to Vel and 

Jesral. Now she had no retreat from the household and they 

had none from her, since she had to share the attic space. The 

atmosphere it created even she could not ignore. As a result 

she went out more often, apparently making serious efforts to 

find employment. When she was around the house she’d make 

the occasional attempt to get back into favour. After a few 

days she stopped trying. 

No one much minded the change. They had other 

things to worry about. Fresh food was becoming harder to 

buy; with travel to and from the city so restricted, many 

farmers were taking their produce elsewhere. And then the 

notices began to appear all over the city. Notices with very 

accurate descriptions of Jastur and everyone who had gone 

into Karn, plus Renia and Jesral. Notices issued in the name of 

the Commander of the Guard – but everyone knew he was in 

the pay of Lemno Tekai. Notices demanding they be handed in 

as traitors. 

It shocked Vel, seeing in writing that he was wanted 

for a capital offence, and Rumer refused to let him work at the 

stables any longer. He cursed himself, because the notices had 

appeared so soon after he and Jesral had married. But Kerin, 

who had been angry when he’d first heard about the wedding, 

pointed out that the posters did not carry any names, only the 

descriptions their enemies had obtained months ago. Lemno 

might suspect they were in the city but he had no idea where; 

and if they remained careful, there was nothing to lead him to 

Rumer’s. 

The newlyweds soon settled into married life. The 

sulks and tensions of the past weeks were replaced by constant 

little demonstrations of affection, and unless one of them was 

on watch, early nights became routine. 

Renia knew she ought to be happier for them, but she 

felt isolated now. It was at night that she missed Jesral’s 

company most of all. No more stepping through the chaos that 
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had been Jesral’s corner of the room; no holding whispered 

night-time conversations on pallets laid head-to-head; no 

listening to Jesral’s reassuring steady breathing if Renia woke 

up in the dark. Merla kept her things meticulously tidy. She 

showed no desire to talk to Renia; and she slept restlessly, 

used to a proper bed rather than the thin pallets in the loft. 

Merla had hinted during the last few days about returning to 

Narbon, which was fine by Renia. The others would be 

relieved; and Renia would feel no lonelier. 
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Chapter 12 – Deceit 

‘Come on. On your feet again.’ 

Alena started on hearing the voice. The shout seemed 

to be right inside her head. When she did not move fast 

enough, rough hands pulled her up. 

‘No. Let me sleep,’ she ordered. There was no 

strength left in her legs. Fingers bit into the flesh under her 

arms as she was hauled to her feet anyway. No point in 

collapsing. They just dealt her ringing slaps and yanked her up 

time and again until finally she stood on her own, because it 

gave her more rest to do so. If necessary they were prepared to 

hit her hard: she still had the metallic taste of blood in her 

mouth from her cut lip, and felt the hot ache of the last blow to 

her jaw. 

‘You'll sleep when you give him what he wants.’ 

‘I don’t know what he wants!’ The anger in her was 

sudden, volatile, but under it lay her only strength. by now she 

was certain what it was that Lemno sought, why he had had 

them depriving her of sleep for days on end: Jastur’s 

whereabouts. That meant Jastur was still alive – a hope she 

had not dared to entertain, despite the rumours, until they 

started this ordeal. And she could not betray him, because she 

did not know where he was. The thought sustained her, but 

barely. She would drop into a rage and then straight into tears 

without warning. Doing so had hurt her pride at first, but that 

was days ago. Now her long-cultivated self-control seemed no 

more than a dream. The man prodded her to make her walk 

around the room, and she did so despite the anger. She had no 

alternative. 

The walking was mechanical. She did it mostly with 

her eyes shut; they stung so much with tiredness, half the time 

they refused to open. She caught the furniture often with her 
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shins, but it was not enough to register. She knew there were 

bruises, but the ache she felt was so constant and widespread 

each new stumble meant nothing to her. 

There was fear too, but it lay deep within. Not 

overwhelming, not at the front of her mind. Nothing was at the 

front of her mind but the need to sleep. But all the time, under 

the anger, the tears, the lashing out, the confusion, was the fear 

that this would kill her. She could not give him what he 

wanted; but he would not let her rest until she gave it to him. 

They would keep this up until she fell and no amount of 

slapping and kicking would get her up: then she would go 

down, down into sleep, and never wake up. 

She was crying again: she could feel tears on her 

cheeks. She no longer knew when she was starting to weep. 

She ought to wipe them away, but it was too much effort. How 

humiliated she had been the first time she wept; to let these 

thugs think they were getting to her. Anger had been her 

saviour then, had helped to concentrate the mind. She was, 

after all, Alena Lak Terarn, heiress of the Hedhiugenen, 

betrothed to the lawful Crown of Ilmaen. How dare they 

subject her to this! They would pay for every blow they dealt, 

and pay dear for it. 

Anger descended like this, unexpectedly, blanking 

out everything else. It sustained her until it cleared − and then 

she would find herself pacing, simply pacing, with no 

recollection of why... 

…She had just been angry with this guard, she knew. 

For what? She had no recollection of her own words and 

actions, let alone theirs, other than that they let her have no 

rest. No rest. 

Her hand lingered a moment too long on a chair back, 

and the guard knocked it aside. Her body had remembered that 

would be coming, and had not let her rely on the chair for 

support. Her mind had quite forgotten. She trudged on. She 

felt deathly cold and found her face was wet with tears yet 

again. 
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How many days? How many? You could only live so 

long without sleep. Five at the least, but they blurred together 

so. Was it more? Surely someone must be asking about her 

after so long? Too long, too long... Did no one care? 

‘What are you muttering about? Muttering's no good. 

You want to talk to him now?’ The guard had taken her elbow 

again. She chanced leaning on that support; and for once it 

was not snatched away. 

‘Talk...talk? Yes, I'll talk.’ If she talked, she could 

sleep. That was it. Should have done that before. Make it up, 

make anything up. 

‘You want to get him, Maris?’ Her second guard, the 

silent one, left. Meanwhile the bully kept her walking, but that 

was all right. Soon she could rest. 

He walked her about until Maris returned, when he 

led her back to the table and pushed her into the hard chair. On 

the table in front of her lay a pair of gloves, and she couldn’t 

look away from them. They seemed to shrink and grow at will; 

a hallucination caused by her tiredness. If she could just put 

her head down… 

‘My dear.’ A honeyed voice. Beyond the gloves, on 

the opposite side of the table, she now saw two clasped hands. 

And above them, pewter-grey eyes in a smiling face. Lemno. 

And she found herself speaking. 

‘I do not know where he is.’ She would not get her 

sleep, but she could not say otherwise. She had forgotten that 

if she lied, made something up, he would know it. Uncanny, 

how he always did. 

‘I understand that.’ Still he smiled; she hated that. A 

brief silence. ‘I must apologize for our... rather harsh treatment 

of you. It has been necessary.’ He reached out, a careful 

gesture, lifted the strand of blonde hair that had fallen over her 

face and tucked it behind her ear. Like a father to a daughter. 

She almost said thank you. 
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He pulled her chin up and locked eyes with her. 

‘Soon you may sleep, I promise you. But you must 

stay awake for now. There is something you might wish to do. 

I believe you’d regret it if you missed the chance.’ His grey 

eyes glittered; her tired eyes could not even blink, under that 

unrelenting gaze. 

‘In a few hours you can sleep all you want.’ He broke 

the contact, rose and took his gloves from the table. He 

signalled Maris to follow him, gave some whispered orders to 

the other guard and walked out without a second glance. 

The other guard came and took hold of her, as rough 

as ever, and led her out by a different door. Down a corridor, 

and into another room. More comfortably furnished, this one, 

as offices went; two padded benches, a desk with writing 

materials and a high-backed chair, elegant brass oil lamps 

rather than torches or rushlights. On one of the benches sat a 

very beautiful but very scared-looking young woman, black-

haired and coffee-skinned. The woman started as they entered, 

and her look darted from Alena to the guard. 

‘Sit. Stay here.’ Alena was dumped on the second 

bench and the guard left. 

No guards. Just this tearful-looking young woman, 

whose lip trembled. 

‘Who are you?’ The other woman could muster little 

more than a whisper, and laced and unlaced her fingers in her 

lap as she spoke. Alena did not answer her. 

It was a trick. They wanted her to think she was free 

from their relentless hounding so she would try to sleep. Then 

they would come back and jar her awake again. No. She 

forced herself upright, refused the lure of sinking against the 

backrest. She did not have enough control to stop herself 

shivering though, and that despite the fire that blazed in the 

grate. 

‘What have they done to you?’ 
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The dark-haired woman sounded appalled. So Alena 

must look terrible. She was normally considered beautiful, 

though now she must be anything but, with all the bruises and 

five days without sleep. Or six. Whatever it was. 

‘Please talk to me… I'm so scared. I never thought 

when I came that they'd expect me to talk to him. I've been 

here for hours. I've got people in town… they'll be worried 

about me.’ There was a petulance under the tremor in the 

pretty woman’s voice that irritated Alena. 

Been here hours? She should try days. 

But if she had been here a matter of hours, then she 

knew what was happening outside. 

Alena bit the inside of her mouth until it bled, 

ferrous-tasting. That pain brought her round a little. 

‘What is your name?’ she asked then. Relief shone in 

the other woman's eyes. 

‘It's Merla.’ She looked at the door, and back again. 

‘Why won't they let me go? There's no reason to keep me.’ 

Delayed in dealing with her because he was dealing 

with me... So they will be back soon and then maybe they’ll 

let her go, back into the city. She might take a message, send it 

on to Darona or Teragh – maybe even, if the rumours that he 

was in Lestar were true, to Jastur. 

‘Merla, they say that the Hedsarollen live and are in 

the city. Is this so?’ 

Merla's face turned wary again. Just what Lemno had 

been asking her, Alena guessed. 

‘Is it true, Merla?’ 

Her eyes flicked to the door, once, twice. Trying to 

decide if Alena was one of those out there. 

‘Yes.’ She mouthed it, did not dare say it aloud. 

‘How do you know?’ Alena demanded, hungry for 
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the knowledge. 

Merla's pale green eyes became enormous under the 

insistent questioning. 

‘Because I've seen them.’ 

Here? Oh, the fools! But, no, that was why Lemno 

was so desperate. It was all slipping through his fingers. If 

they were out in public, in Lestar, they were strong. Lemno 

was putting her through this to gain some advantage. Heaven 

only knew what, but if it was this important she could not let 

him succeed. 

Alena could not work it out. But the thought of 

giving Lemno whatever it was he wanted, all unknowing, was 

not to be borne. Jastur would know what it was that would not 

come to her exhausted mind; she had to warn him, at least. 

Through this woman. A note, something in her own 

handwriting to prove to Jastur it came from her. 

She struggled up. Merla came over, clutched at her 

arm. 

‘Where are you going? That man said you were to 

stay there. Oh, please don't cause any trouble!’ 

‘Desk... I want to write.’ 

She stumbled towards it and Merla went with her, 

more of a hindrance than a help, hanging off her arm. The 

great padded chair welcomed Alena like a bed; she dragged 

paper and pen towards her with an effort of will. 

She could not focus properly. Her eyes were too tired 

for close work. Her hand simply flowed, and she hoped 

whatever it produced was legible and recognisably her writing. 

And when she had finished, she could not remember what she 

had written. Try to read it back? Her eyes burned too much for 

that. She found an envelope, folded and stuffed the letter 

inside largely by touch. The little brazier under the sealing 

wax glowed contentedly, guiding her to the pot, which she 

took up and poured onto the flap. Too much; it splashed on her 
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hand. She put it down hurriedly, mindful of the guards seeing 

the mess. Merla set it back properly on the stand for her. Now 

the seal, on its chain around her neck; Alena drew it from 

inside her dress. Licked it and stamped it down quickly, 

without taking it off the chain. A bad move: doing that brought 

her head perilously close to the desktop. 

Merla's touch brought her upright. Alena set 

everything back as she thought it had been and levered herself 

up from the table, letter in her hand. Wax on the back of her 

hand! Cannot let them see the wax. She picked it off, brushed 

it from her clothes distractedly with the letter. Oh, the letter. 

‘Jastur – you know where he is?’ she asked Merla. 

More fearful looks at her and the door. 

‘You know!’ Alena insisted. 

‘I... can't tell you. They’re with my people...’ She 

broke off, nodded towards the door. ‘I don't trust them. I don't 

want them to know where they are.’ 

‘No. They must not know. But this must get to him.’ 

Alena held out the letter. Merla backed away as if Alena had 

told her she had the fever. Almost drained, Alena sat down on 

the bench before she fell down. 

‘I can't take that. You don't understand... what if they 

search me?’ 

‘They have no reason to. For pity's sake, take it to 

him. You need do no more than that – except be sure they do 

not follow you.’ 

Footsteps, out in the corridor. Alena made a grab at 

Merla, thrust the letter into her hand. She did not hold it, and it 

fluttered to the floor. They both stared at it as the steps 

reached the door. Then Merla darted for it, snatched it up and 

into a pocket and was back on the bench as the door opened. 

New guards, come for Merla. And Maris, come for Alena. 

‘If you would come this way,’ one of the new guards 
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invited Merla. The pale green eyes were fixed on Alena as 

Merla fell in between the men. The door shut with a quiet 

click behind them. Maris merely stood by it; there were 

obviously no plans to move Alena as yet. Maris said nothing. 

She disliked him far more than the bullying one. As her anger 

returned she told him so, in terms that would never normally 

pass the lips of a LandMistress, lay down on the bench and 

deliberately pillowed her head on her hands to sleep. 

The inevitable slaps and tugs wakened her. It had 

really felt like sleep, this time. Then her arm was near 

wrenched out of its socket. Not a Maris awakening; if he was 

going to be rough, he usually got her by the hair. He knew 

how not to leave marks, that one. She forced her eyes open. It 

was the nameless bullyboy. 

‘Up! Up!’ he yelled at her. She did so, dazed to find 

herself in different surroundings. She was not in the office but 

back in the first room. Maris stood by the door, silent as ever. 

Oh, no. Lemno’s visit, the letter, the girl – it had all been a 

dream. Now she was back in the living nightmare. 

‘He'll lynch us if he knows she's had as much as a 

lick of sleep,’ the bullyboy told Maris dolefully as he forced 

Alena into a stumbling walk once more. 

oOo 

Lemno was pacing up and down when Merla was ushered into 

his room. Thoughtful pacing rather than impatient. He 

channelled his thoughts into the rhythm of his footsteps, and 

found his way into her mind. 

He pointed to a chair and Merla sat down shakily. 

Lemno kept walking steadily, glancing at the ancient 

timepiece on the wall, sifting through her thoughts. 

Planning what to do with me, God help me. I’ve been 

a fool to come: if he’ll only let me go now I’ll run and run, 

leave Lestar, maybe Ilmaen... I didn’t know what being afraid 

meant before. This is fear, sitting here with this man so close, 

pacing, pacing... 
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‘Why can't I go?’ she burst out, more forcefully than 

she’d intended. Lemno stopped the pacing for a second or two, 

looking at her as if in surprise. 

‘But you can. You are free to go.’ He resumed the 

pacing. Merla sat there a little longer, not trusting his words, 

then put her hand on the chair arm to rise. 

‘She gave you a letter.’ 

She thought momentarily to deny it, until she saw 

that he had made a statement rather than asked a question. He 

had not seen it, but he did not need to: he knew it would serve 

his purpose. 

‘You will deliver it. But at a precise time. Will you 

hear the fort bell where you are?’ 

She opened her mouth, shut it again, and her mind 

also blanked out the obvious thought. She was adept at it, for 

someone who had no real awareness of what they were doing: 

he would not pin the house down that easily. He accepted it 

and didn’t bother to rifle her mind for it. While it would be 

easier to take them at once, that did not fit with his plan. If you 

chase, people run. If you set the right lure, they trap 

themselves… And he could not risk wasting energy he would 

need later. 

‘Very well. Will you be able to tell the time 

precisely?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘At nine o'clock tonight, you give the letter to him. 

Nine o'clock.’ Still he paced. ‘If he asks you where you got it, 

tell him a man gave it to you, just off the marketplace. A short, 

portly man, eastern-looking; dark-haired, bald on top, brown 

eyes, thin reedy voice. The man told you his name was 

Moyen. Do you have that?’ 

‘...Brown eyes, thin reedy voice, Moyen. Yes.’ 

Lemno had crossed to her chair now, had her pinned into it as 

he leaned on either arm. 
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‘I want you back here first thing tomorrow. First 

thing. I will know if you have delivered the letter as instructed. 

I will know if you have ensured your family know nothing of 

this. It will be well worth your while if you do.’ 

He pushed off from the chair and crossed to his desk 

again. Something caught his eyes among the documents there, 

and he took it up. 

‘You can go now. The man outside the door will see 

you out.’ 

oOo 

Lemno ate alone that evening, as was his habit. A retainer 

came at the appointed time and cleared away the remains of 

the meal; he had not touched the rich, heavy pastry of the 

dessert, or the wine. The barest tap on the table from Lemno 

was enough to make the man hastily replace the water jug he 

had been about to remove. 

‘Tell the guards I must not be disturbed again tonight, 

whatever happens. Even if the fort is burning down, they are 

not to disturb me.’ 

The retainer nodded. ‘Yes, LandMaster.’ 

Lemno went and stood by the open window, sipping 

from his glass of water. It was not merely a matter of avoiding 

wine to keep a clear head tonight, but of drinking water for the 

sake of his head tomorrow. Dehydration was a side-effect of 

using this particular skill, though he had never found any 

explanation for that. 

The late-September nights were becoming cooler, and 

the streets smelled a little sweeter. From his window he could 

look down on almost half the city, buildings clinging limpet-

like to the hill in an unruly jumble. The twilight was fading. 

His rooms looked out towards the dark horizon, and from this 

vantage point the lamps and lights in windows below were soft 

dabs of yellow in the gloom. 

They were not unlike the myriad glows of the minds 
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he could sense out there, though tonight he didn’t waste 

energy actually conjuring them up. Of course, there were just 

as many out there without the glow. It was not people’s souls 

he sensed, then, but he still felt a sort of sad contempt for 

those who lived their lives empty of that spark. True, he could 

not touch them, could never be sure what went on in their 

minds, but he knew they paid the greater price, robbed of the 

chance to wield such power over so many others. 

For it was power he had, over those who had the 

spark, because none of them understood how to use it as he 

did. Most people were oblivious to the many ways it let him 

control them. Granted, a few were dimly aware if he touched 

their minds; a tiny number of those had some ability to block 

the touch, as Merla instinctively had. He could count on one 

hand those capable of keeping the block up, if he was 

determined. 

He knew he might well be looking down on the very 

house where Jastur was, but it was of no significance. Once he 

started looking, the mind he wanted would shine out like a 

beacon. 

He shut out the night with the curtain, took up a fresh 

candle and settled at the table, cleared now of all but the water 

jug and the candle that had lighted his meal. When the time 

came, he would discard the old stub and light the new one, a 

focus for his concentration. 

He gambled much on this. It must be the girl who had 

the power, but if she was the match of her mother, her 

resistance would be strong. There would be only one chance to 

use this route before the element of surprise was lost, as it had 

been with Jastur. He knew the feel of Lemno’s mind now, ever 

since Karn and his efforts to learn what Jastur knew about the 

members of Council who had no spark, information that might 

be turned to his own purposes. Jastur could and would resist 

another such attempt, even if he did not comprehend what or 

who it was he battled. So tonight Lemno must take another, 

more complex path. 
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The fort bell rang nine o'clock. Its sound was soft 

here, where the hotch-potch buildings of fort and city muffled 

its more strident tones. He took another sip of water. Soon he 

would light the second candle. Soon the path would present 

itself; and when it did... 

He settled back in his chair, listening to the sounds of 

the night, and waited. 
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Chapter 13 – Betrayal 

In the parlour at Rumer's there was for once peace. The nine 

o'clock bell had sounded some time since, and most of them 

had already gone to bed. With so little to do, a kind of lethargy 

set in after dark. Renia sat in an armchair with Sarath finally 

starting to drift off in her lap, while Robin lay on the rug. She 

had a storybook in her hand, but read to the end in silence now 

that her audience had lost interest. At the moment of shutting 

it, Robin gave a sigh. He slept face down, shoulders and cheek 

to the rug, knees tucked up under him and rump in the air: 

only an infant could ever sleep in such a position. 

In the kitchen, a yell of triumph mixed with 

disgruntled mutterings signalled Rumer's winning hand of 

cards. He and Penor had cleared each other out and won 

everything back again half a dozen times tonight as luck 

turned and turned again. At the parlour table Jastur was 

distracted by them, the note in his hand forgotten, but only for 

a moment. He had looked through it repeatedly, and sat in 

thought between times. She could just see the writing, a long 

arcing script, but not Kerin's, which she knew. She wondered 

where it had come from but would not ask, though she was 

curious. Jastur's business was his own, he made that plain. 

Anyway, there were the children to put to bed if Renia could 

rouse herself: in a moment she would do so. 

She caught herself back from sleep, her head jerking 

through muscle reaction rather than cogent thought. She 

opened her eyes and was surprised by a sudden feeling of 

curious, detached elation as if the things she saw were fresh 

and new to her sight. She saw Sarath in her arms, but no 

longer felt her weight. Reason told her she must be dreaming; 

it might look like reality but there was an insubstantiality to it, 

as though a corner of her world had peeled up and revealed 

itself to be an ingenious fake. 
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She focused on Jastur, finding it difficult in her 

dream state, then, in a moment, done. Once more he read 

through his note and now her curiosity to know what it said 

became a burning desire, pure compulsion. To know the 

contents of that note was not enough: she wanted to know the 

effect it was having on Jastur, with his cold manner and 

unbending ways. Why did he read a handful of words again 

and again? She would need to read his mind to find that out. 

And why not? Atune could do it. She had said there 

were others who could manage it without touch. Renia 

recalled the feel of Atune's hand on her face, the awesome 

emptying and refilling of being that it had brought about, and 

an easy confidence settled on her. She could do it, at her own 

direction. She was certain of it. Jastur's face was turned 

slightly away from her: she concentrated on him, and her eyes 

slid shut. 

Her thoughts drained away then, in an extension of 

relaxation that defied belief. It seemed that with hardly any 

effort she compelled the structure of her mind to crumble 

away; total void, mental limbo. And slowly it reassembled, 

half aware of that dreadful, final emptiness, its first panicking 

thoughts clawing it back to a coherent whole that was familiar, 

yet not familiar. There was a difference – texture? colour? – 

something that she had no name for. 

She opened her eyes, and she was looking at the note 

in her/Jastur's hand. Astonished triumph welled up in her, 

blotted out a moment later by the sudden assault of feeling 

Jastur's emotions. His mind was not the cool, calm, 

disinterested place she had expected. He was bound up in a 

turmoil of want and fear and desperation and uncertainty, all 

engendered by this letter. He was in love with the writer: the 

strength of it was overwhelming. 

It is Alena's writing, and Alena's words. I know it for 

a certainty. Yet the script is somehow wrong, as though she is 

in great haste or perhaps ill or coerced. In one sentence she 

begs me to be cautious, understanding the risks as well as I. 
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Yet a few lines later, she proposes a meeting, here in the city, 

at a time and place that will bring us into the view of all. Good 

sense alone says this is folly, while political judgment screams 

trap. But surely Alena and Moyen are too familiar with Court 

and Council to judge wrongly on this? If it is a trap, even 

under the severest duress she would give some hint in her 

letter rather than betray me. And Moyen’s loyalty is beyond 

question. No way they could break or turn both of them... 

I should not go. I swore that, whatever the 

temptations, I would not seek to contact any of the 

Hedhiugenen. Lemno has eyes on every one of them, and 

Alena above all. I have endured years away from her; it is 

madness to threaten everything now, for the sake of a few 

more weeks of waiting. 

But then for most of that time she was safe at Court, 

and Federin kept me busy with statecraft and war. This last six 

months has been steadily more unbearable. The imprisonment, 

the long slow summer, the weeks cooped up in this house; all 

have held too few distractions to keep my thoughts from her. It 

was bad enough having nothing but sketchy reports of how the 

Hedhiugenen are diminished and her father exiled. Then to 

read in newsbills of her disappearance and public 

speculations on her fate... Now in my hand are her words, in 

her writing; I hold a piece of her that tells me she is safe. Or 

that ought to tell me so. 

How did Moyen know Merla could deliver it? Or 

even that she would? She looked sick with fright as I read it. 

She is certain now of my identity and terrified of its 

implications for herself and her family. But for them, she 

might just as easily have decided to take it to the usurper, or 

Lemno. 

It’s genuine, so it must have been Moyen who gave it 

to her, and not a trick. She waited several hours before giving 

it to me, in her terror; so if she had been tricked and followed 

it would all be over by now. Yet still… Why does it feel so 

wrong, this letter? Could Lemno have convinced Alena that I 
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am a pretender? Would she submit to the deception of the 

letter then? But no, her words are for me and not a stranger: 

everything in here says so. 

How much am I prepared to compromise then, to take 

this risk? If I go, I should take protection. Protocol forbids 

that it be Kerin, the remaining heir. It would have to be Vel. 

Kerin may never forgive me for that. 

Till now I had not realized; what I feel for Alena is 

stronger even than brother-bond. That bond has been tested so 

much this last year; and this could be the final sundering of it. 

I should never have accepted Kerin as my champion; I wish he 

had never asked it of me. He seemed the perfect choice, in 

those dark winter days in Federin, when we grieved for Father 

and found strength in each other. That was a decision forged 

in ashes; always they are the worst forgings, most prone to 

break. 

Even if I save Kerin, what then? I only need Vel if 

there is danger. If there is danger, I should not even 

countenance this: yet I do. The compulsion is too strong. So 

why endanger Vel too? Why needlessly waste him, if Kerin 

should need him after? 

Behind everything is the simple truth that this 

situation should never have arisen. I should have been dead 

months since in a putrid cell in Karn; Alena should have been 

getting on with her life, perhaps married now to someone else 

after all these patient years of betrothal that came to naught. 

Perhaps she would have been at court to see Kerin crowned. 

Kerin, always putting himself second. He has bowed 

to my judgment, sometimes reluctant to do so but always 

trusting me whatever it cost him, even down to executing a 

man in cold blood when I demanded it of him. Yet I made an 

error; I moved too slowly, and Lemno tightens the net. Kerin 

has taken foolish risks, but at least he has done something. 

And now Alena too tries to move events on. Every day I have 

delayed has been another day of tyranny for my people; delay 

has built no homes, filled no bellies, brought no hope. I have 
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no choice now but to make a move, however risky, to strike out 

at Lemno. She had the right of it in her letter. There must be a 

strong leader behind the Council, someone the people can 

rally to–– 

Sarath woke, and the sound of her voice tore like 

claws through Renia’s head. All her senses fragmented; her 

thoughts scraped the edge of limbo and with a dizzying, 

sickening wrench fell back into their proper place again. One 

mind, her mind, solid and alone. Opening her eyes from the 

strange dream and finding she was truly herself and entire did 

nothing to stop the dizzy sensation; it was like being extremely 

drunk. Sarath clambered into a sitting position and pulled with 

tired petulance at her arm, repeating her words. 

‘I want to go to bed, Nia.’ Renia settled her spinning 

head with an effort of will. The child was heavy again, Renia's 

arm almost numb. Robin still lay on the rug, deep in slumber. 

She rose uncertainly, decided to take Sarath up first and come 

back for Robin when the older child was settled. 

She heard steps on the stairs to the attic as she put the 

girl down, and when she returned for Robin, Jastur and the 

note he had been reading were gone. 

oOo 

The inn Jastur stepped into next morning was busy, but not 

noisy. Being just off the marketplace and the day being a 

market day, the place held a few traders, and a lot more 

buyers, many of whom looked like servants from well-off 

households getting breakfast before the market opened. With 

the restrictions on movement in and out of town, it was likely 

most would be regulars. No one looked out of place for such 

an establishment and in Penor-Hed’s old greatcoat, Jastur 

would not either. He could only hope that, given workaday 

clothes, someone as lovely as Alena could also hope to pass 

unremarked. He stepped aside as two men came in past him, 

both wearing the badge of the Hedsvoyen household, a ship 

under full sail. One joined two other Hedsvoyen retainers at a 

nearby table, the other went to the servery. Neither gave him a 
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second glance. 

A look around the room did not reveal Alena. So 

many years – perhaps his memory tricked him: there was only 

one young blonde woman, talking to an older couple at a 

nearby table, and that was not her. He measured the looks of 

the other women in the room, allowing for disguise, but none 

of them fitted his recollections. No sign of Moyen either, but 

he would not expect to see him. 

He went to the servery himself and waited for the 

man there to move off. The man behind the counter knew the 

false name Alena's letter had said she would use, and pointed 

to a dim corner at the back of the room. 

Jastur wended a path between the tables towards a 

cloaked figure. He had taken it for someone still in their cups 

after the night before; the person was alone, sprawled across 

the table. It seemed impossible that it could be her; all his 

memories were of effortless elegance and radiant vitality. 

Usually Alena stood out even in a room filled with people, her 

presence as sharp as light or mountain air. This figure lay 

muffled in the hooded blue cloak, except for one arm which 

was flung across the table. The hand was slight, delicate-

fingered. A few strands of hair, silver-wheat, escaped from the 

hood. He knew that hair, sweet and honey-soft; he had 

drowned in the smell and feel of it for one night, long years 

since, before they had last parted. 

He called her by the false name. She did not stir. He 

caught up the edge of the hood and turned it back, letting a 

tumble of her hair fall across the curve of her face. It was well 

remembered, despite the years; the forehead high, the light 

brown arch of eyebrow and drape of lashes as she slept. The 

only change lay in the dark shadows around her eyes and some 

signs of bruising, stark against the fair skin. He touched them 

lightly and still that did not wake her. He shook her. 

She was slow to rouse and her brow furrowed, until 

she opened her eyes, and stared and stared, her face lighting 

up in recognition. He slid in beside her on the bench, fearful of 
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her calling out his name in such a daze. 

‘Are you unwell?’ The shadows around her eyes 

looked etched in. 

 ‘No,’ she assured him. ‘Tired is all. I could sleep for 

a month, if I have not done so already.’ She looked around the 

room. ‘It is morning… of what day?’ 

‘Thursday,’ he told her. She nodded. 

‘Then I have slept right through the night. I cannot 

believe all these people came in, and I did not wake!’ 

‘You slept at this table?’ Concern, anger, chagrin: she 

smiled wistfully at the emotions he conveyed. 

‘Do not be angry with the HedSvoyen. That their 

people got me out at all is a miracle. With a chase likely, they 

wanted to get off the streets as soon as possible, so they turned 

in here. When the host told us he had no rooms free, I just sat 

down and went to sleep anyway. I was so tired. Lemno has not 

let me sleep for… it must have been five or six days. He 

wanted something from me – thought I knew where you were, 

I suppose, or––’ 

She paused, looking up from the table, and touched 

his arm in alarm as a tall man approached and sat down 

opposite them with no preliminaries. He swept blond hair out 

of his eyes and stared at them grimly, saying in a low voice: 

‘Excuse me for interrupting, but there are some men two 

tables away taking an inordinate interest in you, and I suggest 

we leave while we still can.’ 

Jastur's gaze flicked away to the men and back again. 

‘They are Hedsvoyen retainers. See their badges? It is safe. 

What are you doing here, Vel?’ 

He bridled at Jastur's even but angry tone. ‘There 

were nine chances out of ten it was a trap,’ he snapped. 

‘You can see it is not. My note specifically told you 

not to follow me, regardless. It seems my orders are 
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meaningless. I suppose Kerin is here too?’ 

‘He's out in an alley, watching the door.’ 

‘He at least had the sense not to come in, if he 

thought it was a trap,’ Jastur observed. 

‘Like hell!’ Vel retorted. ‘It took me from the 

moment he found your note till we got here to convince him to 

stay outside. Damn it, sir – forgive me, ma’am: I don't know 

anything about you, but you're the reason he's here and he 

shouldn't be because it's not safe, whatever what he says.’ His 

words were having no effect; the steady stare he got back 

made that plain. ‘Oh, hell... look, we're making ourselves 

conspicuous here by not eating. I'll order us some breakfast.’ 

‘Few manners there,’ Jastur apologized to Alena.  

She watched Vel stride off to the servery and lean on 

the counter. ‘But much friendship?’ she suggested.  

Jastur nodded. ‘More than is good for him. Alena, I 

am far out of touch, what is the situation here? Can you speak 

to the rest of the Hedhiugenen? Are they watched?’ 

‘Constantly. Lemno has people in every household 

that influences Council; the fact is known, but not who the 

spies are. No one knows who to trust among staff or 

associates, and Council is divided by fear. Teragh has retired 

to his estate these last few weeks: he is blocked at every turn, 

especially where helping Terrell and the drought in Toaz is 

concerned. There may be a chance to communicate with 

Darona: you know how sharp she is, no one will get a chance 

to spy in her household. But her health is not good, and even 

she has little influence these days. I would have thought the 

Hedsvoyen would have told you of this.’ 

‘I have not spoken to them. Until last night when I 

received your note, I have had no contact with anyone on 

Council.’ 

‘My note? My Stars, I thought I had dreamed of 

writing that! I got it out by chance. The old pirates acted on 
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their own, then. For what purpose? I wonder. No Council 

family does something for nothing, least of all in these times. I 

should have stayed awake and spoken to them, but these men 

are only retainers. I should say they are waiting for one of 

their lords to come. Midnight to morning: seven hours. Word 

must have gone out. We should see someone we know from 

the family soon, then.’ 

Jastur nodded his agreement and looked over to the 

servery. Vel turned away from watching them, glanced up at 

the clock and drummed his fingers impatiently on the counter 

as a hint to the kitchen staff. 

The clock showed not quite seven o'clock. 

‘Midnight?’ Jastur swung back to Alena. ‘You were 

not rescued until midnight? But I had your note hours before.’ 

‘I know. I got that out before I was rescued, by some 

girl they had in for questioning. A lucky chance.’ 

‘But your note – it told me where to meet you and 

when, and what code name to use. And to trust the 

Hedsvoyen.’ 

‘I have no recollection of what I wrote… Oh God…’ 

she said shakily, waking to reality as he did, too late. 

He blanked his expression and turned his head. The 

badged men at the table nearby were now two: he spotted one 

on the stairs, while the other was approaching Vel's turned 

back. One of the two at the table met his eyes and nudged the 

other, starting to draw as he rose. 

‘Vel, look out!’ 

Jastur stood up at the table, heaving it before him to 

block the Hedsvoyens' path. He yanked Alena up as another 

man, unbadged this time, rose to block their exit. 

Amid the hubbub he had provoked, he launched the 

bench to block the path of the newest assailant. But the gap to 

the door was narrowing. Too many people were in on this: 
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they stood out amongst the bewildered faces of the genuine 

customers, these ones who rose and drew. Vel had both sword 

and knife out but there were three against him now, and he 

with his back to the bar. Even so, his chances of getting to the 

door were better than theirs. In desperation Jastur bundled 

Alena behind him, seized a chair and swept clear some space 

before him. Their assailants drew back, wary: all but one, who 

put up his sword. 

‘If you fight, you die. You all die,’ the man pointed 

out. Vel was now on the end of more than three sword points, 

although the long reach of his own sword was keeping them at 

a distance, but he looked to Jastur for guidance. Jastur lowered 

the chair. 

‘They are too many,’ he said. After consideration, 

Vel lowered his weapons. They were immediately taken from 

him. Alena set her hand on Jastur's shoulder, and he patted it, 

lest there be no other chance in this life to show the terrible 

mistake was forgiven, the affection he felt for her was 

unchanged. 

Booted feet descended the stairs, just as the street 

door banged open to admit more armed men, some dragging a 

struggling Kerin while others carried in three of their fellows, 

two almost certainly dead. Kerin's mouth was bloody and his 

eyes defiant when he raised them, but they lost that look when 

they settled on the figure who stepped from the stairway, 

pulling off his black gloves. 

‘So predictable.’ Lemno handed his gloves to the 

nearest Hedsvoyen retainer. Then he walked among them all, 

the pale grey eyes taking them in one at a time until he 

stopped at Vel. 

‘Ah, you. I took little notice of you in Karn.’ He 

inspected him intently, and Vel stared back as though 

hypnotized. Finally Lemno shook his head as if in sorrow. 

‘You choose your company poorly.’ 

He returned to the Hedsvoyen retainer who had 
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obtained Jastur’s surrender, gave him a bow and unfastened 

the badge the man wore. ‘My thanks,’ he said. ‘Your master is 

grateful for your help.’ He held the badge out for them all to 

see, turned it round to reveal it was a flimsy gilded lead fake, 

and bent it in half with one hand. He dropped it at Jastur's feet 

and smiled, a cold smile that lingered as he handed them over 

to the care of his guard. 
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Chapter 14 – The Test 

Earlier that same morning, the six o’clock bell sounded 

distantly. Renia had overslept; even slug-a-bed Merla was up 

already. 

The late bedtime the previous night had made little 

difference to the children. They were full of life, clumping 

noisily up the stairs to the attic room, setting upon Renia and 

clamouring at her to get up. She on the other hand had a 

pounding headache. Penor appeared from behind the curtain, 

hushed them and tempted them away downstairs with some 

entertainment of his own devising while she woke up properly. 

With an effort Renia pulled her things together for the 

day, feeling fuzzy-headed and dull-witted. She rose, splashed 

a little cold water on her face, and dressed slowly. She forced 

a comb through her hair although it made her headache worse 

to do so. Cleaning her teeth did at least help her feel halfway 

human again. 

She pushed the curtain back, noting the still-sleeping 

mounds that were Kerin and Jastur with a mixture of relief and 

annoyance. Both Hedsarollen usually rose late, spent the 

afternoon on sword drill with Vel then stayed up late to do the 

night watches, given they had nowhere they dared go at 

present, but after that strange dream last night, she had feared 

to see Jastur’s bed empty. The fear dismissed, she made a 

mental note to ensure they did their share of the chores when 

they got up. 

Vel was on watch at the landing window, a plate of 

bacon and eggs balanced on his knee. ‘S’good,’ he mumbled 

to her as she passed; part greeting and part recommendation 

for her own choice of breakfast. Downstairs the hubbub in the 

parlour was much as normal. Jesral and Orlane were just 

leaving for the market, while Penor and Rumer, both now 
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under siege by the children, were only waiting for Renia. She 

forced some breakfast down, head still aching, and regretted 

the promise to accompany them down to the stables to bring 

the children back again. But it was made now and could not be 

recalled. 

The house was quiet by contrast when she returned 

less than half an hour later, just before seven. No one 

answered her call, but of course it would not carry as far as the 

attic – it was Vel’s watch still and he must have decided to 

take the rest of it at the little attic window. 

She was parched, and could not shake the headache 

off: more than anything she wanted a mug of tea. The children 

rushed past her through the kitchen and charged into the yard, 

yelling and playing tag. She shut the door after them to gain a 

little peace. 

She filled the kettle and set it on the hob, expecting 

the wet base to spit, but it did not. The hob was cold. That was 

Merla’s fault, shirking her duties as usual: her turn to keep the 

stove in, and yet again the fire had died. Renia fumed silently 

while she cleared it out and relit it, tired of carrying the girl. If 

Merla was upstairs Renia would just this once challenge her 

about her selfish ways; and if she was not, then one of the men 

could hear it. 

The fire in the parlour was out too. She added that to 

her list of grievances. Attuned to find fault with things now, 

she spotted the note that lay on the table, along with pen and 

ink that must have come from Rumer's desk. Whoever had 

written it should know better than to leave such things lying 

around, because the children tended to make a mess with 

them. She put the things out of harm's way before the children 

came back in, then glanced at the message. 

Though recognizably Kerin’s hand, the writing 

looked hurried, not his usual tall, neat script, the pen skipping 

on the hasty crossing of the Ts. Just three words: 
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Time to go. 
She seized the paper, getting the meaning all too well. 

They had agreed on emergency codes as soon as they arrived 

in Lestar. She threw it down and ran up to the attic in the vain 

hope that it was some mistake, but the covers for Jastur’s 

mattress, probably ripped off and flung aside by Kerin, told 

the story. It had been bolsters she saw earlier in the bed, not 

Jastur. It was suddenly crystal clear; he had been long gone 

when she woke, gone to this meeting he had agonized over last 

night. What she thought she had dreamed had been real.  

Why hadn’t she realized, and said something? She’d 

known where his thoughts were taking him. In all likelihood, 

Kerin had followed him as soon as he woke and found himself 

deceived. And without Jesral or herself there to protest, where 

Kerin lead− 

With her heart racing she hurried to check Jesral and 

Vel's room, but he was gone too; and his swordbelt no longer 

hung over the mirror in the corner. 

She walked the rest of the way downstairs, fighting 

the panic and despair she might otherwise have given way to 

because the children were in her care, and she had to think 

straight for their sakes. In the parlour she picked up the 

warning Kerin had left and crushed it into her pocket. Then 

she thought again, took the note out and burned it thoroughly 

in the kitchen stove before she doused it. Now she had to 

leave. 

The children came without protest, too eager at the 

promise of another adventure with their father and Penor to 

notice that anything was wrong. 

oOo 

As evening of that long day came on, it saw the refugees from 

Rumer's household gathered at the lodgings of Thoren, one of 

his friends. 
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Rumer had sent on of his lads with the same message, 

Time to go, to Orlane and Jesral in the marketplace. He was 

not the fool he so often acted: he had planned for such a turn 

of events and, in his case, the message was a signal to Orlane 

to meet him at Thoren’s house. His worry now was his sister, 

who had not been seen since early morning. He was fearful 

that she had walked into the Crown Guard, and only Thoren’s 

leaving to gather news had stopped Rumer going after her. But 

that had been several hours since: Rumer had gone from 

restless to frantic, and now he paced the small room 

ceaselessly. Even when Robin grizzled with tiredness and 

Rumer took him up to comfort him, he still paced. Robin 

eventually quietened and fell asleep in his father's arms. 

Orlane took the child back, and Rumer paced on. 

Merla had delivered the message last night. So Jastur 

had said, in Renia’s dream-that-wasn’t-a-dream, and seeing 

Rumer in this state she wanted to tell him, to see if he could 

make any sense of that and what might have happened to 

Merla, because Renia’s head was in such a mess she didn’t 

know if it meant the other girl had been betrayed or done the 

betraying and it felt vital to know one way or the other. But 

she knew she couldn’t tell Rumer. She daren’t tell him. What 

good would it do now anyway? 

Jesral was oblivious to all this. She sat, blank-faced 

and deep in her own thoughts, and Renia was unwilling to 

disturb her. Earlier, when she offered her friend a drink, Jesral 

had looked at her as though she was a stranger; then she had 

recognized Renia, and for a moment something infinitely 

worse had crossed her face. Since then she had sat with the 

same blank expression, relentlessly unpicking a loose thread 

from the embroidery on her sleeve; and Renia could only 

watch, biting her tongue as the pattern melted away under 

Jesral's persistent fingers. 

As soon as he heard the tap on the door Rumer strode 

to it. Thoren's muffled voice was recognizable: locks and 

latches were undone, and redone as soon as Thoren was in. He 

spoke at once: ‘In half an hour, two men will call. They will 
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take you to safe houses. We have nowhere to put you all 

together, and I think that unwise anyway. One place has room 

for five, and one for three. I don't know how you wish to make 

the split?’ His gesture and tone indicated it was entirely up to 

them. 

‘Is there news? Anything of my sister?’ Rumer asked. 

‘No word of her. But no news of anyone taken, other 

than your three guests.’ 

‘Then they definitely have them?’ 

‘Three men were taken into custody today. They fit 

the descriptions you gave. They have been taken up to the fort. 

No details on the precise location, but they are under Lemno's 

own guards.’ 

Jesral rose. ‘Find out where,’ she ordered Thoren, and 

when he looked askance at her she added obdurately: ‘We can 

get them out. We got Jastur out of Karn.’ 

He gave her a polite bow of the head. ‘Madam, from 

what I have been told that was down to enormous good luck 

and a rare mistake by the Tekai. He never makes the same 

mistake twice. This was all well planned, and he and the false 

Crown have moved fast. Capital charges have already been 

laid, the worst kind – treason. They have summoned Council; 

the Hedhiugenen are implicated and powerless, and the rest 

have ratified the charges without trial, for fear of where 

Lemno’s eye will fall next if they resist. The executions have 

been set for six days’ time.’ 

Six days, Renia thought with detachment: she had 

feared less time might remain. Other than that the certainty 

had been there, ever since she had read Kerin's note and seen 

the tall elegance of his normal writing replaced by those 

prophetic, sprawling loops. She heard herself ask: ‘The 

execution – how will they do it?’ 

Thoren hesitated. Renia could feel Jesral's eyes on 

her. 
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‘It will be,’ he said falteringly, ‘a commoner's death 

for them all––’ 

‘––so it’s the rope,’ Jesral interrupted. ‘They're to 

hang.’ Renia wished her friend would stop staring at her: all 

her self-control was dissolving, leaving nothing but the 

overwhelming urge to scream at Jesral to stop it. Thankfully 

Rumer stepped between them. 

‘Something must be possible. Surely the Committee 

can do something?’ he pleaded. Thoren spread his hands in a 

non-committal gesture. ‘It's difficult, but there is a slim 

chance. I spoke to the Committee today, and they want to see 

whichever of you has known the Hedsarollen longest. They 

need certain information; then there is the slimmest of 

chances.’ 

‘That will be me,’ Renia said. ‘I've known Kerin 

since April, a month longer than Jesral. She and I met Jastur at 

the same time, when we rescued him, but he was ill while he 

was in hiding and I looked after him.’ 

‘Renia, will you come with me, to the Committee? 

It’s likely to be arduous, but they need to know a good many 

things that only you will be able to tell them.’ 

‘They have both been so guarded… I don't know if 

I’ll have what the Committee want to hear. But if it will save 

him – them,’ she corrected herself. 

‘Are you ready to go now?’ 

‘The sooner, the better.’ But she lied; full of fear she 

might fail before this shadowy Committee. She got up 

anyway, and Rumer fetched her cloak. As he helped her into 

it, he offered: ‘I'll come with you, keep you company,’ but 

Thoren immediately overruled it. 

‘No. Each person must know as few contacts as 

possible, as few sites as possible. I must not know what safe 

house you are put into: and when the Committee has finished 

with Renia, someone else will take her on to her safe house.’ 
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He set a hand on her shoulder. ‘Until then, she will be safe 

enough with me.’ 

Their route was a winding one, through alleys and 

passages between hulking buildings, twisting first one way 

then the other, until she had no idea which direction they were 

headed in. She had little doubt that this was as the tall, silent 

man who walked ahead of her intended. It was dark now, and 

few people were about, but Thoren was careful to avoid those 

who were. 

At last he stopped at the end of one alley. He 

signalled her to stay put and disappeared for a few moments. 

The alley was so quiet and her heart was thumping so hard, 

she felt sure it must be audible. Then Thoren was back and 

beckoning her on. 

They hurried to a door on that street. There was a sun 

crudely chalked on the jamb. Thoren rubbed it out and 

knocked. A spy panel opened, and he moved Renia to where 

she could be seen by the youth who looked out. The panel 

shut, and bolts were drawn back; the door opened just wide 

enough to let them in and was immediately shut again. 

They were in a small lobby, brightly lit. The youth 

bade them wait and went through another door. Renia started 

to take her cloak off but Thoren stopped her. 

‘Wait a little longer. We may have to go on to 

another place.’ 

A minute passed and then the youth returned. 

‘The Committee would like to see you only,’ he 

announced to Thoren, who shrugged off his topcoat and hung 

it on a hook in the alcove before turning to speak softly to 

Renia. 

‘You'll have to wait still, but you can take your cloak 

off now.’ 

Left alone she did just that. There was a stool in the 

alcove and she drew it out to sit upon. It was a comfort; she 
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felt ill, all gone to water inside. 

The best part of ten minutes passed before the door 

opened again. Thoren beckoned her into the next room. Here it 

was much darker, lit only by the glow of a fire at one end and 

a few feeble rushlights. As she advanced with Thoren she 

could count eight people sitting at a long table, silhouetted by 

the fire beyond. She couldn’t make out faces, but they all 

looked to be men. Thoren introduced them collectively as the 

Committee, and herself to them as Renia, adopted Ty'r Athre. 

As he stepped aside afterwards and faded into the gloom, it 

occurred to her that the dim lighting was deliberate. They did 

not want her to identify them. Men who thought like Kerin: 

and with reason. 

A rich bass voice rumbled out. 

‘Bring the girl a chair, Thoren. She need not stand.’ 

Scraping noises in the dark, and Thoren 

rematerialized with a chair and set it down. She sat in it. The 

seat and arms were upholstered, and the arms extended 

protectively around her, but the back was hard and cold and 

caught her shoulderblades. 

She realized then that the Committee was waiting for 

her to get settled, which flustered her so much it took twice the 

usual time. The Committee was patient. She sat very upright to 

avoid the hard back of the chair and rested her hands along the 

arms. 

‘Young lady,’ said a new voice at last from the eight 

inquisitors around the table – crisper than the first, with 

clipped vowels – ‘we have heard some of what has happened 

from Thoren, but we should like to hear the story in your own 

words, whatever you think we need to know. If you would 

begin by telling us about yourself...’ 

And so Renia began, nervous and halting at first, not 

to mention struggling with some of the language she needed, 

but she remembered to try and make her voice carry over the 

space between them. She told them what she could of her 
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background; born in Ilmaen, taken to Mhrydain after the death 

of her unknown father, and coming into the care of Melor on 

her mother's death, all in the space of her first two years. She 

avoided giving any more detail about herself, skipping on to 

finding Kerin in the surf that spring, giving an account of his 

recovery and his explanation of how he came to be there. Then 

describing the journey to Greatharbour and picking up Jesral 

on the way – being careful never to mention the visions – and 

then on to the storm-tossed crossing to Ilmaen. They were 

exceptionally interested in Cedas and the Company, and 

questioned her closely on the details of the rescue at Karn; 

where Jastur had been held, what Lemno had done and said. 

She could feel their dissatisfaction with her second-hand 

answers about that, and began to suspect why she was here. 

They did not yet believe that the Hedsarollen had 

returned. All the mistrust and suspicion, the rumours running 

through town, the stories about pretenders, had a strong hold 

over them. The Committee wanted proof. The Committee 

would not risk anything without it. 

She struggled on, thinking of all the things she knew 

about Kerin and Jastur that she could use to persuade the 

shadowy figures before her. She outlined their slow progress 

south, with Jastur weak from illness and hunger and most of 

them on foot because it had taken the last of their money to get 

him out of Karn. The Committee startled her when she came 

to mention staying at the farm; one of them named the 

province before she had said anything about its location, and 

they passed comments to each other in low voices. Since it 

interested them so much, she detailed the soldiers’ chance 

visit, and later the incident with the revenue men. It was only 

after she had started that she remembered what else she would 

have to tell them about. She was tiring; she ought to be more 

careful. She had no idea how much of this the Hedsarollen 

would want known. But it was too late now, and at least it let 

her introduce her strongest piece of evidence. 

‘We tried to put them off, to avoid landing Penor-Hed 

with a bigger tax bill. But one of the men found this.’ And she 
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took off the pouch and drew out the Eagle. 

To a man the Committee leaned forward, then 

stopped themselves. In the half-light she could not make out 

their expressions. But they knew the Eagle. 

‘May I bring it to you?’ she asked hesitantly, eager 

for them to see it but knowing they were wary of showing her 

their faces. It might be a smile she dimly made out on the 

silhouette of the rich-voiced man; it might equally be a 

grimace. 

‘You may.’ 

She came forward, and would have given it into his 

hands; with his grizzled grey hair and his air of authority he 

was the most senior-looking of them. But the blond man 

beside him held out his hand. The older man gave no look or 

gesture against, so Renia passed the Eagle to the blond man. 

They all seemed excited by the sight of it. They 

craned over to study it as the Committee member inspected it 

carefully. Their expressions were intent, hopeful, worried. She 

knew that they had not trusted her word, until now. 

And the blond man looked up from it with a 

calculating, calm gaze, and a horrible thought came to Renia. 

She did not know these people. She did not even 

know the man who had brought her here, save as an 

acquaintance of Rumer's, and she had no idea how good that 

acquaintance was. The Committee, the questions, the doubt; it 

could all be an elaborate ruse which she, in her tiredness, had 

fallen for. 

She stared at the Eagle and at the firm grip the blond 

man had upon it. He looked more relaxed now that he actually 

held it, and that made her go cold. In a moment's 

thoughtlessness, she might just have put the Eagle into the 

very hands she had been charged to keep it from. 

‘Is it a forgery?’ one of the others asked. The blond 

man's gaze left her now, to glance at his colleague then back to 
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the Eagle. 

‘An exceptionally fine one, if it is. But I think not.’ 

His brow furrowed a little. ‘Yet this does not seal everything. 

The suggestion that Lemno seeks this may be false; he may 

have gained it when he captured them, and be setting a trap for 

us and those we serve.’ 

He turned to Renia again, and the calculating look 

returned. ‘I don’t think it’s deceit I see in your face. I don’t 

know what it is. You puzzle me.’ 

The grey-haired man touched his arm and bent across 

to whisper to him quietly. The blond man didn’t look best 

pleased at what passed between them, but he nodded. 

The older man sat back. ‘Bring her chair forward, so 

that she may be at her ease by us,’ he called out. This was 

done. Renia sat down shakily as the Committee conversed in 

whispers once more. Eventually the blond man turned to her. 

‘This must be seen by others,’ he said, indicating the 

Eagle. She clutched at the arms of the chair, fear catching her 

afresh. 

‘No. Kerin bade me keep it with me at all times,’ she 

declared in desperation. The Committee member looked 

surprised by her outburst, then angry as he saw her mistrust, 

but just as quickly he tamed that anger. 

‘It must go if we are to help each other… if we are to 

help them. I will try to ensure it is returned to you, if that is 

what Kerin wished. I repeat, I will try. I can promise that 

much.’ And his gaze was so direct, she could not see how he 

might lie. 

She had her hands clenched on the chair arms still. 

She put them in her lap, but could not disguise the tension she 

still felt. Not that it mattered now; the men before her were 

engaged in a series of low-voiced conversations, out of her 

hearing. At one point during these the grey-haired man lifted 

his head to call a servant and requested a glass of wine for her, 
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without even glancing her way. When it came Renia took a sip 

for politeness' sake, but it was unwatered and she could not 

stomach it all. She set the glass down carefully on the floor 

beside her chair, and when she glanced up again the 

Committee were settling back into their seats. The grey-haired 

man folded his arms and leaned forward to address her. 

‘Do you feel a little better for the drink?’ he asked in 

fatherly fashion. 

‘Yes. Thank you, sir.’  

‘You are tired, and we have asked you many 

questions. You have given us good answers, but – forgive me 

– some doubt as yet remains. We do not trust each other fully, 

do we? And that is good: if you seemed to trust us blindly, 

then I would have real doubts about you. You are young; too 

young I think, as my friend here has pointed out, to carry off 

so complicated a deceit. Even so, duty compels us to ask more 

of you. Renia, tell me: does the thought of dying scare you?’ 

He asked softly, and with such concern in his voice, 

that it all welled up in her at once and caught her by surprise. 

‘Yes.’ Her voice broke, and the tears came. She could 

not stop them. ‘Is that what I must do, to save them?’ 

‘That was bravely said,’ the grey-haired man told her, 

but his face bore no comforting smile to match his tone. ‘And 

are you prepared to do so?’ 

‘I don't know.’ 

‘And that was honestly said,’ interrupted the blond 

man. ‘Sir, I think it best to be more direct. Renia: have you 

heard of taking a vow under Test?’ 

‘I have not.’ She fought to gain control of her voice. 

‘When there is insufficient evidence to prove a 

matter,’ he explained, ‘and doubts are cast on the veracity of a 

speaker’s words, the speaker must show commitment to those 

words. The Test is an ordeal: if you vow the truth of what you 
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say under the Test, it is considered legal and moral proof of 

your word.’ 

So… Are you scared of dying? the older man had 

asked. Had he meant, are you scared to take the Test? Might it 

amount to the same thing? 

‘What is the Test?’ asked Renia. 

‘We cannot tell you. If you agree to take the vow 

under Test, you must go into it blind, literally. You will be 

blindfolded before you give your vow. I have to warn you, the 

Test will involve pain, and it will physically mar you.’ 

This isn’t making it sound any more appealing, she 

wanted to say, but that was too flippant a remark for the 

occasion. Their expressions were deadly serious: they meant 

her to go through with this. 

‘If I don't agree to the Test, you won't help them?’ 

‘Nor if you fail to complete your vow.’ The blond 

man's clarification was blunt, although his expression was not 

without sympathy. Renia laced her fingers in her lap, grinding 

the knuckles together. 

You've been in danger so many times already, and 

made it through: remember that, remember that, she told 

herself. 

But that was different, her inner voice argued. Half 

the time I was in danger before I knew it, decisions made for 

me: not my choice. Not me saying: go ahead, even if it hurts 

me – or worse... 

What will these people do to me in this Test? Dear 

Heaven, the Ilmaenese lynch eivarjoa, they hang them up by 

the wrists and stab them fifty times before they kill them. 

These fine, important people before me, are they any better 

than those I saw in the marketplace? 

Perhaps I can't do it. Perhaps that's why in the vision I 

saw myself there, and the nooses all ready: I don't take the 
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Test. But then it will be my fault they’ll be there, my fault 

they’ll die. 

No Test, and they'll die, sure as night follows day. 

How many times have I wished Kerin dead these past weeks, 

so I could be free of this miserable wanting? An easy wish, 

when it was so far from happening, but not now. Not if it's to 

be like this. If he dies because of something I couldn't do, I'll 

never be free of him, ever. The pain will go on endlessly and 

every day I'll remember it; high summer in a hay wagon and 

that kiss, his arms round me, feeling his heart beat through my 

skin… but the memory will hold nothing good, only 

bitterness. Everything will be for nothing. Instead of a few 

minutes of pain – here, now, then done with – a lifetime of it. 

Friends I can no longer face, places and names that will 

always grieve me to hear or think of, because I can't do it. I 

don’t have the courage. I can't say–– 

‘I’ll do it. I'll take the Test.’ 

The blond man turned to his companion. ‘Will you do 

it now?’ he asked, causing Renia to regret her words instantly. 

The older man nodded. ‘Act as preparer,’ he told the blond 

man. ‘And you,’ he added, touching another Committee 

member on the shoulder as he rose. 

Everyone around her set to at once. The two chosen 

men stayed while the others filed out, and servants came in 

with a covered tray and a strange, over-tall wooden trestle. 

They put the tray on the table, set the trestle before it, cleared 

everything else away and left. 

The blond man took something from the tray and 

approached her. It was a blindfold. As he came he spoke a few 

words over this, a formal incantation of some sort: she 

understood few of them, almost too scared and tired and 

confused to translate anyway. Then he put the blindfold on 

her, wrapping it right round and tying it at the front, where it 

pulled the material tight against her eyes and made it 

impossible for her to see. It was uncomfortable, but not 

painfully so. 
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‘Are you left- or right-handed?’ he asked her.  

‘Left,’ she answered, dreading to think what 

significance that might have. 

He helped her to her feet, took her a short distance 

across the room. She could hear the other preparer by the fire 

now, clattering metal against metal. Apart from that occasional 

noise, the room was silent for several minutes until the second 

preparer said: ‘Ready,’ and she heard him walk to the door to 

admit the others. 

When the Committee had reassembled, the preparers 

addressed them with more of the archaic, half-comprehensible 

Ilmaenese, apparently asking questions: if they answered, they 

must have done so by gesture, for no other person spoke. At 

last Renia was guided a few steps more, and her right arm was 

raised and set upon the trestle stand. She gripped the wood 

convulsively when straps were secured over wrist and elbow, 

and heard her own breathing start to come short and shallow. 

Unpleasant thoughts rushed into her head and she tried to push 

them out. 

The voice of the blond man gave her a focus. ‘Renia, 

adopted Ty'r Athre, of Mhrydain, you must give your vow. 

Because this matter touches on the Crown, the Crown Test 

will be applied. You must give your vow three times, full and 

complete: a Test will be applied each time. Do you understand 

this?’ 

‘I understand.’ She could barely speak for fright. He 

lowered his voice from its ceremonial tone and told her, ‘I will 

give you each phrase, and you must repeat it.’ She nodded in 

reply, not sure if her voice would hold out. Then they began. 

She understood the words of the oath and their 

meaning. She was not asked to say anything that was not true. 

And she felt nothing, not at first, until there was a slight 

pressure, something being run across her arm, not painful at 

all. It was gone before she finished the first recital of the vow. 

Then she felt something else, where the pressure had been. 
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Something ran down her arm like water. Something warm. It 

began to sting then, and she knew she was cut and bleeding. 

They began the vow again, and something else was 

pulled across her arm, something that scraped and hurt like 

hell, especially as it crossed the first cut. It bled too. 

On the final recital they waited until she was almost 

finished, the last two phrases left. 

‘And these marks of true witness I shall keep back 

from the world, as they are for the Law's use, and not mine…’ 

the blond man prompted, and fiery pain suddenly pressed into 

her arm. She screamed and reached to free it: her left arm was 

snatched back and forced down by her side. 

‘Repeat it, quickly,’ he ordered sharply. She gasped it 

out. 

‘…And this do I swear, to Ilmaen's Glory,’ he 

prompted. 

‘And this do I swear, to Ilmaen's Glory.’ 

‘Enough,’ he ordered instantly: the pressure lifted, 

though little of the blistering pain did. ‘It is done,’ he 

confirmed to her. ‘Lean on me while your arm is freed and 

tended to.’ They were about their business there already, but 

she would not take his offer. She feared she’d faint if she 

relaxed at all. 

They salved her arm and bandaged it before the 

blindfold was removed. The blond man returned her to her 

chair, and a servant brought her wine. Still she could not 

manage more than a sip of it. The Committee fell to talking 

once more, planning, arranging, negotiating with each other. If 

they had forgotten her as it seemed, she was glad. 

She rested against the hard chair back, heedless of its 

discomfort now. She could not hold the glass steady: her 

world was awash with pain and she was shaking with tiredness 

and shock. Her arm hurt a dozen different ways, and she did 

not want to think what might be under the careful bandaging. 
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But they were going to help. She had done all she could. Now 

she wanted to go, wanted to shut this last hour, these last 

weeks, everything, out of her mind. She set the glass down on 

the floor again. She wanted a warm bed, somewhere familiar 

and safe, but knew she could not have it. Ahead of her was 

some stranger's home or else rented rooms. Not for the first 

time she wished herself back in her own bed, in Mhrydain, 

with Melor calling her to breakfast and the expectation of a 

quiet, unremarkable day ahead of her. 

Then Thoren stood before her. He made a slight bow. 

‘I am leaving now,’ he informed her, ‘someone else will escort 

you to your safe house. We may not meet again, but I hope we 

shall. You are a remarkable young woman, Renia Ty'r Athre. I 

know your brother is in danger as well as the Hedsarollen: few 

could show such love for their brother as you have done 

today.’ 

‘Thank you,’ she said. He turned away to bow and 

shake hands with several others before he departed, and she 

watched him, feeling wretched and shabby, because Vel had 

scarcely entered her thoughts all day. 

The blond man had gone to talk to a servant. At the 

table, the grizzle-haired man gave her his attention again. 

‘We are arranging for someone to take you to your 

safe house. The family who are involved in this have gone to 

one location: two of your friends went to another, and 

apparently feel you will wish to be with them. You are happy 

with this arrangement?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Good. You have done well and bravely tonight. If 

we can see a way for you to help us further, we will contact 

you. This is your escort,’ he concluded, introducing the 

servant the blond man had spoken to a moment ago. ‘He has 

orders not to tell you his name. You will find that the woman 

in charge of your lodgings has been ordered likewise. Please 

try to talk as little as possible about the matter in hand – it is 
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for everyone's safety.’ He stood and came round the table to 

her chair, holding out his hand to shake hers. Then he strode 

away while her escort led her back to the lobby. It was not 

until a minute later, when she struggled to do up her cloak 

one-handed, that she realized how thoughtful he had been. He 

had offered and shaken with his left hand instead of his right. 
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Chapter 15 – A Last Chance 

The lodgings were on the border between lowtown and 

midtown, a down-at-heel but quiet area. Inside looked 

comfortable enough. Renia’s escort did not come in, but 

vanished into the night as the landlady shut and locked the 

door behind her. Renia answered the most urgent of Jesral and 

Penor's questions then, dismissing the bandage on her arm as 

lightly as she could. The landlady brought her some supper, 

and Renia forced a little of it down and went straight to bed, 

but she could not sleep. Her arm ached constantly, and the 

absence of the little bag around her neck, which formerly had 

been an annoyance, was a confusing misery. 

She heard the others go to their rooms; she listened 

for long hours as night sounds turned into morning sounds, 

and watched as the dawn light began to squeeze through the 

shutters. The longed-for oblivion of sleep never arrived. 

There came a point when she could not bear to lie and 

think any more. The need to do something, to set her mind to 

the least trivia if that would only distract her for a little while, 

became too pressing to ignore. She rose, washed and dressed 

in her outer clothes, and remade the bed. She had taken 

nothing from Orlane’s house and had no spare clothes, so she 

bundled up her underclothes and took them down to the 

kitchen to wash them. 

It was not long before Jesral appeared, though it was 

still barely past dawn. She watched Renia from the kitchen 

doorway. 

‘I should do that too.’ Her voice was dull but her 

movements nervy. ‘Is there much hot water left?’ 

‘Only warm. But the stove should soon take if it's 

stoked.’ 
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‘I'll do that, then. I need some tea as well.’ Jesral 

refilled the pan on the hob, found the firewood, raked the 

stove down to glowing embers, and added the fresh wood. She 

disappeared while it was taking hold and returned with her 

own dirty linen, which she dropped in a corner. 

‘Just put them in here. I'll do them,’ Renia told her. 

Jesral thought about the offer, brought the clothes and put 

them in, but a little reluctantly. They stood together, but not 

close: friends made strangers by fear. 

‘You’re going to get your bandage wet. Let me do 

that,’ Jesral suggested. 

‘No, it’s all right. I need something to do.’ 

‘I know. Me too. How about you make the tea?’ 

They finished the washing and tea-making, dried 

their clothes directly on the hot stove and went to sit in the 

parlour. Jesral tucked her feet under her and began to talk of 

Vel. Not of her worries now, but of the past, her memories of 

him. She brought out her wedding certificate, a scrap of paper 

she stubbornly carried with her all the time as though she 

needed constant proof of it. Vel had laughed at her, a week 

after they were married, when it fell out of her pocket as they 

undressed. She had laughed at herself too for her silliness, and 

thought about putting it away somewhere; but next morning 

she had put it back in her pocket again without thinking. She 

showed it to Renia, talked of the ceremony. They’d forgotten 

about the need for witnesses and been forced to dash out to 

find some willing passers-by: but one of them had a cold and 

sniffed continuously, so it sounded as though he was crying all 

through the service. 

The landlady had heard them moving about and came 

to make breakfast; she diplomatically shut the kitchen door as 

she worked, and Jesral carried on talking. 

‘Between you and Vel,’ she told Renia, ‘I felt as 

though I belonged, I could trust someone, for the first time in 

years. The last time I did that was Cedas − and look how that 
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all fell apart. That's why I got so upset, that day, over Vel and 

Merla. God, I know, it was only a kiss… but I saw myself 

losing everything again. I'm selfish, I realize that, but I 

couldn’t help it. I made him promise me, that day, that I'd 

always come first if we were married. But once again, he’s put 

those two first. I'm so angry with him! If it weren’t a foregone 

conclusion that Vel’ll die, I would kill him myself.’ 

‘Don't! Don't say that.’ 

‘I have to. I daren't hope I'll get him back. I daren’t 

even pray for it. I’d be tempting God too far.’ 

Above the parlour door, a bell rang. They stared at it; 

it was too early for a casual caller. The landlady came out of 

the kitchen, frowned at them and hurried down to the door as 

the bell rang again, more urgently. 

Renia recognized her escort of the previous night 

with a feeling of great relief. He gave them both a curt little 

bow. ‘Your pardon for such an early intrusion, but we 

understand that a curfew will be imposed today. There were 

disturbances in the town yesterday and during the night, and 

several official buildings were attacked. It is probable that 

many more guards will be on the streets later, so any 

movements must be made early. You are the one called Jesral, 

yes? If you would read this, Mistress’ – he handed a plain 

envelope to her – ‘and tell me if it seems genuine? But do not 

tell me what it contains.’ 

She opened it, read a little and started. ‘My God.’ She 

read it right through and looked up. ‘It's genuine,’ she told 

him. 

‘Then will you come to a meeting to discuss the 

matters raised in it?’ 

‘Yes, of course.’ She hesitated then asked: ‘I know 

you mustn't see what's in here, but may I show it to my 

friend?’ He gestured for her to go ahead. Jesral crushed it into 

Renia's hands and went to put her cloak on. 
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It was cleverly written. No names, just references that 

would only make sense to herself and Jesral. Reminders of 

their time with the travelling show, when Renia had been 

compelled to act as the other half in a mind-reading 

partnership while masquerading as a visitor from the Orient. 

And of course, it being Cedas, a reminder of the debt the 

Hedsarollen owed him… 

 

Tamani, 

It seems that once again we’ll be able to help each other, 

and this time I shan’t search your packs before naming the 

price. There’s a reward certain people promised me when 

we parted company: but I hear there’s a problem in them 

making good their promise. 

While looking for them, I fell in with this messenger’s 

colleagues, and until last night they had serious doubts 

about my honesty, integrity and intentions. The Eastern 

Princess has eased their doubts about me: mine about them 

still need to be eased. 

The well-being of my debtors is of interest to all of us. I can 

secure it, but not without seeing and speaking directly to 

you. 

The bearer of this letter can bring you to me. 

 

‘You know what to do with it?’ the escort asked when Renia 

looked up from reading the note.  

‘In the stove,’ she confirmed. Jesral was already 

halfway out of the door. ‘Find out how the others are,’ Renia 

called after her. 
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oOo 

Penor rose early too; he was down in time to have the 

breakfast intended for Jesral. The news of Cedas heartened 

Renia enough to let her manage some food; it was Penor who 

lacked an appetite today, poking at his meal while voicing is 

worries about Jesral going out, about Renia's tired appearance 

– although he had clearly had little sleep himself – and about 

his father. Rumer had asked the Committee to send someone 

to warn Penor-Hed, since Rumer’s neighbours and the stable 

staff were bound to be questioned and they knew well enough 

where the farm was. Renia recalled the Committee naming the 

farm's province, and their subdued discussion afterwards. She 

said nothing of this to Penor. 

Around lunchtime Jesral returned, paler than ever and 

red-eyed. When she sat, she was unnaturally quiet and still. 

Renia brought her some water and hovered by her side. 

‘It wasn't him?’ She could only voice the least of her 

fears. Jesral's gaze was reassuring in its directness. 

‘Oh, it was Cedas. Much as always: arrogant and 

overbearing. Too cocky by half when you think that if they 

hadn't spoken to you last night, he’d be dead in an alley by 

now. You know him, though, always quick to make the most 

of any opportunity. To them he's the man who got Jastur out of 

Karn. Cedas has convinced them he can get them all out this 

time too.’ 

‘Rescue them from the fort?’ 

‘No. Can't be done, apparently. No one can climb the 

cliffs of the Stark, they’re sharp as razors, and there’s no 

postern gate. Only one way in and one way out, apart from off 

the Stark as food for the crows. He reckons an ambush on the 

way to the scaffold is out too. He wants to leave it till the 

end… till the last bloody minute.’ She gave Renia that direct 

stare again. ‘His words were: “They'll almost have the ropes 

round their necks before we make a move.”’ 

‘Oh!’ 
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‘The Committee are backing him. They seem to think 

his plan can work.’ She played with the piping on the arm of 

her chair, the quiet frenzy she had shown yesterday surfacing 

once more. 

‘But you have your doubts?’ Renia asked carefully. 

‘I don't know… I don’t know what to think any 

more.’ She gave Renia another of her strange looks. ‘I'm sorry, 

I'm... a bit upset.’ 

‘What's happened?’ No, that was a question Renia 

did not want to hear the answer to, judging by the way Jesral's 

face crumpled as she replied. 

‘Cedas was there without the Company. It doesn't 

exist any more. Soon after we left them, a detachment from 

Karn caught up with them, just across the border… took them 

during the night. The Company'd dropped their watch – they 

had no reason not to: they were across the bloody border! The 

Karn men tackled them like hill raiders: a charge through 

camp, firing the wagons, and snipers around to pick off 

everyone who came out. They fired Atune's wagon, shot Nina 

dead as she ran to try and put the flames out. Eddir made it in 

there, even though he was shot too; he didn’t make it out 

again. He and Atune burned to death.’ 

It was worse than Renia had expected because she 

had been ready to hear bad news about the three captives, but 

not this. There was a yawning emptiness around her, a vacuum 

that must surely suck the whole house down on top of her. She 

dropped into a seat, powerless to keep standing. 

‘Nia… Nia!’ It was Penor's voice calling her. She felt 

him slapping her hand, but couldn’t see him clearly. Slow 

breaths, slow breaths. Don't be a fool, don't pass out! 

The haze faded. The landlady was there too, feeling 

her forehead. Renia knew they should not be talking in front of 

the woman, making her hear things she'd rather not know 

about. 
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‘I'm all right,’ Renia murmured. Penor was in front of 

her and propping her up, stopping her from slumping off the 

chair. She pulled herself upright, alarmed to find she had gone 

so much farther into unconsciousness than she had thought. 

But the world was near straight again now: as long as she 

stayed sitting, she would be all right. 

When she looked up again Jesral was staring back at 

her, defiance on her face, and bleakness too. That was a look 

Renia understood. It's not my fault this happened to them, 

proclaimed the defiance, while the bleakness was from fear 

that you were lying to yourself. Almost at once the look was 

gone, never meant to be seen at all. Jesral gathered herself and 

went back to her account of the meeting with Cedas. 

‘This plan of his, it relies on several things. The first 

is a given: it needs to be a public execution – well, that’s 

Lemno’s plan anyway, he wants there to be no doubt they’re 

dead. Then the crowd has to be so vast on the day that they 

can't hope to search everyone. That’s almost certain: the news 

is spreading out of Lestar fast, and half the town already 

believes that these are the Hedsarollen. Even if they lock the 

gates to keep the provincials out, they know they'll have a riot 

on their hands if they try to stop the townsfolk coming to 

watch. He says women have the best chance of getting 

weapons in. And it seems he wants one woman in particular at 

his own back.’ 

Jesral looked resentful, which alarmed Renia. Surely 

she would work with Cedas, when Vel's life depended on it?  

‘So the day after tomorrow,’ Jesral concluded, ‘near 

the River Gate, he expects to meet a certain Eastern Princess 

to discuss the coming performance.’ 

oOo 

The rattling of keys woke Kerin and signalled the arrival of 

food. If they were being given regular meals, this was morning 

on the fourth day of their imprisonment. It also brought a 

visitor: Lemno. Kerin eyed him and avoided stretching his 
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cell-weary body, though he ached dully all over from the cold 

and damp. Lemno contented himself with returning the look 

while the guard put the food down, brought a stand for 

Lemno’s torch and departed. Kerin picked up a terrible sense 

of triumph in the way Lemno carried himself, in his assured 

stare. 

‘I have good news: we shall not need to detain you 

much longer. Shortly you will all be free – to take the gallows 

steps. Council have set your execution date three mornings 

from now.’ 

‘Well.’ That had been inevitable, and just as Renia 

had foreseen, but to have your time measured out for you... It 

was no coincidence that it was the sentence due to the lowest 

citizen, rather than the sword or even the axe; they meant to 

persist to the end with the label of rebel pretenders, even at the 

risk of making it a public spectacle. ‘Let us hope it does not 

rain, and spoil your day for you,’ Kerin remarked. 

‘It would not spoil it for me, not in the least,’ Lemno 

replied. ‘I particularly look forward to seeing Renia attend. I'm 

sure you do too.’ 

Dear Heaven, did he have her? Stay calm: show him 

nothing. Kerin fought down the urge to demand to know more, 

and watched those eyes. 

‘A dangerous possession, the Eagle,’ Lemno 

continued. ‘So you gave it into her keeping. The tax assessors 

saw it; that was why they had to be killed. It was an ugly way 

to kill, Kerin. When they dug that man up, the rope was still 

tight around his neck: my men thought at first he was a black 

man, from the colour of his face. Yet cold-blooded killing was 

hard for you, was it not? Strange. I had not imagined you 

would be squeamish.’ 

Through the bitter shock of Lemno's words – 

information that could only have come from Jastur, and only 

have been obtained by force – Kerin was certain of two things. 

Lemno must now know precisely what trail to follow to find 
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Renia, to the very house in Lestar, and he wanted Kerin to 

think he already had her. But he did not. Well, two could play 

this game… 

‘She’ll not come to the execution. Or if she does, she 

won’t have the Eagle. By now your enemies in Council have 

it,’ Kerin retaliated. ‘And they will have given her nothing in 

return: if they have been thorough, they will have silenced her. 

You had best worry about what they will do with the Eagle 

now, not about some girl who carried it for a time and has 

served her purpose.’ 

‘Served her purpose? But I am not done with her yet. 

Not by a long way. And I know you are not as unfeeling 

towards her as you imply. No, if Council have her they have 

no reason to silence her, so wherever she is, she lives. While 

she lives she matters to you, and you clearly matter to her. So 

she will come. I know it. She must come, or I cannot give her 

the good news about her past.’ 

‘Her past? What do you mean?’ 

‘There is more to her and her brother than even you 

know, friend Kerin. The Heddarion brats have returned to 

Ilmaen. Such a pity they will never enjoy their inheritance.’ 

Lemno called the guard then, letting his announcement sink in 

as the man returned to remove the torch. ‘Get accustomed to 

the dark, Hedsarol. It will become permanent, very shortly,’ 

was his parting remark. 
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Chapter 16 – Everyone Has Their 
Role to Play 

Cedas waited some way from the River Gate, because of the 

guards there. One minute Renia couldn’t see him, the next 

there he was in a doorway, sheltering from a light shower. She 

hesitated at the sight of the guards, nervous even though it was 

a few hours yet to curfew, so he threaded his way through the 

passers-by to meet her. The long dark coat he wore and his 

unusually scruffy appearance didn't disguise the familiar 

leonine prowl. 

‘Take my arm,’ he told her, ‘and try to look as though 

you enjoy my company. We're going up to the marketplace.’ 

She took his arm and walked with him, but 

nervously. The marketplace held bad memories for her and 

there were bills up on every street corner, only now they had 

the names of everyone who’d fled from Rumer's, screaming 

treason as their crime and good money as the reward for their 

capture. ‘Is it safe?’ 

‘No, but it's necessary. You need to study the layout, 

now the scaffold's built. I'm glad to see your leg's better. 

You’re going to have some climbing to do on the day. I don't 

suppose anyone’s heard from Naylan or that apprentice of 

his?’ Renia shook her head. ‘Hmm. Not good. When the 

Company broke up I tried to catch up with them, but I lost 

their trail a day across the border. Lost it abruptly.’ He 

frowned. 

They walked on in silence for a few minutes. 

Finally she told him: ‘I'm sorry about the Company… 

especially Nina and Eddir and Atune, and how they died.’ 

‘It was a quick end for most, except the old woman,’ 

he said baldly. ‘They were regular Karn troops, just out for 

revenge after the way we embarrassed them. Clearly they 
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weren’t working under Lemno’s orders, so I guess they’d 

decided to set out before they got him out of the cells: if he’d 

had a hand in planning it, they’d have made sure they captured 

some of us, to extract information. No, those who weren't shot 

managed to run for it, and we got all the wounded away but 

for a couple, who must have died quickly. Nina was dead 

before she hit the ground: I could tell. I doubt Eddir lasted 

much longer; I only heard Atune screaming once the fire took 

hold.’ 

She was shocked by how calmly he could discuss it. 

To avoid leaving a condemnatory silence she asked: ‘Where 

are the rest of them now? How are they living?’ 

‘Probably better now than they have for years. I had 

money set aside – your kind contribution included – all round 

the country. I've been a mercenary and a player too many 

years not to know the changing fortunes of peace as well as 

war. I made caches in remote sites, mostly by the wayside, and 

the map to it all’ – he tapped his head – ‘is up here. I gave 

everyone a location: each of them will find enough to tide 

them over for a few months. Longer, if they're careful. A few 

of the sensible ones probably got together, saw they could 

pool their share and invest in something long-term, but it's not 

in the nature of most of them to think ahead.’ 

She eyed him from under her hood. He cared enough 

about the Company members to make provision for their 

welfare yet felt this contempt for them too. More of his 

arrogance, so natural to him he was not aware of it. He had 

more arrogance than Jastur and Kerin combined. 

‘Why did you want me? Why not Jez, or anyone else 

for that matter?’ 

‘Several reasons. I know you. You know me. You 

hate my guts, but you can still work with me.’ 

‘So could Jez,’ Renia replied. 

‘But you're also tall; and when you use it properly, 

that voice of yours really carries.’ 
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They had turned into the marketplace now. It was 

almost empty, bare of its usual traders; there had been no 

market in the town since the troops had been called out. The 

Trade Hall with its huge eagle over the doorway was no longer 

the focal point of the square; at the highest part of its gentle 

slope, surrounded by barriers and half a dozen guards, the 

scaffold stood almost complete. Cedas took a path across the 

square, ensuring the scaffold was always in sight. It stood 

almost exactly on the spot where the suspected eivarjoa had 

been killed, just weeks ago. 

‘We know the likely deployment: guards on all the 

lanes leading in and scattered in groups throughout the crowd, 

with a heavy concentration around the scaffold and the Trade 

Hall. Marksmen on the roofs, covering the scaffold in 

particular. You don't need to worry about any of that: your 

primary job is to climb that scaffold and shout the odds so the 

whole marketplace can hear. Get a sword to one of them if you 

can, but remember other people are going to be trying to do 

that too: you're there to let everyone know what's happening. 

‘It’s going to get messy down in front of the scaffold, 

but this is where it's an advantage that you don't much like me. 

You won’t want to waste time giving a damn about me once 

things start. Don’t have a change of heart and forget that, will 

you? Everything’s relying on it. Get up there and make a song 

and dance, all right? Some of the guards on the platform are 

with us, and any of the others who aren’t will be up against 

their former prisoners by then, so that only leaves the 

marksmen to worry about.’ He grinned wolfishly. ‘Such a 

shame the armoury is going to let them down with bad shot.’ 

They had reached the other side of the square by now. A 

neglected-looking market hostelry stood on the corner of a 

lane ahead, one wall facing the street and the other the 

marketplace. ‘Let’s eat here.’ Cedas slapped his pocket, which 

jingled faintly. ‘It’s on the Committee.’ 

At a table by the dusty window they drank thin soup 

and even thinner beer and looked out, as the few other patrons 

there did, at the scaffold. Renia pictured it in a few days’ time, 
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finished, with the three nooses; broke the mental image down 

again, because it was just too close to her vision. 

Cedas leaned forward and set a hand on her arm, 

partly over the bandage though he passed no comment on it. 

‘Excuse me while I become familiar,’ he whispered with a 

slight smile, turning her arm over and stroking the palm, a 

lover's touch. A tiny movement of his wrist and a small 

package was pressed into her hand. ‘It makes a good cover to 

return this. The person you loaned it to suggests you put it to 

good use on the scaffold.’ She felt it through the wrapper to be 

sure it was the Eagle, smiled thankfully and slid it into her 

pocket for safekeeping. 

Cedas took her hands and leaned towards her again, 

but this time his face did not match the role of lover. ‘I have 

something else to pass on too; I wish it could be as welcome. 

The Committee have a message for Penor Hed Penor, about 

his father. Newsbills in Lestar tomorrow will say that two 

missing tax assessors have been found murdered, and a local 

farmer has confessed and been hung for the murders. It is 

definitely his father, but the Committee has no other 

information as yet. Their man heard it on the road and turned 

back to get the news here. They say they're deeply sorry.’ 

Renia rested her forehead against their joined hands 

to hide her face. She had gone cold and felt sick. 

‘Come on, come on,’ Cedas murmured urgently, 

putting an arm round her to hide her reaction and reinforce the 

idea of a lovers’ tryst. ‘Don’t draw attention to us.’ She turned 

her head, and couldn’t help but see the gallows; only now the 

image of it was complete, with three nooses hanging ready, 

and wouldn’t be dismissed. She sat up and pulled her hands 

shakily out of his grip. 

‘I can’t do this. We can’t save them this time.’ 

‘Yes, we can.’ 

‘No!’ She could barely mouth it. 
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‘We can. Look at me. Look at me.’ 

She did. It was a penetrating stare he gave back; it 

reminded her of Lemno, in Karn, and the memory made her–– 

‘––don’t shield,’ Cedas ordered calmly, and in her 

shock, she did as he said. He broke the stare within three 

seconds, and looked thoughtful. 

‘So. You’ve been told you’re eivarjoa, and everyone 

knows they don’t have shadows. Let’s see…’ 

He took his empty beer tankard and slid it nearer the 

window, into the thin strip of sunlight that fell there. 

‘Round here, the tankards don’t have shadows. Let’s 

see them try lynching that.’ 

She looked again, and where the mug’s shadow 

should have been, there was nothing, no interruption to the 

hazy sunlight. But she knew it had had one a moment ago, 

when he had first set it there… 

‘Now give it back its shadow,’ he told her. 

‘But I don’t know how.’  

He grinned at her bafflement. ‘Of course you do. You 

just took it away, why shouldn’t you be able to put it back?’ 

She looked again, blinked, and in that moment, the 

shadow was back. 

‘It’s that easy. If you can convince yourself so easily 

the impossible is possible, you can persuade a crowd of 

gallows-watchers that the three men on that gallows must be 

saved at all costs. You understand now why the plan needs 

you? You can reach a whole crowd in one go. I can only do 

one at a time. I wouldn’t really have long enough, however 

inept their hangman.’ 

‘How long have you known I could do this?’ she 

asked, while still struggling to take in what she had done. 

‘Since that show we did on the way to Karn, the one 
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with the bloody brooch! There I was, doing my best to ignore 

what the man who owned it was thinking, just passing you 

snippets in code so the audience would think, ooh, that’s a bit 

spooky. Meanwhile you’ve picked it all up, and decided to 

come out with his entire life history! I envisioned the mob 

descending on us that night, torches and pitchforks in hand, 

that’s why I was so short with you. I’ve gone to a lot of 

trouble to keep my talent hidden for a very long time. Only 

Atune knew. She spoke to me after we got Jastur out, told me 

just how much you might be capable of – and what this 

bastard we’re up against is capable of, too.’ 

Cedas stared out of the window, a hard stare at the 

looming scaffold. ‘The old girl taught me many of life’s best 

lessons; one was, channel your anger in the right direction. 

Tell your friend Penor that. You think I didn't care about 

Atune and the others. I'm not concerned what you think. My 

real reward from this will be revenge, and the reasons – Nina's 

death, my wounded pride, whatever – they don't matter. Only 

the outcome does.’ His gaze travelled back to her, no less 

grim. ‘I want Lemno. I've regretted nothing in my whole life 

so much as not slitting his throat when I had the chance in 

Karn. If you want to save those three as badly as I want to 

bring Lemno down, then we'll succeed.’ 

They cut back across the square when they left the 

inn, closer now to the scaffold than Renia cared for: but it had 

to be done, she had to see where she might get handholds and 

climb most easily. Easily, not safely: no point in fooling 

herself over that, however airily Cedas dismissed the danger. 

‘You can manage it?’ he asked her when she had had 

time to study it. 

‘Yes,’ she said, although it was in the same way that, 

yes, she was capable of jumping off a roof, if the building was 

on fire. Life felt acutely precious to her at the moment, after 

the news Cedas had burdened her with. 

She did not want to be the one to have to tell Penor. 

Not this, of all things. She remembered the boy on crutches, 
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wary-eyed, who still had gone out into the yard and argued 

with his father to let them stay. What payment was this, for 

such selflessness? 

It was falling about them like a house of cards. They 

had known all along how fragile their safety was, but it was 

coming too fast, blow after blow like this, destroying 

everything. It left nothing to pin sanity upon, or hope. 

Cedas had stopped walking. The sunshine had come 

out from behind the clouds, and lit the slick, wet cobbles with 

a light sharp enough to brighten a dark recess under the 

covered way. A copy of the ever-present treason bill hung 

there, unreadable at this distance but all too familiar. 

‘It struck me that they had been very thorough with 

that,’ Cedas remarked. ‘Everyone in the household named and 

described, bar the children. I commented on that to the 

Committee. So it’s strange that there's one name missing.’ 

He carried on then, to the end of the road and out 

towards the River Gate again, and changed the subject to 

where and when to meet on the day of the execution. In the 

marketplace, he deemed safest. He described for Renia the 

people to watch out for there, from whom she might seek help 

if there was any difficulty. There would be others helping too; 

and if curfew allowed, there would be a final meeting with 

someone from the Committee tomorrow that would set the 

seal on the arrangements.  

They turned down a narrow alleyway then, little used, 

and he dawdled in it while she went on ahead and turned out 

and onto a side street and then a main thoroughfare, never 

looking back. She found a road she knew and started back to 

the lodgings, not hurrying. The streets might not be safe, but 

she felt no urge to get there any faster than she needed to. As 

she walked, she thought the wording of the Wanted bill 

through in her mind, and realized Cedas was right. 

Merla's name was not there. 

oOo 
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She spoke to Penor alone in the kitchen, recalling how Melor 

had taken Kerin aside and spoken to him: wanting to do it as 

privately as possible. She told him as gently as she could. And 

he shook his head in disbelief; the instinctive reaction. 

Questions followed, though, showing he understood. Where? 

When? What did Penor-Hed confess to precisely… questions 

she could not answer. 

‘I'm sorry,’ she told him finally, because there was 

nothing else to say. His dazed expression slowly turned to a 

frown, but not of anger; it was a look nearer to 

disappointment. 

‘No, ye're not.’ Penor spoke without anger or venom, 

in a voice of pure reason. ‘Ye're glad it weren't Kerin. Better 

any of us, just so long as it’s not Kerin.’ 

The stark truth of his words winded Renia. She 

struggled to reply to them: ‘There are three of them,’ she tried; 

and, ‘One’s the Crown, one's my brother.’ 

Penor shook his head gently: ‘For ye it's only Kerin 

that matters.’ 

‘You're wrong.’ Renia reached out to touch his 

shoulder, and he didn't resist it, but she could not finish the 

gesture. He was right, and she knew it; after that bare-faced 

lie, her touch would taint him. ‘I'm sorry.’ She could not meet 

his eyes. ‘So sorry.’ She got up in confusion, saw the door 

back into the parlour as an escape, and took it. 

Jesral got up to meet her. ‘His Hedda?’ she asked, 

though there could be little doubt. The landlady looked up 

from a corner of her parlour, some stitchwork in her lap but no 

inclination to do it in this heavy atmosphere. 

‘How much more of this?’ asked Jesral despairingly. 

‘I don't know,’ was all Renia could say. She could not 

stay here; tears needed an outlet, tears she did not want others 

to see. Tears of self-pity and self-disgust, to be shed in a dark 

corner with no witness to them. She took herself upstairs to 
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her own room and had ten minutes of hard crying there before 

someone else came up. Penor, bound for his own room. She 

heard the door shut, and raised her head. 

And she heard him yell something, his voice too thick 

with grief to make out the words, and the jug and washbowl 

smashed as the washstand hit the wall, then another crash as it 

was picked up and thrown across the room again. Then 

silence, utter silence. It was quiet enough to hear the fall of her 

tears on the pillow, and it only increased her misery to know 

that still she cried, not over his pain, but her own. 
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Chapter 17 – Mortality 

It was the start of those few hours when sunlight reached 

Vel’s cell. Mid-morning to mid-day: the sliver of light 

from the narrow window tracked slowly across the cell 

wall. Vel had marked in his mind where the path of light 

began and ended. He thought he saw evidence of the 

days shortening after nearly a week of imprisonment. Or 

perhaps it was only that they had grown duller now 

autumn was upon them, and so the light tricked his eyes. 

The season of endings. Ironic, with what lay before him 

today. So much had just begun for him too, with a future 

here, and a wife, and at the very last, his own name... 

Lemno had given it to him, late the previous 

night, on his final visit. He cast it into the conversation, 

a casual remark, but the smile he gave was knowing, and 

Vel was not sure whether to believe it or not. Anders 

Hed Darion. Lemno's inflexion had been clear; eldest 

son, named as heir. Heir to what, though? To some 

rundown piece of land, or the name of thief and villain? 

Now it was in his reach Vel felt himself take a step back 

from it, fearing what he had long wanted. 

Heir to nothing, in all likelihood. He knew from 

Kerin there was that trait in Lemno, a need to goad and 

torment, and it made Vel doubt such a gift. What could 

Lemno gain from giving him his name? Other than what 

that self-assured smile had implied; that he hoped to 

rack Vel with the desire to know more, to torture him 

afresh for the short time that remained. So Vel had 

labelled it a lie and forced his thoughts to other things, 

such as his wife and sister. 

Had Lemno only known how thoroughly Vel 

could torture himself, he could have been spared the 
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trouble. Vel had resigned himself to his own fate as 

something out of his control now, but the darker hours 

of the night made him picture Jesral and Renia's lives in 

the blackest terms. Lemno had pursued his feud with 

Kerin's family through generations; if nothing else, the 

man was dogged. What if he saw Jesral and Renia in the 

same way, as quarry that must be taken? Their lives 

would be an endless flight from pursuit. More of the last 

six months, with no hope of it ever ending; a half-life of 

hiding and caution and covering of tracks and then still 

having to move on, never able to relax their guard. Dear 

Heaven, Renia had come with him in order to escape 

only half of that; and Jesral, for all her attitude and 

courage – he knew how much of that was bravado. His 

heart ached at the thought of her, twenty years from 

now, still looking over her shoulder for Lemno's men, no 

longer searching for an escape from her itinerant life 

because she knew there was none. And all for the sake 

of a few months of adventuring and an idiotic marriage 

to a prize fool, who had made her believe he could set at 

her feet the few simple things that would make her 

happy. 

The rattle of keys at the lock scattered such 

thoughts, and brought instead the first real surge of fear 

he had felt. From the sliver of light on the wall he had 

judged that he had more time; he was not prepared to go 

to his death yet. It was an unfairness that could not be 

borne, to be cheated of these last few hours. He mastered 

the feeling, rose when they entered to free his shackles 

from the wall, and went without protest so as to preserve 

what little dignity remained to him. 

They went up perhaps three levels. It was hard 

to tell, for the passages rose and fell in this part of the 

fort and the ceilings likewise, so that he had to bend in 

places. Two flights of stairs brought them into a corridor 

of more regular proportions, and through a door at its far 

end. 
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He had expected to be led outside. Instead he 

found himself in a room about twelve feet by twenty, 

with a few pieces of plain furniture that were dark with 

age, the whole lit by a wide, high window. A large table 

was set for one, though no dishes were yet present. On 

the sideboard a huge ewer of hot water steamed beside a 

wash bowl and a pile of fresh clothes. There was soap, 

and a razor and comb; even a pair of soft shoes. 

The head of the escort party unfastened the 

shackles on his wrists and ankles, and as Vel checked 

the rubbed-raw patches, the man addressed him. 

‘Two hours remain to you, sir. Food will be 

brought shortly. As you see, you have the means to 

make yourself more presentable. Will you require any 

form of religious advisor?’ 

‘No.’ Vel's answer was sharp for there was no 

comfort for him in the thought of an afterlife – or a 

futurelife. Back in Mhrydain Melor had not brought 

them up to follow any god, having none himself. Vel 

had only married in a church for Jesral’s sake; and 

though they clearly helped the Hedsarollen, he had not 

been persuaded to follow Kerin and Jastur's 

reincarnationist beliefs. The guard bowed and left, and 

Vel regretted his sharpness. The man had been stern but 

in no way impolite, but Vel could see no way to call him 

back and make amends. 

Two guards remained in the room, on either 

side of the door. Vel now toyed with the idea of taking a 

look out of the window, unsure whether or not they 

would permit it, but decided it was too high to see out of 

anyway. Instead, he stripped off and washed all over. He 

kept back enough water from washing body and hair in 

order to have a shave and clean his teeth. To be clean 

again and feel clean clothes against his skin was an 

intense pleasure, out of all proportion to the rough soap 

and simple clothing. Heightened awareness, he 
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supposed, knowing that he was doing these things for 

the last time. He felt no fear now; with some time 

remaining to him he felt in control again. He could 

stretch the minutes out before him, like a magician. His 

time, to do with as he chose. 

The meal arrived. When he lifted one of the 

covers, the food smelled wonderful. The possibility that 

fear would overcome him later, and he might lose this 

meal humiliatingly in public, did cross his mind. But set 

against his hunger and the confidence the time-

stretching gave him, such caution seemed contemptible. 

He used up a minute just sitting there, taking in the smell 

of it, before he uncovered the other dishes. 

He served himself a little from all the courses, 

and ate slowly; it was good food, worth taking time 

over. He chose wine over beer. On the tray with the 

food, despite what he had said, there were some 

religious works and learned books, several in 

Mhrydaineg. He recognized one that had often been read 

aloud at community meetings in the village, in the days 

when they had still been welcome there. With a wry 

smile he took that one up and let it fall open where it 

would. 

He read perhaps two lines before his mind 

wandered, this time to the Hedsarollen. They had been 

put into other cells, doubtless many floors and long 

corridors separating each of them: and now, receiving 

his last meal alone, Vel began to doubt that they would 

go to the scaffold together. They might be dead already; 

or he might be disposed of first, as the lesser party in 

this supposed treason, the one who had not presumed to 

claim Crown blood. Knowing Lemno's history with the 

Hedsarollen, he had at first feared that he would meet 

his end in the cell before it ever came to public 

execution. It had to be a risk for Maregh and Lemno to 

bring them before the populace; but then, a public death 

would end future rumours and tear the heart from any 
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rebellion. He clung to the bitter hope given by Renia's 

vision of an open place, of the three of them together, as 

his handhold on sanity. For it unnerved him, the thought 

of going through this final ordeal without the other two. 

He feared he had drawn too much of his past courage 

from their presence. 

At least he knew the friendship he had many 

times despaired of was there, truly there. Kerin had tried 

to hide Jastur’s note from him, then given half a dozen 

different arguments why Vel should not join him in 

going after Jastur. Vel had just as stubbornly worn the 

arguments away until it was clear why Kerin was trying 

to keep him out of it; true friendship, that was willing to 

lose him as a friend in order to save his life. But just as 

Vel had misjudged, so had Kerin; Vel had not come this 

far only to back out now. 

So Kerin had let Vel be the one to enter the 

tavern, though unwillingly, torn between duty and 

risking a friend. And when they were all taken, Vel had 

felt he was the one to blame, usurping Kerin's role and 

failing in it. ‘I'm sorry,’ he had told him: Kerin had 

stared, his face bloodied, stared in wonderment and pain 

and shaken his head as if to say, I could have done no 

better against so many; do not punish yourself for it! 

The memory of such friendship made facing his fate 

easier for Vel. He realized he could meet death alone, if 

necessary. 

At the end of the two hours the servants and an 

escort party returned and the table was cleared. He laid 

the book on the sideboard and looked the guards in the 

eye as he went calmly to join his escort, protected for the 

moment at least by his two magic charms: time-

stretching and the memory of friendship. 

When they halted again, it was in a lobby of 

similar proportions to the room they had left. There was 

little time to judge the place before more guards 
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approached. In their midst, to Vel’s bittersweet relief, 

was Jastur, serene as always. The escort stopped short, 

and he saw them pull Jastur's hands behind his back and 

bind them. Vel's escort did the same to him. Then they 

let the two men near enough to speak. 

‘So.’ Jastur gave him a nod of greeting. ‘It has 

come. I wish you did not have to be here.’ 

‘And I, that you did not,’ Vel replied. ‘I’m 

sorry I failed you, sir.’  

‘I do not see how you did. It was my fate, to 

tempt this end. It always seemed to me you had a choice; 

but perhaps not.’ 

Another escort party arrived then and Kerin 

with them, looking too clean and pristine and full of life 

to be a man going to his death. Vel had last seen him 

with his face bloodied; now a good shave revealed only 

the palest fadings of bruises where he had been struck in 

the mouth. Under his unfastened jacket, his white cotton 

shirt was a patch of brightness in the dullness of the 

lobby; his hair, long since grown as long as Vel's, was 

tied back with a black ribbon. Vel realized his own was 

still loose. 

There were a few moments of awkwardness 

while a ribbon was sought from one of the guards, and 

Vel endured having his hair tied for him, bound as he 

was. Then a man who seemed to be head of the guard 

drew the escort leaders aside to speak to them. In the 

brief moments left, Kerin turned to Vel. 

‘We will die today. There’s no avoiding it,’ he 

admitted. ‘Before you leave this life, I want you to know 

your true name.’ 

‘I know it already – I think. Lemno gave it to 

me, though I don't know if he spoke the truth or not. He 

tells me that I am Anders Hed Darion.’ 
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The Hedsarollen glanced at each other. ‘I think 

Lemno is telling the truth,’ Kerin said. 

‘You know the name?’ As he spoke Vel noticed 

that those guards within earshot had fallen silent and 

attentive. They knew it too. He felt his throat tighten. 

‘Am I… important?’ 

‘Fifteen years ago, soon after your father died, 

you and your family went missing,’ Jastur told him, ‘and 

the Crown searched half the continent for you. You see, 

your father was our father’s closest friend. And now… 

well, you hardly picked the best of times to be found.’ 

He gave a hint of a smile, but Vel was too staggered to 

appreciate his irony. 

‘This can't be.’ 

‘The evidence suggests otherwise,’ Kerin 

assured him. He glanced up and saw that the head guard 

was done talking to his men. ‘It makes no difference 

now. They’re ready for us. May we meet again in 

another life, Vel. In another life, Jastur.’ 

‘In another life.’ Jastur’s look suggested he 

would have said more, but the guards surrounded and 

separated them. On the order, the door to the courtyard 

was opened and the town's familiar warm wind swirled 

around them. Vel caught the tang of woodsmoke on it as 

he stepped outside, and for the first time in many 

months, he thought of home. 
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Chapter 18 – No Day without 
Some Grief 

Renia was up and dressed when a knock came on her 

bedroom door. Penor put his head round far enough to 

see she was up before he limped in and sat down on her 

bed. When he spoke, it was with the sullen courtesy he 

had used towards her since his father's death; he still 

cared about her, it seemed, but part of him resented 

doing so. She had grown used to this. 

‘I heard ye moving about. Did ye get any 

sleep?’ 

‘Not really. I’m too scared about today. Once 

we're in the marketplace, we've burned our bridges 

behind us.’ Barriers had gone up at every entrance to the 

square yesterday, their sources had told them. If the 

soldiers so chose, they could keep everyone penned in 

the marketplace; if the rescue failed today, it would fail 

utterly. None of them could expect to get out of there 

alive. 

‘Ye don't have to go. They don't need ye. 

Someone else can do y’ part,’ Penor told her. 

‘I have to be there.’ The vision filled her mind 

again, and because of his rough care she nearly told him 

about it; but she remembered the lynching and what he 

had said then, and saw the sideways look and nod he 

gave her now. She knew what else he was thinking. She 

did not bother to deny it. Getting up, he changed the 

subject himself. 

‘Landlady's got some breakfast on, if ye’ve any 

hope of facing it.’ 

Jesral rose late and looked ghastly. Like them 

she wanted no breakfast. Soon after she had risen, the 
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jingling of the doorbell signalled the arrival of a 

Committee man, who was to take Jesral and the landlady 

away to another safe house. Renia and Penor left first, 

while the others were gathering together their last few 

bits and pieces. At the door, she turned back to say 

goodbye and saw Jesral, red-eyed and listless, helping to 

put some of the landlady's treasured possessions in a 

basket. Everything that Jesral had, she was already 

wearing. Renia shut the door quietly behind her. 

She and Penor walked in silence. His face had a 

set, angry look. But he was with her of his own volition, 

to ensure she got past the guards and into the square, 

since the Committee’s spies were certain the guards 

would search anyone seen on their own. 

The streets were busier than they had been for 

some time. Many out-of-towners had made it in before 

the gates had been shut to outsiders, two days ago, and 

everyone seemed intent on making for the marketplace. 

Every now and then guards could be seen standing at a 

street corner, usually armed with rifles. They regarded 

passers-by with the nonchalant confidence their weapons 

gave them. Renia avoided meeting their gaze as she 

passed. 

They were still a long way from the square 

when they came upon a crowd that blocked the street. It 

was a minute or two before they realized that they were 

at the back of the press trying to enter the square. When 

they cut through some back alleys to try another route, it 

was only to find the same crush there. 

There was the danger that the square was 

already full; but if that wasn’t the cause of it, it would be 

something even worse. ‘They're letting people through 

one at a time, that's the problem,’ Renia surmised, and 

Penor's frown deepened. If they were letting people in 

one at a time, it would be in order to search everyone. 

None of her backups would get through, and the guards 
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were unlikely to wait for an explanation of the two 

shortswords hidden in the lining of her coat. In her 

alarm, she clutched at Penor. He removed her hand, but 

only to free his arm so he could put it around her to keep 

her with him as he pushed on into the crowd as best he 

could. 

It took half an hour to work their way to the 

front of the crush, where the guards had set up a double 

barrier with a narrow entrance and exit. They were 

indeed searching everyone. There was no way to turn 

back now without its being obvious; it seemed unlikely 

they could get back against the flow of bodies anyway. 

They were being carried on to certain discovery. 

Penor tightened his hold. He had an air of 

assurance about him, as though he had expected this turn 

of events. ‘I’ll distract yon, and ye must go past while I 

do. Remember what ye’re here for,’ he told her. 

The crowd was so tight around the narrow 

passageway through the first barrier that they were 

popped into and out of it like corks. Penor kept a tight 

hold on her until, along with the other people who had 

come through in the same bunch, they were ushered to 

one of two rough trestle tables. A bored-looking officer 

sat behind it. Each person in front of Renia and Penor 

was being searched by the soldiers before being sent to 

join the crowd waiting to pass through the second 

barrier, into the square. 

Penor walked up to the table without her and 

said at once, ‘I have a knife.’ 

Renia's head came up in surprise. So did the 

swords and guns of the guards. ‘In m’ waistband,’ he 

added, hoping to avoid any roughness, but having taken 

that off him they searched him thoroughly and ungently 

anyway. Satisfied that he was clean, they stood back. 

The officer took up the knife and turned it in his hands 

speculatively. 
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‘You were aware of the decree against bringing 

weapons into the square today,’ he began. 

‘Yes,’ broke in Penor rudely, ‘that's why I 

declared it.’ 

He got no further. A commotion had broken out 

at the other table. Someone in the queue there had bolted 

for the second barrier. He did not try for the passageway, 

but started to climb the barrier itself. The people in front 

of them shrieked and fought their way back in fear as 

they saw the soldiers beyond the barrier raise their guns. 

The guards this side of the barrier including the officer 

fought to keep order; in the confusion, Penor took the 

chance to pull Renia forward and shove her on into the 

mass of people that had surged back. All part of the 

distraction. She kept her head down and pushed in 

further. Then she realized he hadn’t followed her and 

struggled to get back again. 

As she did so there were several loud cracks 

and more shrieks from the crowd. On the barrier the man 

jerked and paused, began climbing again. Another crack, 

and this time he fell backwards onto the cobbles. Guards 

ran forward and checked him; it seemed they thought he 

was dead, for they dragged him unceremoniously by the 

arms into a nearby doorway and left him there. 

The officer, back at the table now, rapped it 

with the knife to get Penor’s attention. From her hiding 

place in the crowd Renia caught sight of Penor's face, 

and realized with a sense of shock that whatever his plan 

was, that had not been part of it. They really had just 

shot a man. 

‘You were luckier than he – today. This knife is 

confiscated. You won't get it back. Remember what you 

just saw: don't cross me or my men again, boy.’ Penor 

nodded, slack-mouthed, and the officer waved him on 

into the pale and silent group now threading nervously 

through the second barrier, trying to drag their eyes from 
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the little trail of blood visible on the cobbles. Shocked 

though they both were, Renia and Penor were careful to 

ignore each other until they were through the barrier and 

well out the other side. 

They went to the meeting place just a few 

minutes before the set time, as they had been instructed. 

Cedas was not there. Two minutes stretched into five; 

the fort bell marked midday, and its echoes died out. 

Renia began going over the backup plan in the event 

Cedas didn’t arrive, just as he turned the corner and 

sauntered over to them. 

‘Afternoon,’ he said nonchalantly, as polite as 

Cedas was ever likely to get. He was eating some kind 

of pasty, which he offered them a bite of; they both 

refused. He shrugged and beckoned them to follow as he 

headed off towards the less crowded end of the square, 

where it would be easier to talk. He stopped near the 

Trade Hall with its wide, garlanded window; that was 

where the false Crown's party was to watch the 

execution. The decoration was almost festive, and hardly 

in keeping with the event. Here Cedas calmly began to 

make small talk. He asked after Jesral, enquired where 

Penor had got his limp, then wove in the latest 

information on the situation, once passers-by had done 

with passing by. Renia gave her news back. 

‘Cedas, their shot is good,’ she told him: ‘They 

just killed a man at the Copper Street barrier.’ 

‘I know. Don't worry.’ 

‘Don't worry?’ When they might prevent the 

hanging only to get the prisoners shot, and herself with 

them? 

‘Seventh company got stationed in the lower 

town five days ago, and set up their own magazine there. 

We couldn't get at it. But they're only on two barriers, 

and out in the lower town. All the other troops are using 
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the fort magazine.’ He turned to Penor. ‘You should 

move on now,’ he told the boy. Penor's face crumpled, 

then he looked belligerent. 

‘I want to do more,’ he declared forcefully. 

Cedas raised an eyebrow. 

‘Then do it. But not under my feet.’ Cedas took 

Renia's arm and walked her back into the crowd before 

either she or Penor could protest. 

Renia expected it to be a matter of push and 

shove again. The crowd was dense from here to the 

scaffold, which looked to be far distant. Yet Cedas 

seemed to make easy work of it and drew her through to 

the very front, where soldiers enforced a line that barred 

the last few paces to the scaffold. There were less than 

fifteen minutes now to the appointed execution time. 

The finished platform was much as they had 

seen it before, raised up about eight feet and twenty 

square, and just behind the line of soldiers was a wooden 

barrier. She could slip under that easily enough; and she 

could see the place she had observed on her last visit, 

where bracing struts would help her to climb. No 

difficulty there – but reaching it? There were so many 

soldiers. 

Nearby in the crowd a young woman with 

silver threads in her headscarf caught Renia’s attention, 

and touched the corner of her eye. Renia made the same 

gesture, then rubbed her nose, and the woman did the 

same as she looked away. One of the Committee's 

people; that exchange confirmed they both held weapons 

ready for the attack. She could only guess how the other 

woman had managed it, given their own narrow escape 

from discovery. Now the woman looked meaningfully 

along the front of the crowd, to where two men and an 

older woman stood. When they looked her way she 

repeated the signals and they were echoed; after a 
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moment one of the men moved off to join the young 

woman. 

‘I see them,’ Cedas murmured, his eyes 

apparently elsewhere. Nothing to do now but wait. 

Renia felt for the Eagle in her pocket, and 

marked the weight of the two shortswords in her coat 

lining. One for Cedas, one for whichever of the 

prisoners ended up on her side of the scaffold. Heaven 

willing, their imprisonment had left them fit enough to 

fight for their lives. But the soldiers in front of her had 

full-length swords; some of the others had guns. 

The guns don’t matter, the guns don’t matter, 

she told herself again and again. Her palms were 

sweating. She wiped them on her coat, felt them grow 

damp once more. What if she dropped a sword, or lost 

her hold climbing the scaffold? 

A huge sigh, a murmur of expectation, ran 

through the crowd. She could not see, but she could hear 

the rattle of a wagon drawing up. Four soldiers with 

rifles mounted the scaffold first and stood at each corner, 

then an unarmed man in official robes. She caught her 

breath as Kerin appeared, hands bound behind him and 

hair tied back. He was pale but looked unharmed. If 

anything, he looked defiant, as if he really believed 

dying was just a minor defeat he could brush aside. He 

was marched to her side of the scaffold; if he looked 

down he would surely see her. 

Vel came up next and was pushed to the other 

side. He eyed the nooses as he went, then stared straight 

ahead once the guards had him standing where they 

wanted. Whether he stared at the festooned window 

where Maregh's party was to appear, or the marksmen 

on the roofs, or at nothing, Renia could not tell. 

Behind Jastur and his guard came the hangman 

and his assistant, who set to work at the back of the 
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scaffold. Vel turned to look at them, and quickly turned 

away again. 

The guard behind Kerin pushed him roughly 

and checked his bonds. Kerin turned to glare at the man, 

who said something. Kerin swung back, started to look 

at the crowd but then fixed his eyes on the middle 

distance. The guard stayed close behind him, and Kerin 

flexed his arms; a small movement, but it told Renia his 

hands were free. So she had one of their supporters on 

the scaffold marked down. Kerin maintained a look of 

defiant anger, but now he stole quick glances at the 

crowd; their eyes met for a fraction of a second. He gave 

no indication that he had seen her or Cedas. 

A drum roll called the square's attention to the 

festooned window of the Trade Hall, where a man who 

was plainly Maregh and a young blonde woman were 

taking their seats. Renia knew who she must be: Alena, 

the woman who had been uppermost in Jastur’s thoughts 

when Renia had entered his mind. In the group that 

stood behind them she saw Lemno. His hand rested on 

the back of the woman's chair; she sat stiff and 

expressionless. Cedas too had worked out who she was 

and turned back to the scaffold, muttering a curse at 

Lemno’s cruelty. 

Once the dignitaries were settled, the official on 

the scaffold came forward to make some announcement. 

Renia did not listen to what was said. She stared 

between the shoulders of the troops who blocked the 

way ahead, and the distance, short as it was, looked 

unbridgeable. This was madness; Cedas alone could not 

possibly guard her back, and how much help could she 

expect from anyone on the scaffold when they would be 

trying to save their own necks? 

Another part of her mind fought back doubt, 

made her wipe her sweating hands again and told her 

that it could be done. The troops would be distracted; 
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their shot was bad; the prisoners would have weapons 

and were fit enough to handle them. Around her were 

co-conspirators ready to join in, and many of the rest of 

the crowd were ripe for a riot. If she did not play her 

part, the attack would lose impetus; more likely then that 

she would be taken prisoner. 

Still the overriding emotion was fear. One true 

shot, one unhindered sword thrust, and she would be 

dead. She felt for the Eagle again and tightened her grip 

on it until the sharp metal edges dug into her hand. 

On the platform, while the official was still 

speaking, guards seized Vel and pulled him back a step 

or two. He looked down at his feet, bewildered, finding 

himself on a trap door. The noose over his head was 

lowered and caught by the hangman, who opened up the 

loop ready to put it over Vel's head. He shot an open-

mouthed look of panic at Jastur before swallowing it 

back and staring straight ahead again as his guard pulled 

the shirt away from his neck. 

He was so set on preparing himself for death 

that he did not react to the commotion that had started 

near the scaffold steps. Cedas tapped Renia as she 

strained to see, and reached for one of the swords in her 

coat; she noticed that the line of troops before her had 

thinned as they dealt with the trouble. Unexpectedly she 

heard Penor's voice yelling in the melee by the steps, 

and suddenly her fear was for him. 

‘To the Hedsarollen!’ came a cry from nearby, 

and Cedas' blade cut down the soldier nearest him. 

Renia stumbled after him past the bloody mess, heading 

for the gap more by instinct than conscious decision, and 

he dragged her though it and pushed her under the 

barrier. 

‘Kerin!’ he yelled. Kerin was already there at 

the scaffold edge, trusting his back would be covered by 

his guard. Renia climbed quickly to a foot or two below 
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him and clung on one-handed while she wrestled the 

shortsword out of her coat lining. He nearly cut her in 

his haste to take it from her, unscabbarded as it was, but 

it was not that that made him pause. 

‘Nia…’ She was in search of her next foothold, 

and ignored his concern. The two men from the crowd 

were now armed and climbing too; Kerin hesitated, not 

expecting them, not expecting her. ‘Get her out of here!’ 

he yelled to Cedas finally, but Cedas was in no position 

to help. 

‘I have the Eagle,’ she called up. 

Kerin shook his head: ‘Just give it to me. There 

are too many guns trained on this place.’  

Her turn to shake her head. ‘Trust me,’ she 

pleaded. 

‘Their shot's all bad. She's safer up than down,’ 

Cedas yelled when he had the chance; two more soldiers 

were advancing on him. Then Renia found Kerin 

hauling her up painfully by one arm and pushing her to 

the centre of the platform where Jastur stood, by now 

unbound as well. 

She saw Kerin look to the marksmen anyway as 

he turned to defend them, mistrustful of such a stroke of 

fortune. She did not blame him. Her hands were so 

shaky she could not find her way into her pocket. At last 

her hand closed on the Eagle. Drawing it out, she walked 

as close to the scaffold edge as she dared and held it up. 

Small as it was in her hand, she willed the 

crowd near and far to see it and recognize what it was. 

The citizens needed no more than that. Her cry, ‘To the 

Hedsarollen! To freedom!’ was drowned in the rush of 

noise that came back from the crowd. Now Kerin had 

gone to the far edge of the platform and pointed his 

sword back at Jastur, and the noise died down enough 

for his cry to ring round the marketplace: ‘This is Jastur 
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Hed Sarol and he has named himself Crown. Defend 

him, citizens of Lestar!’ Jastur stepped up beside Renia, 

hands outstretched to the crowd. 

‘To me, Ilmaen!’ 

The noise was deafening. She had no need to 

compel them to this; they wanted it anyway. A mob 

pushed forward on those at the front who had already 

followed the conspirators’ lead, and the line of soldiers 

broke entirely. 

Renia faltered at the rush of bodies, started to 

lower her arm. Jastur took her wrist, pushed it up again: 

‘Keep the Eagle visible,’ he urged her. He stayed beside 

her, but scanned the front of the crowd and the scaffold 

about them, aware of the danger but wanting to remain a 

beacon for his people. 

She stood, frozen by a mixture of relentless 

determination and sheer terror. She and Jastur were in 

the middle of a field of mayhem. The boards of the 

scaffold shook and shuddered from the fighting behind 

them which she could not, would not, turn round to see; 

in the crowd before her she saw people fall, wounded 

and dying, having nothing more than bare hands and 

what they had ripped from the barricades and shop 

fronts to attack the soldiers with. But they had the 

strength of numbers, and past resentment, and fresh 

anger at the deaths of their companions. It was dreadful, 

pitiful and inspiring, all in one moment. 

Then she heard Kerin yell: ‘Nia – behind you!’ 

She turned and suddenly the rest of the square, 

of the scaffold even, was gone into another world. And 

in the little space around her everything slowed, each 

heartbeat a lifetime in passing, as she looked down the 

barrel of a gun. Her eyes travelled on to the soldier 

behind it, his grim face filled with the resolve to stop her 

because she was the focus of the revolt, holding up the 
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proof everyone was rallying to. She sensed rather than 

saw Kerin in the world beyond, knew that he was too far 

away to stop the soldier before he took his shot; she 

stood transfixed, unable even to make herself lower the 

Eagle to appease the soldier, as she watched the tiny 

movement of his trigger finger, not knowing if it was 

about to end her life. 

Then time flowed once more. At last her arm 

flew up to shield her face and the gun exploded; hot 

powder struck her sleeve and hand but did little more 

than sting her, and she finally trusted Cedas’ word about 

the shot. The soldier, puzzled at seeing her unharmed, 

started to raise his gun again before registering, too late, 

the danger behind him. Kerin was on him before he 

could turn, ending him with a single clean thrust. 

More armed men in the crowd had clambered 

onto the scaffold by now, and between them and Kerin 

they had herded the remaining soldiers and officials into 

two groups, who seemed ready to surrender. Vel and one 

of the armed men were dealing with the last two soldiers 

who fought on. Several bodies lay on the platform, those 

dead or too badly injured to need watching. The guard 

who had freed Kerin was lying on his side as if asleep, 

only his eyes were wide and staring. 

A last the fighting on the scaffold halted, but as 

it did a small group of armed men rushed up the steps 

towards them. They made for Jastur, and Renia cried 

out, but they did not attack. Rather they surrounded the 

two of them like a shield, weapons turned outwards. 

‘Our people are taking the Trade Hall, Crown,’ 

one of the party told Jastur. 

‘Good. Kerin? Vel?’ 

‘Unharmed,’ Kerin called across. 

‘Here,’ Vel called as the group parted to let him 

through. But his purpose in coming was not to reassure 
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Jastur; he went straight to Renia, dropped his sword and 

crushed her to him in relief at seeing her safe. 

There was a change in the noise from the 

crowd, and it died away. Lemno could be heard, crying 

for an end to the fighting. ‘My lord...’ one of the shield 

men said hesitantly. Jastur pushed past him to look, and 

Vel followed. 

‘Lower your weapons,’ Jastur ordered his 

supporters, and as the human shield straggled apart 

Renia saw why. 

At the window of the Trade Hall, Maregh and 

other members of his party were held by Jastur's 

supporters. But Lemno was untouched, because he had 

Alena by the hair. She clung to that grip with one hand, 

trying to free the painful hold; with the other she 

clutched at Lemno's jacket, for he had her bent out over 

the balcony, a long drop to the cobbles below if he 

twisted her any further off balance. She was in no 

position to do anything about the knife he held to her 

throat. His voice carried clear across the square. 

‘Call your dogs off, Jastur, while we still have a 

reason to parley.’ 

Kerin brushed past Renia to get to his brother's 

ear. 

‘He would do it. If he believed death was 

inevitable, then he would do it, just to spite you. Tell 

him you will parley.’ 

Jastur did so. In the crowd voices were raised in 

protest, threats were hurled at Lemno. ‘A citizen's life is 

at stake!’ Jastur's cry reprimanded them, and they fell 

quiet. Lemno's laughter filled the silence. 

‘Bring them with you, that they may make their 

threats to my face. Bring any of your advisors. Anyone 

but Kerin.’ 
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Both brothers stared across the square. After a 

moment Kerin laid the half-sword at Jastur's feet and 

turned away. It seemed a calm gesture; close to, Renia 

could read his face. I will kill that man, his expression 

said. He wanted to keep it from Jastur but Jastur knew; 

the way he let Kerin move off, the way he turned at once 

to the men around him and sought their advice, never 

looking at his brother. 

It was the barest of lulls, but a chance at least to 

catch her breath. She still held the Eagle, clutching it so 

hard it dug into her hand; not knowing what else to do 

with it, she thrust it back into her pocket and sank down 

to sit on the boards, pulled up her knees and rested her 

forehead on them. Exhaustion had her in its grip, 

emotional and physical. Would this never end? 

It would soon, for her, she reminded herself. 

Kerin had long since set one foot back into his world, 

and now he was lifting the other. 

There was a fresh hubbub on the steps to the 

platform; six, seven, eight men. Jastur was going to 

them, exchanging handshakes and embraces and low 

earnest words. Why, one of them she knew: one of her 

interrogators, the man with blond hair. A handshake 

only for him, but Jastur knew him personally. 

She sat there, ignored, while all this went on. 

So, it was nearly over now for her. She did not want 

that; longed for some way to make herself invaluable to 

them still. None remained. She stared at Kerin. There 

were no more than three yards between them; but had it 

been three inches, that space would still be filled with 

impassable obstacles. 

He had taken up a full sword that one of the 

soldiers on the scaffold had abandoned and now he had 

it point down in the planking, his whole weight braced 

on it. His head lifted, strain and fatigue showing in his 

frown. He took no interest in his brother and the men 
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around him but scanned the scene before him, staring 

over the bodies and the wounded and those helping or 

grieving over them, across the square, to the balcony 

where Lemno had been. Gone now, somewhere inside, 

with Alena as his shield. 

Then Kerin turned from that and looked at 

Renia. His head lifted higher, the frown faded: he lost 

the strained look and smiled. A smile from the heart, not 

wry or forced, and all for her. 

She tried to look away, to spare herself the 

misery of making something of it. Sun and Moon, but 

that smile of his had the power to hypnotize! 

Thank you. 

He might have spoken softly, might have 

mouthed it: the sound did not carry to her, but it could 

be lip-read easily enough. Then the smile was gone, as 

one of the group around Jastur demanded his attention. 

The Crown was leaving the platform, along 

with many of his supporters. A passage through the 

crowd opened and closed as they moved like a ship 

across the square, with a wake of cheering people behind 

them. Heading for the building where Lemno held 

Alena. And from somewhere Jesral had appeared and 

made it onto the platform; she and Vel were locked in an 

embrace off to one side, oblivious to everything around 

them. 

Kerin had his back to Renia now, his words not 

reaching her, gesturing to the remaining supporters with 

both hands. Six of something, on the far side of the 

square. Whether the six somethings were to go there or 

come from there she could not tell, but some of the men 

left to put his request in motion. 

So. That was the other foot down… 

And then she realized. 
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The moment she’d been waiting for so long had 

just come and gone. 

Getting him back to his own world: that was 

what her vision, so longed-for and so feared, had been 

about. Longed for, because it meant he was safe at last; 

and feared, because his world was somewhere she could 

never go. 

Unless, of course, you assumed she’d endured 

all this for a smile and a thank you from him. 

She did not know whether to laugh or cry. 

A shadow fell across her. Penor, safe and 

sound. 

He came and crouched down before her. She 

saw the grimace on his face at what that did to his hip, 

but his expression was mostly one of worry. 

‘Nia? Ye all right?’ 

She found she could not speak, stuck halfway 

between laughing and crying. She got up, helping him 

up too, touched his worried face and dropped her head 

onto his shoulder. She was so tired! He made it an 

embrace, but that was not what she needed if she was to 

keep her composure. She let enough time pass not to 

cause Penor hurt before she drew away. 

She looked up, feeling as if someone was 

watching, but no one was. Vel and Jesral had eyes only 

for each other; Kerin was carefully oiling his sword 

before taking the scabbard offered to him by another 

man. He sheathed it and hung it over his left shoulder 

mercenary-fashion, then made to leave the platform. At 

the steps he turned and spoke to them all. 

‘Follow me.’ And he set off in the direction 

Jastur had taken. 
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Chapter 19 – Restoration 

It was a fight now to get through the crowd. It seemed 

thicker than ever, but relieved and excited too, not surly 

and watchful as before. Vel pushed his way through to 

Renia with Jesral and seemed to want to talk, but it was 

all they could do to stay together, with people trying to 

pat their backs, shake their hands and call out in support. 

It was more than they could do, in the end. Penor 

managed to hang on to Renia. It was he who got her up 

the steps of the building Kerin was entering. 

Inside the crowd was as thick, and Kerin and 

the others were lost in it. Penor did his best to get her to 

the front. They were pushing through uptown people 

now, all in fine clothes and redolent with scent, making 

Renia feel very dowdy. 

The crowd had halted at the bottom of a short 

flight of steps leading to a stage-like landing, where 

more stairs gave access to a first floor doorway. They 

could get no nearer the front, and Penor was cursing 

under his breath as the crowd jostled them, beads of 

sweat standing out on his forehead. He’d been on his 

feet all morning; his hip would not thank him for this 

latest bout of torture. 

Some of the supporters who had gone with 

Jastur were on the landing and Kerin was mounting the 

steps to speak to them. Through a gap in the crowd, a 

flash of copper hair showed Jesral right at the front; and 

there was Vel too. 

As Kerin spoke to the supporters, their stares at 

Vel were piercing in the extreme. He got more than just 

looks; apparently he was the subject of their discussions. 

Renia could feel the heat rising in her cheeks, but was 
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not sure how much was embarrassment and how much 

anger that they should stare at him like that. She felt 

angry enough to say something to these people, no 

matter how important they were, if they tried to belittle 

Vel's part in all this. 

Then an usher with a tall, gilded staff appeared 

at the first floor door and descended to the landing, and 

Kerin went to join him. The usher struck his staff on the 

floor for silence, and the crowd hushed expectantly, 

allowing him to announce: 

‘Ilmaen's Glory, Jastur Hed Sarol. The Crown 

of Ilmaen.’ 

To cheers Jastur came through the door, 

solemn-faced, and halted at the top of the flight of steps. 

Kerin was handed something by the usher; he carried it 

in front of him as he approached Jastur, where he turned 

and held the object aloft, generating more cheering from 

the crowded hall. It was a chain of office. It shimmered, 

silver-bright and beautifully intricate. The chain seemed 

alive, changing shape as the links moved in Kerin’s 

hands. 

‘Let all know the name of he who is the true 

Crown of Ilmaen. Jastur Hed Sarol… Ilmaen's Glory.’ 

Kerin's voice carried to the high roof of the 

building and echoed back. As he turned. Jastur held out 

his left arm. The crowd began to chant Kerin’s last 

words as he slipped the shimmering chain over his 

brother’s arm and head so that it hung diagonally across 

him, and the noise from the crowd grew to a deafening 

pitch that continued for more than a minute. Kerin used 

the time to step back down and leave the stage to Jastur. 

‘Ilmaen's Glory,’ he cried, as the hall silenced 

entirely, ‘Ilmaen's Glory has become as nothing. It has 

become tyranny. You who would question the judgment 

of the Crown have had to do so in secret, fearful for your 
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futures. You whose provinces have suffered have seen 

no aid; you who could offer aid were unable to. The 

door at which to lay the blame is clear. It is your own.’ 

An angry murmuring began, but Jastur cut it 

off. 

‘In half a year, you have forgotten the very 

purpose of Crown and Council. What is Council for, if 

not to advise the Crown on behalf of the People? What 

authority did Sarol hold, what can I hold, if my decisions 

are not made with full and frank advice from Council? 

Where does the Crown’s power come from, if not from 

you? From where did Maregh's power devolve, if not 

from you? 

‘The tyranny is ended, as of today. For his 

treason to Ilmaen and the duties of Crown, Maregh has 

been stripped of his citizenship. For his treason to 

myself as your chosen Crown, I may kill him myself, if I 

so choose; he is no longer of Ilmaen, he has forfeited 

that protection. But I do not choose so. At this moment 

he prepares to ride under escort to the border of his 

choice. He knows his exile is life-long; he knows why 

he pays this price.’ 

Again there were murmurings, even shouts. 

‘What of Lemno?’ one man cried, and another: ‘The 

Tekai is to blame for this, no one else!’ 

Jastur held up his hand to silence the cries. 

‘Now we come to the heart of the problem. 

These long bitter months, all power has really lain in the 

hands of one man, not Crown, not even Council 

member. Our error that such a thing should come to be, 

and I absolve none of us from that guilt. He was building 

his power unchecked while Sarol, my father, was 

Crown: in our childhood, my brother and I were told to 

respect Lemno's abilities as a fighter and a diplomat. 
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Those skills are beyond question; it is the direction he 

has turned them in that is unacceptable. 

‘Lemno is playing his last game. He has a 

mount and two hours’ head start. Honour binds me to 

these terms even though he has behaved without honour, 

gaining this last chance by taking a citizen hostage and 

using her as a shield. Less than two hours from now I 

shall be in pursuit of him. In forty-eight hours he will be 

in exile, or he will be dead. This I promise you.’ 

There were cries from the crowd: some were 

cheers, some offers of help in the hunting of Lemno. 

Again Jastur's raised hand silenced them. But he could 

not continue yet: from outside came a muffled roar as 

his words were relayed to the crowd in the marketplace 

and they heard this last promise. Jastur let the noise die 

down, a long delay to those inside the hall. 

‘I have to thank all of you here today for my 

life and that of my brother and our friend. I know a 

small, brave band engineered events, but their attempt 

would have come to nothing without the support of you, 

the people. I am in your debt. I shall repay it, by seeking 

as Crown to achieve what we all desire: Ilmaen's Glory!’ 

The throng in the hall took up the cry once 

more amid cheers and yells, and the crowd in the 

marketplace followed, until the words took on a rhythm 

and fell like hammer blows, making Renia's ears ring. 

She pressed her hands to them but she could still feel the 

noise in her bones. On the landing Kerin, face bright 

with pride, stepped up to his brother and spoke a few 

words, though it seemed impossible he would make 

himself heard. Jastur nodded and took the gallery around 

the edge of the hall towards the balcony, plainly 

meaning to greet the crowds outside, and some of the 

men followed him. The chant changed to a roar as he 

stepped outside. 
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Kerin did not go with him. He stopped some of 

the people who sought to follow Jastur and spoke to 

them; then he beckoned Vel and Jesral up the stairs. 

After a moment of hunting through the crowd he spotted 

Renia, and sent the man beside him to bring her too. She 

was glad of that, for now she had become the object of 

curiosity, much as Vel had been. 

With the sound of the crowd outside settling, 

she could hear the voices of those nearest her: 

That is her! 

She was on the scaffold, was she not? 

And, inexplicably: 

So it is true, they are found! 

Meanwhile Kerin was moving off and Vel and 

Jesral were following him; that made her push towards 

the man sent for her. 

As she reached him and he led her to the steps 

she realized Penor had not come too; she could not even 

make him out in the crowd now, and her escort was 

going too fast for her to stop. Reluctantly she hurried 

along with him. 

Several solid doors and a long hallway reduced 

the noise of the crowd; her ears still rang though. A 

servant waited outside one door, and her escort spoke to 

him, words she could not overhear. They jointly ushered 

her into the room, and shut the door behind her. 

Everyone inside turned to look at her. Everyone 

except Jesral. She and Vel had been talking, but Jesral 

was not finished with him and caught at his arm as he 

looked away. 

‘Don’t you see what this means?’ Renia heard 

her say, but Vel realized Kerin was waiting for them and 

sat down on a couch without answering, pulling Jesral 
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down next to him. Kerin gave Renia a penetrating look, 

and she thought she’d better sit down too, but he called 

her over before she had a chance to do so. 

‘Renia, I must leave Lestar shortly, but first I 

must introduce these people. 

‘Gentlemen: this young lady is Vel’s sister. She 

has gone by the name of Renia Ty’r Athre up till now. 

‘Renia: this is Vandin Hed Rochor, of the 

household of Teragh Hed Hiugen.’ It was the blond man 

who had interrogated her. Vandin nodded to her, and 

Renia wondered if she should acknowledge him, or if 

that would breach her Test vow. His gaze was piercing, 

but no more so than that of the others present, so she 

simply nodded back. ‘And this man is Landar 

Heddarona.’ Landar was a younger man with darker 

skin, black hair and brown eyes, and gave her a stiff 

bow. Renia noted his fine clothes and jewels – and the 

sullen face. ‘Landar, you are her cousin: will you give 

her her name?’ 

Renia could only stare at the fine-dressed man, 

who glowered at the ground and said: ‘If the 

LandMaster and the Crown are correct, you are Sian 

Lakdarion, kin of the Hedhiugenen.’ 

‘Darion's missing daughter,’ Vandin added, as 

though it should mean something to her. In the 

meantime Landar had extended his gloved hand. She 

reached out and shook it. 

‘Sian.’ She repeated her name. It sounded far 

more Mhrydaineg than her existing name, and she 

looked to Landar for confirmation that she had it right. 

‘Sian,’ he repeated. His eyes were cold, resentful even. 

His hand was quickly gone from hers. 

Kerin clearly considered the introductions done 

now, and turned to Vandin. 
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‘What was decided at the parley? What exactly 

did the Crown grant Lemno?’ he demanded. 

‘No more than was stated by the Crown – but 

Lemno has not given up his hostage. Sir, if Alena’s life 

had not been endangered, he would not have permitted 

you to be excluded from the parley. He said as much 

when Lemno had gone.’ 

‘Do we know which gate−’ 

Jastur's arrival interrupted Kerin. With him 

came a dozen men, some of them soldiers, the rest as 

fine-dressed as Landar; a number more were left outside 

in the corridor. From somewhere Jastur had gained a 

cloak, and he looked ready to be off. But the first thing 

he did was walk across to Renia. 

‘You still have it?’ he asked her, not needing to 

say what. She slipped her hand into her pocket, drew out 

the Eagle and laid it in his outstretched hand. ‘Thank 

you,’ he said quietly. He turned on his heel, which left 

him facing Kerin. A moment’s pause, and he stepped up 

to his brother. Kerin drew his sword, laid it across his 

palms and held it before him while Jastur pinned the 

Eagle to the collar of his jacket. 

Kerin resheathed the sword and made the 

Crown obeisance, then told him: ‘There are horses made 

ready, Crown. Six in all.’ With a rare smile, Jastur set a 

hand on his shoulder. 

‘Speed, and a picked force; you anticipate my 

needs, as always. Gentlemen, I am aware all of you wish 

to ride in pursuit of Lemno and all of you are worthy, 

but these I shall take: Kerin, Vandin, Anders, and two 

outriders. I agreed two hours’ start for Lemno, but the 

man has forfeited any further call on my honour by 

keeping his hostage. We leave now. Landar, attend to 

the ladies while we are gone.’ 
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As Jastur made to leave Renia reached out and 

caught his arm. 

‘I must go with you.’ 

Kerin and Vel were by her at once: Kerin gave 

her a warning look, and took her hand from Jastur's 

sleeve. Some etiquette breached; she no longer cared. 

Unease had suddenly swamped her and she had no idea 

why. What she had dreaded was past; yet this felt even 

worse. 

Vel took her shoulders, puzzled. She stared up 

at him, knowing there was no explanation, no reason she 

could give for this. 

‘You don’t have to be involved any more.’ To 

the rest, it was a statement; between them, it was a 

question. He would trust her judgment on this, even if 

she had no reason that she could give. But it was a plea 

too. Tell me you don't have to be involved, was hidden in 

it, hinting at the burden she put on him; giving him 

someone else he had to look out for. That was unfair of 

him. As though she needed any more looking after than 

he did! 

‘And neither do you. Let someone else chase 

him.’ Vel’s face told her that was not going to happen. 

‘If you go, I go. If any of you go, I go,’ Renia stated 

flatly. 

‘With respect, ma'am,’ one of the group around 

Jastur spoke up, ‘you would slow them down.’ 

‘She will not.’ It was Kerin who spoke. He 

frowned and turned away as she looked at him, her one 

defender. ‘Let her come,’ he said. Jastur assented. 

Jesral took the chance to slip through and catch 

her husband's arm, and declare loudly: ‘And I'm going 

too, whether I slow you down or not.’ She directed a 
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look that was as much challenge as appeal at Jastur, and 

it worked. 

‘Send runners for more horses,’ he directed a soldier. 

‘Now, for the love of our country, let us get on.’ 
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Chapter 20 – Pursuit 

Jastur’s supporters had been frighteningly efficient. They had 

new officials and commanders ready and waiting to take over 

from the old order; and whatever their past loyalties, the men 

of every company saw the wisdom in transferring it now to 

Jastur. The new commanders were receiving regular reports 

from trusted observers out in the town, so it took no time to 

trace Lemno's route. 

Jastur tolerated the delay while fresh horses were 

found for the extra members of the party; it did at least allow 

remounts to be included for the outriders, who would work 

their horses harder than the others. The horses had come and 

everyone had been allocated a mount when a commotion at the 

entrance announced Penor's presence; his persistence in trying 

to get through was matched by that of the newly loyal soldiers 

in trying to keep him out. At a signal from Jastur the soldiers 

let him pass. Renia recognized his careful walk as he 

approached Jastur; trying to hide the pain in his hip. It was that 

brought the frown to Jastur's face, not the way Penor snatched 

hold of his harness. 

‘Sir, ye do take me wi’ ye.’ 

Jastur looked at him. ‘So many who would make our 

war their own! I need no proof of your loyalty, tamani. From 

here on, the grievances I settle with Lemno are personal ones.’ 

‘As are mine. Has no one told ye? He’s hung 

m’father for the murder of yon tax collectors.’ 

No one had told him. The reaction was there, not in 

Jastur’s face, but in his eyes. ‘I understand,’ he said after a 

moment. ‘You may come, if you will be ordered by me.’ 

‘Ye're Crown, sir.’ Penor lifted his head. ‘I’ll take 

y’orders.’ 
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It cost the outriders one of their remounts; Jastur 

would have no more delay. With Lemno's route confirmed, 

they took the south-west highway. 

Beyond the city walls the road passed through a 

suburban shanty town, with endless lanes and alleys that could 

have been used by Lemno to double back. It forced them to go 

slowly; the outriders had to check with the town-dwellers and 

other travellers for sightings of their quarry. At first the shanty 

folk stared silently at Jastur in awe and resentment, seeing a 

man wearing the Crown’s chain of office, in a party which 

included men in the uniform of the hated palace guard. Then 

Kerin, always good at putting people at their ease, stopped and 

spoke to them himself. They recognized the Eagle on his 

collar; mutterings of surprise became cheers as they learned of 

the overthrow of Maregh. Then folk were eager to confirm the 

passage of a well-dressed man and a young woman, travelling 

at speed on a single horse and keeping to the highway ahead. 

Gradually the area of settlement narrowed in on the 

highway as though the road was a river in a barren land, until 

beyond the single row of houses that lined either side of the 

way there was only farmland. Soon they passed no more than 

the occasional farmhouse beside the highway’s endless ribbon. 

With Vandin and the guards riding point ahead of 

them, the rest of them fell into pairs; Kerin with Jastur and Vel 

with Jesral, leaving Penor and Renia trailing a little behind. 

She stayed back with him less for his company than to see him 

safe; he had no inclination to talk and was finding the riding 

hard. 

‘Do you need to stop?’ she asked after ten miles or 

so. 

‘There’s nought to stop for.’ He didn’t mean to be so 

blunt. She could see him try to summon up some social graces 

despite the pain. 

‘Ye must think me a fool but I have to see ’im dealt 

his due, even if I can’t do it m’self,’ Penor explained. 
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‘I know. He will pay for it, one way or another.’ His 

words gave her hope that he wasn’t going to risk everything 

for revenge, and she knew Jastur couldn’t do anything; but Vel 

would want to, and as for Kerin… 

Penor winced again. He wasn’t up to riding this far 

and this hard, his first time in the saddle since his accident. It 

was the injustice to his father that drove him on, and nothing 

Renia could do or say would distract him from that, so she 

held her tongue and stayed beside him. 

The land to either side, shorn of its golden dress by 

the harvest, seemed cold and empty now October had arrived. 

The monotony of the bare ground seemed to go on for ever; it 

was broken here and there by a sprouting winter crop or a 

long-established coppice of trees, but Renia had never seen so 

much land so thoroughly farmed as this, either in Mhrydain or 

further north in Ilmaen. There seemed to be field upon field 

stripped bare and crowded together, until it felt like the land 

was being abused by the demands the people made on it. The 

town-raised among them seemed unaware but all the country-

bred were uneasy, even if they did not know the cause of their 

unease. 

As they journeyed on still farther down this road, the 

land changed again, becoming hillier and less fertile. Now 

ploughed fields gave way to pastures with scattered herds, and 

then gradually the landscape became wilder. They travelled at 

a brisk pace for hours without passing a single house. One of 

the outriders returned and announced that the road ahead held 

more of the same. Renia half hoped they would lose the trail 

now; she had the uncomfortable feeling they were not so much 

tracking as being led, but it seemed the trail no longer 

mattered. 

While Kerin sent the outrider on again, Jastur turned 

to those following. 

‘The outrider will arrange remounts at Fort Aravey,’ 

he told them all. ‘Lemno is making for Mylos. He knows he 

cannot reach a border ahead of us.’ 
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‘If he has to stand and fight, he wants to do so on his 

own territory,’ Kerin added. 

‘Not his; it was never his, since Crown and Council 

rescinded it in his father's time. Do not give him an advantage 

that is not there.’ 

‘Of course. A stupid error,’ Kerin said, angry with 

himself. 

‘I would sooner have a man who is willing to learn 

from his mistakes, than a whole army that denies ever making 

one.’ Jastur glanced up at the sun, long past its zenith. ‘His 

only advantage is that he knows the estate better than us. We 

should not come upon him after dark without knowing the lie 

of the land. Fort Aravey is less than an hour away now and 

Mylos only an hour or two further; we can be there in 

daylight, if we make haste.’ 

oOo 

The landscape around Aravey struck Renia as heaven on earth. 

They had turned from the highway to take a track west that 

had eventually led to the curving shore of a lake. Reed beds 

skirted its north- eastern edge, while on the sloping peninsulas 

of the lake’s southern shore, a tumble of autumnal trees 

sprawled down from a dense wood. The place had a still, 

contemplative feel. Despite this they rode at a canter, making 

the most of the last wind in the horses before they changed. As 

they rode further west, a causeway and then the fort itself was 

revealed. 

It had far less the look of a fort about it than the one 

at Lestar. Pale grey-brown stone supported jettied upper 

storeys of wood and plasterwork, and large glazed windows on 

the upper floors looked out onto the lake, its waters lapping 

the stone walls. The gates lay open in readiness for them, and 

they passed inside to a large courtyard. It was almost a village 

beyond; the courtyard was lined inside with little stone and 

plaster-rendered cottages; work, domestic or otherwise, was 

going on before each of them. People carried on with their 
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tasks but eyed the company as it rode in. There was a small 

garrison too. Some of the troops manned the gate; the 

remainder of them were at ease yet watchful, ready to move at 

a moment’s notice. 

The main entrance on the right-hand side of the great 

courtyard was up a flight of steps, while a wing ran south from 

it, towards the lake. An archway pierced this wing, framing a 

wide tunnel that led through to yet another courtyard. Beside 

the main entrance stood the Lestar outrider who had gone 

ahead, with two other men; one an Aravey outrider by his 

dress, the other a small, portly man. The outriders had fresh 

mounts already, and stable lads were leading more horses 

through the archway for the rest of them. 

Jastur and Kerin were quick to dismount and join the 

group of three. The portly man, round-faced and balding, was 

smartly but not lavishly dressed in a long, loose coat. Renia 

saw the gestures of his plump hands and faintly caught his soft 

voice, and felt a strange sense of knowing him when she was 

certain they had never met. Jastur was interrogating the 

outriders, his gestures hinting at tension controlled; in 

comparison, when the portly man spoke it was with a nodding 

motion of his body, his hands clasped in front of him, soothing 

gestures that countered the tension in Jastur. 

Vandin knew this man too; he had joined the group 

now. Perhaps she was mistaken, and had met him before. Had 

he been in the Committee perhaps? As she handed her horse 

over to a stable lad she glanced round to see if Vel or Jesral or 

Penor knew him, which would rule that out. 

Penor was still clinging to the reins of his mount. He 

leaned against the beast, clutching at the saddlebow: 

something was plainly wrong and the stable lad waiting to take 

his horse was not sure what to do. She started towards him, but 

Vel reached him first and put an arm under his shoulder so the 

stable lad could lead the horse away. Renia took him up on the 

other side. 

‘Damn fool,’ said Vel as they helped him a couple of 
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steps. Each one was agony, written plain on Penor's face. 

‘I'm all right.’  

‘Like hell. Penor, give this up. They've seen that 

you're hurting: they'll slow down for you now, you know that.’ 

‘Yon needn't. Haven't slowed ye down so far. Don't 

plan to start now.’ 

‘Then you'll half kill yourself. Or are you planning to 

tackle Lemno like that? A lot of use you'll be. Whoah, careful 

now––’ 

Penor had shrugged them off to try and walk alone, 

and nearly went down until Vel caught him up again. ‘Damn 

ye,’ was his answer to the help. There were tears in his eyes. 

Kerin had seen, and came to join them. ‘His hip?’ he 

asked. 

‘He shouldn't go on,’ Vel insisted. ‘Do you want to 

tell him so?’ 

Kerin's gaze flicked around them all, and back to Vel. 

‘His choice, to carry on or stay here. I won’t force 

either on him. Penor?’ 

‘I'll stay here, sir.’ The pain in his voice matched that 

in his body. ‘I'm sorry.’ 

‘Don’t be, not with all you’ve done.’ Kerin turned to 

the portly man. ‘Moyen, is there a physician here? This lad 

needs attention, and we must leave him in your care.’ 

‘We have a physician. I’ll see to it.’ Moyen himself 

lead Penor away. 

Kerin said quietly to Vel, ‘The garrison will follow 

us. They’ll set up a perimeter round Mylos and then move in 

to help, but we must go now.’ He signalled the rest of them to 

the saddle. The outriders were already setting off. 

Renia found herself offered a tall bay gelding, took 
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him and mounted; he was a little skittish but she settled him 

down. Six months ago he would have got the better of her. She 

couldn’t help looking to see if anyone had noticed. 

Kerin was watching. He didn’t smile. With a tug on 

the reins he wheeled his horse round, fast on the heels of the 

outriders. 

oOo 

A few miles further south, they reached a track headed into the 

woods. Here they posted one of the outriders while the rest of 

them took the track. It was a good path at the start, three or 

four horses wide, but soon it started to twist and narrow. Kerin 

wheeled back from talking to Jastur, and set his mount to fall 

into step beside Renia. They rode without speaking; he was 

watching intently, but watching her horse, not her. She fixed 

her gaze on the road ahead, since he didn’t speak. Finally he 

broke the silence. 

‘Your horse is lame,’ he said shortly. ‘Stop a 

moment, we must see to him.’ 

She reined in, furious with herself for not noticing. 

He was down from his saddle, waving the others on when they 

slowed, and holding her bridle as she dismounted; he passed it 

wordlessly into her hands and went round to inspect each 

fetlock. 

‘Nothing wrong. I must have been mistaken.’ Still 

terse; and still he would not look at her. He had something 

more to say, she could tell. Her breach of etiquette with Jastur 

earlier must have angered him, or forcing her way into this 

company. Maybe both. 

‘Do you like Fort Aravey?’ he suddenly asked. It was 

not the question she had expected, with the frown he wore. 

‘Of course. It’s beautiful. I’d hardly call it a fort, a 

place that lovely,’ she said. 

Still not meeting her eyes, he continued: ‘Since it’s 

part of Lestar province, who lives there is in my gift. If you 
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like it, then please, consider it your home. You’ll have 

business you can’t avoid in Lestar and I know how you dislike 

the city; Aravey will be near enough to escape to. Vel’s 

province is too far south and Penor’s farm too far north. I 

think Aravey would suit you both.’ 

‘Would suit us both? You mean me and Peo, don’t 

you?’ 

That stopped Kerin dead; finally he looked at her. 

‘I thought... on the scaffold, and after… you and 

he...’ 

She stared back. If nothing else, she’d at least thought 

he understood her that far. 

‘Well, you thought wrong. Thank you, but no. You 

keep Aravey.’ She turned to mount up again, and he caught 

her shoulder. 

‘Nia––’ The urgency in his voice made her look back. 

He started to say something, stopped, looked up the track after 

the others with a kind of desperation on his face and back to 

her again. Then his hand dropped to her waist and he said: 

‘Live there with me, then.’ 

‘What? Kerin, you––’ 

‘I must sound mad, I know,’ he interrupted urgently, 

‘just let me explain.’ He looked down at his hand on her waist, 

then back to her eyes again. He looked as confused as she was, 

and shook his head as if his thoughts maddened him like bees. 

‘No. I shouldn’t ask. It’s too great a risk, you’ve taken enough 

already, only… Augh! I can’t think straight! Am I doing the 

right thing?’ 

Then he came to a decision. His hand left her waist, 

he straightened up, and said: ‘I have to know. Kiss me, Nia.’ 

He is mad, the logical part of her mind told her, while 

the rest of her thoughts went dizzy. Perhaps Lemno drugged 

him while he was in prison; that's not impossible. Don't argue, 
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just keep him calm. 

She leaned forward and gave him a kiss on the cheek. 

But then she drew back far enough to look into his eyes, the 

eyes of a sane man, and the message in them was powerful. 

I want more than that. Don’t you? 

Of course she did. She wanted more so badly; and 

here it was, an inch away. The slightest movement and she 

would be there, her mouth to his… 

‘No!’ She pushed him away, and went blindly to 

mount up. She felt his hand on her shoulder and shook it off. It 

came back again. She gave up and leaned her head against the 

saddle in despair. 

‘Kerin, don't do this. You know how I feel. You 

know I can’t fight it.’ 

‘Then you do still love me?’ 

‘Yes, Heaven help me!’ Nothing earthly could. If 

they’d cut her to ribbons during the Test, it wouldn’t have hurt 

this much. 

He turned her round to face him. 

‘Nia, forgive me. This is coming out all wrong, I’m 

tired and I can’t think clearly, and I’m probably mad even to 

suggest it. But I love you. I have done since… Hell, I don’t 

know how long, but by the farm, I’d finally got it into my 

thick skull. I don’t deserve a second chance, I know, not after 

everything I’ve put you through, but give me that chance and 

I’ll gladly spend the rest of my life trying to make up for it 

all…’ 

This couldn’t be right. Different worlds, he’d said; 

his kind didn’t fall in love with her kind. Or if they did, 

nothing could come of it. Yet he wouldn’t be deliberately 

cruel; she knew he wouldn’t. So why these words she had 

longed to hear but couldn’t trust, words that caressed and cut 

at the same time? 
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Then he rested his forehead against hers and 

whispered: ‘What is it you do to me when you are so close? 

Please let me kiss you...’ 

Whatever it was that possessed him, she was caught 

in the same thrall. Full of pain and longing, and powerless to 

do anything else, she shut her eyes and turned her face up. 

It was a chaste kiss, gentle and bittersweet. So wrong, 

so unfair, that it should feel so perfect. This had to be her last 

act of weakness; but she held on to the moment while she 

could. 

He ended the kiss. It could have gone on for hours 

and still have ended too soon. 

‘Kerin…’  

She couldn’t meet his eyes; she could barely push the 

words out. 

‘…I can’t be your mistress. I can’t live like that.’ 

Kerin rested his forehead against hers again and she 

could feel her resolution drain away. I must stop this, I daren’t 

change my mind, she told herself, but her head and her heart 

were so desperate to do conflicting things that she could do 

nothing. 

‘I was hoping for something more permanent,’ he 

said. 

His meaning sank in: that made her step back. 

‘What... Marry? You, marry me?’ Now she knew he 

had gone mad. ‘But you're Hedsarol––’ 

‘––and you are Lakdarion. Nia, you are high-born, 

old aristocracy. You’re not just the poor relation of some well-

connected folk; you’re from a Council family. Landar is not 

your only cousin, Alena is too. She’s a LandMistress because 

she’s Terarn Hed Hiugen’s daughter, but your father, Darion 

Hed Hiugen, was Terarn’s elder brother. Vel is the true 

Hedhiugenen heir; if he hadn’t gone missing, he would now 
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have been LandMaster. Do you understand what that means 

for us? Before, I couldn’t offer you marriage. Council 

would’ve vetoed it, because the Crown dynasty only marries 

into Council families, or else makes foreign alliances. I’d have 

had to abdicate Lestar and the right of succession, and I can’t 

do that while Jastur needs me, whatever it costs me. But 

now…  

‘They won’t object to old aristocracy, Nia. You’re 

descended from the first Crown dynasty. We Hedsarollen are 

mere eastern upstarts in comparison.’ 

‘Alena’s my cousin? My ancestors were Crowns?’ 

The hollow buzz of faintness was starting to fill her head. 

‘They were Crowns. Sit for a minute. Once again I’ve 

turned your world upside down. I’m sorry. This was the wrong 

time to speak – but I thought I’d lost my chance, and when I 

saw maybe I hadn’t…’ He crouched in front of her, wearing a 

crazy mixture of smile and frown. She felt as if she had run 

out of air to breathe. 

‘And it’s what you want?’ she gasped. 

‘Yes. Don’t give me an answer now; too much has 

happened today and I’m still not sure if it’s the right thing for 

you to do. Can I hope though? Can we talk of it again, when 

we’re done with this business?’ 

Had a thunderbolt struck her, she could hardly have 

been more stunned. Somehow she found her voice again. 

‘There’s always hope. It’s what got us this far, isn’t 

it? Well, that or dumb luck, or else sheer cussed stubbornness 

– one of those three.’ 

He had to laugh as he took her hands and helped her 

up. 
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Chapter 21 – The Challenge 

They were far into the wood when the trees thinned and the 

late-afternoon light filtered through oak and chestnut onto the 

leaf-strewn path. The whisper of a waterfall had grown to a 

soft roar until the rush of white water could be glimpsed 

among the reds and golds of the trees. The path narrowed and 

they took it in single file as it dropped away to follow the edge 

of the ravine. The force of the water whipped up a damp 

breeze, here where they looked down on the canopy of the 

trees below. On the far side of the ravine outcrops of rock 

thrust up through the canopy, and in the valley beyond a 

rooftop could just be seen. The path dipped back into the trees 

again a little way on, and the sight was lost. 

The river for all its force was not large; where it 

became shallow a little way beyond the waterfall, it was easily 

forded. The remaining outrider waited for them there, and 

pointed to tracks on the bank: less than an hour old. Jastur sent 

the outrider and Vandin on ahead, wary in spite of his haste, 

and ten minutes later the outrider returned to lead them on. 

The path joined a larger track, which wound a 

serpentine route. To either side straggling bushes grew over 

low, tumbled stone walls, and trees grew into the path. Renia 

guessed that this was once a well-kept avenue, for many of the 

sprawling bushes were ornamental ones, gone native. The roar 

of the waterfall blended with the rustling of the trees as the 

track left the avenue and entered a clearing of sorts. 

It was a sad sight that met their eyes. A rambling 

manor house, that once would have dominated the clearing, 

stood in disrepair. Some of the damage had been at the hands 

of man; part of one wing had been demolished and the stone 

robbed, but nature had also taken its toll. Buddleia and willow 

herb had thrust their way in and claimed the demolished wing 

with the ruins of their summer glory. Ivy draped the terrace, 
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looking languorous until it reached the house, where it pushed 

tenaciously upwards to hide most of the building's facade. 

Shutters had been put up at the windows before the house was 

abandoned, and the ivy had indiscriminately covered them as 

well, giving an unnaturally blind look to the front. At one of 

the upstairs windows the weight of the ivy had pulled one 

shutter away and it hung awry while the green shroud, 

undeterred, had grown back again; and now only the slightest 

glimmer of reflected light showed the glass behind. It was a 

house run wild, a thing of men that had been colonized by the 

woods around it. 

Two horses were tied to the stone balustrade of the 

terrace. One was spent; the other, fresher one was Vandin's. 

As she watched the riders dismount around her Renia felt as if 

she was waking from a dream. Kerin's words had sent her into 

some kind of shock; it still seemed impossible that he could 

have said them. But he had kept looking back as they rode, not 

smiling but enough feeling in those looks to leave her floating 

in a numb calmness, wondering if – hoping that – it would 

last. Numbness was a luxury after the turmoil of recent weeks. 

The sight of Lemno's spent horse ended it. She 

watched Kerin dismount and stride single-mindedly for the 

door, shrugging the sword higher on his shoulder as he did so. 

She knew he wouldn’t look back at her now, and he didn’t; he 

didn’t even wait for Jastur. 

She got down, passed her reins to the outrider and 

hurried after the others. Beyond the first door was a large 

porch, and beyond that were double doors. She could hear 

Lemno's voice beyond, and her trepidation almost became 

panic. Suddenly, she did not want to go in there. Scared as she 

was for Kerin and the others, Lemno's voice sparked a far 

more basic, selfish fear. 

At the double doors, Jesral turned and laughed 

nervously: ‘God, Ren, he's got a bloody banquet set out here,’ 

and she took Renia's arm for courage and hauled her in to see. 

It was a long, high, vaulted room, poorly lit near the 
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door. But at the far end, on a stone-stepped dais, stood a long 

table laden with fine tableware and elegant candelabra. Seated 

at it were Lemno and, beside him, Alena. They were bound 

together, her upper arm tied to his; it looked to be a strip of the 

gauzy stuff that had served as her train, now twisted into her 

bonds. There was enough slack to allow movement but 

prevent flight. Beside them stood a man, a retainer by his 

manner; and just rising from a chair off to one side of the dais 

was Vandin. His unsheathed sword had lain across his lap and 

now was in his hand; he had no plans to sheathe it while Alena 

was a hostage, that was plain. 

Lemno waited until they were all standing in the pool 

of light before the table. He gestured around the dusty hall 

with a smile both cynical and angry as he said: ‘Welcome to 

my home.’ 

‘Once your home.’ Jastur supplied the correction. ‘It 

was lost to you by the treason of your family: I see no reason 

for you to assume that further treason has restored it to you.’ 

‘Restored it? A strange choice of words, sir. Look 

closer. Much of it is beyond repair, left to rot by your 

grandfather and father. Twenty-five years the ban on me has 

stood, for something I had no part in. Even your uncle, weak-

willed milksop that he was, would not let me return here. I 

only managed to get this warden’ – he indicated the man 

beside him – ‘spirited in a matter of weeks ago; not an easy 

job, with Moyen standing guard on the place. Hah! Some 

guardian Moyen has been! And don’t think I don’t know that 

was by your father’s orders. Your family has wilfully left 

national treasures here to rot, in order to purge all memory of 

the Hedtekainen.’ He waved a hand over the table, where they 

could see now that the dishes stood empty. The goblets held 

wine, but there was nothing else. It was all for show. 

‘Generations to build this collection of silverware – now 

tarnished until it is black. And look, see this tapestry on the 

wall? A product of the finest workshops in this country, a 

post-Catastrophe masterpiece – eaten away by damp and 

worms. You Hedsarollen are still barbarians if you can look at 
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it and not see the obscenity in this.’ 

As his words settled on the rest of them she could feel 

doubt suddenly permeating the room. Everyone looked at the 

Hedsarollen. Jastur regarded Lemno evenly. 

‘Perhaps the obscenity of a young woman held 

captive like a slave distracts us.’ 

Lemno looked askance at Jastur, and the frown 

slowly turned to a smile as though he had not expected the 

retaliation and was pleased, even impressed by it. He turned 

the smile upon Alena who sat, pale but head high, meeting no 

one's eye. Some of her the braiding in her hair was loose, 

inevitably after the treatment she had received; but even 

dishevelled she maintained her dignity. 

‘That is because I am well aware my freedom has a 

price; a wise man ensures that he has the means to pay.’ 

Lemno shrugged that matter off, and took a sip of the 

wine before him. ‘Mmm. This is a good vintage. You should 

try it – or perhaps you already have, since it is a wine of the 

Upper Laer vineyards.’ 

Renia flinched at the look he gave her over the 

goblet. She had the strangest feeling, the sense of a trap ready 

to spring shut. Lemno turned back to Jastur. 

‘Unfortunately we have a problem,’ he continued. 

‘You will say to me, “Give up the girl and you may go to the 

border as a free man,” and I shall have to decline your 

generous offer.’ 

‘For what reason?’ 

‘The bitter truth, my young friend. What has passed 

between our families has tried us both to a point beyond 

honour. I cannot trust your word in this – as you would not 

trust mine were our positions reversed. There is only one 

honour that would bind us both now.’ 

‘The honour of combat.’ 
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‘Just so,’ Lemno confirmed. 

‘And I cannot bear weapons against you, or I forfeit 

the Crown.’ 

‘Regrettably. Most short-sighted of Council not to 

strip me of citizenship along with your uncle, but they would 

insist on having someone they could bring to face the ultimate 

penalty. Such a shame they have denied you your chance at 

vengeance.’ 

Kerin's sword clattered amongst the silverware on the 

table. 

‘But I will have mine.’ 

Lemno looked at the sword, but the smile he wore 

was satisfied, and he made no attempt to hide it. Renia's heart 

sank. 

It's what he wants. It's the very thing he wants. Oh, 

Kerin, what have you done? 

Lemno picked up the sword after a moment and 

offered the hilt back to him. If Kerin felt he had made a 

mistake, he hid it well; the smile he gave Lemno was as 

contemptuous as the one he received. He looked at the empty 

silverware disparagingly. 

‘You set a poor table. I ate better in gaol.’ 

‘My guests arrived at such short notice,’ Lemno 

pointed out serenely. 

‘Not soon enough. This has been time borrowed from 

your next life; you have cheated yourself of it there, as you 

will shortly discover.’ 

‘Now there is an advantage, if I am bound for hell as 

you really wish.’ Lemno put the sword down and took out a 

knife; he made a loop of the bond between himself and Alena, 

jerking her towards him as he did so, and cut it. Then he put 

the knife away and offered the sword to Kerin again. 
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‘She is free; the challenge between us is not final 

until you take back your sword.’ 

Kerin hesitated. It was plain that he was calculating 

the chances of another act of treachery by Lemno. ‘My lady,’ 

he said at last, ‘please stand up and walk away.’ Alena did so. 

Lemno made no move to prevent her. Still Kerin hesitated. 

Renia found she was holding her breath, and let it go. The two 

men had not moved, had not taken their eyes off each other. 

Then Kerin reached out and set his hand around the 

hilt. 

‘Swords only; victor’s mercy,’ he said, agreeing to 

some understanding on the terms of combat; he took a chair 

and carried it off the dais to set it down at one side of the hall. 

Onto it he shed the scabbard from the sword, and his jacket 

with the Eagle still pinned to it. 

Both Vel and Vandin were on him in a moment, 

making their protest. As Renia approached, Kerin was 

brushing off their words but they persisted, until at last she 

heard him whisper fiercely: ‘Which of us is the best 

swordsman? Which?’ He saw Renia coming. ‘Challenge was 

made and taken. It’s done,’ he told the two men, in final 

dismissal, and when Renia reached them, suggested: ‘Vandin, 

you should introduce these two to their cousin.’ And turned 

his back. At that dismissal Vel swung away, annoyance plain 

on his face. Vandin sighed, equally annoyed, but looked 

askance at Renia. Will you come? She shook her head. Vandin 

followed her brother back to the dais. 

Kerin had his back to her yet, checking the balance of 

the sword. When he turned he seemed unsurprised to find her 

still there. He gave her a warning look and continued his 

practice strokes until, satisfied, he glanced across to see what 

Lemno did. The warden had brought another chair down from 

the dais for him, and Vandin had been obliged to grant Lemno, 

with nothing but his knife on him, the loan of his sword. 

Lemno had set about a similar warm-up routine to Kerin’s, 

and was looking formidably skillful as he did so. 
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When Kerin glanced at Renia again, his expression 

was unchanged. Regardless, she took the leather pouch from 

her pocket and offered it to him. 

‘What’s this?’ he whispered, but his eyes slid to the 

Eagle even as he asked. 

‘Jastur gave it back to you,’ she observed. 

‘Yes. I promised you I would take it back, just as 

soon as I could.’ 

‘You must keep it on.’ 

‘It will get in the way,’ 

‘Not in the pouch it won’t. Keep it on.’ 

He managed to cut his next protest short, spread his 

hands in a sign of agreement and, making sure the others could 

not see that he had given way to her when he would not to 

them, made a show to her of unpinning the Eagle, putting it in 

the bag, drawing the string and hanging it round his neck 

under the shirt. Now she could walk away; she went to sit on 

the steps of the dais, by her brother's feet. There was no good 

reason why such a little confrontation should have left her 

shaking, but it did. Perhaps it was because she felt she should 

have done more to dissuade him from fighting, but she knew 

the attempt would have been in vain. This much she knew she 

could get from him, and no more, although what good it could 

do she hadn’t a clue. 

Neither fighter wanted any delay. Vandin seconded 

for Kerin and the warden for Lemno; as soon as each was 

satisfied, they retired to the dais and left the floor to the 

combatants. 

The rituals they executed were minimal, but elegant; 

and when exactly the fight began was difficult to tell, for it 

was as graceful as a dance. She knew Kerin had been taught 

much that he knew of fighting by Lemno, and now it was plain 

to see that the grace was part of it. 
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It masked their appraisal of each other. The fight in 

earnest came suddenly and viciously, the first bout over in five 

seconds; they drew back, assessing what they had learned of 

each other from it, and circled again to search for weak spots. 

It took a while for Renia to notice the cut on Lemno's ear, a 

slight wound but proof of a head blow only just parried; first 

blood to Kerin. Neither man seemed to give it any attention. 

The pattern repeated itself; circle, attack, break. They 

fought like this for twenty minutes, too closely matched for 

either to get the upper hand. Sometimes the pauses while they 

circled were brief; mostly they were long. Lemno bloodied 

Kerin on the left arm, twice, but not seriously. They sought 

killing blows: that was plain even to her limited knowledge. 

But gradually the pace of fighting was changing. The 

pauses were shortening; Lemno was initiating two out of three 

attacks. 

‘He's tiring,’ she heard Vel whisper, ‘and attacking to 

cover it.’ 

‘No, nothing so clever.’ It was Jastur who replied, his 

voice without the calmness it usually had. ‘It is Kerin who 

tires, and Lemno knows it.’ 

Renia stared at them, circling again now. There was 

no outward sign in stance or look to support either theory; 

both men looked as alert as if they had barely started the 

combat. 

There was the slightest loss of concentration from 

Lemno. Kerin attacked with ferocity, Lemno backed and 

recovered; Kerin went in again, and once more Lemno 

retreated. But he had held back a reserve of strength. Quick, 

too quick to see how he did it, he had his blade under Kerin's 

guard. Kerin made a counter attack, saving himself from that 

thrust and seeming to have reversed the threat, but Lemno 

twisted the strike up and out. Kerin's sword flew from his grip, 

struck the floor and skittered away to the dark end of the hall. 

The force of the attack left him wide open, with his arms flung 
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out as he struggled to keep his feet under him; with a roar 

Lemno followed through, a double-handed slash square on to 

Kerin's unprotected ribs, lifting him off his feet and sending 

him flying backwards. 

Lemno's cry of triumph had not masked the sound 

when his sword struck. Renia leaped up, not sure if it was 

herself or one of the others she heard cry out Kerin's name, 

then there was a long moment of silence. Somehow he 

struggled to his feet, only to slump back to his knees. From 

there he slowly doubled over, arms cradling his injured side as 

he fell face down. Lemno stood, heaving for breath, between 

her and Kerin, and she could see the blood slick and garish on 

Lemno’s blade. 

That is it; he’s dead. 

The thought came to her, strangely detached but with 

complete certainty, as she started to walk towards him. That 

blow had been so hard it would have cut him half through. All 

that remained now was a hollow, compulsive curiosity to see 

the empty shell of the person she had known. 

Lemno was standing over Kerin's body, turning him 

onto his back, and for a horrid moment she thought the 

movement would open up the corpse. It didn’t but the wound 

showed now, a seared crimson line like a whip lash against the 

pale fabric of the shirt that stuck to it: the line became an ever 

broader stripe as she watched. 

Lemno rose. The turn of his head to Renia was slow, 

and she never thought to look anywhere but his eyes. Beautiful 

grey, deadly eyes, that creased into a smile of cold pleasure; 

and his mind slid like needles of ice into hers. 

So, at last. The bird I sought to net – and here at my 

feet, the lure. It was almost too easy: it seems you misjudged 

me as much as this boy did. Ah – he sighed, almost fondly – 

the mighty, fallen. Without question the best of his generation, 

perhaps of mine too; but too vain for prudence after a week 

rotting in gaol. He should have waited, he had the right; to 
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name the time, to recover and regain his strength. Too hasty 

and impatient, as always. A shame I had no chance to tell him 

who brought him to this end; but you know. Yes, you do. I 

thought I would have to let you slip the net, but this is better 

than I had hoped. This is justice; this puts the knife in and 

turns it, as was done to me. Do you know me yet? 

His mind snaked through hers in a way she knew. 

Unnervingly like that last night at Rumer’s when… 

It was him! He had been in her mind, and took them 

both into Jastur's. So it was she – no; he who made Jastur walk 

into that trap at the inn–– 

…knowing your brother and this boy would go 

straight after him. But you cannot fool yourself; the trap was 

of your making as much as mine, you knew what would 

happen. You knew, and yet you did nothing. You were stayed 

by guilt and fear, because you know your inheritance; you 

know you are a witch. Not a very good one, not yet. I've met 

and bested many more skilled than yourself: your mother 

among them. 

She knew I would see the potential in you – huge 

potential. It would never have come to this if she hadn’t 

betrayed me, hadn’t hoped she could hide you from me. You 

can blame her for all that has happened. But you, child, let me 

in fully, and I can make so much of you. He sensed her horror 

at the idea, and the cold smile returned. Or I can just as soon 

break you, if you fight me. Either way, I will still have my 

revenge. 

The control was so complete now, he could look 

away and not break it; he gazed down at Kerin's body and 

lifted his sword once more. He set the point to the base of 

Kerin's throat, his grip two-handed. She gasped; for a moment 

she thought he was going to mutilate the body. Then he raised 

the sword about a foot, and held it there above Kerin, and at 

the same time raised his head to Renia again. 

If you doubt it, why not try to resist me? Let me give 
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you an incentive. 

You see, he is not dead, but in a few seconds he will 

be, if you do not stop me. 

The smile grew in coldness as he saw the hope and 

fear rise in her. Then she felt him plunge deep into her 

memories and overwhelm them with his own, giving her his 

vision of the past, poking and prying into her private thoughts, 

sifting through her emotions and wringing them up into 

twisted rags with his conviction: 

No; you cannot stop me, try as you will. Like you, I 

see the future. Unlike you, I have seen decades ahead. I know 

my destiny; it is to live a long life, and spend it gaining 

revenge on the kin of Sarol and Darion, down to their 

children’s children. To some I will be kind and simply bring 

death, while others will endure a living hell. Greatest of all is 

the pleasure to be had from those few like you and your 

mother, who are capable of understanding my vision, but can 

do nothing to prevent it. 

What will your fate be? Will you lose a loved one, be 

betrayed by a loved one – or will you be the betrayer? Some 

would argue you have done the last already. 

Perhaps the first of these. See how whatever you do I 

lower the sword: slowly, just an inch; or maybe further... 

NO! 

The cry was vocal and mental, ringing in her head; 

the others in the room crying out with her as Lemno dropped 

the blade, by much more than an inch. 

‘He can’t!’ she heard Jesral say in the hollow beyond 

that cry. Panic hit Renia in a wave. 

Help me, Jez, or he will! Help me! 

Lemno still held her gaze. Try as she would, she 

could not turn away. His look was almost sympathetic. 

Distressing, is it not, to be so impotent? That much 
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love feels as though it should invoke more power. It does not. 

True power lies in hatred. You will learn that in time. It is only 

fair that you should. My revenge – no, my justice – demands 

that you know that feeling to the depths that I have. You must 

hate her, the woman who gave you this heritage; and hate this 

boy too, for keeping his feelings from you for so long, for 

making all these months of torment end in this way. 

Now he set the point of the blade against Kerin’s 

temple, drawing it slowly towards his eyes as though to cut his 

face in half, and watching her agony as he did so. She had no 

idea how to stop him, and sensed his fury at her weakness. 

Hate, damn you, and show these people what you are 

really capable of! 

Movement from the dais caught Lemno's eye, and he 

turned. Jesral had allowed for that; the heavy silver plate she 

had hurled like a discus still struck the side of his head. The 

sword dropped from his hands; both he and his weapon fell 

clear of Kerin’s motionless body. 

At once Renia was by Kerin’s side, sinking down to 

touch the shallow cut on his temple, the blood thin and 

transparent on her fingers. In contrast his shirt was half dark 

now: could someone lose that much blood, and still live? She 

knew she should be staunching that, the greater injury, putting 

pressure on it to stop it bleeding. She was about to do so when 

hands took her from behind, pulling her up and back. Vel 

pushed past her to get to Kerin, so it was not him; she turned 

and saw Jastur, grim-faced. 

Vel hauled Lemno out of the way by the collar and 

gave him a cursory check before dumping him aside, assured 

he was neither dead nor likely to cause trouble for a while. He 

felt for Kerin's pulse as Lemno had done. 

‘He’s alive! Quickly, get the tablecloth and tear it 

into strips about a foot wide.’ He stripped out of his own shirt 

to use it as wadding while Alena and Vandin did as he asked, 

sweeping the contents of the table aside. 
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On Renia's shoulders, Jastur's grip tightened. 

‘You did well to distract Lemno. That was bravely 

done.’ 

‘Me?’ she asked numbly. Lemno's invasive thoughts 

were still a confused jumble, only half perceived and 

understood, but she recalled his taunt that she had helped bring 

this about. Kerin lay halfway to death because of her, and his 

brother thought to praise her courage. 

‘You bought time, time for Jesral to act – for which I 

thank you too,’ he added to Jesral as she joined them, her face 

turned away. She couldn’t bear to look at Kerin's wounds. 

‘I was in as much of a daze as everyone else.’ She 

touched Renia's hand, giving or seeking comfort, it was hard 

to tell which. ‘If you hadn’t yelled to me, I'd not have thought 

to make a move.’ 

‘She yelled to you?’ Vandin asked in surprise as he 

and Alena came up. 

“‘Help me, Jez,” she shouted. How could you miss 

it?’ Jesral answered, equally surprised. 

‘I never heard her––’ he began, but dismissed the 

thought as Renia swayed on her feet. 

‘Vandin, bind and watch Lemno. Renia, come to the 

dais. You should sit down,’ Jastur advised. 

‘No, please. I want to be here.’ 

‘There is nothing much you can do now.’ 

‘I can be with him. Please.’ 

‘Very well. We cannot leave him on the floor; there 

must be a bed, somewhere comfortable we can put him. We 

need a way to move him upstairs.’ 

‘It is in hand,’ Vandin assured him. ‘The warden will 

bring a blanket to stretcher him upstairs; one room at least is 

fit to put him in. I’ll send the outrider for a physician.’ 
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‘Good. Send the man to Aravey, to bring back Moyen 

and some of the household as well. Assuming he li–– Kerin 

will be in no condition to travel from here for some time. This 

house must be put in order.’ 

Vel was trying to cut Kerin's shirt off him while still 

keeping the wadding in place. ‘Hell, it’s down to the bone,’ he 

murmured, thinking he was unheard. ‘Ren, help me?’ She 

kneeled to do so. The front of the shirt came away a sopping 

mess, the wadding hiding the wound. 

‘Will he die? He's so still.’ 

‘He must have knocked himself out when he fell,’ 

Vel told her, avoiding her question. The pouch with the Eagle 

in it was getting in his way, and the leather was partly cut 

through. 

‘Damn, I can't do this one-handed. Take my knife and 

cut the tie around his neck.’ She did so; he took the bag with 

his free hand, peered at it closely and dropped the bloodied 

leather pointedly into her hands for her to see. The Eagle, 

falling out through the cut in the bag, was bent almost in half 

from the sword blow; a deep groove was carved into it. 

‘That saved his life,’ said Vel, and cast her a knowing 

look. 

The warden returned with a blanket. At much the 

same time Kerin began to come to. He looked surprised to find 

himself on his back and started to move. The gasp of pain this 

caused only hurt him more. 

‘Easy, easy. Try not to move if you can help it,’ Vel 

warned him. 

‘Chest – feels like it is on fire. It hurts to breathe.’ 

Clearly it hurt to talk as well. 

‘Keep it shallow, no deep breaths,’ Vel advised. ‘It's 

probably broken ribs.’ 

Kerin fell a little quieter, until he noticed the sticky 
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wetness around him. He shifted his head to try to see what it 

was. 

‘What am I lying in?’ 

‘Blood. It's yours. Stop moving or you'll add to it.’ 

Again Kerin quietened for a moment as they worked. 

‘Nia?’ 

‘I'm here.’ She touched his hand briefly, let go of it 

for Vel to cut the sleeve off and pull the back of the shirt out 

from under him. Kerin winced. 

‘Right,’ said Vel when Kerin was free from the shirt. 

‘I need to bandage this in place, Kerin. Ren will help you sit 

up. I'll have to make it tight, and that's going to hurt your 

broken ribs. Say if it's too hard to breathe.’ 

He signalled to Renia and she brought Kerin up into 

her arms in one quick movement. He hissed and ground his 

bloodied head against her shoulder as Vel passed the bandages 

round. Kerin found her hand and held it firmly; not crushing it 

but plainly not intending to let it go. 

‘Get the blanket next to him.’ Jastur did this. 

‘We’re going to move you onto a blanket and take 

you upstairs. A physician is coming.’ Kerin was able to do 

little more than nod, and a cry escaped him as they moved 

him. With infinite care the two men carried him upstairs, 

Renia’s hand imprisoned in his and the warden leading them 

all. Alena and Jesral followed. 
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Chapter 22 – The Next Life 

Vel was carrying the foot end of the blanket. That left him 

well placed to see everything that passed between Renia and 

Kerin. He shot her a look but did not say anything; he must 

think they had deliberately kept this from him. If so he had 

every right to be both angry and disappointed. She wasn’t sure 

whether to be relieved or sorry there was no time to explain. 

The room they took him to must have been splendid 

in its day. The warden had already opened the internal shutters 

but at most of the windows the sun could only filter weakly 

through the overgrown ivy. Where it entered, its beams lit 

faded tapestries and silent smoky drifts of dust set off by their 

movements. The sheets the warden pulled off the nearest 

pieces of furniture were testament to the room’s lack of use. 

He threw back the counterpane on the huge bed to reveal, if 

not new sheets, then dust-free ones at least; there they put 

Kerin down. A closer look at the dark wood of the bedposts, 

ornately carved, revealed mythical monsters coiling and 

stretching toward the ceiling. It was hard to tell if they were 

meant to guard or menace the bed’s occupants. 

They had barely made him comfortable before there 

was a disturbance outside, yelling from Vandin and a loud 

report that must have panicked the horses, judging from the 

ensuing noise. 

‘Gunshot!’ Jastur ran to a window, breaking a pane 

as he forced it open. The others crowded round, all but Renia. 

She could hear one horse being ridden, heading into the wood; 

from Vandin’s colourful oath and the shouts of the outrider 

they were apparently trying in vain to pursue on foot, and 

abandoned the chase on the edge of the clearing.  

‘Vandin! Are you wounded?’ Jastur shouted down. 

‘A bloodied head and now shot in the leg, Crown, 
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but neither wound is serious. Damnation! I am sorry. He took 

me by surprise. Hell only knows how he got free, or where he 

got the gun. He was not merely firing to stampede the other 

horses either; a chance at a clean shot and he would have 

killed me. I can't send the outrider into an ambush.’ 

‘The rider needs to go to Aravey. Lemno will not go 

that way,’ Jastur called to him. ‘He will try for a border now,’ 

he added softly to himself. ‘If you can ride, have the outrider 

round up two horses and go with him, get that wound seen to 

there. And send Moyen and the physician back here. Can you 

do that?’ 

‘Of course. But what about Lemno? Don't you want 

him stopped?’ 

‘The troops have been posted to intercept him. But 

if he gets past them…’ Jastur half glanced back at Kerin. 

‘Lemno we must leave to Fate; Kerin needs a 

physician.’ 

oOo 

There was no doubt that they would make the best time they 

could, and that the group returning from Aravey would make 

equal haste. Only it seemed an eternity while Renia watched 

Kerin struggle for breath, and she tried not to ask the question 

none of them could answer. She knew Jastur felt the same, but 

he hid it well. 

Alena was seated on the far side of the bed, sharing 

the vigil for her rescuer. Jastur brought a chair for Renia. 

There was no obvious sign of the emotions she knew he held 

for the other two; his face showed little, as always. He was 

pacing, uncharacteristically, but disguised it by passing back 

and forth between the two sitters to pass a few words with 

each. Eventually he set a chair for himself beside Alena. Vel 

was guarding Lemno’s warden, and Jesral sat by the window, 

awaiting those coming from Aravey. Jastur asked for a fire to 

be lit and Vel escorted the warden outside to fetch wood. 
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Frustrated by the endless waiting, Jesral came and 

stood beside Renia, arms folded and staring at her hand 

clasped in Kerin’s. 

‘Why didn’t you say something?’ Jesral asked at 

last. 

‘I couldn’t tell you,’ she replied, realizing even as 

she spoke it nowhere near explained things. Jesral’s angry sigh 

confirmed that, but she left it and turned away. For once Renia 

regretted the lack of a good argument. It would have spared 

having to listen to the sound of Kerin's laboured breathing. 

Soon after the warden returned, still under Vel’s 

guard, and lit a fire in the grate; but he worked quietly so there 

was still nothing to mask Kerin’s struggle to breathe. The 

warden finished and he and Vel departed again; this time 

Jesral and Alena went with them, all on a mission to find 

suitable containers and draw some fresh water. Jastur stayed in 

his seat, quiet and thoughtful. 

Twilight arrived, and with it the physician from 

Aravey. He was ushered in by a gaggle of people with lamps; 

Moyen, the portly man Renia had thought she knew at Aravey, 

lead the way, along with Vel, Jesral and others. Renia broke 

Kerin’s hold on her hand and moved aside to give the 

physician access to his patient, but the others immediately had 

him hemmed in, so eager to try and help, and were brusquely 

ordered out. Renia had been included in the order, but Jastur 

beckoned her to his side of the bed with a jerk of his head. 

Through the strange magic of doctoring, Kerin’s 

pain could somehow be borne before the physician. So 

bandages came off easily, the bone-deep wound was checked 

and drugs administered ready for stitching. While Kerin 

drifted into sleep some servants were summoned – Moyen had 

brought half of Aravey with him, it seemed – and the 

physician instructed them in the care of the patient. 

Jastur suddenly crouched down by Renia’s chair to 

talk to her. Such an out of character gesture startled her. 
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He said, ‘My lady, you understand, I trust, that your 

station has changed, just as much as your brother's, through 

today's events. It is a matter of little consequence right now, 

but it will become so; for your brother sooner than for you. 

Now, while it is not expected that a lady would attend the 

sick...’ 

‘If I choose to, I may? And you do not mind?’ she 

asked. 

‘I know the care he would have from you.’ 

That’s not quite what I asked, she thought, and 

Jastur didn’t look happy; she wondered how much he knew of 

what Kerin intended. She was not sure how much she wanted 

him to know; not yet. ‘I must go back to Lestar,’ Jastur 

continued, ‘and I must take Vel with me. A great deal depends 

on the next few days, for Ilmaen, for all of us. Most of all for 

him. I am sorry. I do not wish to leave you to care for Kerin 

surrounded by strangers. Is there anyone else you would have 

stay?’ 

There was only Jesral but she would want to go 

with Vel. It wouldn’t be fair to ask. And if not Jesral, then no 

one. Renia shook her head. 

Moyen was back and reappeared beside them with a 

nod to them both as Jastur rose. 

‘Crown, my lady...’ 

He had a direct, open face, always halfway to a 

smile, and though soft-voiced and soft-gestured there was no 

obsequiousness in him. Close to, she knew that the vague 

impression she had built of him at Aravey as weak and 

ineffectual was mistaken; and she knew she was going to like 

him. ‘Two broken ribs, one chipped, and some stitching 

needed; but as long as we are thorough about cleanliness there 

should be no complications. The lungs are sound, if a little 

bruised. The physician will stay for a day or two to monitor 

and advise on his care. It will be a slow recovery, but as long 

as there is no infection his life is not in danger,’ was Moyen's 
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pronouncement. Jastur merely nodded in reply, but she could 

sense his relief. Then he remembered Renia did not know this 

man. 

‘Renia – or more properly Sian Lakdarion – this is 

Moyen Hed Erreth. It would take half the evening to explain 

what his many skills are, but while he is here you can look to 

him to run the household and obtain anything you or Kerin 

need. Moyen, Renia will attend to Kerin. She has sure instincts 

with the sick and injured, and she knows him well. He may try 

to fool your staff that he is better before his time; he will not 

fool her.’ 

‘I remember his ways of old, though most of the 

servants will not. Between the two of us, my lady, we will 

keep him in line.’ A conspiratorial nod to her became a bow to 

Jastur. ‘You will be returning to Lestar, Crown? I'll see horses 

prepared.’ 

‘No matter, I will go.’ Jastur glanced at his brother, 

sleeping under the drugs now as the physician dealt with the 

wound. ‘Moyen, tell him all my love and care stays with him, 

and we shall see each other soon enough when he is well. My 

lady––’ Again the formal address surprised her, but it was 

merely a parting politeness and Jastur did not wait for a 

response. He was gone. 

Moyen drew a chair over and sat beside her. ‘You 

prefer to be called Renia to Sian, I take it? I will have the 

anteroom prepared for you. Have you eaten today? Hmm... 

You must, even if you do not feel hungry. I will have them 

bring something up, if you wish to stay here. Now then.’ He 

rose, and beckoned her to do so. He stared at her clothes with 

a frown, and she felt herself colouring up. 

‘Hmm. None of the women of Aravey are anywhere 

near your height. Would you object to wearing men's clothes 

while yours are cleaned and more obtained?’ She glanced 

down. It was Kerin's blood on her things that troubled Moyen, 

not their quality. Blood on her hands too; she had been too 

distracted to notice. 
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‘I don't mind. Could I… would it be possible for me 

to have a bath?’ 

‘Food first, then bath, then bed, or you will drop, if 

I may say so. I will arrange these things. Come and wash your 

hands, and talk for a moment with the physician, my lady. You 

will be working closely together these next few days.’ 

The physician was brief, if a little more respectful 

when given her true name. He finished strapping Kerin up and 

told her he should be watched; Kerin was deep under the 

drugs, and would be asleep for several hours. He left her with 

him for five minutes while he went in search of more pillows 

to prop him up. 

She sat beside Kerin again, staring at his sleeping 

face with its stern angel look. Apart from the cut on his 

temple, that face even now seemed curiously untouched by 

any of his experiences, while his body bore the marks of all of 

them. The physician had cleaned the major wound 

scrupulously along with the cut on his head, and bandages 

covered his chest, but dried blood was still everywhere else on 

him – his arms, his neck, a tidemark along his side where he’d 

lain in the pool of it. Twice she set her cheek in front of his 

face to assure herself that he still breathed, for it was almost 

too shallow to see; once she kissed him, because it was hard to 

resist when she was so close. 

Before she could do anything to clean him up, 

Moyen returned with a little supper on a tray. He protested 

against her plan to do such a menial task but she insisted; 

reluctantly he gave in, but insisted that she eat first. Kerin 

would not die from dried blood if she kept him waiting half an 

hour. They dragged the two chairs over to a table beside the 

fire, where Moyen chatted to her about Lestar and Aravey, 

about her, about the set-up of this household which, it seemed, 

she was now in charge of. It was like talking to an old friend, 

but unlike too; she realized that while Moyen was not actually 

telling her how the household must be run, he was advising, 

steering her to make the right decisions. Every now and then 
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as they spoke he would get up and check on Kerin, then return 

to sit with her for a few more minutes. 

There was a knock at the anteroom door and a girl 

not much older than Renia appeared and bobbed a curtsey. It 

seemed her bath was ready. 

‘Thank you, Tela. The anteroom has been set up for 

you, my lady. I am sorry it is so small, but it is convenient. If 

you want anything else just tell me or one of the servants. 

Someone will be in here watching Kerin whenever you are 

busy or when you want to sleep. And my lady’ – he lowered 

his voice – ‘Tela will expect to stay and help you dress and 

undress. If you do not care for that, just tell her you will not be 

needing her.’ 

It was a short, deep hip bath so Renia couldn’t get a 

good soak, but it would make her feel better anyway. She sent 

Tela away, embarrassed to wash in front of a stranger and 

mystified as to why anyone would need help to have a bath. 

Did people of ‘her station’ not even lean over the edge to pick 

up their own towels? This was another world. If only Kerin 

was well enough to quiz about it. Maybe Moyen could help; 

he saw that she was not used to their ways, and she felt 

instinctively that even if she asked him the most foolish of 

questions, her ignorance would go no further than him. Still 

she baulked at it. Besides, all the activity she could hear 

around the house made it clear that he truly had brought half 

the people at Aravey with him; he would be busy managing 

them. 

She had not been in this little room before. It 

smelled of disuse and damp but it was cleaner than the room 

Kerin lay in and that must have been due to Moyen's people. 

The size of it, with a tiny fireplace in one wall and a huge 

wardrobe-like cupboard along another, suggested it was meant 

to be a dressing room. It had a door into the bedroom, and 

another into the corridor. So then, a high-born lord or lady 

would throw off their clothes in here and go to bed while the 

servants would quietly retrieve the clothes, wash them and 
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press them, and put them back in the wardrobe without having 

to disturb the privacy of the gentry. Well, there was one fact of 

her new life established. 

Clean clothes had been laid out for her, on a bed 

that had somehow been manhandled in and tucked into the 

corner of the room; a dresser on the other side of the fireplace 

held a covered bowl of steaming water and far more towels 

than she would need – the extra were for washing Kerin, she 

surmised. The bath took up much of the remaining floor space. 

It looked cramped, compared to the bedroom beyond the door; 

but the bed alone was larger than her whole room at home, 

back at Melor's. She slid into the bath comparing the one life 

against the other, but already things were blurring. Old life, 

new life. Could the change really be so simple? 

Too hard a question to answer, as yet. She ducked 

her head and let the hot water wash her thoughts away. 

The clothes they had left were men's, as Moyen had 

warned her; a little large but with a belt to cinch them all in. 

When she re-entered the bedroom a servant, one of those the 

physician had lectured earlier, jumped up. She had forgotten 

he would be there, and found herself juggling the bowl and 

towels as she dismissed him nervously. He went without any 

sign that anything – her behaviour, her clothes, her plan to 

wash Kerin herself – was strange. Perhaps they had been told 

she was new to this; but she found something both attractive 

and disturbing in having the power to order people now, rather 

than ask. 

Washing Kerin, still asleep, was a messy process 

and the ruin she made of the towels could not be helped. He 

stirred once or twice as she worked, even opened his eyes, but 

he drifted away again. When she was finished she risked 

rolling him onto a towel and sliding him over to the other side 

of the bed, where the sheets were clean and dry; it neither hurt 

nor roused him. 

The physician returned after an hour or so and left 

her a powder to give Kerin when he woke, to dull the pain. 
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After that she was left quite alone, and time dragged until 

Kerin began to stir. He raised his head a little and looked at 

her before lying back, but this time he spoke. 

‘Here, near me. Please.’ She came closer, but beside 

the bed was not near enough; he patted the mattress and she 

sat on it. He laid his hand over hers and seemed content, 

though pain haunted his face. 

‘You are in pain? I have something you can take.’ 

He looked at her slowly, only half awake, and nodded; she 

made it up in a little water and gave it to him. Weakly he 

pulled a sour face at it. 

‘Augh! Maci. He does think me a baby. It’s very 

powerful. I’ll sleep again. Stay with me...’ 

She curled up beside him, linked her fingers with 

his, and watched him fade away once more. He was out of 

pain, and safe enough. 

With him settled she turned that day over in her 

mind. Lakdarion. Sian Lakdarion, kin of the Hedhiugenen. Her 

life opened up before her like pages in a book; and even her 

wildest aspirations from the years of growing up with Melor 

were suddenly ripped out, and pages she had never seen before 

were thrust in, waiting to be read. She regretted the torn pages 

of the future that would not be; they had been poor, 

unambitious hopes, but they had at least been hers. She 

supposed that she mourned them for that reason; what other 

reason was there? After all, kinship with the Hedhiugenen: 

who would not want that? Given that it made the impossible 

possible, even down to this... 

She trailed her fingers over Kerin’s, acutely aware 

of her bitten nails and work calluses. His hands might be those 

of a soldier who had lived their rough and ready life for 

months, but they were still better kept than hers. The sort of 

hands she hardly saw, let alone touched, until she met him. 

Now everything about her life was altering; and everything 

she knew, everything she was, felt wrong for this new life. She 
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could not change that. She did not want to change that, for it 

had made her who she was, but she needed some way to fit 

into this world; his world. Dread and hope again. It had not 

ended after all. Perhaps it never would. Perhaps she had just 

learned the final lesson of childhood, and grown up at last 

because now she accepted it; you have to live life in dread and 

hope, equal measures. 

But the dread surfaced again when she thought of 

what her past might actually hold. The perfect picture – being 

part of a Council family, the answer to all their problems – had 

already been marred by Lemno’s invading thoughts. It was 

clear his past and hers were far closer than she cared to think. 

All his bitterness and anger towards her didn’t stem from the 

help she’d given to the Hedsarollen; they were about the past, 

about being kin to the Hedhiugenen, about her mother... 

It was hatred, and something other than hatred, that 

she had felt in him; as though he wanted to destroy her, yet at 

the same time longed to test her, to see what she was capable 

of. And the ache was heart deep in her that she had been given 

something of her past, but dare not trust the source. His 

thoughts were so violent, so personal, so frightening, she had 

fought to keep them out. Now she wished she had not. What 

was it he knew and had tried to show her? Why was he so bent 

on revenge – and so certain he would get it? Could he paint 

such a powerful emotional picture and yet be lying? Some 

instinct told her no, but this was Lemno. He was clever, so 

clever with minds. He had controlled her thoughts and actions 

across half a city; what if he could do it from anywhere, even 

exile? That was her chief fear now; that she might help bring 

about his destiny because he fooled her into it. She tossed and 

turned, tortured by her doubts, until she found herself face to 

face once more with Kerin. 

It was both consoling and lonely to know that he 

would never feel this fear. That was what had goaded Lemno 

most about Kerin, she realized now: the fact that he could not 

be reached, that Lemno could never get inside his mind. Nor, 

she thought wistfully, could she. 
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‘Always remember this,’ Atune had said to her 

when they parted, and she had taken Renia’s hand - because 

that touch had let her silently deliver the message she had 

really wanted to give Renia. ‘It’s not in him. So, if he trusts 

you, it’s because he wants to. Never worry that you might use 

your powers to make him do something he doesn’t want to, 

because you can’t.’ 

Darkness had long since fallen outside; the sound of 

the distant waterfall was a gentle, lulling rumble. The one 

candle that remained by the bed was guttering. Exhaustion was 

finally claiming Renia and sleep was not far away. As she lay 

beside Kerin she re-laced her fingers in his and tried to keep 

her tired eyes on his face for as long as she could. As beautiful 

as an angel, this man, even asleep. And her man; that was 

what Atune’s last words to her had really been about, and it 

took Renia’s breath away to realize it. She had a power and 

she might use it on others, but it would never work on him. 

When he chose to love her, it was of his own free will. 

She got her breath back; and when she did, it came 

out as an uncontrollable yawn. She could fight sleep no longer, 

but then it no longer mattered. Whether she dreaded it or 

longed for it, tomorrow was going to come. 

And then, a whole new life would start. 

oOo 
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Thank you for reviewing!  

You can post your review to any publicly accessible location, 

e.g. 

 Author’s website 

Amazon* 

 

*only available for reviews posted after release on 1st 

October 2015 

If you are reviewing to take advantage of a reader’s offer, 

please ensure you have noted any offer deadline, as shown on 

the author’s website blog page. 

  

http://helenbellauthor.com/2015/09/06/its-launch-party-time-1st-october-2015-and-youre-invited/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Helen-Bell/e/B00XWB99LA
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The story will continue in: 

Playing a Dark Game 

Book 3 of the Ilmaen Quartet 

 

For latest news, readers’ special offers, Facebook and Twitter 

links, visit 

http://www.helenbellauthor.com 

  

http://www.helenbellauthor.com/
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Also in this series: 

Shadowless 

Book 1 of the Ilmaen Quartet 

Think how it would be, 

if you could see the future... 

Now think again. 

Renia knows trouble is coming when she and 

her brother Vel pull a stranger from the surf, 

more dead than alive. 

 

Vel sees adventure ahead; but they have rescued 

a driven man who won’t abandon his duty whatever it costs. 

They face a powerful enemy willing to plunge a whole nation 

into chaos to gain revenge.  

Renia knows things won’t end well because 

she is a far-seer. 

 

And there’s nothing she can do to change 

what’s ahead. 
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Praise for Shadowless 

‘Has an epic feel to it with richly painted characters and 

settings.’ 

M.L. Hamilton, World of Samar Series 

 ‘A mix of Celia Rees and Mary Webb.’ 

Jane Alexander, Walker 

‘I was pulled in right away. There’s so much energy in the 

story. It really comes alive.’ 

Alecia Stone, Talisman of El 

  

Find it at www.helenbellauthor.com/book/shadowless 

http://www.helenbellauthor.com/book/shadowless
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